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THEDEFENCEOF 
THEMOTORISf 
Here, in the heart of Paris, an organization w ith global 
reach conducts its business representing the automobile 
and its users in all their many aspects. T here are the 
pleasures of competition, from professional motor racing 
and rallying to weekend events just for fun: the FIA is the 
world governing body for motor sport Just as important 
are the opportunities and problems of everyday motoring 

- as cities of the industrialized world come dose to 
gridlock, motorization of some developing countries has 
only just begun. At the heart of the FIA are its members, 
the national automobile dubs of 118 countries. This is their 
forum. One of the first such international organizations 
when it was founded in 1904, the FIA today has more 

power and influence than at any time in its history. 
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October 2003: The Flags of the nations 

stand proudly on either side of the 
book-lined conference hall. 

Representatives of ]18 countries are gathered for 
the Genernl Assembly. There is simultaneous 

translation in si:x languages. The delegates' 

d ossier runs to more than 200 pages. The 

agenda contains 28 items - multiple reports, 
proposals and elections. Bu:,iness is conducted 

swiftly and efficie-ntly. This is an org:mization 
that represent::, more than 100 million people 
throughout the world. ft is concerned ,vith an 
activity that is vital to their personal and 
economic well-being, it governs a m:ijor sport -

and it works with an ease and harmony that 
other international bodies envy. ft is the 
f.cderation Internationale de 11'..utomnbile, the 
FIA. 

The FIA celebrates its IOOt.h birthday in 
2004: bigger, strnnger and more relevant than at 
any time in its existence. The public knows its 

name through the enormous television 
exposure of formula l motor rncing. It is less 

likely to know that the FIA started a prl1Cess that 

has led to safi:-r road cars in many r;1rts of the 
world. Or that it created thl' standard 

international road signs that we take for granted; 
facilitated travel across borders while at th<' samC' 

tinw working to have customs harriers frir 
motor touri:,ts re111oved; and, more recent!~~ 

played a significant role in en:,uring that future 

regulations for car design are the same in all 

manufacturing count1ies. 

This is an association ot 163 natiunal 

automobi le clubs. The majority .1re most 

concerned with ~ill motoring mattl'rs, but some 
are devoted only to 'tnuring' (the FTA\; 

expression for everyday car usd and others 

spt:daJize in motor sport. The FlA is dcdiu.1ted 
to representing the interests of those 
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organi7.::itions and motor cir user.<:, throughout 
the world and is the governing body of' motor 

"rort ,vorldwide. 

The FIA is not, :is some may suppose, 

directly connected to the motor trade ~md 
in<lu.stry, although it can take some credit for its 

development. In 1929, at tl1l' 25th anniversary o~ 
what was then the Association Internationale 
des Automobile Clubs Reconnus, the first 
president, H:1ron de Zuylcn, recalll'd: 

'The o1utomobile clubs launched a new 

industry. The best way llf interesting the puhlic 

\\·as thrnugh racing. J\Fter each ra1...c the 
enthusiasm nf the crowd W'dS enormous and 
this enthusiasm was translated into millions of 

orders so that money poured into the coffers of 

the foctories that huilt these wonderful 

mad1ines, creating an irreversible movement 

towards the mutor car_ The birth of our 

association therefore \\·orkec.l I ikc a large 
advertisement u:1n1paign - the starting point for 

one of the world's major indu:,trie-;.' 

Su the hit.tory of the FIA is the history nf 
that industry and of the shift of tht· motor car 

from an intriguing plaything to a tool for 

everyday use, an indispensahlc part of life tor 

people in rnost parts of the world. In the 
beginning, the organization wJS united by the 
sheer enthusiasm of the pioneers, but soon it 

was more busily occupied defending the 

automobile against its detractors. Another past 

president characterized it as: 'a mutual aid 

association in the fuce of general hrn,tiLty'. 
The- passenger car and the racing car ,vere 

originally one and the same. Today, the higher 

echelons of motor sport have more in common 

with the aerospace indw,try than the car 

business. Governing this most technical ol 
sports is not easy: As well as ,,vinning on the 

track, it is the joh of the Aen:ely-competiliw 



Formula l teams to try to beat the rule-makers. 
Throughout its history, the FIA has constantly 
reviewed and revised the regulations for motor 
racing and its many associated activities to 
encourage participation, ensure fair and 

vigorous competition and, above alt maintain 
safety for all concerned. 

All sports need strong, internationally
recognized authorities. The FlA runs world 
motor sport by consensus. Its status as the 
governing body is legally enshrined in some 

countries but generally it operates by a licence 
system agreed by its members throughout the 
world. Apart from setting the regulations for the 
cars and the conduct of events - all included in 
a complex multi-volume publication knom, as 

the International Sporting Code - it is tl1e body 

FiA 

that recognizes and certifies production models 
for competition. The annual FIA International 
Calendar contains 850 motor sporting events. 
There are more than 30 official FIA 

championships, ranging from junior karts to 
drag racing, cross-country rallies to truck 
racing, and races, rallies and hill-climbs for 

historic cars. 
The FIA also provides the administration 

for the International Court of Appeal, a body of 
independent judges competent in legal and 
sporting matters, that is the final arbiter in 
disputes about FIA rules and their application. 

But surely there is something irrational 

about an organization that on one side stands 
for road safety and the sensible control of an 
ever-c..'Cpanding car population and on the otl1er 

Tlw pcissenger rn,· c111d 1l1e mcinK mr 11 •m• 11riK,i11al/y 1/re S(l/111'. 
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is the administrator of a dangerous sport that 
glorifies speed? The FTA's 10th president, Max 
Mosley, thinks not. He believes that the two 
activities are complementary, that they learn 
from one another, and perhaps more 
important!)', that the Fl.A'.s high profile from 
motor radngeases access to irnpo1tant people in 
the wider world of the automobile, from c:ir 
manufucturers to governments. 

The FIA today is recognized by and 
collaborates with a wide range of other 
international bodies, from the United Nations 
and its specialized agencies to the L1temational 
Olympic Committee. There is continuing 
dialogue with the European Union, at the 
Commission in Brussels and the Parliament in 
Strasbourg. In 2000, tl1e FlA was instrument:il 
in setting up the Forum fur the Automobile & 
Society, an .independent 'think tank' which 
includes 35 members of the European 
Parliament as well as representatives of the 
motor industry and other non-governmental 
organizations. 

The automobile dubs that the FIA brings 
together are on five continents. Some are major 
enterprises in tl1eir own right. The American 
Automobile Association has 41.4 million 
members, the Japan Automobile Federation 
16.9 million, the ADAC of Gennany l4.4 
million. By extreme contrast, the Club 
Automobile du Burundi has fewer than 20 
members. The larger clubs value the fraternity 
and the world perspective that the FJA 
rrovides, while in this era of increasing 
globaUzation, the smaller ones benefit from 
contact witl1 those witl1 greater experience and 
resources. 

The F1A and the Alliance Internationale de 
Tourisme (AIT) have long recognized that they 
should avoid duplication of effurt. OF the 163 

I() 

dubs altiliated to the FIA, 75 are also members 
of the AIT. From 2004, the touring and general 
motoring aspects of the FIA have been 
reorganized using tl1e AIT's regional structure. 
As th.is is written, the elements are in place for 
the 1:\.vo organizations to merge in 2005. 

Each club pays the FIA an annual 
subscription proportional to its membership. 
For the first 65 years of its existence such otl1er 
income as the organization received came 
mrn,tly from the sale of customs carnets and 
other travel documents; motor sp1..1rt 
contributed very little financially. But gradually 
the tables turned. Racing, spearheaded by 
Formula I, became more commercial, its 
popularity increased and so did t.J,e workload of 
the governing body. By the 1980s, finance from 
the spo1t v,1as supporting all the other activities 
ofthefIA. 

As professional motor racing developed, the 
television rights for tl1e Fonnula l World 
Championship came to represent wealth 
beyond tl1e FIA's dreams - or its immediate 
needs. 1o satisfy tl,e European Commission's 
competition rules, the FIA was encouraged to 
separate its commercial interests from its role as 
the regulator and governing body of motor 
sport. So, in 2000. it sold the commercial 
rights for Formula l to Bernie Ecclestone's 
management company on a 100-year lease. 

That provided 300 million US dollars to 
establish the FIA Foundation for the 
Automobile & Society, a d1aritable trust that 
conducts and commissions research into safety, 
on the road and in motor sport, and takes an 
active part i.n the general debate about the 
environment and mobility. 

Contributing to that wider debate is how the 
automobile and the private motorist must be 
defended in tl1e modem world, for as the FIA 



Fnundation's major report in 2003, The 
Automobile and Society, concluded, rather than 
the car e,i:ablishing its place in society, that society 
ha~ largely restructured itself around the car. 

The automobile is the great liberator, 
providing the freedom to travel where you want 
and when you want, and with whomever you 
choose. But sheer volume - 740 million motnr 
vehides in the world in 2003 and there could be 
l billion by 2020 - brings problems and 
responsibilities as well as utiJity and 
convenience. As it enters its second century, the 
FlA has a mission to make motoring as safe as 
pussible, to minimize its impact on the 
environment, and to show how new technology 
can make it more efficient . .. 

In the Library of the Automobile Club de 
France, in whose Pari::. premises the FIA is 

headqu:.lrtered, President Mosley chairs the 
General Assembly with an impressive calm. He 
uses a lawyer's skill to sum up each issue and has 
a courteou~ but convincing manner that 
persuades doubters. l le runs the organization 
from the h-ont, heading both the World Counci l 
for Mobility and the Automobile and the World 
Council for Motor Sport, and pulling together 
the work and recommendations of their many 
commissions. AnJ he describes, with obvious 
relish, the outcome of debates and negotiations 
with bureaucrats and others seen as ubstructivc 
to the FIA's Lause. 

Outside, the Federation's blue-and-gold flag 
flutters in the breeze above the dissical 18th 
century mansion at the head of the Place de la 
Concorde. Signmcant events in world history 
haw occurred in this place. Benjamin Fran.klfr11 

ambassador and scientist, signed the Treaty of 

Il 

Palis - which fonnally ended the Arne1icm 
Revolution and recognized the United States of 
America - at the Hotel Coislin, number 4. 
P1·esident Woodrow Wilson and America's allies 
drew up the charter for the League of Nations -
which the US Senate refused to join - in the 
Hotel Crillon next door. The Marshall Plan for 
Europe's recon~truction after World \A/ar 2 was 
administered from a matdung mansion acruss the 
street once occupied by the statesman Charles de 
l:1lleyrand. Perhaps we should also mention that 
this square, then called the Place de la Revolution, 
was the site of the guillotine used to execute King 
Louis XVI and Queen Marie Antoinette in 1793. 

Of course, the activities of the FIA have not 
featured so prominently in the history books. 
But they do reflect IOO years' development of 
the automobile, one of man's most significant 
inventions. 

1n 1904 the automobile wns nearly a decide 
old but it had only just become clear that it v.ias 

here to stay. Like a butterfly emerging from a 
du-ysalis, the stuttering horseless carriage was 
supplanted by the sweeter and faster progress of 
a vehicle witl, a more distinctive d1aracter. The 
motor car as we know it "vas born - and so was 
the association of pioneer dubs that became the 
Federation Internationale de l'.A.utomobile. 

This work records and discusses the history 
of the FIA for the first time. It describes a 
century of pmgress not only fur one of the 
earliest international organizations of the 
med1anical age but also of the automobile in all 
its many furms and rules. It is a story of men and 
machine!:., of harsh political battles and gentle 
diplomacy and, above all, an unening belief in 
the benefits and joy~ of a world on wheels. 





WHENTHECAR 
WASYOUNG 
Pioneer motorists, united in their enthusiasm and ,,·ealth, 
formed the first national automobile clubs. These were 
conduits for discussion about the new-fungled motor car, 
the organizers of the first races and record event<;, and the 
advocate~ of motoring in the foce of suspicion and hostility. 
In the beginning. all racing took place on public. roads with 

few restrictions but there were disputes about the rules 
and the eligibility of competing cars. The Gordon Bennett 
Trophy races were for national teams, selection for ,,·hich 

,vas in the hands of the national automobile clubs. The 
winner of the Gordon Bennett Trophy was entitled to host 
the event the following year. Thus, international motor 
racing was born - and an informal congress of dubs 

created which, in 1904, became the Association 
Internationale des Automobiles Clubs Reconnuc,. 
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Fo.rmally and officiaUy, the association of 
automobUe clubs that would become the 
FLA began at a meeting in Bad Homburg, 

Germany, on 20 June 1904. But its origins were 
in France. 

France didn't invent the automobile, but it 
embraced motoring more enthusiastically than 
any other country. As Karl Benz - who, arguably, 
did produce the first viable car - once said: 'ff 
Germany was the father of the motor cnr, 
Fr.mce was its mother'. 

Paris was ready for it Baron Haussmann, 
whose mid-19th century master plan for the 
French capital produced wide, elegant 
boulevards and fashionable houses and 
apartments for the well-to-do, didn't know of 
the motorization that was to occur three 
decades latl'r. But Haussmann's layout of paved 
streets with open intersections - designed to 

deter revolutions of a different kind - was 
perrect for the 0edgling automobiles. There, 
horseless and horse-drawn carriages could co
exist. 

Today, the car is regarded by many as the 
scourge of city centres; in Paris at the tum of 
century, car m,vnership marked a person of 

wealth and sophistication, embracing the latest 
developments of a fast-moving industrial world. 
Records show that in 1901 there were 5386 cars 
in France and 3800 of them were in Paris. 

So it is not surprising that the first 
organization dedicated to the new activity of 
motoring should be the AutomobUe Club de 
France (ACF), founded in November 1895 and 
established in premises nt number 4, Place de 
l'Opera, at the junction with one of the grandest 
of the grand boulevards. By ]898 a small group of 

its members had raised 15 million Francs to 
purchase two fine classical-style mansions in the 
Place de la Concorde, number 6 and number 8. 
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This aristocratic he.an of Paris became the centre 
of the automotive world. 

Sin'lilar organizations were soon estabHshec.l 
in other parts of Ew-ope: The Royal Automobile 
Club of Relgium and the OJ\MTC in Austria in 

1896; the Automobile Club of Great Britain in 
1897; the Turin AutomobUe Club, KNAC in 
Holland, and the Automobile C lub or 
Switzerland in 1898. 

These were gentlemen's clubs. Thl'y were 
hound to be. Motoring in the pioneering days 
,,vas C\.'tremely expensive and only Lhose of 
substance could entertain the idea of buying, 
running and maintaining a car. 

Enthusia:,,.n fur these ne,v-fangled devices 

was what brought members together, but it wa:; 
also dear that a united body ofintercstcd parties 
was necessary. The novelty :mcl excitement of 
seeing a motor vehicle quickly wore off and 

were followed by a growing opposition to the 
car and its use. 

Anything new which promises wid~--pread 
changes to everyday life has its detractors. The 

traditionaJ multi-faceted industry that revolved 
around the horse was threatened and even the 
companies that rnn the railways, which had 
revolutionized long-distance travel only a Few 
decades before, were worried by the prospects 

of f~i:er and more efficient road transport 
And then, for some, there was the fear or 

the unknown. Speed seemed dangerous. Before 
the motor car, the fastest means of personal 

transport on land was the bicycle. Sages wdrned 
that the human body would not withstand the 
stress of being pushed through the air at more 
than 100km/h (60mph). 

An unusual contest, held in 1899 between 
Paris and Tr-ouville, on the Channel coast or 
France, puts speed at this time in conte.-..'t It was 

J handicap event with different time aUowances 
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Cowl/ de Dion (cell/rel, &1ro11 de Z11yle11 (left) and Patti Me)\'111 meet w creme the ACT; June 1895 
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fur pedestrians, horses, cycles, motorcycles and 

cars. More than a century later, we can't know if 
the organizers wanted to prove that the old ways 
were best but their handicapping certainly 
favoured the horses, which finished first and 

second. In actual speeds, the best runner did 
7.9km/h (4.9mph), the winning horse 13.7km/h 
(85mph), the fa~te~t cyclist 3l.2krn/h (19.4mph), 
motorcyclist 52.3krn/h (325mph) and the first 
car, a Mors, did 56.6km/h (35.2mph). 

Motor racing had already begun. It was a 

natural extension of the activities of those who 
came together to form the ACF Wealthy men 
raced horses, so it made perfect sense to 
chalJenge each other using the vehicles that 
were to replace the horse as their private 

transport. 
Indeed, what fir~t attracted Baron t.ticrn1e 

de Zuylen de Nyevelt de Haar to the early 
automobile wa~ his love of horses and the 

promise that it could ease the burden of over
worked and ill-treated animals. He kept a stable 
of SO horses in Neuil!Ji near Paris. 

Baron de Zuylen was one of the founders of 

the Automobile Club of France. The idea wa~ 
cast at a meeting in June 1895 with his Friend, 
the pioneer car maker Count Albert de Dion, 
and Paul Meyan, a jot1rnalist and publishe1; at 
de Dion's house on the Quai d'Orsay in Paris. 

T he previous November, Baron de Zuylcn 
and Count de Dion had set up a 'cornmittcc l<..)r 
the direction of races for mech<mical carriages'. 
This \\"as refi~rred to elsewhere as the 
Automobile Club of P,ffis and it Formulated the 
rules for the 1895 Paris-Bordeaux-Paris event, 

\\'hich i~ now regarded as the world's first official 
motor race. 

Earlier; in 1894, the newspaper Le Petit 
lounllll had promoted the Paris-Rouen 
reliability trial at which de Dion's steam vehicle 

(not really a car but a tractor pulling a carriage] 
had averaged 18.67krn/h (11.6mph) to take first 
place - but not fir~t prize, m, two men were 

needed to operate it. 
The Paris-Bordeaux-Paris event was 

altogether more ambitious: at 1178 kilometres 

/111li1•ulw1l <lllrL< ;,, Pw1y ,,,,."'-
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(732 miles), IO times as long as the Paris-Rouen 
trial, it had 22 starters of which njne survived to 
the finish, eight of them petrol-driven. Emile 
Levassor led throughout, but his two-seater 
Panhard, whid1 had averaged 24km/h 05mph), 

was technically outside the rules which said that 
the winning car must have at least four seats. 

So in the very earLlest motor sport events 
there were disqualifications and arguments 

about the regulations: the scene for the future 
was set in more ways than one .. . 

Once the ACF had been funned, the ad-hoc 
race com,ruttee became part of the Club, of 
which Baron de Zuylen was appointed 
president The first race organized under its 
aegis was Paris-Marseilles-Paris in 1896. As an 
even longer contest, l7ll kilometres (1063 miles) 
over 10 days, in which l3 of the 32 starters 

competed the course, it was a success. But those 
who condemned motor racing as dangerous 
pointed to the accident where Emile Levassor 
was thrown out of his car as it overturned, 
sustaining injuries to which he would succumb 
some months later. 

Safety became a major issue. The great city

to-city races developed as demonstrations of the 
speed and reliability of the cars and daring 
adventures for the drivers. The French chamber 
of deputies had become increasingly concerned 
and in 1900 stopped all motor racing for a few 

weeks. By 1902 the authorities in Switzerland 
and Bavaria had also banned it, disrupting the 
planned route for the Paris-Vienna race. 

But the rise in support and enthusiasm for 
racing was relentless. As was the quest for speed. 

The fastest cars could now do nearly 160krn/h 

Return to 1/,efmy- Gonion Benne11 Trophy /903. 
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In 1he early days rrJa£/:;ide repairs wen,, co111111onpl11£·e. 
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/,ei,assor's 1895 Paris-BordemcY-Paris ad1ie11e111ent comme,norwed at Porte Maillot, Paris. 
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(100mph) - Slirprise, surprise, the lOOkm/h 
mark had passed without d ire effects on the 

human body! 
The 1903 Paris-Madrid event attracted more 

than 300 entries and started 179 cars and it was 
said that three mill ion people turned out to 

watd1 the first stage to Bordeaux. Femand 
Gabriel's leading 70hp Mars averaged 
105.09km/h (65.3mph) to Bordeaux, where the 
race degenerated into chaos. There had been a 
seiies of accidents along the way, six futalities 

and many participants and spectators injured. 
The French government insisted that the police 
~top the event and the cars were not even 
allowed to return to Paris under their own 
power. They had the ignorniny of being towed 

behind horses to the railway station where they 
were put on a train. 

Paris-Madrid was to be the last of these great 
races on open roads in Europe. From 1904 racing 
was organized on road circuits, which had a very 

long lap distance by today's standards but were 
at least dosed to normal traffic and kept the 
crowds of spectators back from the competing 
cars. The Circuit of Ardennes, fi.r.:.1: held in 1902 

by the RAC of Belgium on an 85.3-kilometre 
(53-mile) loop oF country roads, showed the way. 

The Gordon Bennett Trophy races had 
been run by the ACF since 1900. These were 
national team events sponsored by James 
Gordon Bennett, Paris-based proprietor of the 

New York /-leralrl and part-owner of the 
transatlantic telegraph cable. He put up a 
valuable silver trophy to encourage other 
countries to challenge the French domination of 

motor racing. 
The idea of national racing colours started 

here, for easy identification of the team cars 
from ead1 country. Blue ,vas for France, green 

for Britain, yeJlow for Belgium, white for 
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Germany, and, intriguingly, red - known to this 
day as the colour of Italy - was allocated to the 

USA. 
The fi.rst Gordon Bennett Trophy, run from 

Paris to Lyons, was won by Fernand Charron 
driving a Panhard & Levassor. The m ies required 
the winning nation to host the following year's 

event ln truth, the fi.rst race was a disorganized 
farce, ,vitl1 five starters and only two finishers. It 
was not surprising that it generated little interest 
From either competitors or the public. So it was 
decided to combine the 1901 Gorclon Bennett 

Trophy with the more prominent P:1ris
Bordeaux rJce. 

The Gordon Bennett clement of the Paris
Bordeaux event received even less support than 
the first race. The French were the only starters 

and the winning Panharcl & Levassor of Leonce 
Girardot was a long way behind the increasingly 
powerful and specialized 'city racers'. But it 

meant that the 1i·ophy stayed in France fur 1902, 
when it was nin as a part of the Paris-Vienna 

race. This turned out to be blue agciinst green, 
France versus Great Britain. Selwyn Francis 
Edge won for Napier. The Gordon Bennett 
,.fi-ophy headed across the Channel for ]903. 

Racing was not allowed on the public road~ 

on the British mainland so the fourth Gordon 
Bennett Trophy race was held at Athy in 
southern Ireland. The winner was tl1e 'Red 
Devil' CamiJle Jenatzy driving a Mercedes 
60hp, who covered 527 kilometres (3275 miles) 
at an average of 79.2km/h ( 49.2mph). This wc1s 

an amazing speed considering that the car was a 
standard production item, the 90hp fuctory 
mcing models having been destroyed by fire 

shortly bcfure the race. 
But we digress - Mercedes' win meant that 

the following year's Gordon Bennett Trophy 
race would be held in Germany, which is how 
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and why the great and the good of the 
automobile movement came to be in Bad 
Homburg in June 1904. 

Selecting national teams of three cars had 
become a controversial process - the French, in 
particular, with the largest number of car 
constructors, wanted to race for themselves 
rather than their country. But the Gordon 
Bennett rules required the national clubs to 
sanction their teams - and that required the 
presence of their officials at the event 

On 20 June, three days after the race - held 
on a 140-kiJometre (87-rnile) course in the 
Taunus hills - ,vas won for France by Leon 
Thery driving a Richard-Brasier 80hp, the 
organizing club, AC Kaiserlisd1e, invited those 
representatives to a meeting presided over by 
the Duke V ictor of Ratibor. There it was 
proposed to form an international association of 
automobile clubs. 

Delegates from seven countries agreed 

unanimously with the proposition that their 
clubs plus six others should form such a body. 
The agreed name was in Frend1: Association 
Internationale des Automobiles Clubs 
Reconnus. lt would soon be referred to as the 
AIACR. 

As the organizer of most of the major 
motoring events until that time, it was logical 
that the AutomobiJe Club of France should 
have a leading role in the new organization. lts 
president, Baron de Zuylen, was elected 
president of the AlACR. The ACF offered space 
in its palatial premises in Paris for the 
headquarters of the international body and to 
run its secretariat 

Some 42 years later, the AIACR would 
become the Federation Internationale de 
!Automobile. Its headquarters remained at 
number 8, Place de la Concorde, next door to 
the prestigious Hotel Crillon, as they are to this 
day, 100 years on. 

Sraning JXJilll - rhe rmphy (left) donaced by Jcwres Gonion &nnell hm11{!,l11 muional cb,bs rogether. 
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MOTOR SPORT 
The new 'club or clubs' took control of international 
motor racing - and embraced the very first Grand Prix in 
1906 - but it envisaged a broader mandate. When its 
~tatutcs \\'ere drawn up they included no specific role in 

motor sport, although everyone concerned knew that 
racing was a vital part of its activities. As the automobile 
matured and be<..t1me more affordable, and thus more 
widely available, motor tourism prospered and the AJACR 
provided a valuable link between the countries or Europe. 
Further afield, too, with racing in the United States and an 

expanded membership including clubs in China and 
South America. After \ Vorld \ ½r l it was decided to 
establish a separnte sporting commission, the CSI, to look 
after all issues surrounding motor sport. 



Starting as it did from a meeting following a 
motor race, the Association Tntemationale 
des Automobile Clubs Reconnus can be 

said to have been born of the sport 
Those present at that inaugural gathering, 

who included Count de Sierstorpff and 
Count Archambault de Talleyrand-Perigord 
representing Germany, Colonel Henry Holden 
and Sir David Salomons from Great Britain, and 
Prince Solms-Brannfels of Austria, had a broader 
agenda. They wanted the organization to 

represent all users of the internal-combustion 
engine, in the air as well as on land, and on two 

wheels as well as four. 
But at the beginning there were no rules, 

except those of racing which had been 

established by the ACF So it is understandable 
that when tabUng topics for discussion at the 
first business meeting or the AlACR, to be held 
in December 1904, sporting issues took 
precedence. 

The very first item could have come from 
the agenda of the 2004 -world Council for 
Motor Sport: 'Limiting the speed of racing cars'. 
Controlling the endless quest for speed is a 

recurrent theme in the history of the AlACR 
and the FIA /\t the -founding meeting, member 
dubs we_re urged to send t11eir ideas for a 
fonnula to curb speeds in advance of the 

December GeneraJ Assembly. 
The 13 dubs 'recognized' and therefore 

eligible to join the AJACR from the outset were 
from Austri:i, Belgium, Denmark, France, 
Germany, Great Britain, Holland, Turin, 
Portugal, Russia (St Petersburg), Spain, 

Switzerland and the United States of America. 
At the December meeting, Hungary was also 
admitted, an<l the Marquis Ferrero di 

Ventimiglia, president of the Turin Automobile 
Club, announced the formation of AutomobiJe 
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C lub of Italy (ACO, whid1 became that 
country's representative. 

It was agreed that th1.: AJACR, with three 
delegates from each club, would meet twice a 
year - in the summer, at the time and place of 
the Gordon Bennett Trophy races, and the Paris 

Motor Show in December. 
The ACF wanted to replace the Gordon 

Bennett races with a Grand Prix, open to all c.ar 
manufacturers and not contested by national 
teams, but after much djscussion felt obliged to 
host the Gorclon Bennett again in 1905. Run on 
the mountainous Circuit of Auvergne, this was 

to be the last such event Leon Thery, driving a 
Brasier, won again. By the AlACR meeting in 
December that year, the French had declared 
that they intended to hold their Grand PrL"\'. in 
]906 and were not prepared to stage another 

Gorclon Bt>nnett race. 
The newly-fanned AC of Italy therefore 

had the option to run the event in 1906 (Fiats 
finished second and third in 1905) but when a 

vote was taken at the Al/\CR on whether to 
support it, six of the prominent clubs abstained 
The Gordon Bennett series was fmished, 

although there would be periodic attempts to 

revive the idea in the years to come. 
As the last winner - and the organizer of 

the series - it was decided that the ACF should 
retain the massive silver Gordon Bennett 
Trophy. It remains in number 6, Place de la 

Concorde to this day, the focal point of a 
conference room that has seen many a 
discussion about the future of motor racing. 

For aU its good intentions, the AlACR did 

not do much to control speeds or change racing 
regulations at its early meetings. It maintained a 
simple fu1mula devised by the ACF in 1902: OJ rs 

must have a maximum unladen weight of 
1000kg (with an allowance of an extra 7kg for 



those ·with the latest magneto ignition systems} 
It did, however, give international recognition to 
the ACF's system of warning signals for races - ;:i 

blue flag to slow down, a yellow flag to stop. 
The first Grand Pri,'< of the ACF would be 

run to these same rules. This, it should be 
emphasized, was very mud1 a Frend1 idea. The 

disquiet about the Gordon Bennett was largely 
because France had six or seven manufacturers 

eager to race, whereas other countries, also 
allowed three-car teams, had only one or two. 

Let us divert for a moment to Le Mans in 
June 1906, for here was the start of Grand Prix 
racing - perhaps not as we know it today, but 

certainly the beginning for a new kind of 
international motor sport, introducing several 
dementc; that are now familiar. 

At scrutineering, the 'weigh-in ' that 
preceded the big race, there were 25 French cars, 
six: Italian and three German. Cynical rivals said 

that this vvas the way the French wanted it, with 
overwhelming odds to win the race, but 
Chevalier Rene de Knyff, the president of the 

ACF's sporting commission and doyen of the 
heroic age of racing (he won the 1898 Paris
Bordeaux and the first Tour de France in 1899) 
regretted that there were few overseas entries 
and that Great Britain and the United States of 
America were absent He declared: 'The Grand 
Prix is essentially international, where overseas 
manufacturers can freely participate.' 

The race was, by today's standards, a long, 
drawn-out affair. /\ fast, triangular course of 
103.18 kilometres (64.1 miles) in the outskirts of 

Le Mans had to be lapped six times on two 
consecutive days. The total distance was 1238 
kilometres (769 miles). The roads had been 

partially tarred to keep down dust and a short 
section, by-passing the narrow streets of the 
village of St Calais, was specially built - of 
wooden boards - fur the event This made it 
unnecessary to have controls and slow 'neutral' 
sections in towns, which had been a feature of 
most road circuit races until that time. 

Although racing cars had become much 
more reliable over their first decade, such a long 

Tlw/inr Gm,ul Pro. at u, l\/1,ois i11 1906. 
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rJce meant a good deal of maintenance as well as 
refuelling. The Le Mans course provided 'pits' 

on the right-hand side of the road at the starting 
area opposite the grandstand. The EngHsh name 
described sunken fuel and tyre depots, but 
these were actually trackside garage areas at road 

level. (Real trench pits were introduced two 
years later at Dieppe to give the spect;:itors a 
clear view of the cars, as there the refuelling area 
v-ras in front of the grandstand.) 

Then, as now but fur quite djfferent r~asons, 
tyres were a big issue. Pneumatic tyres were first 
used in racing by the Miche(jn brothers in the 

1895 Paris-Bordeaux-Paris event; when be heard 
of the nwnber of punctures the Michelins had 
suffered, Emile Levassor, the moral victor of that 
grrat race with a solid-tyred Panhard, 
confidently declared that the air-filled tyre 
would never be of any use k>r motor cars 

Of course, Lev-assor ,Nas soon proved wrong. 

But although tyres had improved by 1906, they 
stiJI did not last long on powerful cars driven 
hard on mads of sharp gravel. Punctured tyres 
and inner tubes were awkward and time
consuming to change. The solution was the 

detachable wheel rim that could be replaced by 
another, aJready shod with a tyre. Three teams -
Fi::it, Renault and Bayard-Clement - were 
equipped v,i.th this new MicheHn development 
in the 1906 Grand Prix. 

Detad1able rims made the different.:e in the 
first Grand Prix. On the first day, the eventual 
winner, Francois Szisz in a Renau lt, 
demonstrated that he could d1ange one in fuur 
minutes, whereas removing and replacing a tyre 
on a fL"Xed wheel took his rivals a quarter of an 
hour. Szisz and his riding met.:hanic Marteau 
were to d1ange rims 19 times in the two legs of 

the race. Apart from the time saved by the new 
system, it reduced the physical effort required of 

the crews. Unlike the Goruon Bennett races, 
where any nwnber of med1anics were allowed 
to work on the cars, for the Grand Prix, the ACF 
insisted that all maintenance, repairs and 
refuelling at pit stops be carried out only by the 
driver and riding med1anic 

As the Grand PrL'\'. cars finished the first 
day's racing they were taken into a locked car 
park and not released again until their starting 

time for the second leg. Using a tactic that was to 
be revived for Grand Prix races in 2003, when 
cars could not be aJtered between qualifying 
and the race, Szisz left the start Hne and ,,vent 
directJy to the pits to refuel and change tyres. 

In today's paddock environment of security 

guards and magnetic card turnstiles, it is hard to 
believe that in 1906 the policing of the pare 
ferme was done by dignitaries of the ACF. 
P1ince Pierre d'.Arcnberg, Count Robert de 
Vogi.ie, and Quinones de Leon - the only three 
members of the ACF sporting commission 
without motor trade connections - stayed on 
guard through the night to ensure that there was 
no tampering with the cars, by their owners or 

anyone else. The Count de Vogi.ie was to 
become president of the AIACR 25 years later. 

The Grand Prix was a major public 
attraction. Thousands of spectators thronged 

the route, which was fenced in all the built-up 
areas, with barriers at side turnings and 
crossroads to prevent other vehicles, people and 
animaJs straying on to the course. Advertising 
banners, mostly for motor-related products, 

appeared on the Fencing. The rich and 
fashionable paid for seats in the extensive 
grandstand at the starting area, and the hotels 

and restaurants of Le Mans did good business. 
The Renault team made its headquarters at the 
Hotel Moderne, an establishment that was later 
to become intimately linked with the Le Mam, 



Gem1,111y's pmnier ew,11 in the 1v1rly days 1m.1 tlie Kai;erpr'lit 
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Tyre d1a11ges were decisive in the first Grand Prix of the ACF. 
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24-Hour race and remains so to this day. 
There was no public address system, save for 

a couple of scoreboards opposite the 
grandstand, but to make it easier for spectators 
(and officials!) to follow the race, the ACF 
required competing cars to have racing numbers 
prominently displayed on front, back and sides. 
The numbering system emphasized the 01r's 
manufacturer: Lorraine-Dietrich was I, Fiat 2, 
Renault 3, and so on, with tl1e suffix A, Band C 
indicating the team1s three drivers. Perhaps 
because llie organizers wanted to draw a line 
under the Gordon Bennett series, national 
racing colours were not required and the 
winning Renault was resplendent in red. The 
organizers did, however, perpetuate the Gordon 
Bennett tradition of having a military band 
playing the appropriate national anthem as each 
car crossed the finishing line. 

The Grand Prix had proved, literally. the big 
prize, but not fi.1r the ACF; despite sponsorship 
from the town of Le Mans, it lost a substantial 
amount of money in putting on the race. 

But, to the outside world, the Automobile 
Club of France had once again shown the way 
forward in motor racing. The AIACR could not 
but congratulate llie ACF on the organization of 
its Rrst Grand Prix. Omer national clubs sought 
to stage equally prestigious events. In Italy me 
Coppa Florio, run near Brescia, gave rise to the 
Targa Florio in Sicily from 1906. The German 
national club promoted llie Kaiserpreis, held in 
the Tau111.Js hills near Frankfurt, while the AC of 
Bavaria organized the Herkommer Tiophy, a 
popular week-long event with set average 
speeds, which can be seen to be the forerunner 
of the modem rally. 

lt was obvious from the beginning that the 
AIACR should seek to co-ordinate these events 
and so a calendar commission was set up to 
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allocate (or negotiate) dates for international 
races. The longest established events would be 
designated b'randes epreuves and have priority 
over ne.vcomers and one-off promotions. 

Clearly, it was also desirable for these races 
to be run to the same mies. But what should 
those regulations be? Although it accepted a 
responsibility for racing safety; and 
acknowledged that speeds should be reduced, 
llie AIACR found it difficult to get its members 
to agree on how fur lliey should go and how this 
should be achieved. 

By 1907 this matter had become critical. The 
year's three major events - the Grand Prix, Targa 
Florio and Kaiserpreis - all required diflerent 
types of car. 

The competitors in the first Grand Prix had 
to weigh less than 1007kg - about the same as a 
modem small hatchback - but their engines 
were leviathans; the smallest vvas 7.4 litres, the 
largest 18.1 litres. The winning 13-litre Renault 
averaged 10l.4km/h (63mph) for 12 hours of 
racing and recorded 148.4km/h (922mph) over a 
timed kilometre. 

For the 1907 Grand Pri,x, held near Dieppe, 
the ACF abandoned the maximum weight 
regulation and adopted a fuel consumption 
formula, in the spirit of encouraging engine 
efficiency. The limit was 30 litres per 100km 
(equivalent to 9.4mpg by the British system and 
7.8 miles per US gallon). But tl,e manufucturers 
mostly entered llie same cars as the previous 
year, and llie winner's average speed increased to 

U35km/h (725mph). For the Kaiserpreis, the 
Germans restricted engine displacement to 8 
litres. 

That sum.med up the prevailing cli.ffcrence of 
opinion: France wanted faster, bigger cars; 
Gennany, smaller and slower. 

At the AIACR meeting held in Ostend, 
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Belgium, shortly after the 1907 Grnnd Prix, Rene 

de Knyff spoke eloquently of the need fur speed: 

'Racing is of immense interest to the automobile 

industry; particuJarly if it is a grand spectacle of 
speed. If t he cars go gently they will lose that 

interest' 

The discussion \,vas of restricting engine 

cylinder bores, combined with a minimum 

v,reight fi.w the car. But there was no agreement 

on either value. 

The Gennan delegate, Dr Levin Stoelping, 

said: The cars proposed by the ACF are veritable 

monsters. They are too big and we don't want 

them.' To whjd, Rene de Knyff retorted: 'The 

German idea is all very well fur touring cars, but 

not For the great speed races.' 

ln the end, the meeting aLccpted :I 

compromise proposed by the British. Thi~ 

inlTeasingly technical discussion prompted 

Count Jacques de Liedekerke of the Royal 

Belgian Automobile Club (RACB) to propose 

that the AJACR should establish a sporting 

commission to deal w ith racing matters. l lis 

motion was not passed, evidently because some 

delegates felt that such a body would diminish 

their own authority. The truth was that many of 

tl1ose w ho attended AlACR meetings were 

racing enthusiasts, primarily interested in the 

sport 

Count de Liedekerke's proposal was timely 

because the AlACR was, belated!.)~ considering 

its own reasons-to-be. The association had 

started to operate with only a broad outline of 

purpose. Draft statutes were drawn ur by tlie 

president, Baron de Zuylen, inevitably with the 

help of the ACF They were to be adopted in 

July 1908 at the meeting held at the time of the 

Grand Pri,x in Dieppe. 

By then the Association embraced 16 
countries, the automobile d ubs of S"vedcn and 
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Nonvay being the latest to join. 

The AIACR statutes comprised 16 article.. 

The General Assembly was to be the supreme 

:iuthority, comprising l)lle dub pt>r countf)\ 1:nch 

vvitli one vote. Henceforth it woukl have two 

meetings a year; one, as previously established, :it 

the time or the Paris Motor Show, and the other 

at a place and time to be decided ead1 year. A 
Comrruttee would be eleLted annually, with 
each member of a different natiom1lity. 

lnterestingly, the statutes made no mention 
oF motor racing as such. The m~iin goal of the 

Association: 'To establish the dusest relations 

between recognized autL)mobile clubs in 

mt:mber countries and to deal with all questions 

related to motoring.' The link between dubs 'is 

intended to assist the development of touring 
m,d motoring'. 

Of course, it was taken filr granted that 

'motoring' included racing, speed records and 

other sporting activities, but the pubLlcation of 

the statutes seems to have furced the 

Association into a reality d1eck. There was on 

increase in AIACR activity around ewryday 

road travel, vehide and traffic regulations, 

crossing frontiers and motor tourism. 

Perhaps this d1ange of emphasis 'Ncl5 also 

because international racing was about to hit the 

doldrums. The fall, like the rise in the years 

before, was led by the French. The 1907 Grand 

Prix, with 38 runners, 24 of them from France, 

had been won by a Fiat driven by the Ital ian ace 

Felice Nazzaro. The talk at the time was that 

Nazzaro had won because he had paid nu heed 

to running o ut of fuel and had got av,1ay vvith it; 

Renault's Franc;:ois Szisz, who finished second, 

WHS supposed to have been more circumspeCL 

So French honour was not too badly bruised by 

Italy's victor_)r. 

The 1908 race, run to the AIACR's 



maximum bore-plus-minimum \·vcight rules 

( whid1 failed to reduce either the size of engines 
or the speed of cars) was a different matter. 
Strong foreign entries, nine from Germany, six 
ead1 from Great Britain and Italy, three from 

Belgium, and one from the USA, threatened the 
dominance of the French manufacturers. 
German cars, Mercedes and Benz (then separate 
companies) dominated the proceedings, 
finishing first, second and third. There were 

only three Frend1 cars in the top 10. 
Completely demoralized, the major French 

manufucturers mooted their withdrawal from 
racing. In November 1908, the ACF issued 

regulations for the 1909 Grand Prix, to be held 
at Anjou, with a caveat that the race ,vould not 
take place unless 40 entries were received by 31 
December. On the closing date it had received 

just nine entries; the car makers had ganged up 

for a boycott. It would be four years before the 
Grand Prix was held again - and Germany 
could rest on its laurels. 

Meanwhile, the AIACR noted an upswing 

in road racing in the United States. The 
Vanderbilt Cup race, established in 1904, was 
held on Long Island, ew York. Top European 
cars and drivers took part - and won for the first 

three years. Although the Americans dismissed 
the need for national or international control -
'gentlemen don't need rules' - tl1e organization 
was put in the hands of the ambitious, newly
formed American Automobile Association (the 
''fi-iple M.). 

The AlACR's member in the United States 
was the longer-established and more exclusive 
Automobile Club of America (ACA). The 

Napil'I' SN 1/w firs/ ~peed nnmls 111 Bmok/muL, in 1907 
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Mercedes finis/,ec/ 1-2-3 i11 the /914 Cm11d Prix of 1/,e 1ICF m Lyo11s. 

rivalry between the two dubs intensified. The 

A.Ms organization of the Vanderbilt Cup, 

particularly the control of notoriously unruly 

spectators, gained a bad reputation, and after a 

series of accidents in the 1906 event, no race was 

held in 1907. When it was revived a year later, on 

a new circuit including part of the Long Island 

Parkway, a concrete motor road specially built 

by its patron, super-enthusiast WiJliam K 

Vanderbilt Jr, it was an all-American affair. The 

European teams had entered the International 

Grand Prize instead. That was held in Savannah, 
Georgia - and organized by the ACA. 

The Grand Prize followed the format of the 

Grand Prix de IJ\CF and the AIACR1s 1908 

engine regulations and, with tl1e encouragement 

of their national clubs, five French, three 

German and six Italian cars took part It was run 

on better roads than those of Long Island and 

policed by armed militia. The Vanderbilt Cup 

faded as the Grand Prize grew in stature. 

Eventually, the ACA and AAA declared a truce, 

and later the two events were to be run at tl,e 
same venues. 
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The Grand Prize and the Vanderbilt Cup 

continued until 1916 (and the Vanderbilt event 

\<Vas to be revived in tl1e 1930s) but road racing in 

America read1ed a peak in 1911 as purpose-built 

speedways were introduced and proved more 

attractive to competitors and spectators alike. 

Indianapolis Motor Speedway opened - as a 

dirt track - in 1909. After the first meeting it was 

declared unfit for racing and Carl Fischer, tl,e 

owner with two other Indianapolis 

businessmen, hurriedly arranged for tl,e 4.02-

kilometre (25-rnile) oval track to be paved with 

3.2 million bricks. The -Arst lndianapolis 500 at 

'The Brickyard' was held in 1911, and was then 

the richest event in radng history w ith 25,000 

dollars prize money. Among its innovations: a 

massed start of 40 cars, led by a pace car, and the 

admittance of a single-seater machine, a 

Marmon, whid1 won the race. 

The organizing club at the Indianapolis 500 

was the AAA. At the AlACR, Rene de Knyff 
expressed concern that 'anotl,er bodl was 

running motor sport in the USA, but it was clear 

that the international association could not 



i)snore ,vh:it quickly became America's big,gest 

motor sporting event. 

IndianapoHs was not the rlrst paved motor 

speedway. That distinction belongs t o the 

Bmokland5 Motor Course in England, built by 
H F Locke-King in 1907, primarily as a test tr::ick 

for the British motor industry, which was 

inhibited by a vigorously-enforced 20mph 

(32km/h) speed limit on its public roads. 

BrookJands i ... scarcely mentioned in tJ,e ~arly 

proceedings of the AIACR, although the 

designer of tJie track, CQlonel 1 lenry Holden, 

was a representative of what had become the 

Royal Automobile Club of Great Britain and 

had attended the Association's inaugural 

meeting. 

BrookJands was not ignored, it was simply 

irrelevant. /\JtJ1ough tJ,e banked concrete track 

was used for Land Speed Record attempts - and 

saw tJ,e first official record at over 200km/h 

(124.2mph) by Victor I !emery in a Blitzen Benz 

in 1909 - tl,e British d ub had shown no interest 

in running international races tl1ere. 

Yet Brooklands was where racing and the 

development of the motor car came together 

and botJ, subjects were of direL"t interest to tl,e 

AIACR. After the British Sunbeams had 

trounced the French voiturettes in the 1912 

Coupe de ]:,\uto, Charles Faroux, the French 

godfather of tl,is series, wrote: 'The preparation 

of the British racers is mud1 more tJiorough 

than ours. Their cars have been tested longer 
:rnd more completely, som ething that is 

impossible for us to do here. We must have a 

BrookJands. Our industry has an absolute need 

for that incomparable laboratory.' The French 
equivalent, Montlhery Autodromc, outside 

Paris, was not opened until 1924. 

Motor sport met tourism Jo the Monte 

Carlo RaJly, first run in January 1911. The oldest 

event of its kind, it continues in a mud, 

modi£ed form and is still tl,e best-known rally 

in the world. It was devised in the tiny 

Principality of Monaco by Antony Noghes :md 

Gabriel Vialon as a rival attraction to the 

c:irniv:il in nearby Nice, a way of enticing 

weaJtJ,y car owners who might stay for the 

v>'inter to enjoy the mild climate of tJie Riviera. 

The pattern was that of the Italian Cyde Rally, 

w ith departure points in various European 

towns converging on Monaco. Of course, most 

of the competition took place outside the 

PrincipaHty, in France. The organizer was the 

Sport Automobile et Velocipede de Monaco, 

w hich would become tl,e Automobile Club de 

Monaco and apply to join the AIACR, but was 

turned down as it was dt:emcd not to run a 
motor sports event in its own territory. Hence 

tl,e Monaco Grand Pri,x, but tJiat is anotJier 

story, for later 

The Grand Prix de lf\Cf returned in 1912. 

Confusingly, tJiere had been a race called the 

Grand Prix de France tJie previous year, run at 

Le Mans by the local Automobile Club de 

l'Oucst (ACOJ, whid1 was later to become 

renowned as the organi:ler of tl,e Le Mans 24-

Hour race. Since tl,e manufacturers' withdrawal 

following the 1908 Grand P1ix, of tJ,e great 

classic events only the Targa Florio had 

continued. But racing w ith smaller, lighter cars 

thrived in France, Great Britain, ftaly and Spain. 

The revived Grand Prix, on tl,e Dieppe 

circuit, was a free-for-all witl, just one restriction: 

the cars had to be no wider than 175cm (685in). 

Don't ask why there was a width restriction -

the reasons arc lost in time! The ACF went back 

to tJ,e two-day fi.1rmat and enormously long 

distance (1540 kilometres, 957 miles), but the real 
significance of the 1912 event was tJiat it signalled 

tl,e emergence of a new breed of rncing cars. 
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Most of the manufacturers of the giant cars 
of the early years did not return to Grand Prix 
racing and the new front runners had come up 
from the light car class. It is true that the 
winning Peugeot had a 7.6-litre engine, but it was 

a smaller, more technically soph isticated car. The 
engine, a fuur-cyl.inder, twin-overhead-camshaft, 
16-valve unit, was widely copied in the fullO\ving 
years and set the layout for the (smaller 
displacement) engines that power many of our 

road cars today. 
Furthermore, the voiturettes, restricted to 3 

litres, ran concurrently with the Grand Prix cars 
and made up 33 of the 47 entries. The monsters 
were slain; the era of the small car had begun. 

In 1913, the AIACR's calendar commission, 
which had little to do during the hiatus in 

international racing, found it was back in 
business. Up to that time there had only been 
one 'real' Grand Prix, that of the ACF (the 
ACO's Grand Prix de France la:.ted for ju:,t 

three years, 1911-1913). Now the RACB applied to 
run the Grand Prix of Belgium in July 1914, the 
AC! scheduled the Coppa Brescia for 

September, and the Automobile Club of 
Imperial Russia announced the Emperor's Cup 

as a 'touring competition'. But vvorld events of 
more gravity tl1an motor racing conspired to 
postpone - or cancel - these events. 

The Grand Prix de l'.ACF did take place in 

July 1914 and is regarded as one of the high spots 
of racing history. The AIACR had introduced 
the first Grand Prix formula based on total 
engine displacement. The maximum allowed 
was 45 litres and the car's maximum weight 
1100kg. The race was held over 20 laps of a 37.6-

kilometre (23.4-mile) road course outside Lyons, 
so, like the cars, circuit lengths and race distances 
were getting smalJer. For tlic first time, the cars 
started at 30-second intervals in pairs, rather 
than one at a time, but their starting order w,1s 

still by ballot. 
The success of Peugeot and Delage over the 

previou~ two years was eclipsed by a notably 
well-prepared Mercedes team. In a way that 

became familiar in later years, Mercedes returned 
to Grand Prix racing witl1 newly-designed cars 
wh.ich had been extensively tested. They 

M,L~<ed st11n for /ir<t /11,li111u1polis 5<XI, 1911. 
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finished first, second and third. Georges Bnillot's 
Peugeot provided a stout d1aUenge, but his car 
Failed on the last lap. And that was that: a 
Gc-rman victory in the Frend1 classic just days 

before the outbreak of the Great War. 
World War I lasted four years, but the 

disruptilm to normal life in Europe took rnud1 

longer to repair and the war was followed by an 
economic slump. The AT/\CR did not meet 

again until June 1920. 
Baron de Zuylen presided at the 1920 meeting 

at the /\CT, where Britain's Brigadier Gener.ii Sir 
Henry Holden and the Marquis Ferrero 
Ventimiglia of Italy were elected vice-presidents. 
The world order had d1anged as a result of the 

conflict but communications had ht-come easier. 
The list of new members of the AlACR approved 
at that first post-"var assembly included 
Czechoslovakfa, Finland and Poland but also dubs 
as fur spread as China, Cuba and Uruguay. 

Rene de Knyff announced that France 
would restart motor sport in 1921 and that the 

Grand Prix de I.J\CF would take rlace at Le 
Mans with 3-litre engine and 800kg minimum 
weight limits - the same rules as the 
Indianapolis 500, which had only missed two 
years' racing because of the war. So perhaps it 
was not so surprising that this Arst post-war 
Grand Prix was won by an eight-cylinder 
Duesenberg driven by Jimmy Murphy, one of a 
team of three cars brought over specially from 
America. 

The AIACR General fusembly on 7 
December 1922 was held in London, at the 

grand dubhouse of the Royal Automobile Club 

of Great Britain and Ireland in Pall Mall. 

Coincidentally, al the start of the meeting, 
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Count de Liedekerkc, who had proposed the 
establishment of a sporting commission back in 

1907, vvas elected a vice-president The question 
of sporting authority was high on the agenda at 
the London meeting. 

The Roy,11 Automobile Club of Spain ·was 
being challenged by its country's motor 
manufacturers, who thought that the)~ rather 
than the national dub, should be entitled to run 
motor racing. Mervyn O'Gorman, a 
representative of the RAC of Great Britain and 
an AIACR stalwart, said that he was not sure 
that the A55ociation did have a mandate for the 
world control of motor sport. 

ft was to strengthen its claim for that 

authority that the General Assembly agreed 
that the time was right to establish a sporting 
commission. It would deal with all matters 
LOncerning racing, speed records and nther 
events and report to the General Assembly of 
the AIACR. 

The Commission Sportive Internationale, 
v,1hid1 \\'as to become known universally as the 

CS!, was established with representatives from 
Austria, Belgium, France, Great Britain, Italy, 
Spain and the United States of America. Its 
president would be Rene de Knyff, who, as the 

head of the ACF'5 sporting commission, 

unofficially had led the AIACR through 
regulation changes and other sporting matters 

since its foundation. 

It had taken 18 years to separate motor spoit 
from the wider activities of the AIACR, but 

when the decision was taken, things moved 
with remarkable speed. The CSI hdd its fin,t 
meeting that very afternoon al the Royal 

Automobile Cluh. 
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DRIVING AROUND 
THE WORLD 
Like any new invention, the car took some time to adopt a 
standard pattern. The early automobiles were not easy to 
master and the supporting infrastructure had yet to be 

developed. In some countries, public opposition to the car 
threatened its very existence. Traffic regulations and 
restrictions varied widely. With its aim to encourage the 
development of touring by car and assure the solidarity of 
the automobile movement, the AIACR began a process of 

consultation to harmonize vehicle and driving 
requirements internationally. The quality and quantity of 
roads was of particular concern; Europe showed the way 
with dedicated motorvvays in the 1920s and 1930s and road 

signs and rules of the road began to be regularized. The 
AIACR set up a service to provide touring information to 

member clubs. 
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In a sense, all motoring in the early days w.is 
sport, because car mvnership was a hobby -

and a rich man's hobby at that. Then: were 

v1s10naries who expected motorized private 

transport to spread to every class of society and 

all corners of the earth but, in the main, the 

pioneer motorists who came together to create 

the big automobile clubs were wh::it today's 

marketing e.'<perts call 'early adopters', simply 

keen to be nrst with the latest developments. 

They needed not only money but patience 

and <;ome med,anical aptitude. Charles .Jarrott, 
one of the prominent figures of tJ,e British 

motoring movement, wrote that, in 1906: 'It was 

impossible to know when starting out on a 

journey, when or whether one would return.' 

The transport infrastructure was organized 

fur real horsepower. A hor.;e-drown c.11Tiage and 

a rnilway train were more dependable means of 

getting from ph.:e to place. The new motor car 

often had to share the horses' stables or the 

carriage house. Grooms became chauffeurs (not 

by coincidence a French word, referring to the 

person who had to heat up the hot tube ignition 

system of the earliest GW, before a journey). 

Chauffeur and owner had to learn to master 

the mad1ine. With the exception of electric 

models that were particularly popular in 
America before 1910, cars were tricky to drive. 

Controls were dif!erent on every type and clid 

not comply with the 'hands for steering, f-eet to 

control speed' norm of today. There could be 

two, three or four pedals - none uf whid, wus 

the accelerntor - several levers with vnrious 

functions, and the driver needed to master the 

aJt of 'advance and retard' \Viti, an ignjtion 

control on the steering wheel. 

Hand-cranking engines into motion could 

be an exhausting and frustrating business; 

self-starter!> didn't arrive until 1912. Various 
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points uf lubrication needed frequent 

attention, perhaps several times even on quite a 

short trip. Grey-... vhite natural rubber tyres 

regularly suffered punctures. 

Bad roads exacerbated the situation but tyre 

technology didn't keep pace with the rapid 
development of the car in early years of tl1e 20\.11 

century. 1)1res became the most eJ(pensive item 

in a car's running costs. 

There were no support systems along the 

way, no garages or HIJing stations. Fuel was 

obtained in glass jars From chernists' shops or 

from hardware or paint stores in metal cans. 

Most motorists kept their O\\'n supplies. In 

Britain, petrol was delivered (usually by h orse

drawn caJt) in 2-gallon (9.09-litre) cans; British 

law aUowed a car owner to store up to 60 gallons 

(272.7 litres) on his own premises. ln 1905 it cost 

10 pence ( 4p) per gallon. 

If fuel was bought on an occasionaJ basis, it 

could be hard to en~'llre that it was the right 
stuff. New formulations were given unfamjliar 

n.imcs but, confusingly, these were difrerent in 

each country In Britc1in, petroleum spirit, which 

became the standard motor fuel, had tl1e trade

name petrol. ln the USA, it was gasoline, in 

France, essence; for the French, petrole is what 

the British call padtin and the Ame1icans 

kerosene. The unsuspecting traveller could 

easily fill his tank with either the wrong Auid or 

one which was adulterated, ca relessly or 

intentionaUy. 
So motor travel was neither simple nor 

reliable. And because car ownership was so 

expensive - in Britain in 1905, a car cost CSOO or 

more ·when the average man earned £70 a year 

- many dismissed motoring as a pastime h)r 
dilettantes. 

Not everyone wanted to go ncing, but ii 
they d id, the cars were essentially the same. 
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Touring and racing cars, where they were 

identified as sud1, tended to be variations on the 

same designs. Sports cars as a genre appea1-ed 

only after 1910. Until then, competition models 

were typkaUy tourers with more power from a 
higger engine aJ1d !ewer creature comfort'>. The 

era o~ the specialized race car that has to be 
transported on a truck was decades away. 

Yet racing could be justified by those who 

took part - individuaJs and manufucturers - as 
bringing quick and effective solutions t0 

problems that still inhibited the development of 

the motor car in the first decade of the 20th 

century. The British journal The Auwcar 
answered the question: Why shouJd we race? 

'Because the man in the street who wishes 

to buy a motor says to himself "If these peopk 

can build cars and run them time after time in 

races at high speeds over long distances without 

breakdown, they can c~rtainly build a reliable 
touring carriage for me.'' T ,et it be rem<:mbered 

that manufactLtrers whose cars are competing in 
rnces are at once made aware uf impmvemenL<;., 

as these u~-ually aprear in pubhc for the first 
time ut races. Furthermore, racing has been the 

means by whid1 excellence has been attained i11 

yad1t building and in bicycle making.' 

ft is dear that those who established the 

/\JACR undcr<;tood this well :md it is one of the 

reasons that the Association gave most of its 

efforts in its first years to racing and otJ1er forms 
of motor sport. 

Some members saw the AJACR in a much 

grander role, rcpn:senting and encouraging tht: 
users of cars, motorcycles, motor boats and 
aircraft. It ~eemed narural to bring all these new 

mad1ines togeth.er. The Wright Brothers had 

demonstrated powered flight in 1903 and flying 

looked as if it could be the next Big Thing r;_,r 

the ted1nophiles of the new century 
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Meetings of the AlACR regularly addressed 
the problems of definition: Wl-iat exactly is a 

car? What should it be ca"cd? At the insistence 
of Count de Dion, the Association agreed on the 

terms automobile for a four-wheeled road 

vehicle, automotrice for a raLlcar; and 

automoteur for a motor boat 

It did not take long to realize that covering 

aJI motorizeJ transport was too wide a brief. 
Many of the original automobile clubs 

embraccJ motorr:ycling and some were also 

involved with aviation, but both activities had 

their own umbrella organizatiom.. [n 1910, the 
AJACR held discussions with the FAI 
(Federation Aeronautique Intcmationale), the 

outcome of which was that it abandoned its 

claims to represent 0yers. Some years later, it 

accepteJ that vehicles w ith less than four 

wheels should be surrendered to the care of lhl' 

FfM (Federation Internationale des Clubs 
Motocydistes). 

There was quite enough to do, representing 

car owners. The automobile dubs were the only 
collective voice of early motorists and before 

long they were required to defend the car 

against those who saw it as dangerous, noxious 
and socially divisive. 

It is not diffiL'ult to undcn,tand how 

something which had been looked upon as a 

marvel of the modern age, gained n bad 

reputation only a few years later. ContL'mporary 

accounts of weaJthy motorists driving across the 

Ci'mtinent (William I< Vanderbilt's fascin:iting 

'f ,og of My Motor' is one such) suggest that they 

had scant regard fur either the populace or local 
rules of the road 

This public opposition to the car was 

particularly strong in some part-, of America -

v.,hid1 may be why Mr Vanderbilt preterwd to 

adventure in Europe. fn the USA , railway 
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companies, horse rental firms and insurance 

companies all sou ght to discourage motoring by 

exaggerati ng the inflammable dangers of 

gasoline. Host ility sometimes turned into 

vandalism and direct attacks on motorists. 

There was also exploitation. In Missouri, ~or 

example, motorists wishing to diive ao·oss t he 

state - on deplorably bad rOJds - had to register 

and pay 50 dollars at each county line. And the 

farming community of Long Island, New York, 

soon learned that William Vanderbilt was 

prepared to make generous settlements for 
damage caused by his speeding cars and 

arr,mged for horses that were ready for the 

knacker's yard to stray into his path. It was 

estimated that these pay-offs made V.mderbilt's 

motoring cost more than 50 dollars a mile. 

Jn 1906, \l\bodrow Wilson, the governor of 

New Jersey and a future president of the United 

States, brought the automobile into politics. 

'Nothing has spread socialist feeling in this 

country faster than the automobile,' he 

expounded. ' It is a picture of the arrogance of 

,,•ea Ith.' 

At about the same time, Count Pierre de la 

Ville-Bauge, a French pioneer motorist, wrote: 

'There will always be snobs w illing to pay 

110,000 francs for the name on the bonnet, but 

what mrn,-r purchasers want is a reliable ca1~ 

comfortable and commodious enough for their 

needs. The interests of tourists ate' becoming 

more and more divorced from those of racers, 

for whom cost is nothing.' 

This was a realization that the car was 

maturing, that a chauffeur who was also a 

mechanic V.'clS no longer a vital accompaniment 

to car ownership. It would be some ye.1rs before 

the average man could have a (.Ir of his own -

Henry Ford d id the most to popuh1rize 

motoring when he started to make the Model T 

-ts 

fost and J1e;1p in 1913 - but the rise in the motor 

vehicle population was in~,01-:.1ble. 

The AJACR had seen that motor racing 

needed common regulations to prosper. And, as 

cars spread across the world in increasing 

numbers, some internationally agreed rules 

about their use vvould be essential. The AJACR, 

whid1 hacl only decided on its o,,vn statutes in 

1907, thought that it was the right forum tn 

discuss and recommend sud1 things. 

So, in 1908, the Association set up a sub

commission to look at ways of harmonizing 

vehicle and driving requirements. Its suggestions 

have the tone of an elite group that was not keen 

on control from outside and would accept only 

the minimum of restrictions. For example, it 

proposed that driving licences issued by 

national police should be universally accepted 

'until the general public is sufficiently 

accustomed to the presence of swiftly-moving 

veh icles, when driving licences should be 
abolished'. 

It also recommended that there should be a 
standard rule of d1e road. As ideal and logical as 
that seemed, it was no more realistic then than it 

would be today. There was however some sense 

in r,ersuading individual cou nt iies to adopt the 

same rule throughout their own territory; at 

that time, Italy and Spain drove on the right, but 

traffic in the cities of Mjlan, Rome and Madrid 

was on d1e left! 
Traffic signs had been standardized in 

France in 1903 and the AlACR proposed th:.it 

four be adopted internationally: round warning 

signals for a road dip, level crossing, comer, and 

dangerous intersection. 
Perhaps most important of all was the 

recornrncndation that cars should be issued 

with a 'free movement licence', predicting the 

cu~toms carnet , the issue of which would 
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become a vital activity in the Association's 
future. 

TI1e AIACR w:is able to put these ideas to a 

c:liplomatiL conference convened in October 

1909 under the patronage of the Frend1 

ministry of foreign affairs. Not many were 
:iccepted, although it was decided to introduce 

an international road certificate, covering car 

and driver (that did come into being but soon 

fell. into disuse). Th.is International Convention 

on Road Traffic was a milestone, as it was the 
first officiaJ dialogue between the Association 

and national governments. 

The state of roads was a regular subjett oi 
djscussion. In Pari::., where most AlACR 

meetings took place, the wide asphalt streets 

encouraged G1rs and by 1909 the volume of 

vehicles had brought the beginnings of planm.:d 

traffic management with the introduction of 
one-way streets and the Champs-Elysees 

divided into lanes for motorized :md non

motorized vehicles. In general, the main roads of 

France, and of Germany, were good - because 

there had been so much military activity in tJ1e 
previous century. 

The idea of dedicated motor ro:ids, from 

whid1 animal traffic, bicycles and pedestrians 

would be banned, had been discussed at the 
1909 Convention, but interestingly, was opposed 

by some members of the AJACR, particularly 

Britain's RAC It was feared that, if they were 

built, such roadways would become like railways 

and cars would be excluded from ordinary 
roads. 

Britain's roads hac.l declined with the advent 

of the railways in the 19th century. In the USA 
there was no proper network at all. In 1913, as 

Ford was starting mass-production of Model Ts 

on a moving assembly line, it could still only 

deliver them by road within 100 miles of 
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Detroit. PresiJent Woodrow Wilson c;igned the 

Federal Road Act in 1916, aimed at creating a 

network of interstate highways, but these were 

single-track roads, not the freeways and 

thruways that d1aracterize America today. The 

first of those, the Arroyo Seco Parkway in 

California (now part of the Pas:idena Freeway) 

and the Pennsylvania Turnpike, would not be 

opened untiJ 1940. 
In Europe there were grand sd1emes for 

international routes, but for many years they 

remained a theoretical ideal, with existing roads 

joined at country borders and rt:numbered but 

not actuaUy upgraded. The first World War was 
followed by a severe economic depression 

wb.id1 meant that repairs to some routes whid1 

everyone agreed needed attention - like the 

war-tom roads from Paris to Brussels - simply 

coulJ not be aflorded. 

It 'vV:lS Germany, the country with the worst 

economic situation of all, that first annoum:ed 

an ambitiuus programme of road improvement 

In 1924, as the country came out of hyper

inAation, it showed plans for 24,000 kilometres 

of super-highways. But the first city-to-city 

autubahn, from Frankfurt to Dannstadt, was 

not ready until 1935 and it was built under a new 

sd1eme devised by the Nazi regime of Adolf 
I Jitlcr. By then, Italy, under dictator Benito 

Mussolini, had 20,000 kilometres of specinl 

motor roads, the fir~t being the 21-km MiJan

Va rese autostrada opened in 1925. These we.re 

the forerunners of the motonvays that cross the 
modem world. 

It took a long time for Europe to return to 

normality after World War L The AIACR was 

not revived until 1920. The responsibility fur 

governing motor sport was transfen-ed to its 

Commission Sportive lntern3tionale in 1922 
and the,-eafter the AIACR General Asst>mbly 
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devoted more tim!.' and effort to broader 

motoring issues, particularly traffic, vehicle 

regulations, customs issues and international 

touring. 
In 1924, the AIACR was 20 year!> old, and at 

the General Assembly, the President, Baron de 

Zuylen, reported on progress in all these areas. 

The first issue of the Association's Bulletin had 

just been published, intended to communicate 

its activities more widely. Touring activities and 

border crossing issues had brought the first links 

with th!.' Alliance Internationale de 1burisme 

(AlT), which led to the creation of the Conseil 

General du Tourisme Internationale. This was a 

neutral body that could represent both 

organi7.ations, and other interested parties, at 

meetings about tourism with public authorities 

and governments. 
What's in a name? At the 20th :mnivero:;ary 

meeting, the Nordic counl!ies represented 

proposed that Lhc AlACR should become a 
'federation'. The Italinns were not comforrable 

with that idea, saying that it implied too dose a 

link and a loss of national authority and that 

'association' was better. The motion 1,,vas passed 

but did not gain a two-third!> majority, so the 

d1ange did not take place. Britain's Mervyn 

O'Gorman brought this up again in 1930, but it 

didn't find favour. lt would take another 16 years 

- and a world war - to get the idea accepted. 

The year 1926 was a key date fur the AlACR 

as it widened the scope of its traffic commission 

and combined it with the custom!> commission, 

the CID (whid, had also been set up in 1911, as 

we will learn in the next chapterJ This became 

the Comrnission International de Circulation et 

Douanes (CICD). And, as if there were not 

enough confusing abbreviations, it also funned a 
Commission de Tourisme (CIT). 

A second International Convention on 
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Road Traffic was held in Paris under the aegis of 

the League of Nation::,, and the AIACR was a 

major contributor. This 1926 meeting made 

some real progress. It agreed that: 

All cars should be subject to a safety check 

by a competent authority. 
Number plates should be carried front and 

rear with a national identity plate lwith country 

abbreviations, to an agreed size and furrnat) at 

the back of the car. 

There should be an international 

registration document and an international 

driving licence to a standard format to ease 

translation. The registration document didn't 

happen, but the international licence continues 

to this day. 
A classification into main and <;econdary 

roads would provide a system of priority at 

crossroad<;. 

A standard design of traffic signals to 

indicate dangers - Z bends, crossroads, and 

bumps 250m ahead - should be intTOduced 

Thus, the motoiing world as we kno"v it 

today started to take shape. 
Statistics show that once America had 

nvercome the opposition to the car anJ motor 

vehicles became more affordable, it shot ahead 

of all other countries. Of the 27.7 million motor 

vehicles in the world in 1926 (23.5 million cars), 

19.3 million were in the USA. The second 

biggest motoring country was Britain (754,000) 
ahead of Frnnce (585,000). By 1932, the global 

vehicle pan: had ino-eased to 35.l million, with 

22.2 mi.Ilion in the USA, 1.25 million in France 

and 989,000 in B1itain. By then, Canada topped 

the list in terms of vehicles per head of 

population, with une vehicle for every nine 

peopk-. 
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Inevitably, with the rise in vehicle 
population, road safety became an international 

issue. To bring down the casualty rate - by 1934 
there were more than 7000 deaths a year on the 
roads of Britain, which had by no means the 
worst record - road and traffic management, 

vehicle teclmology and drivers' skills needed to 
be developed. 

There was a wide variation in all of these 
across the 34 countries now represented in the 
AIACR. Britain, which laboured under a 
20mph (32.2km/h) speed limit until 1930, was 

seen to have taken an enlightened step with the 
publication of a Highway Code in 1931. Its 
architect was Mervyn 0 1Gom1an, the voluble 
RAC representative at the AlACR, who at a 
General Assembly expressed the vie,,v, ,videly 
shared before and since, that the French system 

of priority to the right in towns was dangerous 
and inconsistent The AlACR seems to have 
agreed as it stated that this system was against 
the 1926 Convention - but it went no further 
than that. 

France had a compulsory driving test from 
the early days, but sucl1 an examination was not 
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introduced to Britain until 1935, and in many 

countries - and several states of America -
driving licences were either not required or 
obtainable without any demonstration of 
competence until the 1950s. 

At the next League of Nations traffic 
convention, in Geneva in 1931, the AlACR's 
suggestion that t raffic signals should use 
symbols rather than words was accepted. The 

basis for universal traffic signals was thus 
established, although not all countries were 
signatories:. 

Triangular for danger - corner, bumps, 
crossroads . 

Circular for instructions - no through roads, 
speed limits. 

Rectangular for indications - parking, 
hospitals, etc. 

Gradually, more precise traffic management 
was applied to major cities. In Paris, designated 
pedestrian crossings had resulted in a 20 per 
cent reduction in street casualties. Traffic lights, 

first introduced in Cleveland, USA, in 1914, had 



come to Eumpe. In 1931 London's Oxfurd Street 
- one of the British capital's main thoroughfare5 
- banne<l horses and slow vehicles, turning 
round in the road, and waiting at the kerbside. 

By the 1930s, the AlACR's realm extended 
well beyond Europe and the USA. The national 
automobile clubs of China, Cuba and Uruguay 
had joined in 1920. During that decade most of 
the other South American clubs vvere 
welcomed into the told: Argentina, Brazil, Chile, 
Colombia. ln 1933, India, Lebanon, Mexico and 
South Africa were included, and Peru an<l 
Turh:y followed in 1937. Within Europe, 
cover:1ge was almost complete: the Automobile 
Club of Gennany was re-admitted in 1925 and 
Esronia, Greece, Ireland, Latvia, Lithuania and 
Luxembourg all joined in this period There had 
to be some adjustment of tbe rules as not all of 
these clubs were involved in motor sport as well 
as touring; in sud, cases, it was agreed, t\-vo 
organizations could be admitted from one 
i:ountry. 

At the General A<ssembly in October 1931, 
Baron de Zuylen stood dnwn as AlACR 
rresident. The founder of the ACF (and 
p~ident of the French club until 1922) had 
been at the head of the Association since its 

formation, 27 years befure. At 71 years of age, the 
Baron said it was time to find his successor. 
Count Robert de Vogi.ie, who had foUowed 
Ban:m de Zuylen as president of the ACF, was 
elected president of the AlACR and Baron de 
Zuylen was awarded the title of founding 
president of honour. The Association may have 
spread its influence far and wide, 6-ut its 
direction remajned flrmly in the hands of the 
French. 

Through the 1920s many national motor 
clubs had been 'democratized', vastly increasing 
their memberships by the provision of roadside 
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assistance or breakdown services. 
ReciprocaJ facilities, where a member of one 

dub could request assistance when travelling in 
the domain of another, occupied quite a lot of 
discussion time at the AIACR's touring 
commission. 

The AIACR felt it had a mission to 
encourage motor tourism and was well placed 
to co-ordinate the information available from 
each of its member clubs. Details on all aspects 
of motoring in each country - regulations, 
insurance, fuel grades, flliing stations, garages and 
hotels, and more - were included in the 'Green 
Book', an AIACR publication which w:.is 
avc1ilnble to all member clubs. 

Furthern1ore, using the facilities of dubs 
throughout Europe, the AlACR was able to 
provide detailed travel itineraries. Routes were 
assembled in sections, each printed on a separate 
l.'ard. A dashboard holder was available to carry 
the cards. This 'special service of the AlACR' 
was called L'Europe en Automobile and run 
From an office in Geneva. 

This was an area where the rival Alliance 
Internationale de Tourisme took a similar role. 
The AIACR and AJT each guarded their ovm 

members jealously. ln 1929, Jules Hansez of 
Belgium, the president of the CICD, sugge:,1:ed 
that it made sense for there to be a formal link, 
perhaps even a merger, ofthe hvo organizations, 
but although they Formed a joint commission to 
deal with matters of common interest, an 
underlying suspicion remained tl,at each side 
was trying to steal members from the other. 
This was resolved at a high-level meeting in 
London in 1936 when the AIACR and AJT 
agreed that ead1 should renounce exclusivity in 

certain countries - in other words, that some 
dubs couJd be members of both organizations. 

With its parallel responsibiHty as the 
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governing body of motor sport, the AlACR had 
a need to keep abreast of technical 

developments. Racing regulations were 
increasingly complex and the CS! needed to 
take advice fmrn engineers and scientists to st3y 
nne ~tep :.ihead of the race car designers. Hence 

the companion Commission Technique 
Internationale (CTI) which started work in 1935. 
One of its first assignments was to devise, with 
the car manufacturers, an acceptable, cheat
proof racing formula for Grands Prix at the end 

of the decade. 
Although it reported on all the tedrnirnl 

issues surrounding road cars and made 
recommendations about vehide 5afoty, fuel 
efficiency, and even road engineering, it is not 
clear that the CTI ever had much iJ1Auencc. 

Unlike the CS!, it had no powers and the 
AIACR's relationships with governments and 
the motor industry were at an international 
rather than national level. Member clubs 

enjoyed diA-ering relationships with their 
national governments, but most were not able to 
be any more than campaignjng pressure groups. 

The AIACR may have been inspired by the 

need to regulate racing. but through the 1920~ 
and 1930s it showed its wider purpose -
defending motorists, supporting the 
development of the ;mtomobile, and promoting 
it both as a tool and an expression of human 
freedom. That freedom was Sl)On to be curtailed 

by another world conAict 
Count Robert de Vogue died in 1936, after 

six years as president of the AlACR. He wc1s 
followed by Jchan de Rohan-Chabot, Viscount 
de Rohan - the third president of the ACF and 
the third president of the AlACR. 

The Association had never been busier, 

healthier or more full of purpose, but there were 
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dark clouds on the horizon. The Spanish Civil 
War had already requiJed the CIT to consider 
procedures that the clubs should follow when 
private cars are requisitioned du1ing wartime. In 
June 1939, the A IACR's General Assembly took 

place in Washmgton DC, USA, and it com,idered 
an invitation from the Gennan ONS to hold the 
1940 summer meeting in Cologne. The decision 

was deferred to the October meeting. 
There was no October meeting. Viscount 

de Rohan vowed to safeguard the A IACR 
through the war and the German occupation of 

Fr<rnce. To avoid requisition, the Association's 
monies were sent to banks in Britain and 
Monaco. On 12 May 1940, just a month before 
German troops entered Paris, a General 

Assembly was held under the patronage of the 
Swiss AutomobLle Club on its neutral terdtory 
at the Hotel Bellevue in Berne. Only 15 delegates 
representing eight countries were able to attend 

and the meetiJ1g concerned itself mostly with 
matters of war. The ClCD had established 
whid, goods could ~1:i]j be exported from one 
country to another - only a fevv, things like 
camping equipment and kitchen utensils - and, 

anticipating mass movement of refugees, there 
was serious discussion about a common rule of 
the road for pedestrian!:.. 

Viscount de Rohan dosed the Berne meeting 
with these words: 'I hope it wm be possible to 
continue to function dwing the hostilities, albeit 
at a reduced level, but we must be vigilant and 
ready at the R~t opportunity to return the 

AJACR to the full activity of past years.' 
That opportunity would not come for six 

years and when it did it was decided, quickly 
and with no dissension, that the AIACR should 

make a new start with a new name: the 
Fcdcmtion [ntemationale de l'l\utomobile. 





CROSSING 
FRONTIERS 
Today, when crossing the borders between most countries 

can be achieved with the minimum of fuss, it is hard to 
understand how difficult international motor touring used 
to be. Using the good offices of its member clubs, the 
AIACR was able to simplify the passage of motor vehicles 

from one country to another by developing the triptyque 
and carnet system that avoids vehicles in t ransit having to 
pay duty at the frontiers. At the same time, it was working 
with national governments and international organizations 

to try to break down customs formalities. Its success in 
many parts of the v,,orld - much appreciated by today's 

motorists - was accompanied by a loss of what was for 
many years a main income stream for the AIACR and the 
FIA. In conjunction with the Alliance Internationale de 
Tourisme, the FIA continues to issue carnets for travel to 

those countries that require them. 
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I n the first Jecadc of the 20th century, 
international travel did not involve many 

formalities. lean-Jacques Freville, for 46 
years the secretary-general of the FIA, described 
the requirements for crossing frontiers as simply 
'a visiting card and some gold'. 

That was for private travellers and their 

d1attels. Most European countries had done 
away with passports - if they ever had them. 
Only Bulgaria, Roman ia, Russia and Turkey 
required every foreign visitor to have sud1 a 

don1ment. Automobiles rresented more of a 
problem. National customs authorities regarded 
them as e,xpensive goods that were subject to 
local ta"cs. The motor traveller was obliged to 
deposit the applil.:able duty with the L-ustoms 
authority at each border crossing and could - at 
least in theory - retrieve the h.mds when leaving 

the country at the same point. 
This not only rcquiitd a lot of gold, it was 

also inconsistent and inconvenient - a tourist 

might not want to leave the country by the same 
route as he had anived. lt could also be a long 
and complicated procedure, best handled by a 
customs agent 

Most of these intrepid long-distance 
motorists were members of the national 
automobile dubs and contact betv,;ecn thnse 
clubs led to the idea of an inte-mationally

recognized document that couJd simplify the 
customs procedure and guarantee the vehide 
owner; so that paying and retrieving duty would 
not be necessary. Such a doclUnent would have to 
he backed by :1 system for collecting the duty if 

the car did not return to its home country. The 
dubs would be the guarantors for their members. 

The triptyque, as it became known, was first 
proposed in 1903. Jt identified the vehide and 
proved that it was covered by a guarantee from 
the dub in the country being vic;ited. As the 
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name suggests, the document vvas in three parts, 
the first section oJ whid1 was given to the 
customs offic<:'r v,d1en entering the country, the 
second nn leaving, and the tl,jrd returned to the 
issuing club. 

The triptyque system worked by bilateral 
agreements, being issued in advance by the c.:lub 
in the country to he visited and sent to tl1e dub 

in the country al the start of the itinerary. The 
triptyque could ;ilso be used fur several entries 
and Jcparturl'.S, being stamped at each border 
crossing and surrendered when finalJy leaving 
the country. 

1f the rnr had not left the country v,,itl1in the 

time stipuJated on the document, the cw,toms 
authority would demand payment of the duty 
Ii-om the nationf!I automobile club, which tJ1en 
had to trace the defaulting driver through his 
national club to gain recompense. 

Triptyques could only be used for one 
country and club:. making arrangements for a 

member to motor across Europe would have to 
draw 1.1p contracts with the clubs in each 
country to be visited and supply a separate 
document for each one. 

The system preceded the f1.)nnation of the 

Al/\CR, but when it was established the 
Association became the obvious conduit for 
communications between the dubs. At its 
second meeting, in December 1904, th <.> AI/\CR 
president, Baron de Zuyk-n, reported that the 

i'rencl1 customs autho rities had formally 
accepted the triptyque fur multiple entries and 
departures. 

Not all the founder members were as keen 
to ease the path for visiting automobiles. In 1905, 
AlACR delegates complained of the 'vexation' 
suffered when entering Switzerland and 
proposed a boycott of that country by car 
drivers. Naturally, the Swiss Automobile Club 



objected (though even it accepted that there 
w·c1s a prohlem about the attitude ot the Canton 
of Geneva) hut the arguments continued 
and in 1906 the AJACR took the rather drastic 
step of suspending the Swiss club's membership 

for one year. 
The triptyque ~vas a u~eful tool, but its 

disadvantage was that it applied only to the 
o·ossing of one international border. The 

Touring Club of Italy proposed the customs 
canwt, which would permit rassing through 
successive borders without payment of duty 
The Automobile Club of Italy took up the idea 

and presented it to the General Assembly of the 
AIACR in 1910. 

In vicv.r of the complexity of dealing with 
border crossings and differmt procedures in 
different countries for guaranteeing the 

tiiptyque, the Association had just agreed to set 
up tbe Commission Internationa le de 
Douaniere (CJD) as a separate element. The 

carnet became an immeJiate issue for study by 
this custnms commission. 

It took two years of negotiation, but by 1913 
the CID reported that it had been able to read1 
agreement with 13 customs authorities from 
around Europe to adopt the carnet. The 
documents would be issued by the AJACR to 

its rncrnbcr clubs. The first World War 
intervened before the system could be initiated 
and the first carnets were not actually available 

until 1921. 
The customs carnet was a booklet of 

triptyques (five, ll, or 25 sheets), written in 
French, e'ach sheet with two vouchers and a 

stub. It was accepted hy customs agencies for 
multiple entries, backed by a single bond. This 
needed a multilateral agreement in whid1 eam 

dub made a commitment to its national 
Lustoms authoiity to ,guarantee carnets issued 
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by the other dubs that were signatories to the 

agreement. 
The guarnntees were backed by insurance, 

some of whid1 was arranged centrally by the 

/\ssociation and in other areas set up locally. 
Thus, there was no standard fee for issuing a 
carnet. The AIACR piinted and provided the 
documents for an administration fee, but the 
dubs charged diffr:rent amounts to their 

members depending on the itinerary and the 
Financial risk it represented. 

The carnet cut down the time and 
procedures involved in crossing borders and 
contributed to n considerable increase in 

international road traffic during the 1930s -
something that the /\ IACR saw as a si)..,'11 of 
political and economic progress. 

The number of carnets issued by the 
AlACR to automobile clubs grew quickly: from 
250 in 1921 tn nearly 4000 in 1924 and more 
than 25,000 in 1928. Through the 1930s the 

annual figu res Auctuated between 53,500 and 
77,350. 

By 1927 AlACR carnets were accepted in 21 
different countries, including all of central 
Europe. Negotiations were taking place with 

Greece, Lithuania, Portugal, Yugoslavia, 
Morocco and Tunisia. In the United States the 
ACA moved towards adopting a similar scheme. 

It is interesting that this temporary import 
system hnd no offiLial sanction other than 

individual governments giving approval to the 
national motor dubs running the sd1eme. The 
AIACR helped to maintain uniformity of 
conditions and regulations from country to 
rnuntry. The customs carnet was finally given 
legal status in 1937 when the AIACR w-:.rs one of 
the paJticipants in a meeting in Paris to dr~1ft an 

International Convention on Tourism. 
'Rvcnty-eight years earlier, the first 
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International Convention on Road Tr·alflc haJ 

introduced an international road certificate that 

covert:'d both the ca r and the driver,so that there 

vvoulJ be no need to register the car in ead1 

country. But since cars d1anged hands regularly, 

and in 1909 most count1ies were relaxed about 

driving licences, this proved a cumbersome 

~,rrangement and didn't last very long. Passports 

rnr people were required by most countries a.her 

the first World War. But a vehicle passrort, so 

nh:en discussed by the' AIACR, never 

materialized. 

In 1911 the Association had est:iblished a 
traffic comm1ss1on, the Commission 

lnternatiomile de Circulation (CIC), which 

concerned itself with issues such as the 

reciprocity of driving licences and the 

wnsistency of regulations and traffic signs. In 
1926, when the -,econd lnte r·national 

Convention on Road Th1ffic adopted a style fur 

an international driving permit, standard traffic 

signals and road classification, the Association 

decided to comhine its tra-ffic and customs 

commissions into one body - the C ICD - and 

to pass all touring issues to its newly-formed 

touiing commis~iun, the C IT. 

There \\"as a proposal to replace the term 

'touriste' to 'voyager'> en automobile' Ccar 

travellers), but Jules [ lansez, the Belgian who 

took ov<:-r as president of' the CJCD from thl' 

ACF's Edmond Chaix in 1927, preferred 

',tutomobiJistes'. It is probably just as well that 

there was no agreement to change as the 

:ibbreviations for the proliferating ATACR 

commissions were already causing confusion 

inside and outside the organization 

But the point vvas a good one. Customs 

authorities regarded cars used for business 

Jitlerently from those of tourists. Over time, 

the C ICD was able to persuade nati< >nal 
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govt:rnments to have private and busines~ L'ar 

travellers treated in the ':>ame way and to include 

expatriate nationals who were spending lcs~ 

than six month:. a year in the country on the 

same basis. 

The International Convention on Tourism, 

drafted in 1937 - with the ALACR's 

distinguished · secretary-general Lieutenant

Colonel G Prn.m as rapporteur - was surposed 

to establish new rules for the tcmpnniry import 

of private motor vehicles, honts and aircraft, but 

it was never ratified because of thl: onset llf the 

second World War. 

The main leaturcs < ,f th<: 1~37 convention 

were finally adopted at the 1949 
Gene--ra Customs Convention. This also caSL'O 

the passage of commercial vehide~ avoss 

borders by specifying the TIR carnet lor :,ealed 

trucks. Previously customs offict:rs could, and 

did, require them to be unloaded to Vl:rify their 

cargo. TlR carn<:ts reLJuired considerahlc 

guarantees from the issuing Llubs. The FIA 

issued them at the bcgirn1ing, but this is a 
specialized business and lt was eventu,illy 

devolved to a new Mganizatinn, the 

International Road Union (IRU), representing 

the road hauliers. 

Despite the- dilTiLulties of l)ht.1 in ing 

currency for travl'lling and fuel shortages, 

international car travel in Europe picked ur 

quickly after the war. In 1947, the newly-named 

FIA issut:·d 78,123 custom::. L,lrncts to member 

clubs - t'..XCeeding the figure for 1938. 
But in the post-wnr year'- the trend was to 

simplify the process of crossing hordl'r~. This 

was to mean ll:ss revenue for the FIA, but the 

free movement of cars wa:., or course, what the 

ALACR had been working towards lnr sn many 

years. Its success on thl: diplomatic front 

inevitably me.mt a loss ol business! 
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The FIA's C ICD recnmmended that its 

customs carnets should he sold to anyone 

requestin.11, them, whether or not they belonged 

to a national automobile club. This also had 

financial irnplirntions, as clubs won-ied about 

losing members. 

As motor touring inen?ased in popularity, the 

FLA <:>ncournged dubs to start tr.wcl agencies and 
their members to b<:>nefit from facilities abrmd by 
showing a special FIA Introduction Card 

It was alsn able to advis<:> and n,ediatc in 
disputes with customs authorities about the 

repair of vehicles damaged abroad Cu1Tency 
restrictions were severe and import licences 

were rt>quired for car parts so, a~ durnsy as it 

now seem-;, it was better to obtain the necessary 
components in an owner's home country ,ind 
add them to the vehicle carnet The Federation 

worked toward~ international agreements for 

reimbursement of repairs abroad. 

Closer relations \\'ith the AIT - which also 

issued crn,tom~ carnets - had brought 

discussions about a common document as early 

as 1949, when the idea of a union between the 

two organizations was frrst discussed seriousl)~ 
The merger plans stalled - as they would several 
times in the years tL) fullow - but there was a 
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simple logic in joining together to issue cu:,torns 

Jocuments. 
Two United Nations protocolc; Lovering the 

tempornry importation of vehicles, in 1954 (cars) 
and 1956 kommcrcial vehicles), recognized the 

FIA :md the AIT as the two international 

organizations with the rights to issue C PDs, 

\.'.arnets <le passages en douanes. Their 

documents were al ready very similar in content 

and format. 

But the idea of a common carnet issued by 
a joint office was complicated by d ifferent 

networks of clubs being party to the guamntces. 

It was not until the 1992 that this wa:, resolved. 

The customs networks were combined and a 

single FIA/ AIT office in Geneva issued the 
carnets of both organizations. The document 

itself was not "Standardized, with both FlA and 

AJT logos, until it was revised in 1996. 

V\/hilst the requirement for most types of 

vehicle in most of Europe and North America 
disappeared by the early 1960:,, the carnet 

system stiU operates in many other parts of the 

world: Africa, Asi;:1, f\ustrnlasia, the Middle East 

and South America. Nmvadays, the FIA/ AJT 
customs affuirs department in Geneva issues 

150,000 ca mets a year. 





A SPORTING CODE 
Through the 1920s and 1930s, motor spo1t grew in size and 
complexity and away from the everyday world of 
motoring. The CSI drew up an International Sporting 
Code as the master document for motor sporting events 
throughout the world. France, Italy and then Germany 
dominated top-line motor racing in Europe through this 

period, which saw the creation of a short-lived World 
Championship for car constructors and a European 
Championship for drivers. The events that made up these 
championships included some of the classic Grands Prix 

still run today. The application of new technologies by the 
German teams in the late 1930s brought a massive increase 
in power and speed. Their 'silver arrows' were the fastest 
racing cars the world had ever seen. 
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B
y 1922, when the Commission Sportive 
Internationale 'vvas set up - many 
thought, not before time - the 

automobile had matured. Racing cars and road 
whides had grown apart. The vvorld seemed to 

be smaller, as more pcopll' had travelled further 
and communications were easier ::ind speedier 
than evt:r before. 

The J\JACR did well to establish iu,df ;}!, tht.' 
supreme controlling body for motor sport when it 
did. The Frend1 dorninance of all things rnutrning, 
:md racing in particular, \VdS no longer universally 
accept.1bk'.. The flr.,t 'v\hrld War had d1anged the 
balance of power. All the countries replc'Sented at 
the CSI agreed: what was needed was ;1 

comprehensive framework of regulations that 
,votild be applicable to all intenintional Nents. 

This was tn be the Code Sportif 
International (International Sporting Code). 
lroni1.::illy. but logjcally in view of its long 
experiem:e, the shared headquarters in Paris, 
and the CS! presidency oF Chevalier Rene de 
Knyff, the Automobile C lub of Fronce 
c1.1mpiled the Code. It wa!:i a long job, for 
although the idea was mooted at the outset, it 
was not until 1925 that the Code and its 
appendices, covering Lhe regulations tor the cars 
thernsdws, driwr licensing, circuit 
requirements, and so on, were Anally agreed and 
adopted by the AIACR. 

The general principle was described thus: 
'The A IACR shall be the sole international 
sporting authority entitled to make and enforce 
regulations fur the encouragement and cnntrol 
of automobile competitions and records an<l 
shall be the final international coun of appeal 
mr the settlement of disputes arising therefrom.' 

Thl' Code came into force 011 I January 1926 
'n:placing ail previous sporting rules'. It was a 
highly detailed document - more so t11an some 

national dubs would have liked - and still 
suhject to development. It did not reach the 
Hnal version or the Rrst edition until 1929 and 
not a year has gone by since without some 
I urther modincations. 

Some 20,000 copies of the ltrst edition oi 
the: International Sporting Code were published, 
in both English and Frend,. It ca1Tied a note: 'In 
case of dispute, the French text is to be used.' 

lt was implicit in the Code that the AIACR 
would grant motor sport authority to one dub 
in eaJ1 country and that the Association and its 
CSJ would neither organize nor control 
individual Pvents clirt:ctly. The international 
court or uppenl was to be made up of senior 
representatives from 12 countries - a minimum 
of Ave of whnm must appear at any tribunal. 

The CS! saw its rtctivities as extending 
hcynnc.l thc sporting regubtions and drawing up 
the international calendar of events. 

lt acted quickly tn rrevent manufocturers 
making false: or e,aggcrnted claims for their 
produ1.ts. J\n edict W'JS issued to advertisers of 
acce~soril'S, tyres, carburettors, magnetos, 
lighting etL 'lf these manufacturers vv::1nt to 
make publicity from rnces t11ey are obliged to 
declare which 1.ars Glrry their equipment.' And 
to reinforce it!, authority, the CSI pers.ltaded the 
international car manufacturers' association 
(BPICAJ that its members 'should abstain from 
publicity relative to races which are not 
organized by a recognized national dub1

• 

It also took tough decisions when there had 
heen rule infringements. In the mld-1920s the 
Diatto and Mascrati teams were bod, 
suspended for a while - Maserati, at the behest 
of the AC of Spain, fur running a 3-litre engine 
in a race for 2-litre cars. 

Finding an acceptable (c111d affordable) 
racing formula was still truublesome. A 
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maximum engine displacement of 3000cc 
went down to 2000 and then, for 1926, to 

1500cc, but supercharging, then new in cars 
(development had accelerated in the wartime 
aero industry) ,.vasallowed. 

These cars were small but fust - inevitably, 

some people thought too fast. Louis Delage, 
whose cars were to be supreme in the mid-
1920s, sent a letter to the CSI e<pressing his 
apprehension about supercharged 15-litre cars 
developing 160bhp. He asked the CS! to 
consider devices to limit speed to 120km/h 
(74.6mph). Senator Silvio Crespi, the president 
of the AC of Mjlan, called the 1500cc Formula 

absurd, 'the public wants to see bigger cars'. 
Baron lothomb, representing Belgium, said: 
'Speed isn't dangerous in itself We should 
consider the security and stability of the vehide. 
T he solution is to add more weight1' The 
arguments were already farnilfar and to be 

replayed again and again in the years to come. 
By 1925, the riding rned1anic had gone from 

Grand Prix racing - for very sensible safety 

reasons - although the cars remained two-

seaters. The Italians, ever-keen to promote their 
fine new autodrome at Monza, opened in 1922, 
said that 'it was prudent to run these new light 
vehicles on a concrete track'. Also from Italy 
came a proposal for a racing formula based on 

aerodynamics: vertical rectangular plates at the 
front of the car would be required to increase air 
resistance with a minimum frontal area of 
l.4Ssq.m. CSI president Rene de Knyff was 
scornful: 'impractical and the public wouldn't 
understand'. 

It is clear from examining the CSI nunutes of 
those years - blue carbon copies on rough, 
yellowing paper - that the Italians were intent on 
becoming the leading nation in motor racing. 

Indeed, the CST's first task, ruscussed in London 
on the day of its formation, was to consider a 
proposal from the Automobile Club ofltaly that 
there should be an annual Grand Pri.,x of Europe, 
the first of which would be in 1923 at Monza. 
Thereafter, the CSI would designate the title to a 

different country each year, where it would be 
tl1e sole international race in that territory. 

The ACI's idea ·was fur an international race 

Bemll'y~ ar Le Mam, where the 24-1 lours pio11eered end11ra11ce racingfor sporis cc,r.;. 
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for car constructors with a valuable trophy 

awarded to the winner and kept between races 

at the appropriate national club. Which country 

should hold the Grand Prix of Europe, and 

when, was to be a recurring point of argument 

and also caused dissention between the CSI and 

the AJACR's General Assembly. The main 

assembly decided to award it to Belgium for 1925 

and Spain in 1926, but Italy wanted it back again. 

Apart from the prestige, it had made good 
money; 150,000 paid to enter the Monza 

enclosures in 1923. 

Italy's ne.-xt move was to initiate an 

Automobile Championsh ip of the World, a 

contest for makes which qualified by entering 

the Grand Prix of Europe and two other races 

from this list: the Grand Prix d~CF, Grand Prix 

of Italy; Grand Prix of Great Britain and the 

Indianapolis 500. lt had a simple points system -

I, 2 and 3 points for the first three finishers; all 

other finishers 4 points; did not finish 5; did not 

start (but signed on) 6. Only the best score per 
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make counted and the cl1ampion vvas the make 

with the lowest number of points. The prize 

was 70,000 francs plus a 'piece of art' (a trophy) 

worth 30,000 francs. 

Bugatti was the fii;,t World Champion in 

1926. But it was more interested in promoting its 

successes in lesser races w ith amateu r drivers in 

customer cars. A typical Bugatti advertisement 

boasted: 'More than one victory a day. I January 

1925 and 30 September 1925 - 273 days, 412 
victories.' In 1927, Delage won every Grand Prix 

that it started and so took the championship. 

By the mid-l920s there was a lot of racing 

going on. In 1926, 30 events appeared on the CSI's 

international sporting calendar, but a year later 

the list had crowded up to 65. The Grandes 

Epreuves - the Belgian, French and Italian 

Grands Prix and the 1arga Florio - had their 

chosen fLxed dates, but it was getting more and 

more difficult to avoid dashes of events. Some of 

the events the CS! ,vas ca.Ued upon to sanction 

were specialized, to say the least: in 1926 there was 
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an application fur a Grnnd Prix for m.ilita1y tanks! 
An important development in 1927 was the 

admission of the American Autonmbile 

Association's Contest Board to the CS! as the 

representative body fur motor sport in the 

United States. This was pragmatic, as the 

AIACR's founder member, the ACA, was now 

hardly involveJ in racing, but it marked the first 

time that two clubs from one country became 

members, with different areas of activity. 

The Triple A was to become a full member 

of the AIACR in 1931. But when first admitted 

to the CSI, it caused a stir in the committee 

rooms of the ACF by norninating the eminent 

journalist W F Bradley - the AAA 

representative in Paris - as a delegate. The CSJ 
establishment had always kept its proceedings 

strictly confidential and was unhappy ahout 

having a journalist in its midst. W F Bradley sonn 

made his mark by saying that a World 

Championship was inappropriate, that in reality 

it ,,vas a European d1ampionship, even if the 

Indianapolis 500 was li!>1:ed among the Grandes 

Epreuves. The CSI debated this and decided not 

to d1angc the title, as American cars could and 

sometime~ did compete in Grands Prix. 

The World Championship was, in any case, 

to be short-lived. In 1928, w ith world economics 

turning dmvn (the Wall Street Crash w<,s only a 
year away), several of the big races were 

cancelled nnd no marque contested enough 

mces to qualify. 

Even if racing was entering a bad patd11 

motor sport was getting more organized. 

International racing licences, fur entnmts and 

drivers, were introduced as part of the Sporting 

Code. National racing colours, most of which 

had been in use since the days of the Gordon 

Bennett Trophy, were made official and with 

more countries joining the AIACR, the CSI 
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would approve their own choice of O)k>urs 

provided that they were not ~1lready in use. 

(As an aside. some of the r::icing colours had 

changed Italy, originally black, took red; the 

United Stntes went from red to white and red 

and then to white and blue; Switzerland, whid1 

had used red and yeUow, changed to red and 

white.) 

The track.side flag signal convention was 

expnnded. A yellow flag meant stop; blue, move 
over, someone is overtaking; hlue waved, 

attention, danger; black with a number, that car 

must stop. Several countries objected to the use 

of a red flag - presumably fur political reasons. 

But the CS! struggled to find an appropliate 

racing formula for such straitened times. It 

introduced fuel (and oil) consumption Jimjts, 

together with minimum dimensions that were 
designed to limit speed but actually encouraged 

more aerodynamic shapes. In 1930, only the 

Grand Prix of Europe at Spa, Belgium, ran to 

these rules and although Rene de Knyff 

reported to the CSI that this was a 'great '-UCLess' 

(Bugattis were first, second and third), there wa~ 

no enthusiasm for sud, a formula from either 

manufacturers or race organizers. 

The CSI was forced to conclude that the 

rules it proposed for 1931, b::ised on the 

Indianapolis fon11ula, 'arc not of interest to 

constructors in Europe'. It declared that ead1 

national dub was free to choose rules for its own 

Grand Prix - or have none at all, as had been the 

case for many of them for the previous three 

years - but the races should be of at least 10 
hours' duration. Some Grandes Epreuves were 

run fur sports cars, including the Belgian race, 

whid1 became the Spa 24--Hours, the German 

Grand P,ix at the recently opened Ni.irburgring, 

and Britain's Tourist 'Ii-ophy: 

Sports car racing, intended fur touring cars, 



had already gained momentum, thanks in part 
to the Le Mans 24-Hour race staged by the 
Automobile Club de l'Ouest since 1923, and the 
Mille Miglia in Italy, which was, in truth, the 

reincarnation of the town-to-town road races 
which had ended with the 1903 Pa,is-Madrid. 

The ACF, \-vhid, had occupied itself with 
such good (and far-sighted) works as a 'rally of 
national fuels' (entries ran on methanol, coal gas, 

gazogene and even so]jd combustibles), thought 
that a way of rekindling interest in racing would 
be to revive the Gordon Bennett Trophy. 
Augustin Perouse, the president of the ACF's 

sporting commission, proposed an event for 
national teams of six cars, but the CSI voted 

against it 
Nation-against-nation racing was to return 

in the mid-1930s, although not in the way that 
the ACF had envisaged. The free-for-all in 
Grand Prix racing lasted through 1933, by whid, 
t ime the CSI, in consultation with the car 

makers, had arrived at an acceptable formula for 

introduction the following year. 
This became known as the '750 kilogram' 

formula, referring to the maximum permitted 
weight for the car without water, oil, fuel or 
tyres. T he weight limit, intended to keep speeds 
down, had been the subject of mud, discussion, 
but was settled when M. Perouse pointed out 

that the Alfa Romeo P3 Grand Prix mad1ine -
the dominant car ofl932 - weighed 740kg. 

At its meeting in October 1933, the CS! 
noted: 'there is a big interest from several 
countries, all of which are preparing cars for the 

1\i/mu1m lmmdwd tlwwncep1 ,~ s1,mi11gpo,i1iom /~1s.rl 1111 j>1w1ice limes. 
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coming season'. In fact, the interest was 
concentrated in Germany and Italy, where, for 
reasons of nat ional prestige, the governments 

were encouraging, and subsidizing, their racing 
car constructors. 

National patronage on a smaUer scale had 
brought the newly-formed Automobile Club of 
Monaco to some prominence in motor sport 

circles. The ACM's predecessor, Sport 
Automobile et Velocipede de Monaco, had 
been refused admission to the A IACR because 
its only motoring event, the Monte Carlo Rally, 
did not take place on its own territory. 
Undaunted, Antony 1oghes, co-promoter of 
the rally, proposed translating the early 

American town races - he had seen an event in 
Santa Monica, California - to the winding 
streets of Monte Ca rlo. Prince Louis II of 
Monaco supported the idea, which then, as now, 
was primarily to encourage visitors. The first 

Monaco Grand Prix in April 1929 saw 16 cars 
compete over 100 laps of a 3.18-kilometre (1.97-
mile) circuit. It ,,vas won by WilJiam Grover
Williams, an Englishman who lived in France, 
raced simply as 'Williams', and d rove his own 
French Bugatti painted British green. 

Apart from being the shortest, and slowest, 
circuit for Grand Prix cars, Monaco was to set 
several trends. It was the first (in 1933) to decide 
positions on the starting grid by practice lap 

'Willia111,' - 1/,e l:'11g/ishm,111 i11 his Fm1<h B11ga11i, 111i1111er of 1/w firs, i\llo11aw Gra11d l'rix. 
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times; the usual procedure of starting positions 
hy ballot was thought unfair on a narrow circuit 
where it is difficult to overtake. 

WeLi-<ontrolled 'round the houses' racing 
was to become a successfr1I tourist attraction for 
other towns and cities - and even encouraged 
Grand Prix radng back to America in the 1970s 
and 1980s with the races at Long Beach, 
California and Detroit, Mid1igan. 

With the Monaco Grand P1ix established as 
an annual event, the ACM vvas admitted to the 
AlACR and Antony Noghe~ became a delegate 
to the CSL He quickly took up the cause for 
rnllying, demanding recognition for the Monte 
Carlo Rally and others in the international 
sporting calendar and proposing the fom1ation 
of a rally sub"commiss.ion of the CSL That came 
into being and its first task was to define the 
term 'mlly'. In September 1933, the CSl accepted 
this deFinition: 'An event which is ruled by 
average speed, has multiple itineraries, and 
fastest speed on the road is not a factor in the 
final classific:ition.' 

The multiple itineraries were the aspect of 
rallying that should, and did, most exercise the 
CS!, for the AlACR was uniquely qualified to 
co-ordinate events that travelled across national 
borders, involving the member clubs in ead1 
country. 

It seems that the CSI was acutely and 
somewhat uncomfortahly avvare of the wJy that 
GL"rmany and ltaly were starting to use motor 
racing for national pmpaganda. It gave effusive 
wdcome to cl1e Grand Pri..x of Switzerland, held 
for cl1e first time in 1934 on the 8remgarten Liru1it 
in Berne: 'As a neutral country, geogrnphiL.aHy 
central, Switzerland is very important It is to be 
hoped that this Grand Prix will soon join the 
classic events, the Grandes Epreuves.' 

But any misgivings about the motives of the 
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competitors were submerged beneath the sell
congratulation for a brilliant first season of the 
750kg Grnnd Prb< formula. With the re-entry of 
Mercedes-Benz and the arrival of Auto Union, 
motor racing moved up a gear. Those cars had a 
new level of ted1nid sophistication. It was 
already clear that rules based on experience uf 
thC' previous few years - when there had been 
I ittle technical progress - had brought speeds for, 
for higher than the CS! had envisaged. 

For all that, the safety record in the first 
season fur these m.ighty mad1ines was not bac.L 
Rdativcly, that b. The talented young Algerian 
driver Guy Moll had died in an accident at 
Pescara driving an Alfa Romeo of Scuderia 
Ferrari. But it vvas accepted that motor rncing 
was dangerous and \•Vould, from time to time, 
involve loss of life. 

Some public orinion, swayed by prL'ss 
comment, partkularly in France and Britain, 
was that these new racing cars were too fast to 
be safe, and called 011 the AfACR to slow them 
duwn. T]1L' CS! ans· .. vcrt'd the Lritics with this 
statement by Rene <le I< nyff: 

'The view has been expressed that speeds of 
Gr,md Prix car!> ,1re exaggerated :me.I dangerous. 
This season, cars have attained more than 
3U0km/h (186mph). Speed is one of the 
principal fuctors of progress and we cannot stop 
progress. Tbe CSI does want to reduce danger in 
race:,. The ACP sporting commission ha~ 
proposed a ban on special fuc.:ls which would 
reduce the potential of the CM!> but banning 
hJL'ls also inhibits i,mgress and some of tlll'St? 

Fuels :ire starting to hecome commercially 
available, especially in England. The CSI is m,t 
won over by this proposition and the
manufacturers arc npposed to any change.' 

Th<: lnrmula was intended to run for thrL'L' 
yL·ars, until the end of 1936. The CSI started 
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regular meetings with thl' internation:il 
association of car manufacturers (BPICA). It was 
agreed that they would start :i joint study on the 
successor to the 750kg formula. 

In the meantime, the AlACR, seeing that 

the manufacturers in Grnnd Prix radng were 
well able to generate their own publicity, started 
a European Champion.ship for drivers. The 
winner of this, the lorerunner of the post-war 

World Championshir. would be awarded an 
AlACR gold medal. 

The European Championship was to run 
fur only Rve years, taking in just the Grandes 
Epreuves (whid1 in 1935, poignantly; did not 
include the original Grand Pri."I'.. of Fr:ince, as the 
ACF objected to the European Championship 
proposed by the Germans). Mercedes' senior 
driver, Rudolf Carncdola, was d1ampion three 

times, Bernd Rosemeyer won in 1936, and 
Hennann Lang scored the fewest points (for 
that was the way it worked, with one point for a 

win, two for second, and so on) in 1939 -
although we can be fairly sure that he never 
received his gold medal. 

The German cars, which used exotic 
bghtweight materials and had scientifically

designed independent suspension, were able to 
keep on enlarging their engine, whLle still 
keeping within the weight ljmit The Mercedes 
superd1arged strnight-eight engines increased 
from 4 to 5.6 litres, the Auto Union VIG, also 
supercharged, from 4.9 to 6 litres. These were 

the most powerful and fustest racing cars that 
the world had ever seen - or would see for 

many years to come. 
The AlACR and BPICA\ working party 

proposed a dual formula with dif~rent limits for 

supercharged and naturnlly-aspirated engines. 
There was much debate about the fairest 
equivalence between the two. Eventually a 
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coefficient of 15 was agreed; a 3-litre limit with 
supercharging, 45-litre without. The cars would 

have a mi11i111111n weight of850kg. Unfortunately, 
this was not resolved in time for the 1937 season, 
whid1 continued with the 750kg rules, but was 
introduced for 1938. 

Thh. '3-litre' formula did reduce power and 
speed - but not for long. By 1939, the use of 
two-stage supercharging developing very high 
boo~t pressure, and a better understanding of 
aerodynamics and suspension kinematics. 
brought lap speeds ba(k to the heights of 1937. 

While the Germans had been the most 
eager to take up the d1allenge of the CSl's nev-' 
Grand Prix formula in 1934, tl1e AlACR was in 
,1 dilemma about Germany. The Nazi 
administration had replaced its member dub, 
the Automobile Club van Oeutsd-1land, with :i 

government organization caUed ONS (Ober<;te 

Nationale Sportbehorde fi.ir die Deutst"he 
Kraftfahrt). The AIACR disliked having a 
government body foist upon it but actuaUy had 

no choice than to accept. By all accounts, the 
ONS representatives, all with military rank, h:id 
n rather icy reception at their Hrst AJACR and 
CSI meetings. But in 1938, when Germany\ 

supremacy of motor racing was und1allenged, 
the ONS invited the CSI to hold its autumn 
meeting in 1939 in Berlin at the time of the 
Motor Show. Delegates could also inspect 'the 
special records track' near the city. 

That meeting cli<l not take place. The racing 

season was not finished when Europe was 
engulfed by war. The Yugoslav Gr:rnd Pri,-x in 
Belgrade took place on September 3, the very 
day that Britain and France declared war on 
Germany lt was ped1aps fitting that it should be 
won by a Gem,an car, an Auto Union, driven by 

:m ltalir1n, Tazio Nuvolari, who m:iny regard as 
the finest of his era. 



TIii' Mome Ct1rlo Rally lll{<S u11e of the e11rliesr mu/ most femums mad nll'III>, 11rirh m11tes c01111i'l'/(i11gjm111 all owr [11rope. 
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Some racing did take place in the war years. 
In Italy, the Mille Miglia continued in 1940 -
albeit in reduced fonn on a circuit near Brescia -
and in America racing went on through 1941, 
until t he US entered t he conflict. Not 
surprisingly; as an organization based in France, 
the CSI ceased activities. 

When peace returned the AIACR became 
the FIA (Federation Internationale de 
!Automobile) but the CSI's role and 

composit ion was und1anged. Its first post-war 
meet ing was on 28 February 1946 at the 
Automobile Club de France. It was used to take 

stock; serious discussions would begin at the 
meeting in October. There, the venerable Rene 
de Knyff, 82 years old, who had won the 1898 
Paris-Bordeaux race, handed over the CSI 
presidency to Augustin Pl~rouse. 

German drivers and manufacturers were 
now forbidden to compete in motor sport. The 
CSI was confronted with a difficult situation 
when two of the most famous German drivers 

tried to obtain racing licences through other 
countries. It had come to the attention of the 
AC of Switzerland that the Austrian club 
(whid1 was not able to be represented in Paris) 
had received an application from Hans Stuck, 

who was not Austrian. This was refused. But the 
case of Rudolf Caracciola was more 
complicated, as he had presented himself at the 
1946 Indianapolis 500 as Swiss. Caracciola had 
lived in Switzerland since long before the war 
but was not a Swiss citizen. His pre-war 
German passport was invalid and there was no 
way of getting it renewed. Sadly; the matter of 

racing, if not immigration, was resolved when he 

Ger111an Me,redes t111d A1110 U11iml, do111i11ated Grand Pri., rcllinK in tlu· 1930;. 
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Fec1r.so111e Auto U11io11 anticipmed mid-engi11ed Gmnd Prix a,r,; uwr 20 year,; /me~ 
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A SPOl{rll'\C COl)J: 

E111vpea11 Owmpions I lemumn Lm,g (/ejt) and Rudolf Camcciola with Mem'fles ll'm11 ma11ag,•1· i\ijred Nei1lx111er 

European Champions 

1935 Rudolf Caracciola 

1936 Bernd Rosemeyer 

1937 Rudolf Caracciola 

1938 Rudolf Caracciola 

1939 Hermann Lang 

&·md Rosmuyer was 1936 d1ampio11 Jm· 1\1110 Union. 
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was seriously injured in a practice crnsh driving 

a Thome Special. 
Seven ye:.irs and an increasingly 'technical' 

war presented the world at peace with the 
promise of wonderful innovation5. To its credit, 

the CSI acknowledged this d1anging situation 
by considering new categories in the Sporting 
Code for cars driven by propellers, gas turbines 
and rockets. It accepted that vehicles w ith air 
propellers, jet engines and rockets could be 
admitted only for records 'on account or t.he 
risks From accidents that might occur in races'. 

The cars that they had to deal with there 
c1nd then were a very diflercnt matter. For 1947 
the pre-war voiturettes, with LS-litre 
supercharged engines, vvouJd become the senior 
racing category. These were matd1ed with the 

45-litre naturally-aspirated cars from the pre
war tormub, whim had shown that a coefl:kient 
of 3 was a more realistic \.vay of relating 
supercharged and non-supen::harged engines. 
There was no weight restriction and there was a 
d1oice of three types of <;tandard fuel. A year 

later, fuel type was again unrt:stricted. But in 
post-war austerity, petrol w,1s in short suppl:,\ 
rationed in most countries, :rnd t.he components 
of the chemical brews which the supercharged 
engines required were also hJrd to obtain. In 
1948, shortage of Fuel wnuld cause the 
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cancellation of a number of races - 10 in france 
and three in Britain. 

The new rules, skilfully adapted from those 
oF t.he glorious but now distant past, were called 

Formula L This was because the CS! had 
adopted the ACF proposal for a second formula 
ti..)!' smaller rnrs, with the maximum engine 
displacement of 2 litres unsupercharged, or 

500cc supercharged. 
The CSl registered some 70 events on the 

international calendar fur 1947, not far off pre

war numbers, but many turned out to be over
optimistic because war-ravaged roads could not 
be repaired in time, and the dubs concerned 
requested reimbursement of their fees. Among 
the cancellations, the Le Mans 24-Hours ( whid1 

could not be run before 1949) and events at 
Brooklands (which never re-opened for racinµ;}. 

Some motor 1nanufucturers vvnuld never be 
thl' same again. T he m inutes for the CSl 
meeting in September 1947 indudc a special 

note of the death of Ettore Bugatti, just a few 
days before: 'He was a most enthusiastic 
suppoiter of international motor racing.' 

In 1948, Augustin Perouse nnnounced that 
the CS! was to study how best to organize a 
motor racing \iVorld Championship to start in 
1~50. lt would be based on Formula 1 and herald 

a new era in motor racing. 





THE RECORD-MEN 
Through the first half-century of the car's existence, speed 
records captured the public's imagination more than race 
results. After a period of inconsistent claims for the World 

Land Speed Record, the AIACR established a set of 
regulations for record runs, adopted in the USA as welJ as 
Europe. Through the ]920s and 1930s, a daring contest 
developed which saw the ultimate speed rise from 

200mph to nearly 400mph (300km/h to nearly 
600km/h). The 1960s heralded the beginning of the jet era 
for speed records and by the 1990s the goal of breaking the 
Sound Barrier on land had been achieved. The Land Speed 
Record is the peak of a pyramid of world records for many 
different classes of car over different distances and times, all 

of which are recognized and certified by the FIA. 
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Speed, ~nc.:o~r:iging it, managing it an<l 
rccordmg 1t, has been a constant 
throughout the FIA's JOO-year history. 

There are plenty of psychological theories 

about why one man wants to go fa<.ter than 
another or nd1ieve a hjgher speed in hb machine 
than anyone has done before. We do not need to 
go into those. Competition is a natuml trait 

Speed is thrilling. There is the greatest kudos in 
being the fas1:est of all: nn more justification is 
needed. 

But at the beginning of the automobile age, 
r,pecd was an indicator of progress, the driving 
rnn.:e that bruught better, more usahle and more 
durable cars. Since this was essentially a contl'st 
between manufucturers seeking to sell their 
latest products, indcpen<lent verification was 

needed. Early c:irs did not have speedometers, 
certainly not R:liablc ones. and it was too easy to 

make fulse claims ~or the potential 1)f a m.:w 

machinl'. 

Cars were timed and spL•ecls published for 
the first Jutomobile races, hut those werL' 
averages over a long distance in varying 
conditions. Events intended purely to 

demonstrnte maximum speed starte<l before the 
turn of the century. In December 1898, Paul 
Meyan, one of the founders of the Autornohilc 
Club de francl' and d irector of the journal l...u 
Pnmce 1111101110/Jife, arranged what would today 
be called a sprint. A 2km strdight stretch of well
surfaced road alongsidl' a sewage -farm at 
Ad1eres, north-west of Paris, was marked out 
precisely and two timekeepers with 
stopwatches stationed at ead, kilometre point. 
Fastest over the second kilometre - thus 'flying' 

n1ther than a standing start - was a .Jeantaud 
electric car driven by Count Gaston dl' 
Chasselou p-Laubat. 

Its speed was 63.157km/h (39.24mph ), 
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which was actually slm-ver than tlw prevailing 
record lor bicycles - let alnnc trains, whid1 had 

gllne twice as fast - hut vvas entered in the 
annals of the ACF as the first World Land Speed 
Record. Within five months, the Belgian 
Camille Jenat:z.y in his torpedo-sh,1ped electric 
car, La Jamais Contente ('Never Sati~fied'). had 

pushed the record over I00km/h. He ran over 
the measur0d distance at J\cheres at 105.9km/h 
(65.79mph). 

Reo ,rd-breaking became a serious husitwss. 
Sprint l'Vents were held at various lncaliorn,, 
notahly on the paved sea-front at Nice, as part of 
its 'speed week' and attracted large crowds of 

intrigued spectators. Electric cnr:. gave best to 
steam - Leon Serpollet's ste:irn-driven 'Easter 
Egg' did 120.82km/h (75.06mph) at Nice in 1902 
- and then to the internal combustion engine. 
By then an electrkal timing sy&tem had hl'cn 

introduced, developed by I .ouis Mors, brother 
of Emile Mor-,, whose car:. were to take the 
ACF's record on three occasions later in 1~02. 

In 1904, the year of the fimnation of the 

AIACR, the ACF received news that a budding 
car maker called Henry Ford had established a 
record on the frozen Lake St Clnir, Michigan, 
USA, of 147.0..tkm/h (~l.37mph). The run had 

been timed, over a mile rather than a kilometre, 
by the American Automobile Association. The 
ACF, and the AIACR, did not recognize the 
AAA and refused to endorse Ford's record. Nor 
did it accept that of William K Vanderbilt, ,,·hu 
took ],js 90hp Mercedes to Daytona Bench in 

Florida that summer and ad,jeved J4853km/h 
(9230mph). 

ln 1906 steam power made its mark on the 
absolute speed record lor the la::.t time. The 

Stanley company built a low and aerodynamic 
special for the Florida Speed Wl'l'k. Called the 
Rocket, its driver fred Marriott steering with 



two ban, instead of a wheel, recorde<l a 

remarkable 20S.34km/h (127.6mph) on the 

flying mile, but the ACF would only accept the 

Ggure of 19554km/ h (121.57mph) recorded over 

,1 kilometre. 

This rnntinuing tmnsatlantil disa!,,rrcemcnt 

about recognition clouds the hbtory of the 

Land Spec<l Record for many years. Even in 

Europe, th(: AIACR <lid not immediatdy 

assume juri~diction over speed recor<ls, 

preferring to leave it to the established 

procedure<; of the ACF. 

The world's first autodrome had opened at 

Rrooklands, England, in 1907 and became d,e 

best site in Europe for record attempts. As 
..,peeds ro,e, normal public roads were 

increasingly unsuitable, although a Land Speed 

Record wa<, established on part of the RN20 

Paris-Orbms mad at 1\ rpajon, near Montlhcry, 

as late as 1924. 

Brooklnnds was w,cd for record-breaking 

even bcfon.· the first race meeting when SF Edge 

Jrove a 1apicr 60hp '>ingle-hande<l fix 2-1 hours, 

fiA 

avemging 106.08km/h (65.91mph). As it was the 

only long banked circuit in Eu rope, most 

endurance records in the early years were 

established at Brooklands. Of particu lar 

signilkance to the British was tl1e 1913 record set 

by Percy Lambert driving a Talbot 25hp single

seatcr; the first to e,-xceed IOO miles (160.9km) in 

one hour. 

Britain's Royal Automobile C lub did much 

to encourage more sophisticated timing 

methods. At Brooklands, the government 

Ordnance Surwy office was brought in to mark 

out the record distances on the trat:k and 

Holden electric t1m1ng apparatus was 

introduced Using inflated rubber contact strips 

running acro'>S the track, this system measured 

sernnds to tl1rcc places of decimals. The RAC 

described its methods to the AlACR, so it could 

be seen that they met d1e standards set by the 

ACE 

The first absolute record set at Bmoklands 

was also the fir<it to be sanctio ned officially by 

tlie AIACR, perhaps bccau<.,e a ll previous Land 

('O,DJL\J<: I> '. \\'IL\IXYILLI•: 
,, s,,;,,, .. (•t. o,..,, ... 
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Speed Records had been timed by the ACF at 
courses in e ither France or Belgium. In 
November 1909 Victor Hemery was the first to 
set a record beyond the 200km/h barrier when 

he achieved 202.7km/h (125.95mph) in the 
'Blitzen' Benz. 

In the interests of accuracy, compensating 
for the effects of winds, gradients and other 

factors, the RAC proposed to the AIACR that 
all short-distance records should be the average 
of two runs in opposite directions on the same 
course. This was adopted, for implementation 
from 1911, and is the reason that the 19]4 record 
of Major L G Homsted, also driving a Benz at 

Brooklands, is a lower speed - 199.719km/h 
(124.Jmph)- than Hemery's set five years earlier. 

Meanwhile, the very same Blitzen Benz that 
had set the Land Speed Record in 1909 had 
been timed in America, driven by Barney 
Oldfield and Bob Burman at 211.26krn/h 

(131.275mph) and 227.S0km/h (141.37mph), 
respectively, but the AAA was still at 

loggerheads with the A[ACR, and did not 

accept the two-directions rule. By 1920 Tommy 
Milton bad driven a twin-engined Duesenberg 
on Daytona Beach at 251.09km/h (156.03mph) 
a figure that was not surpassed under AIACR 
rules until 1926, when the era of mighty 

purpose-built world record cars had begun. 
After 1926, the formation of the AIACR's 

Commission Sportive Internationale (CSI} and 
the publication of the International Sporting 
Code, there was a proper framework for all 

speed records. The Code, drawn up by the AC~ 
prescribed classes for cars - from A (over 8 litres 
engine displacement) to J (under 350cc) - and 

an array of times and distances, with strict 
criteria for the course, timing requirements, and 
officials who should be present. 

Records over short times and distances had 

to be timed to 0 .01sec using Fully automatic 
CSl-approved and independently certified 
devices and witnessed by official timers. To be 

valid, the time had to beat an existing record by 

Blit:m Ben= held 1/,e rr:cortl cwin•, tlw last se1 m Brooklwub in 1914. 
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at least l per cent. Half an hour was set as the 
maximum time allowed between runs in t\,vo 

directions. For records within the new cylinder 
displacement classes, measurement of c.·ylinder 
capacity was required immediately after the run. 
National clubs were to send all relevant 
documents to the AIACR for ratjfication. 

Finally a rapprochement was made with the 
American Automobile Association, which had 

become the dominant club in the United States 
and was admjtted to the CSI as the national 
authority for sporting matters in 1927. 

Record breaking played a major part in 

bringing the t\vo bodies together. The British 
driver I Icnry Segrave, equipped with a specially
built Sunbeam using tv,10 225-litre aero engines, 
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realized that he would only reach his 200mph 
(320knvh) goal if he ran on the 24km sand 
course at Daytona (his rivals Malcolm Campbell 
and Parry Thomas had used the beaches at 
Pendine and Southport in Britain and Fanoe in 
Denmark, but these were not long enough for 
Segrave's Sunbeam to read, its full potential). 

Segrave wanted official international recognition 
for his record, should he ad,jeve it, and used 
gentle diplomacy to persuade the AAA to talk 
to the AIACR and accept common standards. 

So when, in March 1927, the massive '1,000 
horsepower' Sunbeam (its two engines actually 
developed rather less than 900bhp) thundered 
down 14km of Daytona Beach and covered the 
kilometre at 326.678km/h (202.988mph) and 
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Da_1101u11933. ri111ekeepers /mm the A/ I;\ 11~11d11/,e remrrli11ggear/or G1111p/,el/'s illtest llttempt. 

the mile at 327.97\km/h (203.792mph), Segrave 
was accepted around the world as the fastest 

man on wheels. 
The Land Speed Record was never again to 

be set in Europe. Mercedes-Benz had a plan for 
an attempt in 1940 with the Porsd1e-designed 

445-litre TSO record car on an llkm stretd1 of 
the Dessau autobahn which had been widened 
by concreting the centre reservation, but war 
intervened before the TSO could turn any of its 

SL'-'. wheels. 
The new autobahns, unmodified, were used 

by Mercedes and Auto Union to set a series of 
class records with versions of their racing cars in 
the last years of the 1930s. The October speed 

week run on the Reichsautobahn between 
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Frankfurt and Darmstadt provided an 
intriguing addition to the propaganda generated 
by these teams' domination of Grand Prix 

racing and the European Mountain 
Championship, publicizing not only the 
technical ad1ievements of the cars but also the 
unrivalled c-xcellence of Germany's new motor 

roads. 
Mercedes-Benz and Auto Union 

concentrated on Class B (S000-8000cc and 
Class C (3000-S000cc), flying and standing 

start, over various distances. In 1937, Bernd 
Rosemeye1; star driver for Auto Union, achieved 
his ambition of becoming the first man to 
e,-xceed 400km/h (2485mph) on a public road, 
setting seven new world records in the process. 



(It is worth noting that this was only five years 
after the Gnd Speed Record - established on 
D,1ytona Beach - had risen above 400km/h.) 

In 1939 these class records were left at 
432.69km/h (268.9mph) for Mercedes-Benz 

and Rudolf Caracciola over a Flying kilometre in 
Class B and 353.30km/h (219.5mph) for 
Rosemeyer in a Class C Auto Un.ion over the 
flying mile. This battle had reached a tragic 

conclusion when, in January 1938, Rosemeyer 
was killed in a record attempt with an ultra
streamlined Auto Union which had fairings and 
side skirts, predicting the 'ground effe<..'t' racing 
cars of the 1970s. The car is thought to have 

been deflected by a sudden gust of wind, got out 
of control and crashed into the wooded verge. A 
memorial to one of Germany's greatest drivers 
remains to this day in an autobahn rest area at 

the Morlelden-Langen junction. 
While the Germans went for the headline 

speeds over short distances, t he French 
specialized in long-distance records. And long 
meant long - up to 300,000 ki.lometres 

(186,000 miles) and J33 days! The focus for this 
kind of record run moved from Brooklands to 
the Montlhcry autodrome, outside Paris, 
opened in 1924 and intended as a proving 

ground for car manufacturers as well as a race 
track. Montlhery did not suffer the objections of 
the local populace that required silencers at 
BrookJands and prevented running through the 

night. 
In 1929 the AlACR declared 30,000km as 

the maximum record distance it would 

recognize, but lobbying from specialist record 
teams sponsored by the Yacco oil company 
persuaded the CS! to relent. Yacco's teams, 
mostly using production Citroens with modest 
modifications, covered various classes and set a 
veritable host of records at Montlhery between 

1932 and 1937. The list occupies many pages of 
the official records bulletins of the time, with 
successive records at each recognized time 
interval and kilometre and mile d istance. 
Particularly notable was the 24-hour record in 
C lass D (2000-3000cc) at 157.98lkm/h 
(98.16mph) set in 1934. The 300,000km record, 

set in 1933, was 93.469krn/h (58.08mph); it had 
to be run in several sessions so that races could 
be held on the track at weekends. 

In the 1930s, the heroic deeds of those who 
challenged and broke the outright Land Speed 
Record were big news, commanding more space 
in newspapers and on cinema newsreels than 

,\,/11/,-ol,11 Cm,pl>dl, 111rl B/11ebir, I 11ll'mk«1er 1/um ,, pl,1111', 11 Dt1_,1m111 - lw ,,. ,., 1/i,, /ir.;t 1,, 400/m,lh 
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Grands Prix or :my other kinJ of motor ::.pcwt. 
The big guns that fought it out in America 

v.rere mostly British. Not only were the ~pC(:U!> 

attained incredihlt' hy the standard:,; \,r only a 
few years before, but the rntc of progre-;s was 
remarkable. That was pa,tly because of the dose 
competition; the most active periods in the 

history ot' the absnlutc speed record Wl'n.' 

invnriably duels betWC'C'l1 men who had an 
unquenchable desire to be the Fa!itl'St on c:ut.h. 
And at this time that is ex~1ctly ,vh:,t they were: 
th.· fastest aircraft bad overtaken car.; in the 
1920s but the trnin record wa~ way behind. 

At first it w:cis Segrave versus Campbell. In 
1929, Henry Segrave's bigger and more pnwl'r~ul 
Napit?r-engined Golden J\rrow dchil'vcJ 
372.-l78km/h (231.446mph). Sq.,,ravl' dil'd in 
1')30 when his bo:.il, Miss England 11, capsized 
just after setting a World Water Speed Record. 
Malcolm Gmpbell, whose famous Bluebird 
cars had already held the Land Speed Record 
fou r timec;, heat his old rival's speed with 
396.040k 111/h (246.090mph) at Daytona in 1931. 
Year after year at Daytona, Camphell raised thC' 
stakes. As c1n Englbhman, hb targets WL'rl' Lhl' 

major miles-per-hour thresholJs: 250mph, 
ad,icved in 1932, anJ 3()( )mph, in l~BS. 

At Lhose speed!> even the exp;msc of 
Daytona Bead, provl'd too short fiir Cdml·cm. ~o 
the Lmd $peed Rernrc..l business mowd to Lhl' 
vast tracts of Bonnevilll' Salt Fl:its in Utah, USA 
A wide cirnJar COUJ-Sl' nn thl' c;:ilt Je'>l'r1 h::id 

been used by Ab Jenkins, tht' drive1· n~ a 
Dul'"ienbcrg speLia] called the Mormon Meteor 
(the centre or the Mnm1on faith being at Salt 
Lake City, Utah) to attack various long-distanLt: 
records from l932. 

Bonneville provided enJle55 possibilities for 
thl· record-men, but wa!- remote, diffiailt and 
time-rnn~uming to read1. The AIACR rub at 

that tirnl' rl'quin.:d 1mml'diatt> telegram 
notification or a \\'orlJ rl'cord claim, with the 
supporting ducument;1tion delivered to Paris 
within eight days nf the event /\ letter uwering 
Jenkins' cbi.ms for runs on 18 August 19:14 was 
not rcLcivcd hy the CS! until 6 Sl'ptcmbl'r. \1VF 
Rradle-1\ the /\AA rl'present:itive :it the CSI, h:iJ 

to explain tht: pr;ictical difficultie" of 
communication with a site in the middle nl 
nowhere and to plead for more time. 

[n July 1935 Jnhn CL1bh tu11k his Napicr
Railton, an ,1ero-e11gined Brooklnnds Outer 
CiRi.rit speLial, to Bonneville and set a Sl'ries of 
cl,1ss re-cords. Only weeks laLc1~ Cobb was 
followed hy Captain George Eyston and Sir 
Malcolm Campbell. Although Eyston wa5 later 
to takl' the Lrnd Speed Record, he \V3!> a l0ng

distance rccorJ specialist; thl' AJACR ;;ivvardcd 
him a Gold Mccbl in 1~)35 l~1r E'.!,tablish ing 248 
n:con.ls, -18 of them world rl'cords. 

Campbell, though, wa::. determined to renJ, 
300mph. Bluehird was trnnsponed across 
Aml'rka frnm Floriu;.1. A <;trJight 19km course 
was !>Craped smooth :.md marked hy a line \11 

black oil. On 3 September 1935 Bluebird 
achieved 48-1.619km/h l30 1.129mph). I Ii~ 
ambition realized, C·m1phell retired From l.mJ 
rCCL)n.b anJ upplicJ himsl'lf tn the Wner Spl'ed 
Record. 

By 1937 Eyston had birJduated from Speed 
l)f the W ind, hi~ Clas~ A (nvcr 800(h) long
di!>tanc:e record car, to a monstl'r 111,ichinl' 
designed I-or the outTight Lmd Spl'l'd Re-Lord. 
Eyston\ Thunderbolt was the brge!-1 petrol
engined record car - a 7-ton, eight-wheeler with 

t,,vo Roll!i-Royce aero engines, totall ing 73 litrl''
and producing :-iurnL· -1700bhp. It broke 
Cm1phcll's n:-cord by 17.7krn/h - and took it 
over 500km/h for the fir<,t time. 

Ey~tnn1
'> rival wa~ fuhn Cohb, who 



Oller the riminKline, mu/ a ne111 record ell 438.4611111/h (272.46 mph). 
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Cnmpbe/11vi1h his 1em11 and ojfidt1ls after 1/re s1,ccessful nm. 
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commissioned a new car from Reid Railton, the 

engineer responsible for the later versions of 
Campbell's Bluebird. It was more s<.ientifkally

dcsigned than Thunderbolt, only half its weight 

and with two-thirds of its power. These two cars 

went head-to-head at Bonneville i.n the summer 

of 1938. Eyston took the record up to 556.0km/h 

(345.49mph), Cobb retaliated with 563.57km/h 

(350.20mph) and then the very next day 

Thunderbolt recorded a mean speed of 

57532km/h (3575mph). 

The following year, only nine days before 

the outbreak of war in Europe, Cobb was back 

with the Railton and leFt the Land Speed 

Record at 594.96km/h (369.74mph). But he was 

aiming for 400mph and as soon as peace 

returned, m:ide pbns for another attempt. 

H is car was only slightly modified, hut 
Cobb brought another innovation whid1 was to 

become the nonn in all kinds of motor sport: it 

was renamed the Railton-Mobil Special. 

1h1ditionally, suppliers bad provided finance for 

record-breaking, usually in the form of bonuses, 

and they advertised their part in the success. 

.John Cobb persuaded the Mobil Oil Company 

to back his 1947 Lmd Speed Record bid as a title 

sponsor. He raised his own record substantially 

- to 634JSl6km/h (394.196mph) and did 

achieve over 400mph in one direction. 

At the Rrst post-war meeting of the CSI. 

there was discussion about how to deal with 

c:irs powered by pure jet or gas turbine engines. 

It was a prescient move for the controlling body 

~1s such engines were being introduced for 

aircraft, but delegates failed to t:0ml' to any 

conclusions. 
In 1947, Reid Railton sent a note to the 

newly-named FIA calling for the exclusion of jet 

and turbine vehicles from the official Land 

Speed Recorcl Railton said that in this context a 
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new definition of a car was needed, othe,wise 

records could be made by a kind of low-flying 

,1ircraft. He suggested this as a starting point: 

'wheels must be used for propelling, steering 

and supporting purposes'. 

It was an important issue, but it dropped 

down the CS! agenda when it was dear that no

one was coming forward to challenge the 

Railton-Mobil Special's Lmd Speed Record. In 

fact Cobb was to ho ld the t itle for an 
unprecedented 16 years. But there was plenty of 

record activity, e-,pecially at the Bonneville 

Speed Trials, wbid1 sta1ted in 1949. The various 

class records established by the special 

streamlined Mercedes-Benz and Auto Union 

racing cars in the 1930s were beaten one-by-om: 

hy Americans who had learnt the ir skills 

making l1ot-rods and dragsters, but the outright 

Land Speed Record was too far out of theiT 

reach. 

By 1960 there were some nevv challengers, 

among them Donald Campbell, son of Sir 

Malcolm, who had built a new Bluebird with a 

gas turbine engine from a Bristol Britannia 

airliner driving all fuur ·wheels. Four years later, 

after many trials and tribulations, Campbell 

Junior was to take the official Land Speed 

Record over 400mph with a speed of 

648.Bkm/h ( 403.1mph) at Lake Eyre in Australia. 

But by then he -and the FTA - had to confront 

the speed set by drag-racer Crnig Breedlove's 

Spirit of America. 

In 1963 Breedlove achieved 655.68km/h 

( 407.45mph) at Bonneville to usher in the jct age 

of the Land Speed Record. But not only was 

Spirit of America propelled simply by jet thrust, 

like the fighter aircraft it resembled, it also had 

o nly three wheels. The FIA still had not made 

up its mind about jet engines, but the rules 

stotL"<l very dearly that any car hod to have at 
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least lour wheel~. So Breedlove round that his 
record was accepted by the world motorcycle 
authority, the FIM, but not by the FIA 

Ob\'iously this '>ituation could not be 
nllow1.:d to continut'. In October 19n4, the CS! 
decreed that any four-wheeled vehide 
'depending on the ground for support and 
controlJeJ by an on-board driver' cr)uld qualify 
In, the official Lrnd Sreed Rcl'.orJ :md that 
conventional c1:dc-driven cars would have a 
separate c:itcgl,ry called the World Record for 
Autumobile~. 

Breedlove w:1s not the first olficinl jet
propelled Land Speed Record holder. That 
honour went to Art Arfrms' simple hut brutnlly 
eftective Green Monm·r, at 863.72km/h 
(536.71mph). Arfons battled with Breedlov1,.· 
through 1965 ,1nd at the end of it, Breedlove's 
Spirit of America Sonic 1 ( very different fron 1 it'> 

predecessor - and with four wheels) had 
exceeded 600mph with .1 record al 

%6.~3lkm/h (600.841mph). In the first two 

years of the jet e1~, tl1e ultimnte record had 
increased by 300km/h' 

Afi:er the jt'b came the rockets. That wa~n't 
a post-war idea. Back in 1928, Fritz von Opel, of 
thl' Gl'rrnan car company with that name, had 
built a car with 24 solid-fuel rockets whid, 
ad1ievl'd l95km/h (121.2mph) in J test run at the 
J\vus race trat.k. In 196-1, Walt A1fons, brother of 
/\rt, built a Land Spl'ed Record L"ar, Wingfuot 
Expre-~ 11, nn the --ame principll', using ai1uaft 

JATO Ckt Assiste<l Take Off) rockets, but its 'all 
or nothing' performnnce proved a rbky 
propositi1m. 

A lfquid-fuelled rocket, which could be 
lOntrulk-d, W<l!> rnor\' suitable, and in the 1960s 
Lh(:• technology Arst employed in the Gem,an 
V2 Wl'apon during World War 2 was bcin~ 
developed in the USA n.1r space travel. Reaction 
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Dynamic~ of Milwaukl'l', Wic;cnnsin, had 
produced a dragster wkh an engine of this type 
and were encouraged to build a Land Speed 
Record mad,ine with the backing of the US 
natural gas industry. Thus it would use liquefied 
natural gas as well .is the regular hydrogen 
peroxi<le rocket Fuel :md the car would be called 
The Blue Flame. Gary Gabelich was the driver, 

and in October 1970 he became the Arst tn set 
the official Land Speed Record ;1t over 
IU00km/h on lnnd IOl4.628km/h 
(630.478mph). (G:1bdid1 c1..1uld also claim, 
unofficially, to be the fa~tcst man on earth as the 
highest speed that The Blue Flame attained 
during the record runs exceeded the lOl7km/h 
of Lieutenant-Colonel J P Stapp's rocket ~led, 
whid1 ran on mils.) 

W ith 10( l0km/h and 600mph cunquered, 
the record-men were running out of l:lrgets. B-ut 
unc stoud out breaking the Sound Barrier on 
land. American Bill Frederick had bl:cn a 
consultant to The Blue Flame project anJ had 
huilt a .:;eries of rocket-propelled cars, 
culminating in the Budweiser Rocket Frederick 
::ind his collaborator Hal Needham, a 
I lollywnod stunt man, were aiming for Mad1 l, 
the speed of' sound, but had no intention nl 
playing by FIA rull's. Drng-strip timing would he 
used, vvith the intention of' recorcLng simply the 
top speed - no two-dire-ction runs, measured 
kilometre 11r mile. 

The L.:rnd Speed Rcrnrd establishment, 
whid1 by then indL1dcd Gary Gabelich and Art 
Arfons, was upset by the recnrd-bre::ikingspeeds 
claimed for thc- BudwC"i~C'r Rocket after its fir~t 
rt.lllb at Bonneville. The attL·mpt at Mad1 l was to 
be at Edward~ 1\ir Force base, in the G lilomi:l 
I ligh Desert - from where Genernl 'Chuck' 
Yeager had taken off in 1947 whl:n he beu1111c 
the first man to break the Sound Barrier in the 
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X-l rocket plane - and speed measurement by 
radar and computer, courtesy of the US Air 
Force. The Budweiser's rocket engine was 

supplemented by a Sidewinder missiJe whid1 
driver Stan Barrett ignited at I000krn/h. The 
highe:;t speed on the single run was calculated 

by the USAF boffins at l190km/h, 739.7mph, 
Mad1l.Ol. 

No one knows for sure whether Stan Barrett 
:md the Budweiser Rocket broke the Sound 
Barrier that day in 1979 and of course the FIA 
regarded the whole thing as an outlaw exercise 
and gave it no official recognition. But it changed 
perceptions of the Land Speed Record at a time 

when questions were being asked about the 
sense of such a difficult and dangerous pursuit. 
When man was exploring space and had landed 
on the moon and high-powered business folk 
travelled routinely at Madi 2 in the Concorde 
airliner, was there really any point in read1ing 

any further in something that had long-since 
lost any resemblance to an automobile7 

One man, Richard Noble, thought that 

there was. With enormous energy but very 
limited resources, this British management 
consultant built a jet-engined mad1ine, Thn.ist 
2, with the potential to n.in at I0S0km/h - and 
beat Gabelich's 1970 record. Thrust 2, with 
Noble at the controls, first ran at BonneviJJe in 

1981, but was defeated by the weather. Floods on 

the salt flats the following year caused the Noble 
team, with timers from the United States Auto 
Club, to divert to Black Rock Desert, north of 
Reno, levada. The reco rd didn't fall in 1982, but 
when Thrust 2 returned to Black Rock a year 

later Noble's dream came tn.ie: 1020.406krn/h 
(634.051mph) \•Vas 5.75km/h (3.57mph) faster 

than The Blue Flame. The Land Speed Record 
had gone back to Britain fur the first time in 20 
years. 

Noble went off to do other things, but by 
the 1990s had decided to get back to record
breaking, this time with the speed of sound as 

his objective. Others, including the then all
conquering McLaren Formula l racing 
organization, were planning attempts on the 
Land Speed Record. Noble was really no better 

funded than before, but he had to develop J 

more powerful and more sophisticated vehicle. 
He called it Thn.ist SSC - the initials standing 
for Super Sonic Gr. 

After six years of work and a series of 
setbacks, Thn.ist SSC, with two Rolls-Royce jet 
engines, went to Black Rock Desert, Nevada, in 
autumn 1997. The driver was Andy Green, a 

Royal Air Force fighter piJot, and tJ1e sonic 
boom announced that he had, decisively and 

unquestionably, broken the Sound Barrier. 

I ,:ft: flrsi of tlu- offi<-i,,/ j,·1 r,~·onl holder~ - 1\n 1\rfo1L< wilh Gw.•11 /V/1,nm·r. Centre: Cmig Bn,,,dlnw 111m,,,,I /m1111/,rcc III Jo"r 11•f1t'l!ls ,.,;,1, Spirit 11/ 
11,.w,iw Sm,ic I. Right: R,K1l£1·/)lJ1wnrl to ow,· IOOOk111/I, - Cwy Gabe/id,;,. 71w [3/,,e Flam,·. 
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Mach l in the conditions at Black Rock that day, 
15 October, was equivalent to 1207km/h 
(750mph). Green's official speed for the first 

supersonic Land Speed Record was 
122795km/h (763.035mph). 

There was no counter-attack, and while 

there will surely be even higher speeds in the 
future, some regarded the speed of sound as a 

final frontier. 
Record-breaking at lower levels continues to 

occupy the FIA's Records Commission; it 

approves some 15 international records each year. 
Each new record is published in the Bulletin of 
the World Motor Sports Counc~ and on the 
FIA website, which contains an up-to-date list of 

cum~nt record-holders. 
Appendix B to the International Sporting 

Code lists 30 categories of special and series 
production cars, each with up to 18 classes, while 

Appendix D - the regulations for record 
attempts - describes 30 recognized times and 
distances for all classes of international and 

\.vorld records. 
For some, the personal satisfaction of 

holding a record is the sole reward, but for 
manufacturers and suppliers, the motivatjon for 
record-breaking is much as it was at the dawn of 
motoring - to advertise the capability and 

durability of their products. And, now as then, 
the FIA is there to see fair play. 
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FASTEST ON EARTH 
A century of milestones of the official Land Speed Record, 

recognized by the ACF, AIACR and FIA 
Date Car Driver Venue km/h mph 

lO0km/ h 

1899 Jamais Contente CJenatzy Ad1cres 105.89 65.79 

100mph 

1904 Gobron-BrilJic L. Rigolly Ostend 166.65 103.55 

200km/ h 
1909 Benz V.I-!emery Bmoklands 202.7 125.95 

300km/h, 200mph 
1927 Sunbeam H.Segrave Daytona 327.97 203.79 

400km/ h 
1932 Bluebird M.Carnpbell Daytona 408.72 253.97 

300mph 

1935 Bluebird M.Carnpbell Bonneville 484.62 301.13 

S00km/h 
1937 Thunderbolt G.Eyston Bonneville 502.ll 312.00 

600km/ h 
1947 Railton J.Cobb Bonneville 634.40 394.20 

400mph 
1964 Bluebtrd D.Campbell Lake Eyre 648.72 403.10 

700km/h, 800km/h, 500mph 

1964 Green Monster A.Arfuns Bonneville 863.75 536.72 

900km/h 
1965 Green Monster A.Arfuns Bonneville 927.97 576.62 

600mph 

1965 Spirit of America Sonic I C.Breedlove Bonneville 966.93 600.84 

lO00km/h 
1970 Blue Flame G.Gabelid1 Bonneville IOl4.63 630.48 

ll00km/h, 1200km/ h, 700mph 
1997 Thrust SSC A.Green Black Rock 1227.95 763.04 

Left: Thrust SSC se11rls shock wm,es across Blad;, Rock Desen, 1997. 





A TITLE BEFITTING 
In 1946, revived after World War 2, the AlACR became the 

FIA: the Federation Internationale de lAutomobile. The 
new title "·as more appropriate for the composition of the 
organiz.ation, the breadth of its activities and its ambitions 
for the future. One of those was consultative status at the 
United Nations, granted in 1949. In 1954, the 50th 

anniversary of the organization's formation, the FIA 
encompassed 52 member clubs from five continents. Some 
nat ional motor clubs began to devolve responsibility for 
motor sport to specialist bodies and, after tl1e disaster at 
the Le Mans 24-Hour race in 1955, the American 

Automobile Association ceased involvement with the 
sport, necessitating the creation of ACCUS, a special motor 
sport control organiz.ation for the United States. 
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I twas the time to make a new sta1t: 20 June 
1946, 42 years to the day after the formation 
of the AlACR. The flrst post-war General 

Assembly of the AlACR, at the ACF in the 
Place de la Concorde, Paris, became the 
inaugural meeting of the PIA. A new title had 
been discussed several times in the past, but the 
forces of conservatism had always resisted 
change. Now, as a symbol of a ne\.v era, the 
proposal to form the Federation lnternationaJe 
de L'\utomobile went through unopposed 

There were reasons beyond the desire fur a 
tidier tide and a shiny ne1;v badge. The statutes 
established in 1908 had served the AIACR welJ, 
but experience sugg~i:ed that they now needed 
revision. Most particularly, it vvas agreed that 
membership should be widened beyond the 
'recognized' national automobile dubs to 
include other national organizations, even if 
they did not have control of motor sport. 

It was also important to establish that there 
could be more than one member club per 
country, each with equal status. This was 
prompted by talks with the Alliance 

Internationale de Tourisme, which had started 
in November 1945 in London. The AlACR and 
AlT had established a new joint body, which it 
called the General Committee, to represent 
their common interests. They aJso formed a 
working group to study the possibility of an 
amalgamation of the two associations as a world 
organization for touring. 

Viscount de Rohan, president of the 
AIACR si nee 1936, became president of the FIA 
Three commissions- the CS!, CIT and CJCD -
were reconstituted; indeed, the CS] had met in 
February and was already coordinating the 
revival of motor sport 

It was judged important to re-establish 
relations with the car and component 
manufacturers through their organization, the 
BPICA. The FIA believed that it shouJd set 
standards for the industry and that the national 
automobile dubs shouJd provide independent 
testing of performance, fuel consumption and 
technical innovations. History tells us that this 
aim was only partly achieved: in some countries, 
the national club became, and remains, the 

The Association Internationale des Automobile Clubs Reconnus (AIACR) will take the title of 

Federation Internationale de l'.A.utomobile (FIA). Its headquarters will be in Paris. 

OBJECTIVES: 
To promote the development of 

international motor traffic. 

To draft international regulations 
fur traffic and vehicles. 

To ensure the unity of the 
automobile movement and 

safeguard the interests, material 
and moral, of automobilism in aU 

countries. 

COMPOSITION: 
National automobile clubs that are 

members of the AIACR 

National clubs and associations 
concerned with motor circulation 

Individual honorary members and 
presidents. 

CONTROL OF MOTOR SPORT: 
The sole international body 
governing automobile sport 

Recognizes one sporting authority 
in each country: 

J\11 appendix to rhe minutes of the General Assembly spelt 0111 the 11e,u ro11slit11tion. 
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official testing authority, whereas in others, 
government departments pushed them to the 
sidelines. But the principle remains and in 2004 

is stronger than ever, with FIA initiatives like the 
EuroNCAP crash test programme. 

Several national motor clubs disappeared 
during the war. Those of some countries in the 
Soviet bloc failed to communicate with the RA, 
or to pay their dues, and were excluded, while 

others changed names and were enrolled on a 
provisional basis. The re-admission of the AvD 
and ADAC, representing West Germany, was not 
until the end of 1949. In 1948, the FIA 

membership numbered 40 clubs, t'vvo fewer than 
befure the war in 1939. By 1951 it was up to 45. 

In 1947, the FIA and AJT were invited to 
take consultative status as non-governmental 
organiz.ations at the United Nations, but this 
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,,vas 'subject to the exclusion of their Spanish 
affiliate'. 

This was a difficult and embarrassing 
situation. The United States had vetoed the 
entry of Spain, ruled by dictator General Franco, 

to the United Nations. RACE, the Royal 
Automobile Club of Spain, founded by King 
Alfonso XJil, was the 'father' of the South 
American clubs, several of which had recently 
become affiliated. It was a founder member of 
the AIACR and had helped maintain the 
organization through the war. The Spanish 

delegates were important and respected players 
in these predominately aristocratic gatherings. 
Wilfrid Andrews ofBritain' s RAC described the 
RACE president, Gil de Reboleno, as 'a 
sportsman and a gentleman'. 

But now the Spanish club would have to 
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Early post-war yea~ saw RA clubs providing roa.l,ide assistance r/1roug/1 road patrols. 
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stan<l down. The FIA yearbooks for L948 and 

1949 carried an overprint on the entry for the 
RACE: 'no longer part of the FIA'. For the 1950 
yearbook, Spain was n.·moved completely. But 

.Jean-Jacques Freville, who became secretary

general when Lieutenant-Colonel Peron retired 

in October 1947, remembers thjs as being for 

appearances' sake only. When the matter ,-vas 
finnJly resolved with the United Nations in 1951, 
Lhe FLA president welcomed Spain back, saying 

that it had 'voluntarily, and with great delicacy, 

nbstaincd from meetings fur two years'. 

The FIA and A IT were granted consultative 

status, category B1 by the United Nations 

O'1_!,aniz.ation on I Marr:h, 1949, whid1 meant 

that they were considered advisory bodies to 

the Economic and Social Council. The General 

Committee grew into a new organization v,,jth 

Lhe two associations as founding members. It 

was calll'd the Orgnnisation Mondiale du 

lburisme et de 1/\utomobile (OTA)- the World 
Org.ini,;ition for Touring and Motor Vehicles. 

Thl' OT/\ had its ov,rn assembly with an equal 

number or delegates from the FlA and AIT plus 

a management hoard, tv,70 standing committees 

(for customs and trnffic), and a secretariat in 

London. Its function was to represent the two 

orgonization.., in international rorums, including 

the UN E:onomic Commission for Europe in 

Geneva. 
Meanwhile, the idea of a merger between 

the FIA and AIT was rnundering. At a meeting 

in Cascab, Portugal, in .June 1949, there was a 

depth ol ~eling that if the organizations joined 

together the AIT's involvement in touring of all 

kinds would overtake the specific interests of 
motorists. Earl Howe, of Biitain's RAC, was 

particularly concerned about the position of 

motor sport and sought assurance that 

whatever happened, it would remain separate, 

IOI 

under FIA control. Having reached no 

conclusion, the FIA's relationship with the AIT 
remained one of friendly cooperation, with the 

main conduit the OTA to whid1 they jointly 

subscribed. 
Spain, reinstated as a participating member, 

began to press for Spanish to be the third official 

language of the FIA. It was pointed out that, in 

1952, a third of the 52 afflJiated dubs were from 

Spanish-speaking countries. 

All international organizations fuce language 

difficultie::., and before the advent of 
mjanphones, headphones a11d simultaneous 

translation, repeating the proceedings in two or 

more languages could prolong meetings t0 an 

unworkable e.x1:ent. Th<.: FIA was based in 

France and its presidents up to that time were all 

Frend,, so most of its proceedings were 

conducted in their language. English had 

become the organization's second oAkial 

language in tht· I920s a~er tl,e Automobile 

Club of America had proposed th.Jt all 

communications should be in French antl 

English, 'until an international language is 

advised by the League of Nations'. 

But neither the League of' Nations nor the 

post-war United Nations had .Esperanto high on 

their agendas. 
The FIA agn?ed in principle to adopt Spanish 

as a third official language but was concerned 

nbout the costs involved. TI1e matter w.is settled 
when it was leamed that the ACF's nevv gran<l 

conference hall, due fur completion in 1955, would 

have facilities fur multiple simultaneous 

tronsbtions. /\t the Geneml Assembly, the AC of 

Argentina gave a vote of thanks on behalf of t he 
Spanish-speaking members. 

1n the world outside, the FIA enjoyed 

success with the introduction of the World 

Championship for Drivers, which K1cu-,seJ 
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attention on the nf'w Formula I, and was 

encow-aging new categories or motor sport. 
There was concern, though, that motor 

racing was developing in different directions in 

other parts of the world. The CSl regretted that 
European and US racing continued to fol low 

their different traditions. ln 1952 it reported to 
the FIA General Assembly: 'There is no need to 

stress the advantages of all kinds that would be 

derived from a racing funnula common to the 

two continents.' That is a theme rehearsed i.n 
d1e early days of racing and repeated at intervals 

ever since. In 2004 it has yet to be achieved. 

There were also fears for the FlA's position 

as the supreme power in the motor sporting 

world. In 1952 the Frend1 government required 

the ACF and other motor clubs in France to 

establish a separate controlling body for motor 

sport, the Federation Fran\'.aise du Sport 
Automobile (FFSJ\). Wilfrid Andrews of the 

Biitish RAC exclaimed: 'Were other countries to 
fuUow this example, the FlA would lose control 

of motor sport'. At least one other country ,.vas 

known to have similar plans. Motor sport 

seemed in danger of being nationalized. 
Viscount de Rohan said that the ACF 

retained ultimate authority in F1-arn:e and that in 

any ose Augustin Perouse, the president of the 

CSI, was also to be tbe first pre,idcnt of the 
FFSA. However, it was with evident reluctance 

that the Fl A accepte<l the FFSA as the sporting 
authority for France. It was admitted 

provisionally to the CSI - in place of the ACF -
fur just one year. 

Reinforcing it<; grip on motor sport ,.vas 

important because the emphasis within the FlA 
was shifting. Its influence over general motoring 

matters and international travel, and the profits 
that this brought to member clubs, wen: 

declining. The report to the General Assembl1 
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in October 1953 by secretary-general lean
.Jacques Freville drew attention to these 

changing circumstances and how the two sides 

of the organization could be recondled: 

'Sporting activity is more and more the 
cornerstone of our Federatiun, and 
demonstrates the vitality of the automobile. But 

there is no discrepan9 bet\,vt::t:'n our sporting 

role and that of educator and protector of road 

users. f n<leed, activity in the field of traffic and 

road safety is becoming more important, as the 

problem gr0vvs with the number of vehicles in 

use and the increase in traffic. 
'The motor car is an everyday tool whid1 is 

heavily taxed and still too c,-xpensivc. J\ 

personality in the .iutomobile wodd said to me 
that r.:\Ces where the sole aim is speed have no 

influence on the improvement of ordinary 

vehicles. Let us not neglect the trials that the 

users consider as most revealing the attributes of 

their vehicles are the most able to lead to their 

improvement 

'In touring matters, we foresee the 

disappear.mce of customs documents issued by 
dubs for· European countries, in favour of 
llheralii.ation, whicl1 means a loss of income 

from triptyques and carnets, and perhaps even :i 
loss of members. C lubs are c-nco1,.1r,.1ged to find 

new sources of revenue, from maps :ind guides 

or from a slight commission on services they 
provide.' 

Financl' was becoming a worry. The time of 
big-money motor racing ,,vith commercial 

sponsorship and lucrative televi.sion rights was 

way in the l1,1ture. The inco111e from licences, 

race permits and calendar applications was 

minimal. The FIA's sporting activities had been 

supported by the touring section and that was 
in decline. That situati0n was mirrored at the 

bigger member dubs, whid, wt·re beginning to 



make most of their money from roadside 
breakdown assistance. That, as some pointed 
out, was a very different matter from running 
motor racing 

These uncertainties did not prevent the FIA 
celebrating its 50th anniversary in June 1954 in 
fine style. There was a ceremony in the Great 
Hall at the ACF, a grand dinner in Versailles, and 
each General Assembly delegate was presented 
with a special commemorative medal. By 1954, 
the FIA had 52 member dubs from five 
continents. 

A year later the Federation was faced with a 
crisis that had nothing to do with money, but 
drew further attention to its dichotomy. On 11 
June 1955, the worst-ever motor racing accident 
occurred at the Le Mans 24-Hour race, when 
the Mercedes-Benz 300SLR driven by Pierre 

Levegh somersaulted into a spectators' 
enclosure and caught fire, leaving hundreds of 
casualties and 83 dead. 

The FIA was criticized for not being more 
active in the defence of motor racing in the 
aftermath of the Le Mans disaster when 
governments stepped in to ban events and a 
series of major international races, including 
four World Championship Grands Prix, were 
cancelled. 

With what seemed like understatement at 
the time, the president Viscount de Rohan 
addressed the General Assembly: 'These serious 
difficulties might indicate a turning point in the 
FLA:s history'. We can see now that they did, 
though not in the catastrophic way that some 
had feared. 

As the CSI, somewhat belatedly, applied 

Le Mans 1955 - motor raci11/(s wont disaster 
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stricter saf{'ty measure!> to racing, there came the 

announcement from the American 

Automobile Association that it would no longer 

be involved in motor sport. The AAA, which 

had Rrst linked with the AIACR through racing 

when its Contest Board joined the CSI in 1927, 

declared Lhat, after the Le Mans accident, 'a 
conFlict exists between the demands of motor 

:;port" and those of the promotion of safety in 

touring'. It would cease to sanction events at the 

end of the year; th1.: last Triple A race was at 

Phoenix Fairground in the autumn of 1955. 
The f!A dismissed the AAP-:.s reasoning: 

'Our Federation, whid1 h::is always attached 

gn.'at importance to safety, has never had the 

impression that its !>porting role has contributed 

to inLn:-asing the quantity of traffiL accidents, 

nor hindercJ its affiliated club!> in theiJ efforts to 

reduce the number of these accidents.' But it 

[1Led the dilemma of how LO exercise control 
uvcr motor sport in the USA. No other body in 

America was in a position to perform this 

function. Ots original membl'r club, the ACA 
h:ic.l been dissolved in 1936.) 

ln the short term, the FLA took direct 

control or American nKing hy issuing special 

temporary permiu, lo the principal r,lle 

nrianiLers, but there was concern abL)Ul where 

responsibility wuulJ lie in the case of another 

<;erioLl!> acdclent. 

The- CS! caml' up with a more permanent 

solutiun. A delegation con<;i..,ting of CS! 
pre!>idenl Augustin Pcruuse, Major Harold 

Parker of the British RAC, and Count Ginvannj 

Lur,.ini Cernuschi representing Lhe AC of Italy, 
\\lent to Americ.1 early in 1956. Aftl'r 

consultation with race promoters, notably Bill 

France, who ran NASCAR from Daytona, it 

proposed the formation of the J\utomnbile 

Competition Committee of the United State. 
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(ACCUS), an independent body representing 

all organizing clubs, affiliated to the FLA, as the 
national sporting authority. Charles Moran, a 
respected figure in US racing circles, was 

appointed the first president of ACCUS. 
The c reation of ACCUS required the fl.Ms 

statutes to be modified to admit exclusively 

sporting organjzations, independent nf national 

motor dubs that were already members. 1l1is 
was fortuitious, as in the following decade an 

increasing number of nationaJ dubs were to 

devolve responsibility for sporting matters tn 

other organizations, some of vvhid, wouJd break 

:1way from the parent dubs nnd seek 

membership in their own right. 

What was happening, slowly but 

relentlessly; \\lru, a separation of the two sides of 
the FIA. WhLle the CS! coped wit!, altershock 

of the Le Mans Jb:1ster, the commissions 

concerned with everyday motoring were 

involved i11 more mundane aftairs. Alth0ugh its 

influence in this a re:i was waning, the big 

increase in motor tourism was noted and an 
amendment to the FIA'!> !>tatutes was made to 
acknowledge this, viz: 'Promoti ng the 

development of international motor traffic and 

tourism.' 
The latest pronouncement of the technical 

commission, the CTI, seemed inconsequential 

hy comparison w ith the crisis in racing; it called 

for a ban on dangeroU!> protrusions on cars -

decorative ornaments and sharp-edged 

bumpers that could hurt pl'dest:rians. But more 

significru1tly, it added this statement: 'Up to now 

the gNater part of the CTl's activity has been 

answering CST questions. It nov,, w ishes to apply 

its effurts more to the important problems of 

noise, salety and braking and working with the 

International Standards Organization on 

lighting anc.l other matter".' 
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By 1957, the split was official. For 
'aJminismltive reasons', the FIA formed two 

sections: the SITTC, inducling all non-sporting 
functions - ted1nical, touring, traffic - and the 
SSI to deal with all sporting affairs. This was not 

destined to bring ham10ny to the organization, 
which continued to be short of money and in 
fuct showed a deficit in 1957, blamed o n the loss 
of carnet business, the increased cost of 
insurance fur triptyques, and a 20 per cent 
devaluatfon of the French franc 

Attempts to bring greater involvement and 
benefits to the more djstant outposts of the 

federation created further financial strains. The 
CIT and CICD had set up a working party on 
African questions. One result was a 
comprehensive visitors guide to the Congo. It 
did not sell well. 

Over the next few years there was regt,J:1r 
discussion about the mle of the OT/\, whid1 
was very active in its representations at 
government level in the areas of traffic 
engineering, road safety, customs and touring, 
but taking a largl' proportion of the FIA's 

modest annual budget. ln 1957, the i<lea of a 
mergt:r with the AIT arose agafri but was 
<lismissed as 'desirable in principle but at this 
moment impossible'. 

The FlA continued to attract new 
members, but in the era of the Cold Wai; some 
of these presented political and diplomatic 
problems. The USSR Auto Motor Club applied 

to join and was accepted, but it complained 
about the nnnnal practice of two years' 
provisional membership on the grounds that 
other international organizations would accept 
ft. immediately and unreservedly. 

When the German AvD followed the FFSA 
precedent and vesteJ its sporting power in the 
ONS (now standing for Oberste Nationale 

IOG 

Sport-Kommission) and the East German 

ADMV - thus allowing the two sides of divided 
Ge.nnany to compete in national events - Gil de 
Rebolefio of the Spanish dub objected, as East 
Germany was not part of the United Nations. In 
that situation IO years earlier, Spain had been 

required to withdraw from the FIA Times had 
changed; his objection W.15 ovem.iled. 

Then, in 1961, the ADMV complained that 
its delegates could not obtain visas to attend FIA 
meetings in Paris. The FIA, trying to remain 
apolitical, was not prepared to intervene but 
there was a novel diplomatic solution. Count 
Hadelin de Liedekerke Beaufort, who had 
become FIA president in 1958, was also the 

president of the ACF and in that capacity 
offered to take up the East Germans' case with 
the French authorities. 

Count de Liedekerke Beaufort was only the 
fourth president of the AlACR and FIA. 
Viscount de Rohan, his predecessrn; both at the 
FIA and the ACF. and then 73 years aid, had 
tendered his resignation at the G eneral 
Assembly in October 1957, but Wilfrid Andrews 

persuaded him to stay on. At the same tin1e it 
was decided that henceforth the presidency 
'vvould be fur a three-year term; previously the 
incumbent had been re-elected, unopposed, 
each year. When he agreed to continue, 
Viscount de Roh:1n said that he would not run 
the full three-year term. He resigned in October 
1958 and Count de Licdekerkc .Beaufort was 

elected by 23 votes to 6 fur the Belgian Prince 
Amaury de Merode. 

Count de Liedekerke Beaufort stood down 
after holding the presidency for five years -
though he remained ACF president and 
continued to represent the French club at the 
FIA. At the General Assembly in October 1963 
he proposed as his successor Prince Filippo 



Caracciolo di Castagneto, who was elected 

unopposed. 
Prince Caracciolo, the president of the AC 

ofltaly, was the first non-Frenchman to head the 

FIA. His acceptance speech speaks volumes for 
the state of the Federation at the time: 

'Since the end of the last war we have 
witnessed a tremendous development of the 
motor vehicle whid1 is no longer a luxury item 

or transport for a happy few but has become the 
instn1rnent of the masses and will by degrees 
become of daily use in every family. This alone 
proves that our task must undergo deep 

changes. 
'Our Federation was born of sport and in 

the beginning had an entirely sporting outlook. 

Today this activity is not declining; on the 
contrary, it is increasing in most parts of the 

world. However, compared with the other 

domains of the automobile, sport no longer 
ranks first. Among the new members of our 
Federation it is only a small proportion who 
enrol because of sport; the great numbers 

require services of another kind. We are also 
faced with difficulties of financing. Our alliances 
with the OTA and AlT are causing problems. 
We arc in favour of a world federation, but it has 
proved impossible to adlieve and in the last few 

years our relations have deteriorated rather than 
improved.' 

Sadly, Prince Caracciolo held the post for 
less than two years. He d ied in July 1965. That 
October, for the first time, there was a three-way 
contest for the presidency. The candidates were: 
Wilfrid Andrews, chairman of the RAC of 

Great Britain; Cesar Carman, president of the 

1\/ter rl,e Le /V/<111s di<il.<ter, Anwriam n1ri11g i11d11di11K till' /11dim1r1Jx1'i,. 500, mme 1111der tlie j11rL,di<1io11 of 1\CCUS. 
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AC of Argentina; and Prince Amaury de 

Memde, president of the RAC of Belgium; 42 
countries placed their votes. The result was 
Andrews, 28; Merodc, 9; Carman, 5. 

Wilfrid Andrews was not enthusiastit: 
abuut motor sport. That was known at the 
British RAC, whid1 he had d1aired sinc1..: 1946. 

But he had been outspoken at the FIA 
about the dangers For the Federation of dubs 
abdicating their sporting puwcr and thb was to 
be a major aspect of his t\vo term:- as president. 

France had been followed by the national 
dubs in Germany, Morocco, Denmark, Sweden, 

Spain an<l Austrnlia in delegating authority for 
motor sµort to a second o~anization. With the 
exception of ACCUS, which was directly 
affiJiated to the FIA, pe-rmission to transfer the 

sporting power was granted for only 12 months, 
and renewed on application each year. 

The newly-recogniz1..:d motor sport 
authorities began to demand changes in the 
ruling bod), Australia's motor sports interests 
had been represented by the RAC of Great 
Britain. The Confederation of Australian M1..1tnr 
Sport (CAMS) was set up in 1953 as an 

independent body and admitted to the HA in 
1958. A decade later, at the GenL:ral Assembly in 
1968, CAMS delegate Donald Thomson 
complained that the CS! was a European 
organization of which Australia had no chance of 

being a member, although it ·was the sixth busiest 
nation in the world in terms of motor sport. 

This outburst did b1ing changes. At the 
1970 summer meeting in Florence, the General 

Assembly agreed a series of amendments to the 
statutes, which included increasing the size of 
the sporting commission to l8, with the 
possibility of co-opting three extra members 
trnm countries hitherto not repl\!Sented The 
number of CS! members on the FIA committee 
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was increased from six to nine. And the 
bureaucratic division between the SfTIC and 

SSI was abolished. 
There was a history of disagreement 

between the ACF and the FFSA. This came to a 
head in 1967 when the ACF and some of its 
associate organizations resignL:d frrll11 the FFSA 
and said that it did not intend to apply fur a 

renewal of the delegation of sporting power m 
the FFSA for 1968. The FFSA retaliated by 
suspending licences a nd c:rncelling events. 
Initially, the FlA agreed that the ACF had clone 
nothing wrong and rejected the FFSA1s 

application to join in its own right. But then the 
Frend, government stepped in, arguing that this 
d id not meet assurances given when the FrSA 

was established in 1952. 
This was a delicate issue given the 

cohabitation of the FLA and ACF and the dose 
association of their officials, but in 1968 the FTA 
committee did recommend to the General 
Assembly that the FrSA be admitted tor the 
standard t\.vo-year prob:itionary period When 

this WJS agreed, the ACF relinquished sporting 

power in Franc1..:. 
ln fact, the schism between the ACF and 

FFSA was only part of a wider dissatisfaction 
with the "'ray motor sport was being governed. 
There had been a meeting of 'interested parties' 
in London in December 1967 with the initial 
purpose, later abandoned, of setting up a rival 
international sporting organization. The 
entrants, drivers and constructors in 
prolessional racing ( whid, meant mainly 

Formula I) complained that they had no 
representation at the CSI, which they accused of 

being autocratic and out of toud1. They were 
also i11 dispute with rnce orgaruzers over prize 
and starting money, which the CSl had capped 
for cad1 European race at a figure (00,000) that 
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Albert Pa,·k, M1,fbo11111e, 1953 - the fi.-st A11s1mli@ Grand Prix organised by CAMS. 
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the so-called London Committee regarded as 

inadequate. 
Wilfrid Andrews took a conciliatory 

approach. He promised to hold talks with the 

committee and that it would have ctmsultation 

,.vith and cooperation from the CSI. 1n fact, at a 

meeting the previous October, the CSI 

president, Maurice Baumgartner, had proposed 

the establishment of a number of sub

commissions and working parties including 

experts from outside the organization. This had 

raised eyebrows within the conservative FIA 
establishment , suspicious of outsiders, and 

others feared it would make the commission too 

cumbersome. An expanded CSl \Nith two 

delegates per club and invited experts would be 

up to 50 people. 'That,' said Lord Chesh::im, 

Wilfrid Andrews' RAC colleague, 'is no longer o 
commission. lt's a parliament!' 

So motor sport issues were at the forefront 

during the presidency of Wilfrid And!l'Ws, a 

confident but already elderly man who was 

temperamentally more suited to the 

management of committees and diplomatic 

missions. His successor, RACB president Prince 

Amaury de Merode, also in his seventies, had 

headed the FTA:s finance committee, and was 

well connected internationally but not attuned 

to what was Fast becoming a tough commercial 

world of motor sport. 

Both of these presidents came to realize that 
the FIA was in need of reform, its stmcture 

having grown up in the dLfferent ciri:urnstances 

of earlier times. An ad hoc committee was set up 

to ex.amine the functioning and future of the 

FIA It reported in 1971 on an organization that 

included 86 dubs from 76 countries (an 
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aggregate membership of 21 million), had an 
annual budget of 1.5 million francs, and derived 

the largest part of its income (500,000 francs) 
from motor sport, as calendar, record!> and 

licence fees, It concluded that o complete 

redesign of the FIA:s sports ndministration wc1s 
required and that the Federation should benefit 

more financially from it: 'Sport is the FlA'.s 
unique ~ature - its rights ~ an international 

controlling body are never questioned - and 
there is the opportunity for the HA tn get a f-air 

share from the o ,.1mmcrcial side of the sport.' A 
significant statement - and something that wll!:: 

to become a major iSsue in the year~ to follow: 

Actuail)~ the adm.ission as full members of 
the FIA of separate sporting autho1ities and the 

expansion of tlw CS! had already pointed the 

way to a re!:i'tructured and more autonomow, 

sporting control body. That would emerge as 

the Federation Internationale du Sport 

Automobile (FISA) when Jean-Marie Balestre -

a founder of the FFSA, it'> secretary-general in 

1969, and president in l973 - was elected 
president of the CSI in 1978. 

The election to FIA president in 1975 of 

Prince Paul-Alfons von Metternich, race and 

rally driver, president of the Automobile Club of 

Germany and scion of one of Europe's most 

famous families, was seen as a breath of fresh air 

on all sides at the FIA. He had been a popular 

president of the CSI since [970 and was 

generally regarded as the right man to see 

through the transition from a touring 

organization that ran racing to a racing 

organization that embraced touring. But it is 
unlikely that even he expected the ferocity of 
the battles to come. 





WORLD 
CHAMPIONSHIPS 
The first race for the FIA World Championship for drivers 
was held at Silverstone, Great Britain, in May 1950. T his 

institution, which was to become the FIA'.s most public 
face, was started when Fom1ula I cars, with their engines 
in the front and skinny tyres, ran in national racing colours. 

in two decades, Formula I would be transfom1ed into a 
contest between ,vinged ground-level projectiles carrying 

advertising messages aimed at a worldwide television 
audience. World Championships were devised for drivers 
and constructors of other classes of car and types of event, 
reinforcing the FIA's supreme authority over international 

motor sport. T he rules of the game that it governed had 

become 111ud1 more complicated 
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The idea of the FIA World 
Championship for drivers was a master 
stroke by the CSL It would bring 

attention to the premier form of motor sport by 
highlighting the men rather than the cars, 
effectively disguising the fuct that most of the 
machinery was more than 10 years old. And 
while the cars originated in only two or three 
countries, drivers came from far and wide. 

It was a brilliant way of generating the 
international spirit that the new Federation 
stood for, and involving the maximum number 
of it~ affiliated clubs. That said, in 1950, the first 
year of the World Championship, it included 
only six Grands Prix, all in Europe, plus the 
Indianapolis 500 in the United States. 

The Indianapolis race, to which the 
Fonnula I regulations did not apply, was there to 
justify the 'world' title. It had been simiJarly 
included in the short-lived World 
Championship (fur constructors) in the 1920s. 
The CSI continued to hope diat American and 
European racing could find some common 
ground, and at least this provided the 
opportunity for Formula l and American 
speedway drivers to take part in each other's 
events. As it turned out, they didn't to any great 
extent through the 11 years that the Indianapolis 
500 remained on the World Championship 
calendar. 

The scoring system gave points to the -first 
five finishers in each race: 8 fur first place, 6 fur 
second, 4 fur third, 3 for fourth, and 2. for fifth, 
,,vith an extra point for the fastest lap in the race. 
ln 1950, a driver's best four results counted 

It was approptiate that the very first round 
of the World Championship should hold the 
traditional title of the Grand Prix of Europe. For 
1950 that was allocated to the British race at 
Silverstone - a wartime airfield which had been 
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turned into a racing circuit to replace the pre
war venues of Brooklands and Doningcon Park. 
This event, on Saturday, 13 May (in those days 
race meetings in Britain were not held on 
Sundays), was tl1e first, and so far the only 
Grand Prix attended by a reigning British 
monarch. King George VI and Queen Elizabeth 
had been provided with a special grandstand 
but preferred to watch the race from a makeshift 
tower separated from the track by a simple rope 
barrier. 

The royal party and 150,000 Clther 
spectators saw in that fust race the pattern fur 
the season. It WJS won by Giuscppc Farina, an 
Italian, driving an Alfa Romeo 158. The Alfas 
took all six Grand Pri.x victories that year. Farina 
and Juan-Manuel Fangio, from Argentina, won 
three races each but a fourth place fur Farina in 
the Belgian Grand Prix put him ahead on 
points. The FIA presented Dr Farina with a cup 
and a diploma and also gave an award to the A1fu 
Romeo finn to mark its dominance of the series. 
Thus, unolFicially, was the Formula 1 
constructors' title born. 

Alfa Romeo won again in 1951, this time 
with Fangio as World Champion, but the era of 
these supercharged l.5-Htre cars, which had 
started lire in the 1930s, v,,as coming to its end 
The modern, naturally-aspirated 45-litre Vl2 
Fem1ri beat the Alfas for the Hrst time at 
Silverstone in July and went on to two more 
Grand Prix victories in 1951. 

Alfa Romeo didn't have the funds to 
develop a new car and withdrew from racing at 
the end of the 1951 season. The CSI was already 
planning a new Formula I to start in 1954, but 
""as unprepared for the dearth of l.5/4.5-litre 
machines available to race in 1952. The answer, 
fortunately, was found in Formula 2, which it 

had adopted as a second international racing 



category. There were plenty of these less exotic 
and e,xpensive 2-litre cars and they fuund the 
Grands Prix of 1952 and ]953 opened up to 
them. Ferrari vvon all the World Championship 
races in 1952 (apart from lndianapolis, where 
that year's World Champion, Alberto Ascari, 
did compete, though without success), and was 

only beaten once, by Maserati, i11 1953. 
As an emergency measure, Forn1ula 2 had 

done well and the cars would still qualify under 
the new Formula l regulations which set a 25-
litre displacement limit for naturaUy-aspirated 
cars and 750cc as a supercharged equivalent. 

'vVhen those rules were announced in October 
1952, the CS! was careful to add that they would 
apply from 1 January 1954 'unless fewer than 
three manufacturers have prepared cars'. 

The CSI explained the thinking behind the 
new formula thus: 

'The 15 and 45-litre Formula 1 was doomed 
to disappear, as it was technically too successful; 

in fact, the speed that it enabled the drivers to 
.reach skirted too dosely the Hmits of safety. It 

has become very difficult to Rnd either drivers 
capable of using such machines to the 
maximum of their possibilities or constructors 
with the financial and material means of 

building them. With the lowering of the speed it 
will now be possible to reach, the public wilJ 
lose nothing. On the contrary, the quality of the 
entertainment will be enhanced by a greater 

number of competitors.' 
Read into this the familiar themes: reducing 

power and speed for reasons of safety and cost. 
The truth about the original Formula l was that 
it attracted very few new cars. Enzo Ferrari, who 
had run Alfa Romeos on behalf of the factory in 

the 1930s, ,vas establishing a racing operation 
that ,,vas to be the most enduring of all, but 

. other ambitious projects, like cl1e British BRM 
V16 and the Frend1 CTA Arsenal, were 

destined to fail. 
The CSI was already taking action on other 

aspects of racing safety. It agreed that a race could 
be abandoned for safety reasons - for example, 
in torrential rain - and that the official result 

Tlw Gnmrl Prix o/ l:wvfll' m Si/iJf?r.;T011e, 1950, 111i1h till' Al~, /fomeo o/ Hrsr \-¼,rlrl 01C1111pio>1 Giuseppe Farinu (depi<1rd 011 page 112) at 1/wforefmnl 
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Bri1ai11 versus America at Le Mans, 1951- Jaguar a11d C111111ing/1a111. 

should be the order at the time it was stopped. 
Certain circuits had been identified as 
'unreasonably dangerous' and a sub
commission was set up to investigate and 
suggest modifications. The working party 
consisted of experienced racing drivers AJbert 
Diva and Piero Taruffi, Colonel Stanley Barnes 
of the British RAC, plus a representative of the 
FINl to provide a motorcycle perspective. 

For 1952, it finally made the use of hard 
crash helmets compulsory for FIA-sanctioned 
events. This had been a long-running debate. 
Some countries already made this stipulation. 
For example, the RAC of Belgium had a 
requirement for head protection back in 1937, 
but drivers who wanted to continue with their 
cloth or leather helmets could instead sign a 
v,,aiver exonerating the club in the case of an 
accident The CSI considered the helmet issue 
again in 1949 but could not decide on a 
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specification. Eventually the type of crash 
helmet - none of them were very effective by 
today's standards-was left to drivers' discretion. 

From 1951, all drivers in international events 
had to show, in addition to an appropriate 
competition licence issued by their national 
club, a medical certificate, and from 1953 the 
issue of the licence was made dependent on 
having a clean bill of health. 

The international sporting calendar had 
become a complicated affair. The Grandes 
Epreuves, the classic races that comprised most 
of the World Championship series, had prior 
rights to specific dates, and all other events had 
to be positioned round them. For 1952 the FIA 
calendar included 125 races and 53 rallies. There 
were 29 races scheduled for the 500cc single
seater training formula which had been adopted 
as Formula 3. 

Lord Howe, the British CSI delegate, calJed 



The masrer of rl,e 1950s - Jucm-Mmwel Fa11gio in acrion in a Masemri. 
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The Mille Mig/ia sunJived tis cm Italian road race imri/ 1957; Merr:edes won with Stirling Moss and the 300SLR in /955. 
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for a reduction of the number of events on the 
international calendar, yet there were more 
appUrntions from further afield. In an attempt to 
achjeve a more even spread, for 1953 the calendar 

sub-commission split the world into three 
sections and required B1itain, France and Italy to 
reduce their number of events by 20 per cent. 
'Still too many,' said Lord Howe. For 1954 

applications were limited to five per country, 
except for France and Italy, whid1 were allowed 
15, and Britain, seven. 

Motor sport was on the rise. The success of 
the World Championship encouraged the FlA 
to set up similar series for other classes of 

competition. ln October 1952, the CSJ 
announced that a European Touring 
Championship for raUies would be iJiaugurated 
in 1953 and a few months later decided also to 
introduce an International Championship for 
Manufacturers of mcing sports cars. Both these 

new series were for constructors rather than 
drivers, thus providing opportunities for car 
manufacturers and their suppliers to advertise 

their successes. 
The single-seater formulae, with their limit<; 

on engine size, were simple and straightforward 
compared with the regulations for sports cars 
and touring cars. 

The definition of a sports car had been 
argued about through most of the history of the 
automobile. In the 1950s it was articulated in 
Appendix C to the lntt-!rnational Sportjng 
Code, which specified dimensions and 
equipment that a two-seater racing sports car 

must carry. Touring cars, series-production 
models, were covered by Appendix.J and had to 
meet certain production volume,:; and 
modilkations were strictly limited. The limits of 
these regulations were constantly challenged by 
car makers seeking a perfunnance advantage 
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over their rivals; checking cars' qualifications, the 
process known as homologation, was to become 
a major part of the CSJ's activity. 

The ManLtfucturers1 Championship, which 

used the same scoring system as the World 
Championship for Drivers, was concerned with 
overall rather than class or team results. Support 

for it vvas weak in the first season - partly 
because the first round was scheduled only five 
weeks after the announcement. The series 
became known as the World Sports Car 
Championship and was more honestly global 
than Formula l; the seven qualifying events fur 
1953 included the Sebring 12 Hours in the 

United States and the Pan-American road race 
in Mexico. The first winner of the CSl's 
Manufacturers' Cup and thus the World Sports 
Car Champion was Ferrari. 

The Formula l World Championship rud 
spread its wings in 1953, the opening race being 

the Grand Prix of Argentina at Buenos Aires. 
Argentine drivers Juan-Manuel Fangio and Jose 
Froilan Gonzalez were two the strongest 
competitors for the title and their home 

country vvanted to exploit thcir success. The 
Argentine Grand Prix was the only World 
Championship Formula 1 race outside Europe, 
until the Moroccan Grand Prix in 1958 and the 
ftrst United States Grand Pri..x held at Sebring a 
year later. 

The CSI's fears that the 1954 2.5-litre 
Fo1mula 1 might not have enough entrants were 
unfounded. Conveniently, the 2-litre cars of the 
now-obsolete Formula 2 could continue to run, 

but there were encouraging indications of 
participation from Mercedes-Benz and Lancia 

as well as new cars from Ferrari, Mascrati and 
other existing competitors. 

As on previous occasions, the return of 
Mercedes-Benz was a landmark in racing 
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history Its new cars made their debut at the 
Frend1 Grand Prix in July 1954 and were quite 
unlike any others, with all-enveloping bodies for 
optimum aerodynamics on the fast Reims 
circuit Mercedes finished first and second there 
and, using open-wheeled ca rs for t he later races, 

ended the season with fou r wins from six starts. 
In 1955 the dom.ination of the silver cars was 
even dearer, but this was a season of disruption, 
with four World Championship Grands Prix -
and many other races -cancelled in the wake of 

the Le Mans d isaster which, ironically, was 
caused by a Mercedes careering into a packed 
spectator enclosure. 

The Le Mans accident required the CS! to 
re-examine salety in racing. The areas that it 

d1ose to study were a d irect response to the Le 
Mans situation, and the fact that Pierre Levegh, 
the driver of the :,tricken Mercedes, was 49 years 
old, not regarded JS top rank, and ine~perienced 

in a car of the SLR's potential. T he CSI 
concluded that consideration should be ~ven to 
reducing tJ1e number of international events 
and li miting the activity of 'first class' drivers, as 
\\'ell as imposing medical checks on aU drivers 
before cl1e start of a race. It would also look at 
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circuit width in proportion to the speed of the 
cars and consider reducing the engine size of 
sports cars competing in the international 
Championship for Manufacturers (of whid1 the 
Le Mans 24 Hours was ,1 qualifying round). 

Once again there were question~ about the 
speed of Formula I cars. The ted1nici.1I progress 
shown by Mercedes - whid1 withdrew from 

racing after the 1955 season - had already 
pushed lap speeds up to and beyond their 
15/45-litre predecessors. The CSl's intention 
was that the 25-litre fom1ub should apply until 

the end of 1957. What rule changes could curtail 
these ever-increasing ~peeds' That is a question 
that had arisen every few years in the first 50 
years of motor r;1cing and is still regularly aired in 

the 2lst century. 
Although the Le Mam, disaster had some 

lasting effects - the racing ban in Switzerland 
was never lifted - the World Championships 

settled down ag;1in remarkably quickly Changes 
were made to the Le Mans circuit, ;1nd the 

organ.izer, the AC de l'Ouest, revised its race 
regulations which, among other things, 

restricted the engines of sport-racing prototypes 
to 2.5 litres - the same as Formula I. Perversely, 



this unilateral action savv the 24-Hour race 
removed from the Manufacturers' 
Championship. A ye;:ir later, the CSI made 
wholesale revisions to Appendix C and 

incorporated most of the 1956 Le Mans 
regulations (but not the 2.5-litre engine 
restriction). The 24-Hour race accepted the new 
international standards and came back into the 

championship. 
Sports car rules were complicated but 

allowed larger and more powerful engines than 
the single-seater formulae: the Ferraris and 
Maseratis that fought it out for the 1956 and 1957 
Manufacturers' Championship used engines up 

to 4.5 litres. But an accident in the 1957 Mille 
Miglia in \\'hich Ferrari driver Alfonso de 
Portago, his co-driver and II roadside spectators 
were killed, not only spelt the end of this great 
road race - whid1 was, in truth, an anad1ronism 

f•A 

in the mid-20th century - but also prompted 
the CSI to t1y to find a way of curbing the 
pe,formance of sports-racing cars. 

Its answer .vas to apply a 3-litre limit for the 

l958 Sports Car Championship, but since the 
1955 Mercedes-Benz 300SLR used a 3-litre 
engine and could do 275km/h 070mph), this 
ad1ieved little other than discouraging Maserati, 
which was short of money, and the Jaguars that 

had won Le Mans five times. 
More drastic action would be needed in 

Formula I. The 25-litre rules were extended, at 
fin.,t for two years and then for t\vo more, during 
whid1 time they had to change from special 
alcohol racing fuels to commercially-available 
petrol (actually, high-octane aviation fuel). The 

cars themselves went through a major change in 
this period, as Cooper, a British racing car 
constructo1; showed that a small and lighnveight 

,\,/mi Gmnd Pri., - Ftmmd11 l1111i11r ,,,m,,.J wit!t /m111-mgi11ril um, 
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car with the engine amidships, behind the 
driver, was more effective than the traditional 
front-engined machines. Of course the idea 
,vasn't new, as the pre-war Auto Union ·was 

designed that way, but Cooper had persevered 
with it through the popular 500cc Formula 3 to 
the new LS-litre Formula 2, introduced in 1957, 
v,1here its cars were fast enough on some circuits 
to embarrass the 25-litre grandees. 

Stirling Moss was the first to win a World 

Championship race with a rnid-engined car, 
when he took Rob Walker's l.96-litre Cooper
Climax to victory in the Argentine Grand Prix, 

the opening event of the 1958 series. Jack 
Brabham's t\-vo World Championships for 
Cooper in 1959 and 1960 proved the point: the 
mid-engined revolution was complete. 

Then, as now, designing and building new 
cars was expensive. After a year of intensive 
discussion, in October 1959 the CSJ announced 
that the new Formula 1, to take effect from ] 
January 1961, would be for cars with a 

maximum engine displacement ofl5 litres and a 
minimum weight of 500kg - effectively the 
existing Formula 2. The news was not weU 
received by the Formula ] fraternity. British 
constructors who had come to the forefront in 
racing, starting with Vanwall, which won the 

new, official Formula ] Constructors' 
Championship in L958, and continuing with the 
success of Cooper and Lotus, were united 
against the nev,, rules. 

The British were not the only ones to 
object. Following the FIA-inspired 
establishment of ACCUS, the Automobile 

Competition Committee for the United States, 
Formula I had at last made it to America with a 
Grand Prix at Sebring, Florida, in 1959 and at 
Riverside, California, in 1960. There was even an 
American Fl car, Lance Reventlow's Scarab. 

Specifying tiny 15-litre engines when ordinary 
Ameiican cars had enormous V8s was not 
going to encourage the long-sought transatlantic 
relationship. 

Cooper &1v11f!!1t 1/ie rear-enKined rwulwion w Fomrnlfl I. 
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So a 5.:cond formula was proposed, c.1l1e<l 
lntcn:ontmental, allo\\'ing engin~ up to 3 litres, 
as an altcni::itive to Formula l. Where that left 
the World Championship was not clear. [n a 
manner that would become familiar in later 
years, the CSI set up a liaison committee with 
competitors, engine and component supplier5 
an<l the oil companies - whid1 were the m::ijor 
behind-the-scenes sponsors of professional 
racing. The committ<.:e considereJ the idea of 
half the races run to the new Formula I and half 
to the old rub, or to the Intercontinental 
Formula. The CS! was reminded of its mission 
to reduce speeds and determined that the 1.5-
lit:re formula ,rnuld prevail, albeit with a lower, 
450kg weight limit. 

When it came to 1961, a number of rnct's 
were run lo the lntcrcontim.:ntal Formula but 
they were .,upportt-d only by a ~w British teams 
who, sensing the inevitable rather late in the day, 
nlso entered car<, in the 1.5-litre World 
Championship. Through all this, Ferrari had 
been working undeAected on it-, new Formula I 
car, :m advJnced mid-engined design that wa~ to 
defeat everything and everybody except Stirling 
Moss in an underpowered Lotu5-Clima.x and 
make Phil I Lill America's first World Champion. 

Through the Five years of the l.5-litre 
formula, the racing was dose and the honours 
weU spread between Ferrari, BRM and Lotus, 
but there was something wrong with a Formula 
1 that \,\ra5 not at the top of the racing league. At 
many Lircuits sports cars were fuster and the 
I-litre Formula 2 cars, introduced in 1964, not 
much slower. 

ln 1964, under pressure from competitur.. 
and race promoters - and, once again, \<vith an 
eye to :.1 unified transatlantic formula - the CS! 
ltmnnlly announced the return of power. From 
I January 1966, the permiued engine size in 
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formula I would be doubled, to 3 litres, with the 
alternative of 15 litres supercharged. There was 
al~o provision fur Wankel rotary and gas turbine 
engines, both of which had appeared in 
e.xperimental road cars (and a gas turbine Rover
BRNl had run at Le Mane;). 

Although it had initially welcomed this 
idea, the newly-Formed Grand Prix Drivers' 
Association warned that the jump From a ]-litre 
Formula 2 to a 3-litre Formula 1 car would be 
too great for a newcomer and proposed a 
compromise of2 litres. The CST held many and 
long discussions with the drivers, constructor~ 
and other inten:-sted parties before eventually; at 
its meeting in November 1963, the 3-litre rules 
were agreed. 

The proceedings of the subsequent FIA 
General Assembly include tJ,e following: 'The 
CSI is aware of the safety problems that an 
increase in power might bring. Race promoters 
must leave nothing undone to ensure that tl1e 
new fommla causes no accidents. On the whole, 
the new regulations have been greeted 
favourably .. .' 

A year later, befure the new Fom1ula I was 
introduced, d,e CSI was considering limiting the 
number of cylinders for the 3-litrc engines, 
fc,1ring that manufactun:rs might outbid one 
another in an expensive contest of engineering 
and thus eliminate those with the least 
resources. That rings true for Formula I Ln 2004. 
In 1965 the prospect of 400bhp from 3 litres was 
causing some discomfort; today, 3-litre racing 
engines produce more than twice thaL Oust fur 
thL· record, the number of cylinders was 
restricted to 12 from 1972, although the only 
engine to have more was the over-complicated 
BRM I---n6 in 1966-7.) 

The 3-litre Formula l was to bring new 
pro~pe1ity to Grand Prix racing - but not yet 
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Elsewhere, the 1960s saw an explosion of 

interest in motor sport of all kinds. ln sports car 
racing the debate about the validity of pure 
spo1ts-racing cars running against production
based models continued. The International 
Championship for Manufacturers ,-vas 

discontinued in 1961 - in its nine years of 
existence, Ferrari had won seven times - and 
replaced by separate FIA championships for 
sports prototypes and Gr cars, of whid, at least 
100 had to have been built (this was reduced to 
50 in 1966). Ferrari carried on winning - it took 

both titles for the first two years. 
Production cars were in need of the closer 

regulation that came with tl,e creation of a new 
Appendix J to the International Sporting Code 
covering all types of competition cars. This, 
inevitably, was subject to regular revision but at 
the end of the 1960s, cars were divided into 

three categories and nine groups, thus: 

Category A (recognized production cars, for 

which a certain rrummum number must be 
produced in 12 months) 

Group I 

Group 2 

Group3 
Group 4 

Series production touring cars 
(5000) 

Touring cars (1000) 
Grand Touring cars (500) 
Sports cars (25) 

Category 8 (Special Competition cars) 

Groups 
Group 6 

Special Touring cars 
Prototype Sports cars 

Category C (Racing cars) 

Group 7 
Group8 

Group 9 

T\vo-seater Racing cars 
Formula Racing cars 
Free Formula Racing cars 

Rallying, for whid1 the FIA organized two 
contests, the International Rally Championship 

lwmri do111im1red spores nrr racing irr r/11• 1960s. 
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of Makes and the European Rally 
Championship for Drivers, was run for Groups 
1-4. The FIA European Challenge for Touring 
Cars, initiated in 1964, was a complicated 

d1ampionship for the drivers of Group 1 and 2 
Touring cars in a series of races and hill-climbs, 

split into six classes. 
The minutes of CS! meetings through these 

years regularly refer to the need for affordable 
training categories to encourage and develop 
young racing drivers. Formula 3, using 500cc 
motorcycle engines, was successful in the 
immediate post-war years, but mainly confined 
to Britain, where it had originated. In 1958 the 

Italians introduced Formula Junior, a national 
single-seater formula specifying either JOOO or 
1100cc production car engines with a weight 

penalty for the larger displacement. The FIA 
modified this slightly as an international 
category in the following year. It evolved into a 

new 1000cc Formula 3 in 1964. 
Meanwhile, karts - described by the CS! as 

'a new and very unusual type of vehicle' - had 
emerged from America. It ,.vas clear that these 

simple, ine.,xpensive machines could not be 
classified with other racing cars and, indeed, it 
was desirable that they should nm under 
different regulations whid1 would, among other 

things, allow competitors below car-driving age. 
Appreciating karting's potential to bring 
forward new driving talent, in 1962 the FIA 
created the Commission Internationale du 

Karting (CTI<). 
The professionals at the top of racing were 

Versmi/e ford &nrz Tit1i11-G1111 won rallies and mces. 
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pleased by the introduction of the 3-litre 
Formula 1, but the fields for the first races in 
1966 were neither large nor parti<:ularly healthy. 
While Ferrari was able to transfer a V12 engine 
from its sports cars, several of the British 
constructors were wrong-footed when engine 
provider Coventry C limax wit hdrew from 
racing and had to start the new formula using 
old cars with enlarged engines. The Au~lian 
Repco 3-litre V8 engine in the Brabham was not 
the most powerful, but it was consistent and 
reliable and allowed Jack Brabham to become 
World Champion driving a car of his own 
manufacture. 

The introduction of the Ford-Cosworth 
DFV engine, with a debut win for Jim Clark's 
Lotus 49 in the 1967 Dutd1 Grand Prix, was a 
turning point for Formula 1. A year later it was 
available to everyone at a reasonable price 
(£7500) and was so eagerly adopted by 
participating teams that by 1969 there were races 
where it was fitted to all but two or three of the 

competing cars. 
Colin Chapman was the owner and design 

genius of Lotus, who had already led the change 
from tubular spaceframes to aluminium 
monocoque chassis and embraced newly
available wider tyres from America. Then, 
taking a cue from the Chaparral sports-racing 
and Group 7 CanAm cars, he was to be an 
enthusiastic exponent of high-mounted 
adjustable aerofoil wings for Grand Prix racing. 
Formula 1 would never be the same again. 
Engine power and outright speed on the 
straights became less important than speed 
through corners, and that had implications not 
only for the cars but also for circuit design, 
requiring more effective barriers, fences and 
run-off areas to protect both spectators and 
competitors. 

AU this became a perpetual headad1e for 
the rule-makers at the CSL Aerodynamic aids 
had to be closely controlled for safety reasons -
the huge rear wings seen in 1969 and the 

The Mi11i-Cooper enjoyed intemational mlly success in rl,e 1960s. 
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Grand Prix ca,, became biplanes briefly in 1969. 

'biplanes' with wing struts mounted on the 
front and rear suspension, were banned 
immediately after a series of accidents. Safety 
measures like roll-over bars, seat belts, fire 
extinguishers and safety fuel tanks were 
gradually being introduced in all classes of 
racing. But race organizers complained about 
the cost of bringing their venues - many of 
which were still public roads dosed for the race 
weekend - up to the standards imposed by the 
CSI's expert sub-commission for circuits and 
safety. 

As the cost of staging events rose, money -
the amount of it and how it should be 
distributed - became the big issue in Formula 1. 
Once again Colin Chapman can be said to have 
been the innovator. It was during the 1968 
Tasman series - a popular 'off-season' diversion 
for the Formula 1 teams in Australia and New 
Zealand - that the official Lotus team cars 
abandoned British racing green and appeared for 
the first time in the red, white and gold colours 
of John Player's Gold Leaf cigarette brand, the 
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logo of which appeared on the cars' flanks. 
Chapman had secured Formula l's first major 
'outside' sponsor, but the deal depended on the 
cars carrying advertising. (As an aside, because it 
is relevant to later events, Player's entry into 
Grand Prix racing followed a ban on advertising 
cigarettes on British television.) 

Although sponsorship and advertising on 
cars had long been a feature of racing in the 
United States, most national clubs in Europe 
limited the size and type of advertisements that 
competing cars could carry. The FIA, and 
president Wilfrid Andrews in particular, 
thoroughly disapproved of Chapman's disregard 
for traditional standards of presentation. It was 
pointed out that two of the major oil companies 
and a tyre supplier had withdrawn their 
financial support at the end of 1967 and that 
Formula 1 needed the money. One by one, 
national clubs relaxed their restrictions 
(although there were still some difficulties on 
the occasions - then rare - when Grands Prix 
were televised). But Lotus had started 
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something from which there would be no 

turning back. The commercial era of Formula I, 
and indeed of all international motor racing, had 
begun. 

l\vo decades had seen enormous change. 
When the World Championship started in 

1950, the teams and manufacturers fielded 
upright, front-engined cars that were proud to 
wear their national racing colou·rs. By 1970 the 

machines had become winged ground-level 
projectiles that carried advertising to pay for 

their development. With sponsorship from the 
world outside - and the ready availability of the 
Cosworth DFV engine - organizations could be 

set up and build cars simply to go racing. In that 
sense, the car maker was diminished. The focus 
of the watd1ing world was on the drivers. The 

old guard deplored the cult of personality 
growing up around motor racing but were 
reminded that, although the reasons were 
different, it was why the World Championship 

was set up in the first place. 

Jim G1rk meed i11 Gold LPll/ 7i?am I .<)Ills colo11rs for the first time i11 the /968 T,i,ma11 "'ries. 
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FlA WORLD CHANIPIONS 
1~5() Giusl·pre Farina ILdy Alfo Ro,m•,, 
1951 Juon-Manuel Fangi,, 1\ rgt'ntin:1 Alfa Roml'u 
l\l52 Albert,\ 1\,cari !tall' l'en-:.ri 
1953 Alberto r\~ruri lt.ily Ferm1i 
195-1 Juan-Manud F:mµ.io Argt·ntin:1 1Vlen:edes-Ben7/Maserati 
1955 Juan-Manuel hmgi, 1 Argentin.i t-.'lt'n.:edes-Benz 
1~)511 Juan-M,111url Fangio Ar)::entin.1 L111cia-Fcm1ri 
1~1:;, Juan-Manuel l~am(i,1 Argentina t\'la,crati 
1~5~ ivlike l lJwthorn Gt. Britain Fcrmri 
jl)59 J.ick Brahham Austmlia Couper-Climax 
l~lb(J Jack Brabham /\usu-:ilia Cooper-Climax 
1%\ Phil I !ill USA Ferrari 
llHi2 Graham I !ill Gt. Britain BRM 
1%3 JimCl,1rk Gt Britain l..otu,-Clim:1, 
lcJh-1 ldrn Surtces Gt. Britnin Fermri 
1%'5 Jim Clark Gt. Britain I ,otus-Climax 
l9bli JaLk Bmbham Australia Brnbham-Repco 
1%7 Denny Hulme New Zc-Jiand Brabham-Repco 
1%R Gn1h;mHill Gt.Britlin Lotus-ford 
jl)til) Jackie Stewart Gt Britain Matra-Ford 
1~17() kx.:hen Rindt Au~'tria Lntus-Forcl 
ll)7I Jackie Stewart Gt. Britain T)rrn:11-ford 
!~172 Emerson Fittipaldi BmLil Lotus-Ford 
1973 Jackie Stcw:irt GLBrit..1in Tyrrell-ford 
]•)711 Emerson Fittipaldl Brazil McLaren-ford 
1975 Niki LauJJ Au,1.1ia Ferrari 
)l);\) James Hunt GL Briw111 ivlcLaren-h1rJ 
]1)77 Niki Laud;i Austria Ferrari 
1978 Mario t\ndretti USA Lotus-Ford 
llJ7~l Jody Schecktt'T S. Afric:i Ferrari 
19i:l0 Alan Jones Australia Willia1ns-Ford 
l!lBI Nelson Piquet BrJ;,il Brabham-Ford 
19~ Keke Rosberg Finland Williams-Ford 
1983 Nelson Piguet Bra:til BrJbham-BMW 
1984 Niki Lauda Austria McLaren-TAG 
1985 Alain Prost France t-- kl.1ren-TAG 
1986 Alain Prost France tvkL1ren-TAC 
1987 Nelson Piquet Br.izil Williams-Honda 
1988 Ayrton Senna Brazil McLaren-Honda 
1989 Alain Pro,1 Fnmce McLaren-Honda 
l!:l9U Ayrton Senna Bra7il McLaren-Hond:i 
1991 /\yrton Senna Brazil Mruren-Honda 
1992 Nigel Mansell Gt Britain Willia1m-Renault 
1993 Alain P~"t France Williams-Renault 
1994 Michael Schumacher Germany Benetton-fonl 
1995 Midiael Schumacher Germany Benetton-Renault 
199G Damon H ill Gt. Britain Williams-Renault 
I9Y7 Jacques Villeneuve Dnado Williams-Renault 
1998 Mika I Iakkinen f-inland McLarcn-Mercede5 
1999 Mika Hakkinen Finland Mwren-Mercedes 
200U Mid1ael Schumache1 Gem1any Ferrari 
2001 Mid1ael Schumacher Germany Ferrari 
2002 Michael Schumad1cr Germany Ferrnri 
2003 Mid1ael Schuma..:her Genruny Ferrnri 
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THENEW 
WORLD ORDER 
As the FIA developed and grew through the 1960s and 

1970s, attitudes to the car were changing. In industrialized 

countries, what had been a symbol of liberation was seen 

as a source of traffic congestion, pollution and danger. 

Working behind the scenes, the FIA'.s many comrrussions 

sought to resolve some of the problems brought by rapidly 

increasing car use with research into road safety, traffic 

engineering and exhaust emissions. The Federation joined 

forces with the AlT to have a voice on legislative matters 

and it set up a series of Round Tobie conferences to discuss 

major transport issues. It initiated systems to collect and 

distribute touring information between member d ubs. 
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One of the FIA'sfounding principles was 
to promnte the development of 
internationn l motor traffic. Car 

mvnership incre.lsl'd dr· .. Hnatically as the world 
rcLOvcred from the hangover of the secnml 
World War. By the late 1950s there were IOU 
million motor vehidl.'s in use, ~·omp:irl.'d with 
-tu million in 1940. 

In western Europl', tr.welling by car h::1d 
never been so easy. The barriers between 
cnuntries had yet tu he dismantled but at mciny 
frnnticrs the tiresome formalitit's h:1d heen 
relaxed and triptyques and comets became 
unnecessary. That in itself changed the FIA's 
~ictivities. While there was loss of business 
issuing customs documents, there was an 
incrc:.1sing demand for touring itincr..irics issued 
by the FIA through member clubs. 

A5 the 1960s arrived it became dear tJ1at the 
time was appro.tehing when the encouragement 
of motoring would be neither necessary nor 
appropriate - its popularity worldwide was 
immense ..:ind limited only by penpk'~ ability to 
pay for it. The FIA's role in furthering the cause 
nl automobilism would be one of containment, 
exploring the best vvays of living with an ever
incre-asing number of cars and encouraging safe 

and responsible motoring. 
This was quite a shift of attitude. It seemed 

a world away from the FIA General Assembly in 
1948 when the AC of Italy had proposed an 
International Automobile Day, including a 
conference, and exhibitions and rallies in various 
countries to encourage the public to see, buy 
and use the latest products. The Assembly liked 
the idea but pronounced that ' realization would 
be rnther difficult' in those straitened times. T he 
FLA did support plans fur a Tour of Europe, 
along the lines of the Tour de France 
Automobile, and an ambitious rally from Cape 
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Town, South /\!Tica, to thL· ML·Jitcrrancan, 
although it JL:Lhncd to be.:ome directly involwd 
in t heir organ ization. But as tl1e conduit 
between national automobile clubs, the FIA w:is 
able to facilitate such cross-border events. 

One of the FIA's earliest submissions to the 
Unjted Nations - through the newly-ronned 
OTA - wa~ to cnll upon its Economic 
Commission for Europe tl1 proviJe .1id fi>r 
economically unJerdcvcloped countriL:..., to 
impmve their roads, some of which were 'in a 
most deplorable state'. The 1952 GL:nl'ral 
fu"embly was impressed by the' road I und' th cit 
e.xisted in Brit~1in, generated by an annunl ta>. 011 

motorist!>. Th b was a more naive time; eviJentl)\ 
the Assembly did not know that British ro;:id tax 
had hcL:n d iverted For other purposes fur morl' 
than 25 yeors. 

Good ruacls were not ju!,t a question of 
convenience and transport efficiency. Thl'y 
were fundamental to safety. In 1956, the FIA 
contributed to an international debate about 
the Hnancing of roads. fts conclusion: ;At pn:-~cnt 
there is no problem more urgent, or in fact mmL' 

difficult, fur some countries in western Eurnpe 
where the quantity of cars is increasing rapidly. 
No other means can be fuund to Rght :1gainst 
the Jisastrous increase in road accidents.' 

The FIA recognized that motorist:
travelling across Europe needed better 
infonnation about road and traffic conditions 
and in 1953 initiated a study on the feasibility of 
broadcasting traffic and weather reports by 
wireless, taking infum1ation from member clubs 
either by radio or telex link. By the wintt":r of 
1954/5 the first such scheme was up and 
running, with daily bulletins being broadrnst 
from Paris. Soon there was a call for an 
international wavelength for traffic information. 

In technkal matters, particularly new 



developments in automotive tecl111ology, the 
FIA was well established as an independent 

expert. The work of its CTI provided the 
material for the FIA to make forecasts and 
recommendat ions to international bodies and 

was available to member clubs so that they 
could be well infom1ed for national debates. 

For a few years in the 1950s, a joint technical 
commission with the AJT, and thereby linked to 
the OTA, assumed responsibility for most of the 

FIA's public pronouncements on technical 
matters. The FIA became increasingly 
uncomfortable with this arrangement, regarding 
its CTI as an essential clement of the 
organization, not least because of its role in 

devising ted1nical regulations for motor sport 
with theCSI. 

The CS! sought to modernize and revise 
the International Sporting Code after World 
War 2 and, as a starting point, asked the CTI to 

redefine the automobile. At a time when jet 
aircraft were being developed For civilian use 
,md some futurists were predicting the arrival of 

Aying cars and nuclear-powered road vehicles, it 
was a useful clarification: 

'An automobile is a terrestrial vehicle 
running on at least four wheels, always in 

contact with the ground, two of whid1 at least 
steer and two of which at least provide 

propulsion.' 
At the same time, the CTI admitted fo iJure 

in its attempts to devise a meaningful 
equivalence formula fur piston and gas turbine 
engines. This requirement was highlighted by 
the British Rover company's trials in 1950 with 
JET I, the world's first gas turbine-powered car, 

which two years later achieved 245km/h 
(152mph) at Jabbeckc, in Belgium. Record and 
racing categories needed to encompa5s such 
vehicles and turbine-powered road cars would 
also have to be classified. At first, gas turbine cars 
were set weight limits only, but by 1970, when 
the CSI had established its own technical 

commission, it had settled on an equivalence 
formula for racing based on the area of the 
turbine's air intake. But gas turbine-powered 

The first ga, 11.r/>i,w « tr 11.i, no, •,·r', IFTI pnHt,1_1iw 
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racing cars disappeared after Lotus' attempts 
with the Formula l Type 56B in 1971. And 
Chrysler, the company that came dosest to a 

turbine production road car, gave up the idea 
when America introduced its first exhaust 
emissions regulations. 

Jn the mid-1950s the CTI wanted to 
distance itself from racing and concentrate on 
issues surrounding road cars. The FlA divided 

itself into two sections - the SSI and SITIC. 
The CTI became part of the latter, the non
sporting division. 

It had already drawn attention to the 
problem of ex.haust emissions. A 1952 CTI 
report said: 'Abund;rnt fumes let loose by certain 
vehicles run on fuel oil (diesel), with poor or 

incomplete combustion, are a danger for traffic.' 
It also considered 'noise pollution' - only it was 
not called that then. Campaigns to cut down 
vehicle noise had begun in several countries but 
there was no precise and consistent way of 

measuring it. The CTI undertook to investigate 
noise measurement equipment and what could 

be an international standard. 
The matters considered by the CTI in the 

early 1960s make a fascinating list of new 
developments that later would become 

commonplace on everyday cars: standards for 
flashing direction indicators Cb1ight enough by 
day but not dazzling at night); iodine (halogen) 
headlamps - are they too bright?; safety belt 
design; windscreens made of laminated rather 
than toughened glass; locking devices for tip-up 
seats in two-door cars; even a prototype anti
lock braking system. In 1966 it reported that 

most of the safety measures that were proposed 
for legislation in the United States - seat belt 
anchorages, padded facias, safety locks and 
hinges, windscreen washers and safety glass -
were already met by rnost European ca rs. It 
agreed with the US requirements for safety 
stee1ing wheels with collapsible columns and 
divided hydraulic brake circuits and noted that 
these were being developed by European car 
makers. 

In 1966 the CTl reported that car 

Chryder cmm• dosesr to production u,irl, rhti rurbi,w mad mr. 
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manufacturers had 'amplified their endeavours 
in the systematic study of vehide impacts and 
their consequences'. It observed that the 
information from these tests ,,vould have 

considerable effects on vehicle structures and 
t11at there were important lessons to be learned 
about the behaviour of car occupants in crashes. 
Pl."rc:eptively, it concluded: 'Ideas of high safety 

standards for cars have left the land of dreams 
and now foreshadow mass-produced vehicles of 
the next decade. For years it was true to say that 
safety did not sell, but that was because the 
public did not attad1 sufficient importance to it. 
Clubs can do mud1 to speed up the opposite 

trend- which is slmvly gaining ground.' 
Safety standards certainly did improve in 

the 1970s, although that came about more 

because of American legislation than the 
voluntary efforts of the car makers. It took much 
longer for safety to become an important sales 

feature. Arguably, that didn't happen in Europe 
until the 1990s and the advent of independent 
crash testing that later became EuroNCAP. 

Ironically, in view of the discord between 

tlie two sides of the FIA, the most tangible 
contribution to tlie safety debate 35 years ago 
vvas a single-seater racing car. At the Geneva 
motor show in 1969, the Italian coachbuilder 
and design house Pininfarina presented a 

concept GH called the Sigma. Most motor show 
concept cars are fashion state ments - an 
indication of the exhibitor's thinking about 
futurr- shapes and style. Sigma was difrerenl It 
was a safety demonstrJtor built as 3 Fonnub I 
car. 

In tl,e previous two seasons there had been 
serious accidents and a number of fataliti~ .in 
professional motor racing - among tliem, lvviCL' 

World Champion Jim Clark. At the initiative of 
the Swiss journal Revue A11tomubile, tl'd111.ical 
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journaJjst and racing driver Paul Frere, Professor 
Ernst Fiala - director of automobile research at 
tJ,e technical university of Berlin - and racing 

safuty expert Dr Michael Henderson planned a 
car incorporating a wbole range of safety 
devices, some familiar, others experimental. The 

CTI endorsed the project. Pininfarina agreed to 
build a prototype, in duraluminium, L1singa V12 
engine and other chassis components donated 
hy its long-time associate Ferrari. 

Features of Sigma included a rigid 'safuty 

cell' for tl1e driver surrounded by a deformable 
structure; 'humper..,' to prevent the wheel nf 
another car riding up on its tyres, and ~<)rming 
deflectors fur spray and gravel; rubber bag fuel 
tanks, resistant to perforation and sell

extinguishing in a fire; a twin-circuit fire
<...."<tinguishing system For tlic cockpit and engine 
bay; a steering column that was collapsihle in a 
o·ash; and a six-point body harness plus an 'anti
whiplash' belt for the driver's helmet connected 

to the car's head restraint. A data recorder, like 
tlie 'black box' of a commercial aircraft, wa.-:, also 

envisaged. 
The Sigma was shown to the CSI at its 

meeting in Zandvoort, Holland, in .lune 1969. 

Several of its proposals - the impact-protection 
side and Front structures, safuty fuel tanks ,mu 
fire extinguishers -were subsequently included 
in Formula I regulations. Meanwhile, th~ CTI 
was quick to point out that it did not wish to 

encroach on the territory of the CSI but wa:,, 
convinced that the problems of mad users were 

not essentially different from those of the r.1eing 
driver. Safety lessons learned from Sigma, 
particularly about the protection of r uel tanks 
and pires, the isolation of electric connectors 
and, indeed, tJ,c whole concept of .:i defimmible 
structure were applicahlc to everyday cars. 

It would be a long time bcfurc sud1 claim:-
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Concept mci11J(mr - 1/,e SiJ(l11n ll'<L' built by l'ini11Jari11a in 1969 wrd /rad II pmjm111rl inf/1w11ce m1/11t111e mcecar ,ajety j{'{lt11ws. 
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could be made again. Ry the 1970s, rJcing and 

road rnr design had grown apart, and had littk· tn 

give to ead1 other. 
Although the FIA \\~els continually 

preoccupied by the need to reduce the speeds 

of racing cars for safety reasons, its attitude to 

speed on the road was more liberal. By the mid-

1960s several Europt'.311 countries - and most of 

the United States of America - had overall 

speed limits. The FIA's traffic commission, the 

CIC, conducted research into speed limits and 

their eftects and in 1966 conduded: 'Our study 

suggests that general speed limits m:iy biing 

down accidents on ordinary roads but not on 

motorway~. But we remain sceptical about this 

bec.iusc of the diffkulties of compa,ison. So we 

recommend speed limits on difficult sections of 

road and advisory speeds only on motorways.' 

There arc signs from this period that the 

HA believed that the interest of motori~ - the 

cause of autornobilism - vva~ best serveJ hy 

fi:-,ver rather than more controls. It condemned 

the spread of parking meter,; as inefficient use of 

road space and an unreasonable additional tax 

on motorists. Time restrictions on r0adside 

parking ::ind a disc sy:."tem, as used in Pa1is, were 

preferred. lt disapproved of on-the-spot fine'i for 

motoring tr:msgrcssions. 
But in 1969 there is a sense of the inevitable 

in this remarkable summary from the CTI: 
'V./c have received ~ubmissions From sever:il 

clubs in countries that have adopted blanket 

speed limits. The CTI considers that hithe1to 

nothing h,1s demonstrated the efficiency of sud1 

measures and that, on the other hand, the 

drawbacks are known all too well. Therefore a 

message was sent to the govcrnm..:-ntal 
conference in Vienna (in November 1968) 
acknowledging the need for certain speed limits 

but expressing the v\' i!>h that such limiG 
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imposed by !>pccial circumstances should 

remain localized and temporary 
'We have :ilso considered the matter of 

parking and the restriction of entry to city 

centres. Parking spaces paid for by residents, to 

the prejudice of other road users, seem to u!> 

unfair, ,1 II the more so when linked to a policy of 

limiting parking spaces to F-xce motorists off the 

road and on to public tmnsport. 

'We are perf-ectly aware of the facilities 

which public transpon offers the community 

but we subm_it that it is by improving thb 

service and not by penalizing private motorists 

that the public should be urged tti make use of 

public transport. 
The same - and in our opinion, wrong -

concepts have resulted in the proposal of a 
system whereby utilization of urban roads 

should he subject to a tax proportional to the 

distances covered on those roads and calculated 

by mean~ 1 if electric impulses recorded on 

meters mounted in the vehicles. It is ~oreseen 

that there would be several rate:., according tu 

the nature of the vehicle. This implie~ that, once 

again, the private motorist would be footing the 

bill for the operation.' 
This statement, from 35 years ago, could 

have been made this year, in London or any 

number of other cities that have introduced or 

are considering ruad pricing as a solution tti 

traffic congestion. The principle has not 

d1angeJ, although the FIA's approad1 today is 

more prngmatic. 
Standardization of the rule of m~1d was a 

recmring subject through the years of the 

AIACR, :md at the founding meeting of the FlA 

in 19--16, ,l representative of the traffic 

commission urged the adoption of the principle 

th:it: ' [t is desirable as soon as possible to have 

right-hand drive traffic in all countries.' 
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0~irable, perhaps, but change was not high 
on the list of priorities for those who drove on 
the left. E-xcept in Sweden, which d1ose to cross 
over from le~ to right on 3 September 1967. The 
OTA, representing the FIA and AIT, held 

meetings of its executive committee and traffic 
commission in Stockholm so that their 
members could witness this unusual event 

Sweden's switd1 was the result of a long 
campaign for unity with its neighbours in which 
the Swedish motoring organizations had played 
a leading part. The FIA delegates present on 3 
September reported that the d1angeover was 
'perfectly organized, with a quite remarkable 
sense of civic duty and discipline shown by one 
and all'. In the minutes of the FlA General 
Assembly in October 1967 it was described as 
the 'the most important contlibution to date 
towards the standardization of road traffic 

conditions and towards the improvement of 
safety of international traffic'. The following year, 
the Royal Swedish Automobile Club, Kungl 
Automobil Klubben (KAK), was awarded the 

flA Road Safety Challenge trophy for its part in 
the: proce:.s. 

Road safety had by then become an 
international object of concern. A survey of 54 
industrialized countries shows that in 1964 there 

were 165,000 fatalities related to the motor 
vehicle; by 1972 tlU5 figure had read1ed 209,000. 
T he UN Economic- Commission fur Europe 
had accepted definitions fur 'passive' and 'active' 

safety (meaning, respectively, protection from 
and avoidance of accidents) as a hasis for 

regulation. In 1969, through the CTJ and the 
BPJCA, 84 car manufacturers from 11 countrie!:i 
called for common safety standards worldwide. 
National governments, for their own reasons, 

chose not to adopt this logical proposal, 
although as the European Community 
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developed, its member countries gradually 
accepted unified rules. 

There was no more of a consensus on the 
control of exhaust emissions. The Un.ited States 
of America, and California in particular, led in 

setting ma.ximum permitted levels of 
hydrocarbons (HC) and carbon monoxide 
(CO), fullowed by a limit on oxides of nitrogen 
(NOx} These regulations were driven hy 
specific problems of photochemical smog in the 
hot and !:i'l.mny citie:, of Los Angeles, Phoenix 
and elsewhere in the American west. Some 
areas of Japan and Australia had similar 
conditions. In Europe, it was argued that this 

kind of pollution was rare and that such 
stringent controls would not be necessary. 

In the late 1960s, the CTI examined the 
various exhaust cleaning systems and conclud(:d 

that those that recycled evaporative emissions 
(hydrocarbons escaping from the fuel tank) 

worked weU but the catalytic converter was fur 
from perfect and the trend by car manufacturers 
to develop ' lean bum' low-e:mjssions engines 
was pre:~rable. History shows that this idea -
widely held at the time - could not on its own 

meet the ever-tightening US emission:s 
standards which came to be adopted, albeit in 
modified form, in Japan and Europe. The 
catalytic converter was pe,fected, without 
significant loss of engine perfurmance or 1-i.Jel 
economy, and is now a lifetime component tor 
new cars sold in most parts of the world. 

The electronic reV0lution started in tl1e 

!970s. It was to toud1 all aspects of everyday li te. 
Cars, mostly because of the precise emissions 
Um.its, were among the flrst to beneRt from tht· 

appl.ication of the computer chip. Electronic 
ignition control and fuel injection took over 
from their mechanical predecessors. By the end 
<f the ]~70s, fumily cars were available with a 
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'trip computer' that could provide instant 

readings of average speed and fuel consumption. 
1n 1981, Honda presented an inertial navigation 

system using a dashboard screen with 
transparent overlayed maps on which the car's 
real-time position could be shown. This was to 
lead to on-board navigation systems using digital 
maps, the first of which were demonstrated in 
America and Japan in the mid-1980s, and to the 

combination satellite location systems available 
today. 

By 1975, the world population of motor 
vehicles was estimated at more than 320 million 
(255 million cars} It was predicted that tourism 
would become the world's number-one 

industry. Figures from the European 
Community showed that 80 per cent of 
holidays in Europe were taken by car. 

Obviously, there was an opportunity for the 
FIA to expand in touring information and 
assistance, but it was also dear that this activity 
would need to embrace new technology and 
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move into the electronic era. 
Tourist Talk, a tourist information service 

run jointly with the AIT through the OTA 
office in Richmond, near London, was the FlA's 
first venture of this kind, but it did not develop 

fully. It was followed by WISE (Worldwide 
Information Service), an electronic databank of 
detailed touring and other motoring 
information available to member clubs and 
administered from the FlA office in Paris. WlSE 

was, perhaps, ahead of its time. It required direct 
computer links when it vvas easier and d1eaper 

to use telefax. Relatively few dubs subscribed 
and those that did participate were mostly in 
western Europe. 

Its replacement was CETA, a more 

ambitious, commercial project later known as 
Magellan, which the FlA entered into with the 

IBM computer firm and tl1e insurance company 
GMF and fo r which it received a grant from the 
European Community Again based in Paris, it 
w·as to be a comprehensive source of tourist 
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inforrnatinn linkl'd to a booking service, initially 

concentrating on France (where 1t could be 

accessed using the Minitel service) but ,,·ith the 

intention of spreading throughout Eun.1pe and 

then \\'orldwide. Several of the larger member 

d ubs, including the AAA in the United Statl's, 

the CAA in Canada, OAMTC in Austria, n11d 
the RAC of Great Britain, !>howed inteft"st in thi-5 

scheme but it ran into fin:rncial trouble when 

GMF withdrew its ~upport in 1993. When Nbx 
Mrn,lcy was elected FIA president later that year 

lw called for an end to this project, noting that it 

lacked the n:'sources to achieve its objective. 

Thi~ was ,l turning point in the direction of 

what had by then become the FIA World 

Council for Tt1uring and the Automobile. Many 

l1f the larger memher duhs wc11" also ,Jt-Bliated to 
the /\IT, which w,l!> more '>pccializcd in touring, 

and the,· saw thl' l'IA's 111:w initintive:, in thi~ 

fidd as a duplication of eflcxt. It made 5ense, 

then.fore, to rnmbine forces in some of these 

acti,·itie:,. 

In October 1992, it had been decideJ that 
the FIA's commissions, with the exception of 
the International Historic Commission (and 
FlSA, which \\'as a c;c111i-autnnomnus hody ), 

wmild become joint FIA/ AIT commissions. For 
its part, the FlA would place more importance 

on technical anJ p0Htiu1l issue:,, repn"!>t'nting 

consumer~ - the members of its constituent 

club~ - ,ll governmental level and with 

internntional organizations. 

The FJA had been rnn.sb-tcntly active in this 

area. Prc-\\1tr it had con~ultatiw statu:, at thl' 

League ot Nations, and when the United 

Nation!> \\'as fom1cd it was granted a similar 

advisory fl)lc. Initially, it \\'a:. convenient a11J 

cost-eHective to have joint rl:'pre~entation with 

the AIT at the UN, though tl1e OTA 
The OTA became directly involved in the 

1-IU 

Ji~ettssions about h;:irnmnizing roaJ tmllk ruk·s 

and in prcp;:iring draft conventions on road signs, 

Cl1~1:0lll:,, road haulage and the importatinn or 

private cars. lts two ~ounding organizations 

made the OTA their centre of inforn,ation nn 

traffic en!;ineering, a new science in the 1950s, 

concerned with roads and infrastructure. The 

OTA set up traffic engineerin~ courses in 

Eurore in 1953 and 195-1 and, later, Study Weeks 

every four yeor~ at venues around the worlJ. 

Arranged in ,1ssociJtion ,Yith the AIPCR 

(Permanent International /~snciation nf Ro:1J 

Congresses) and the m._U Clnternational Road 

Tr:rnsport Union), these provided a forum t,1 

consider the w ider aspl'ctS of mad tramc and 

:,afl·ty and were attended not only hy member'> 

t)f the organizing bodies but ::dso by government 

nlt1cials and the mo~t eminent mginccrs in thic; 

Held. 

The series of Round T.1ble meetings that 

-.,taned in 1974 was an FIA inili::itive which, owr 

the next two decades, covered cnef}.,''Y and thl' 

l'nvironmcnt, the social and economic role of tbe 

.n1tomubilc, the !?,f0\\1h of the world\\'idc vchide 

population, fuels, electronic guidancl' sy-.;te1m, 

-,;Jte~\ and harmonizntion oF vehicle legislation. 

In 1992 the Round T.1hle was held atthetimeanJ 

place of the 'earth summit', the United Nation!> 

world conrercnce on the e1l\'ironment. in Rio de 
la1wirn, Brazil. The FlA conferencl:' had the title: 

Environment and Development - J\ Ckdlcngc 

ft.1r the Automobile· and Snciety. 

The FIA Round "fobll' put a !>Cries of 

recommendations to the United Nations: till' 

wider use of renewable energy; education ~t)1 

the more rational use nF car'>; town planning to 

rcconcilt· housing and mobility rcquiremmts; 

and a code of conduct covering all aspects of c:1r 

11:-,e, from production to recycling. 

The Rio meeting set a theme for thl' fi.1turl' 



aLtivity of the FIA World Council for u.1uring 

and the Automobile. It al!>o heralded a ne\\' era 

where the FIA took the initiative in organizing 

full-scale conferences and workshop!, on 

subjects of wider public concern, involving not 

only member dub~ but all interested parties. In 

a real sense, the FIA had found a new place in 

the world. 

J\t tht' /992 ·,·,mh s1111m11( <11 Rio the 11,\ st,,g .. ,l a Rm111d 'Jobi,· mrt·ri11:; 011 ,w1nmm,·m,,I h,1u, 
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FROM RACING 
TO ROAD 
The automobile itself unites the t'vvo strands of the 
Fl.A's activities - the defence and support of the 
motorist and the administration of motor sport. In the 
beginning, there was an understandable direct link 
between racing and touring cars. It went beyond 
publicity: win on Sunday, sell on Monday. Racing 
proved reliability. Many of the technical features of 
today's production models were first introduced and 
tested on the race track. But as the car became a 
'mature' product, the requirements of competition 
brought ever-more specialized, purpose-built 
machines. Do developments forged in the white heat 
of professional racing and rallying still benefit the 
everyday road car? The answer is yes - but in some 
surprising ways. 
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The Fl.A's reluctance through the years to 
separate motor sport from its other 
activities was because it had grown up 

with the notion that racing and other forms of 
sport was a l,cind of high-speed laboratory for 

the development of better production cars: 
racing improves the breed. 

That was valid in the early days as there was 
no fundamenta l difference bet,veen an 
everyday road car and one used in competition. 
Racing e.xtended these machines to their limit 
The quest fur higher performance brought 
greater efficiency and races were tests of 

endurance, encouraging strength and reliability. 
Virtually all aspects of cars before the first 

World War can be said to have been proved in 
racing. 

Early motor races saw the fir::.1: steel d1assis 

replacing wooden frames. Lower and wider cars 
were found to be more stable, and streamlining, 
smoothing the contours of the bodywork (the 
infancy of aerodynamics), featured on record

breakers at the tum of the 20th century (Li 
Jamais Contente, Serpollet 'Easter Egg') and on 

road racers not long afterwards. 
The need for speed brought larger engines 

with more cylinders. Four cylinders, first seen in 

1896 on the Panhard that won the Paris
Marseilles-Paris race, were the norm by 1900, 
but soon racing cars had six (Chadwick, Napier) 
and eight (Ader, Winton). Overhead valves 
(Clement, Darracq, Pipe) and then overhead 

camshafts 0sotta-Frasd1ini, Bugatti} appeared 
first in racing. 

The 76-litre four-cylinder engine of the 1912 
Grand Prix Peugeot is held as the distant 
forerunner of the modern twin-overhead
camshaft engines with four valves per cylinder, 
but it had four valves for lightness to allow 

higher revolutions - not for today's reasons of 
gas flm,v and combustion efficiency. Maximum 
engine speeds went up from 3000rpm for the 
best engines in 1912 to 6000 w ith the 

supercharged Delage Grand Prix car in 1925. It 
took nearly 50 years for regular production 
engines to matd1 that Delage, and 6000 remains 
the rev limit for many of today's family cars. 

Multiple carburettors, high-tension coil 

fo11r-cyli11der 1111i11-m,mlu1/1 16-,,,,lvp mgi111· - /912 Peugeot Gnmd Prix ser ,lip patrem for the mcxlnn hi{j,-effiriency road car engine. 
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ignition and supercharging were all introduced 
in competition before 1910 and applied to road 
cars within 20 years. Turbod1argers - exhaust
driven superchargers - \Vere invented for 

aircraft, used in heavy trucks, and appeared in 
racing in the 1960s. They became standard wear 
for Formula I in the 1980s, by which time the 
principle had been adopted for a number of 

high-performance road cars. Today, 
turbod1arging is an essential in adlieving good 
performance and high efficiency from 

automobile diesel engines. 
A five-speed gearbox was used in the 1911 

Grand Prix Delage, but five-speed transmissions 

were not commonplace on everyday cars before 
the 1970s. Such a long gap from first appearance 
to everyday use is surely not ' racing improving 
the breed'. Nor can such a claim be made for 
front-wheel drive with a transverse engine 
(Christie) or four-wheel drive (Spyker), both of 

vvhid1 were in motor racing in the mid-l900s 
but did not have widespread application in road 

cars for another 50 years. 
We are on safer ground with the evolution 

of tyres and shock absorbers, improvements to 
which moved quickly from racing to ordinary 
cars. Michelin's detachable wheel rim, a decisive 
factor in Renault's victory in the first Grand Prix 

in 1906, led directly to the easily detachable 
wheels used by all cars today. Competition 

bet\-veen manufacturers on the race track forced 
the pace of change in tyre construction, 
materials and dimensions. Throughout the 
history of the car, major tyre developments have 
been made for racing and rallying before being 

transferred to production models. 
Isotta-Fraschini pioneered four-wheel 

brakes on a racing car in 1913 - most road cars 
continued with rear-wheel or transmission 
brakes for some time thereafter. Hydraulic 
brakes were used on the Duesenberg which 
won the Grand Prix of the ACF in 1921. That 
same year, the American manufacturer was 
among the first to include a hydraulic braking 

system on its production cars. Everyone else was 

to follow - but not immediately. 
The Bugattii Type 35 had cast aluminium

alloy wheels incorporating brake drums when it 

811ga11i pio1weml /ig/,1 alloy nx1d ll'l,eels. m111111())1place 10<lay 
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first raced in 1924. Similar wheels were used on 
production Bugattis, but those cars were exotic 
flowers, often no more than road-equipped 
racers. Alloy wheels were not widely used 
elsewhere but returned for racing in the 1950s. 

They did not become 'must have' options for 
ordinary road cars for another 30 years. 

Bugatti, Alfa Romeo, BMW and others had 
demonstrated the adv,mtages of low-drag all
enveloping bodywork before the second World 
War and these cars dearly had an influence on 
the design of 1950s sp01ts cars. By that time the 

crossover between Grand Prix (Formula I) cars 
and production models was negligible, but 
sports-racing cars and endurance events like the 
Le Mans 24 Hours did have something to 
contribute. Disc brakes, used by Jaguar from 
1952, were to become the world standard. 
I Ialogen headlamps, which brightened up night 

racing and rallying from 1960, were fitted 
genemlly by the mid-1970s. 

The use of plm,tics for car bodies, starting 
with glass-fibre reinforcement and progressing 

to stronger and lighter carbon-fibre, was 

perfected in racing and these materials have 
found a place in road car production, though 

mostly in specialized, low-volume models. The 
highest volume for a production model with 
glass-fibre bodywork is the Chevrolet Corvette, 
which has reached over 50,000 a year. 

The mid-engined revolution in racing car 
design in the 1960s led to road cars with the 
engine amidships, but this was the passenger car 
imitating the racer, rather than benefiting from a 
specific technical development Whilst they can 
ad1ieve a theoretically ideal weight balance, the 

practical disadvantages for occupant and luggage 
space restricts this layout to a small proportion 
of mainstream production models. 

Similarly, advanced aerodynamic 
developments from racing, like harnessing the 
'ground eflect', have an application for very fast 
road cars but are usually ineffective at normal 
highway speeds. 

Whilst engine technology has moved 
fon-vard in racing for ever-higher combustion 
efficiency and more power, since the 1970s the 

demands on the road car makers have been 

Di-,- /,ml,,~ prr11'«1 /,y lt1!!11<1r i11 1950s spons mr md11g 110,,, 1111iwr,;,1l 
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almost in the opposite direction - to reduce fuel 
consumption and minimize exhaust emissions. 

Electronic ignition systems were first tested 
in Formula 1 racing in 1962 and over the next 20 
years came to equip all production cars. A 
computerized engine management system 
controlling ignition, fuel injection and other 

parameters for the most efficient combustion, 
was used on the TAG-Porsche engine which 
powered the 1983 Formula I McLaren. Such 
systems were quickly adopted for road cars. But 
through the 1990s car electronics were in some 
respects more advanced in road vehicles than in 
racing. Anti-lock braking, and stability and 

traction controls, have all been restricted in 
Formula l but are now commonplace even in 
inexpensive road cars; from mid-2004, anti-lock 
braking (ABS) became compulsory on all 

models from the major manufacturers in 
Europe. 

Passive safety measures - crash protection -
cannot be said to have started in rncing. Safety 
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belts were regularly used in American racing in 
the 1950s but not in professional racing in 

Europe until the end of the 1960s. Although 
deformable structures had been introduced to 
protect drivers of single-seaters, when scientific 
crash testing came to Formula 1 it used 

techniques and equipment developed for 
production cars many years before. However, 
the FI.A's realization in 1994 that Formula l safety 
standards had improved so much that they far 
exceeded those for road cars led to the 
establishment of EuroNCAP, the European 

lew Car Assessment Programme. That has 

become accepted by European buyers as an 
index of passive safety ratings - and is credited 
with improving the crash performance of 
today's new cars. 

Robotized gearboxes, where electronics and 
hydraulic or pneumatic actuators operate the 

dutd1 and the driver d1anges gear at the touch 
of a lever, button, or steering wheel paddle, do 
owe their existence to Formula I racing. For a 
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road car they provide most of the advantages of 

a torque converter automatic transmission 

without the fuel consumption penalty - and 

they appeal to enthusiasts because of the link 

with racing. 

Let us not forget the more superficial 

connections between motor sport and road cars. 

The spoilers and wings that adorn so many cars 

derive directly from aerodynamic work in racing 

in the 1960s. Electronic instrument djsplay~, 

small leather-covered steering wheels, and form

fitting seats are - useful or not - fashion items 

generated by motor sport. 

Years ago, in all but the biggest companies, 

the same engineers were responsible for both 

production cars and competition models. The 

nature of professional racing and rallying today 

demands specialized depart ments, if not 

completely separate organizations, to devise and 

build mad1ines for motor sport. 

The major car makers involved in Fom1ula J 
have forged links with independent racing 
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teams and their involvement is primarily 

promotional - to a-eate a good image for their 

brand through association with the sport and its 

worldwide television exposure. 

Even where engines are built 'in house', the 

manufacturers do not daim to learn many 

lessons that can be applied to their mad cars, 

although Honda is the exception. During the 

period ]983-)992 tJ,e Japanese company 

provided engines to Spirit, Williams, Lotus, 

McLaren and Tyrrell and won the formula I 

Constructors title six years in succession. The 

engineers that built and serviced the Honda 

engines were drawn from the research and 

development department and seconded to tl1e 

racjng operation for a few months at a time. 

Honda believes that tl,e pressures of motor 

racing, the teamwork. its deadlines and tl,e need 

to find quick, efrective solutions with the 

highest performance and quality. are invaluable 

training for solving problems in the real world of 
road cars. 
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RACING 
CHANGES GEAR 
Top-line motor racing became more commercial in the 

1970s and that brought conAict between the race 
organizers and the competitors and later between the 
teams and the governing body. Bernie Ecclestone, as the 
chief executive ofFOCA, became a dominant force in 
Formula 1 racing. The arguments were about money but 
also ted1nical development - the arrival of costly 
turbocharged engines and increasingly sophisticated 
aerodynamic systems; 'skirts' and whether they should be 

banned was a recurring issue. At the end of the decade, 
Jean-Marie Balestre proposed that the CS! should have 
more autonomy and become the Federation Internationale 

du Sport Automobile (FISA), to which he was elected as 

the first president. 
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Commercial sponsorship was to bring 
undreamt wealth to the premier 
categories of motor racing but, for the 

CSI, money was a problem. 
In 1971 the working party considering the 

structure and functioning of the FIA conduded 
that sport would be the dominant feature in its 
future and that the Federation was entitled to a 
share of the commercial benefits. 

The CSI, and indeed many of the more 

prorninent dubs of the Federation, were not 
comfortable with money being at the forefront 
of Formula I. The FIA was the government of 
motor sport, and the CSI would set the 
regulations. They should let others deal with 

commercial matters. 
The trouble was that if the FIA lost control 

of the financial side, it seemed to risk losing 

control of the sport. The early 1970s were 
turbulent times for Formula l. Race organizers 
and circuit owners were under pressure to 

improve the safety of their facilities but, at the 
same time, pay more to the competitors as 
starting and prize money. 

A series of fatalities in professional racing -

10 top-line drivers were killed between 1968 and 
1973 - made safety modifications to circuits 
essential. The Grand Prix Drivers' Association 
(GPDA) became more strident in its demands 
for the removal of trackside hazards, the erection 

of safety barriers, and improved firefighting and 
medical facilities. 

With its primary responsibility for safety, 
the CSI had to set new standards and ensure 
compliance with them. Owners of permanent 

circuits, which were neither busy nor profitable 
in those days, baulked at the costs involved and 
for some races held on public roads, closed just 
for race weekends, it simply was not practical to 
meet the new requirements. 

PreSSllre from the drivers on the one hand -
three-times World Champion Jackie Stewart 

and GPDA president Jo Bonnier were the 
prime movers- and from the teams now united 
as the Formula One Constructors' Association 

(FOCA) on the other, encouraged the CS! to 
close ranks with the race organizers. This was a 
natural affiliation because Grand Prix organizers 
were national automobile clubs that were 
members of the FIA. Tt was also necessary, for in 

/958 \1:m111rdl - )irst winner oJ Fom111/c1 I Cooism,crors' Cup. 
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the autumn of 1969 some rnce organizers had 

proposed :1 breakaway series. A collective 

financial agreement between the European 

organjzers and the Formula I entrants defused 

that idea but not before the CS! had made 

provision for the continu:1tion of the World 

Championship using other cars (Formula 2, 
Fonnula 5000) in case of a boycott by Fom1Ula l 
teams. 

TrnditionaUy, Grand Pri.,x prize money was 

less important than appearance lees, or 
1
startiJ1g 

money', which the teams negotiated inruvidually 

w·ith ead1 organizer. The most celebrJted teams 

and drivers demanded the most starting money 

and quite often there was not mud1 left for the 

smaller and younger entrants. At its beginnjng, 

FOCA was there to achieve a fa irer deal For the 

newly emerging teams and make advantageous 

travel arr:1ngements to the events, including 

transportation of c-ars and equipment across the 

world. 
It was not until Bernie Ecclestone took 

control of FOCA that the concept of a 

disciplined Formula I 'circus' began to evolve. 

FOCA ( which at different times was denoted as 

FICA and simply the Formula l Association) 

came to represent all the teams and offered their 

participation in every World Championship 

race as a package deal, for a lump sum to be paid 

by each organizer. How this money was 

distributed bet\-veen the teams was then a 

matter for FOCA (in fact, it was allocated by a 

complicated scale which included previous 

results, starting grid positions, and positions at 

~tages throughout the race). 
Bernie Ecclestone emerged as the great 

entrepreneur of motor racing. A successful 

motor trader who had raced 500cc Fonnula 3 

cars in the l950s and managed the racing career 

of World Champion Jochen Rindt (who died in 
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a practice accident at the 1970 Italian Grand 

P1ix), Bernie Ecclestone bought the Brabham 

racing business in 1971. 
If Colin Chapman of Lotus was the first to 

bring outside sponsorship to Grand Prix racing, 

Bernie Ecclestone was the person \tvho saw the 

commercial possibilities w ithin Formula I. 
Having secured the agreement of the teams to 

negotiate on their behaH~ through 1972 he 

increased pressure on the race organizers for a 

large increase iJ1 the prize fund. 

Money matters for most of the European 

Grands Prix were settled by the so-called 

Geneva Agreement, whid1 covered payment for 

25 starters at ead1 race in 1972. The Monaco 

Grand Prix traditio nally started only 16 
(although 18 had been allowed the year before) 

:1nd it ms here th:it the FOCA was to face one 

of its first tests of strenh'1:h. 
There was st:md-off in the underground 

garage that was being used as a paddock when 

the AC of Monaco said it would not allow 25 cars 

on the track. FOCA said that its teams would 

pack up and go home. The ACM called in the 

police as a nrst step to impounding the cars. The 

CS! stayed out of the rrn"~ leaving the decision to 

the competitors and the organizers; the number 

of starters was, at least in theof)~ about safety on 

the confined track. If those takjng part thought 

25 cars were acceptably safe, the ruling body had 

no problem In the end, 25 cars started in a race 
that \\"dS run in the pouring rain and marked the 

la::i1. victory for the BRM marque. Two young 

lawyers resolved the matter: Max Mosley, a 

director of the March team, representing FOCA, 

and Michel Boeri, the newly-appointed 

president of the AC of Monaco. in 2004, Max 

Mosley is the president of the FlA and Michel 

Boeri the president of its Senate. 

ln the early 1970s, the FIA, through its CS!, 
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of which Prince Metternich was president, 
remained uncertain about how fur it should 
become involved in these financial affiiirs. This 

was a problem for the race organizers - FIA 
members - who felt the need to present a 
united front in resisting the demands of FOCA. 
During 1972 they estabUshed an organization 

called Grand Prix International (GP() and we.re 
prepared to hold their own series, aside from the 

World Championship. 
Had GPI succeeded, the later history of the 

FIA as the world motor sports authority might 
have been very different But the c;oliclarity of 

the race organizers did not hold and, one by one, 
they made individual agreements with FOCA. 
Although this assured the 1973 FIA World 
Championship, it indicated a significant shift of 

power towards the constructors. FOCA started 
to e,xercise control over the qualifying 
procedure, paddock facilities, access to working 

areas and other aspects of a race weekend that 
were, more logically, the province of the 

organizer or the CS!. 
The 1973 Formula I season was for from 

peaceful. Hardly a race went by without a threat 
of cancellation, boycott by the teams, or some 
additional financial wrangle. In 1974 Bernie 
Ecdestone also took the responsibili ty fur 

promoting and financing the Belgian Grand 
Prix at Nivelles. The success and smooth 

running of this rnce undoubtedly encouraged 
FOCA to consider taking -Anancial control of 

other events. 
In 1975 Prince Metternich was elected 

president of the FIA. His place at the head of the 
CS! was taken by Pierre Ugeux, a professional 
manager from the energy industry who 
represented the RAC of Belgium 

FOCA's power and influence continued to 
rise. Bernie Eccelstone ran it with a no-nonsense 
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efficiency, convening meetings at a plain hotel at 
London's Heathrow airport. Meanwhile, within 
the grander portals of number 81 Place de la 
Concorde, it was agreed that the CSI should 
emerge from the sideUnes and become more 

hands-on in the business of Formula I racing. 
Some delegates to the FIA, notably Sir Clive 

Bossom, chairman of the RAC of Great Britain, 
were finnly against the CS! becoming involved 
in financial deals between organizers and 
competitors. But the majority view was that 

Pierre Ugeux should lead the negotiations vvith 
FOCA and a meeting was held in Brussels in 
November 1975 whid1 was attended by Bernie 
Ecclestone and Max Mosley, representing 
FOCA, and Pierre Ugeux and Jean-Marie 
Balestre, president of the FFSA, for the CSI. 

Although they came to a 'Brussels 

Agreement' fur 275,000 US dollars per race, the 
CSl's more direct involvement created 
difficulties for the organizing clubs. A solution 

\~as proposed that would, it was hoped, separate 
the financial and sporting aspects. Patrick 
Dufreler; a former executive of the Philip Morris 
cigarette company - a major Formula l sponsor 
- was appointed to head World Championship 
Racing (WCR), a non-profit organization 

blessed by the CSI, supported by bonds 
deposited by the organizers, that would 
negotiate on their behalf. 

WCR, Uke GPI before it, fuiled to achieve the 
unanimous support it required. lt was not 
effective as a counter to the ever-thrusting 
Bernie Ecclestone, who was intent on building 
Formula 1 into a ve1y big business and was now 

asking race organizers not only for more money 
but also fur three-year agreements. 

There is no doubt that competing in the 
premier racing series became much more 
expensive as the 1970s progressed. There is an 
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ongning debate about whether this inflation 
was because more sophisticated engineering 
v1ras required or if costs rose simply to meet the 
new money that was available. But in any case, 

the basis of Formula I had changed. Mo~t of the 
teams existed to go racing and had no other 
means of support, their income derived From 
sponsorship and a share of the FOCA 
appearance and prize money. 

It \\'as nu wonder, then, that the return of a 
major car manufactun:r to Grand Prix racing -
something that the FIA had consistently 
encouraged - was vie,ved with concern by the 
new Formula I establishment. If a car maker was 

to make a wholehearted commitment to rncing, 
as Men::edes-Benz had done in the 1930s and 

1950s, even the most successful of the newly
emerged teams would not be able to matd1 its 
resources. 

So the appearance, in July l977, oF a Formula 

I car from Renault - winner of the very first 
Grand Prix 71 years before - was a significant 
event. The RS0I, in the 'telegenic' yellow and 
black colours of Renault and Elf, marked a 

turning point in more ways than one. It was the 
first car since the '3-litre' formula was 
introduced in 1966 to adopt the alternative of a 
supercharged 15-litre engine (which was 
originally included in case some entrants 

wanted to conti_nue using cars from the previous 
furrn ula). An<l although it took some time to 
achieve success, the Renault, using forced 
induction rrom an exhaust-driven turbocharger, 
pointed the way to a future inevitably more 
complicated, and more expensive, than the 

Cosworth-powered cars that made up FOCA's 
race package. 

Ferrari, the constant presence in Grand Prix 
racing, went along with FOCA in thG period, 
although its terms of engagement were different 
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from the other teams'. But FOCA's 
membership rules had to be rewritten to 

accommodate Renault. This v,ras not an entirely 
cornfi..1rtable situation and in the years to follow 

a gap would develop between the 
'manufacturers' in Formula l and the 
'constructors', the purpose-built racing teams 
that were the strength ofFOCA. 

Above all, the existing competitors wanted 
rule stability. The CS[ was the unquestioned 
authority on regulatory matters and it 
understood that the basic 1966 Formula l should 
remain und1anged. lt had proved to be the most 
successfi.d racingfurmula in history, which after a 
tentative first fev., years now attracted full grids of 

closely-matched cars. Hy 1977 there were so 
many entries that pre-qualifying had to be 
introduced at Grands Prix to decide who sholdd 
take part in official practice. 

Ever consLioll5 of its worldwide mandate, 

the CSI tried to bring other radng categories into 
line with Fom1ula 1. The World Sports Car 
Championship was given the same 3-litre engin<.: 
displacement limit and there was the perennial 

hope that the top-line American racing series 
would adopt the same rules. They didn't. 

There were the inevitable wrangles over 
details of the regulations. A number of new 

safety measures were introduced including a 
limit on the size and type of individual fuel 
tanks (to reduce the fire hazard) and a 
deformable structure to protect them, hut most 
oF the trouble was about clipping the cars' wings 

to reduce cornering speeds. 
The maximum size and position of 

downforce-inducing aerofoils was cl,anged 
several times in the early 1970s and in the 
summer of 1975 the CSI announced a complete 
ban on wings to take effect from the 1976 seaso n. 

The teams complained that they had not been 



consulted and that there was not enough time 
to design and build new wingless cars. The CSI 

backed down. 
Renault persevered with its Formula 1 

engine and it won its first race - fittingly, the 

French Grand Prix - in .July 1979. More 
sophisticated aerodynamics would be the key to 
keeping the cars using naturally-aspirated 3-litre 
engines competitive with the more powerful 

turbocharged LS-litre mad1ines. As so often 
before, Lotus led the revolution. The 1977 Lotus 
78 'wing car' used the radiator side pods to 
contain fuel tanks shaped as inverted wing 
sections and so create downforce. The foHowing 

year's Lotus 79 took this principle one step 
further by employing the so-called 'ground 
effect', where the side pods fanned venturis, 
creating a low-pressure area below the car whid1 

was retained by seals formed by sliding side 
'skirts', rubbing on the ground. The chief 

development engineer for the ground effect 
Lotus was Peter W1ight, today the president of 
the FlA World Motor Sport Council's Sportscar 

and GT Commissions and a member of its 
Safety and Research Commissions. 

At the 1978 Swedish Grand Prix at 
Anderstorp, Brabham came - and triumphed -
with its Alfa Romeo-engined BT46B which 

used a rear-mounted fan like a vacuum cleaner 
to draw air from under the car, effectively 
sucking it down on to the road. Brabham 
claimed that the fan's primary purpose was 

cooling (the radiator was flat on top of the 
engine) but no-one believed that. Rival teams 
protested. A special meeting of the CSI bureau 
was to ban the fan car for employing a 
prohibited moving aerodynamic device but 

FOCA did the job beforehand: Colin Chapman 
of Lotus said that unless the car was withdrawn, 
Bernie Ecclestone, the owner of Brabham, could 
not continue to represent the constructors. The 
BT46B never raced again. 

The Swedish Grand Prix (the last to be 

held) was in June. ln August, at the Dutch 
Grand Prix at Zandvoott, the CSl announced 
that from I January 1979 there would be a ban 

The !.J1t11s ~) rtus th<' fi"t ro apply rlie 'gro111ul et/~a· p,i11ciplc. 
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A srep too jar - the Bmbhmn BT46B 'fan m r' rm, only one mce. 

on sliding skirts, whid1 were also defined as 
movable aerodynamic devices. FOCA issued a 

statement saying that its members would ignore 
the ban at the Argentine Grand Prix which was 
scheduled to start the new season. 

Thus the scene was set for a round of 

disputes about compliance with existing 
regulations and how the rules should be framed 
for the future. The CS! would need a strong 
leader to handle this and the continuing 
commercial battle between the race organizers 

and FOCA. Enter Jean-Marie Balestre, the 
controversial and outspoken president of the 
FFSA. 

Jean-Marie Balestre had served on the CST 
since 1968 and was a vice-president, but he 
resigned that title in 1976 as a protest about 

decisions taken that he regarded as detrimental 
to the Le Mans 24-Hour race and other French 
radng interests. Jean-Marie Balestre was known 
as an agitator within the CS!, which he believed 
was in need of complete reorganization. As he 
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made his public gesture of stepping down as 
vice-president, he determined to start work on a 

proposal for a new structure for the sporting 
authority, more appropriate for the fast-moving 
modern world and giving it effective autonomy. 

The reforms, which the FFSA president had 
drafted in great detail, were discussed and agreed 

in principle by the FlA General Assembly in 
October 1977. A working party was set up to 
study and develop Jean-Nlarie Balestre's plan 
and met on four occasions before the matter 
went forward to the next FIA General 

Assembly in Melbourne, Australia, in April 
1978. The draft changes to the FlA statutes that 
were required to establish the new sporting 
body were adopted, with 22 votes in favour, 

none against, and seven abstentions. 
Later, Jean-Marie Balestre would recall that 

when the reform proposals were first presented 
at the CSI they were given the go-ahead by the 
slenderest of margins - SJ per cent. Those who 
voted against were mostly concerned about 



whether this was a bid for independence rather 
than an autonomous body with.in the FIA. That 

feeling seemed to be confirmed by Jean-Marie 
Balestre's insistence that the CS! should become 

a federation in its own right: 'Other major 
international sports, like footbaU and tennis, are 
run by federations, not commissions', he said. 

Jean-Marie Balestre then announced that 
he would stand for the presidency of the revised 
organization and commenced an election 
campaign of a kind never before seen in the FIA. 
Over the summer of 1978 he visited some 50 
clubs around the world, including, famously, a 

day trip on a supersonic Air France Concorde 
from Paris to Rio de Janeiro for a meeting with 
officials of the ACs of Brazil and Argentina. 

Pierre Ugeux declined to stand fur a second 

term. At the election in October 1978 - still for 
the presidency of the CS!, as the name change 
had not been finalized - Jean-Marie Balestre 

beat his rival, Tom Binford of ACCUS, by 29 

votes to 11. 
Jean-Marie Balestre vowed to 'return 

Formula 1 and motor sporting power to Paris'. 
His first move was to put the new structure in 

place. The CS! bureau, the group of eight 

members that made day-to-day decisions 
between the quarterly CSI assemblies, was 
replaced by an executive committee ofIS, with a 
wider composition, including Brazil, Ivory 
Coast, Japan, New Zealand and the Soviet 

Union, countries hitherto not represented, 
which would meet monthly. The new president 
said: 'Sixteen hours of meetings a year (four half
days) are not enough to run world motor sport.' 
A parallel sporting committee would deal with 

matters of regulations and the event calendar. 
The working title for the new organization 

was Federation Mondiale du Sport Automobile. 
The FIA decided that, although the internal 
restructure would take effect immediately, the 

new sporting body would be laund1ed a year 
later, in October 1979. There was even a proposal 

for a simultaneous name change fur the FIA 
itself - to emphasize the new approach and 
division of responsibilities. Roman Pijanowski of 
tl1e AC of Poland - the distinguished president 
of the FIA Finance and Coordination 

Commissions - suggested Organisation 
Mondiale de l~utomobile. The Fl.A committee 

Sliding skirts channelled air beneath the bodywork ro increase amxly11a111ir do11mforre. 
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rejected that idea, feeling that it would lessen the 

FI.A's prestige and inFluence. lnstead, it suggested 
that the new sporting body should have a doser 
identincation \,vith the parent federation's 
current title and be the Federation 

Internationale du Sport AutomobiJe - the FISA. 
The planned gentle transition from CSI to 

FISA was overtaken by events. The minutes of 
the FlA General Assembly in October 1979 
note that the announcement of FlSA v,0as made 

shortly after the FIA committee meeting in 
February because 'the CSI was engaged in a 
troublesome conflict at the time'. 

This rems to the outcome of a FOCI\ 
meeting tl1at took place during that month at 

the Ferrari headquarters in Marane!Jo, Italy. The 
teams decided that Formula l should be 
divorced from the CS! and that henceforth 
FOCA wouJd organize all aspects of Grand Pri"X 
racing. Jean-Marie Balestre's response was 

robust. Refonns were in progress and the 
adrnin~tration of the sport - in all its aspects, 
including Formula I - would be in the hands of 

a revitalized body called the FISA. 
Jean-Marie Balestre had come to power 

promising a 'programme of action'. This 

lfiJ 

specified the creation of a worldwide spirit in 
motor sport, respect fur and compliance with 
international regulations, the revision and 
simplification of championships, and a 

reduction in costs of competing. There would 
be a revivaJ of internationaJ sports car racing and 
a worl<l championship for rally cLivers. 

fn formula 1, the president's plans had 

seemed to coincide with FOCA's wishes - an 
undertaking from earn team to compete in all 
rounds of tl,e v\brld Championship, requiring 
non-FOCA teams to make a substantial deposit 
($30,000) at the start of the season, and 

restricting Grand Prix entry to drivers wid1 
Grade A licences. But by flexing the CSl's 
muscles in the tJJ"st races of the 1979 season -
notably the arbitrary imposition of a fine of 
10,000 Swiss francs on McLaren dtiver John 
Watson for his part in a first-lap collision in 

Argentinn - fean-Marie Balest:re found that tl1e 
fonnula I competitors were soon ranged against 
him. The 'troublesome conflict' mentioneJ in 

passing in the FfA proceedings was rather more 
than that. The Maranello meeting Vl<aS 

effectively a dedar:1tion of war: FOCA versus 

FlSA. 





FIA FORMULA l CONSfRUCTORS' CUP (UNT IL 1980) 

FIA FORMULA l CONSfRUCTORS' CHAMPIONSHIP 

1958 Vanwall 1982 Ferrari 

1959 Cooper-Climax 1983 Ferrari 

1960 Cooper-Cll max 1984 McLaren-TAG 

1961 Ferrari 1985 McLaren-TAG 
1962 BRM 

1986 Williams-Honda 
1963 Lotus-Climax 

1987 Williams-Honda 
1964 Fe1Tari 

Lotus-Clima,x 
1988 McLaren-Honda 

1965 

1966 Brabham-Repco 
1989 McLaren-Honda 

1967 Brabham-Repco 1990 McLaren-Honda 

1968 Lotus-Ford 1991 McLaren-Honda 

1969 Matra-Ford 1992 Williams-Renault 

1970 Lotus-Ford 1993 Willia ms-Rena ult 

1971 Tyrrell-Ford 1994 Williams-Renault 

1972 Lotus-Ford 1995 Benetton-Renault 

1973 Lotus-Ford 1996 Williams-Renault 
1974 McLaren-Ford 

1997 Williams-Renault 
1975 Ferrari 

1998 McLaren-Mercedes-Benz 
1976 Ferrari 

1977 Ferrari 
1999 Ferrari 

1978 Lotus-Ford 2000 Ferrari 

1979 Ferrari 2001 Ferrari 

1980 Williams-Ford 2002 Ferrari 

1981 Williams-Ford 2003 Ferrari 

frrrari benefired from a 'cyre war' co win bor/1 world d,ampionships in 1979. 





SEPARATING SPORT 
AND COMMERCE 
The 1981 Concorde Agreement settled the future of 

Formula l racing and its lua-ative TV rights, effectively 

separating the commercial aspects from the sporting power, 

which remained with the FISA. The 1980s saw a revival in 

sports car racing with a new World Endurance 

Championship and international rallying gained new 

prominence as the World Rally Championship had a new 

category for drivers as well as manufacturers and was 

contested by four-wheel-drive cars with powerful 

turbocharged engines. But accidents involving these Group 

B 'supercars' caused the FIA to rethink the rules fur rallying. 

Jean-Marie Balestre was elected to the FIA presidency in 

1985 while continuing to head the FlSA but in 1991 faced a 

challenge from Max Mosley, who won the election fur 

president of the FISA. 
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The most significant change in the FlA's 
history - the establishment of the 
sporting authority as a separate, 

autonomous body - happened as the 
Federation was prep:.iring to celebmte its 75th 
anniversary 

Three-quarters of ::i centrny of the premier 
international motoring organization was 
marked by a erie:, of splendi<l events in and 
around Paris: a parade of 75 cars, each 
r('presenting a year of the f-ederatinn's existence, 
starting in the Bois de Boulogne and 
culminating in a tour down the Champs
Elysees and :.1 gourmet banquet for the 
presidents 0f FlA member Jubs and other 
dignitaries in the Orangcric at the Palace of 
Ve1~1illes. 

Jean-Marie Balestre, as president of the 
17S!\., worked with speed :tnd energy to c.---:ercise 
firmer control of motor sport and Formula I in 
particular. A new set of rules was introduced 
,-vith fin:.inci:.il pen:.ilties for non-compliance; the 
intention was to show who was in charge. 

One new requirement ·was for Grand Pfr,, 
drivers to attend pre--race safety briefings. This 
was an unlikely flashpoint in the FOCA/FISA 
confrontation but it caused a sho,vdown early in 
1980. At the Belgian Grnnd Prix, at Zolder, 
FOCA instructed driver:, in its member team:, 
not to attend the driver h1iellngs. Something 
simiJar happened at Monaco two weeks later. 
For the next Grand Prix, at J:.imm:.i in Spain, the 
FISA dedan:d that if the drivers' fines for not 
:.ittending these hriefings were not paid, their 
licences would he revoked and they coLild not 
race. The fines wen' not raid. The Spanish dub, 
the RACE, was put in a difficult posit.ion for 
a.lthough it is the national representative at the 
FIA, and owned the Jara ma circuit, motor sport 
authority in Spain was, :.ind is, devolved to the 
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RFEJ\, a member ot the FISJ\. King Juan Carlos, 
the honorary president of RACE, e..xpressed his 
wish that the 1'dce should take place. The FISA 
then declared the mce unofficial and not part of 
the World Championship. 

By that time, June 1980, following intensive 
discussions and disagreements in the Formula J 
Commission about the rule changes (a 
reduction in car size and increase> in minimum 
\"-'eight ,,ras seen to favour the turbod1arged cars 
that ,vere being developed, lnllmving Renault's 
lead, :.1nJ cl,<: FJSA was still Jctcrrnincd to ban 
skirts), the teJms had allied d1emselves with 
either the flSA or fOCA. So when the FISA 
officials walked l1Ut of larama, th<.> 
'manufacturers' (Ferrari, R<.'nault an<l Alfo 
Romeo) fi::lt obliged to withdraw, as they (oul<l 
not risk losing their licences lor other fom,s of 
mutor sport Ironically, the Spanish Grand Prix 
was won by a Williams-Cosworth driven by 
Alan .Jones, who was to become 1980 \l\hrld 
Champion. 

The 'constructors', FOCA - whom Jean
Marie Balestre disparagingly referred to .1s 
'garngistes' - were moving towan:b furmin.g :.i 

hreak.1way organJzation running its own r.Kes 
and d,ampionship. They were unable to get the 
rJSA's agreement to a package of proposals 
agreed by all Formula I teams at a meeting in 
London in June 1980. By Auguc.t, Jc-an-Mark 
Balestre predicted that, st:lrting in 1981, the FISA 
would negotiate Aw-year contracts fur GrJnds 
Prix nn<l retain two per cent of the revenue -
amounting to perhaps £100,000 a year. In 0ther 
words, it would take over the distribution of 
money from FOCA. 

That clinched it: FOCA said it would set up 
the World Motor Sports Federation as an 
independent sanctioning body for Formula I 
racing and would stage a proles~ional drivers' 



championship with a million-dollar prize fur 
the winner. The architects of this scheme were 
FOCA president Bernie Ecclestone and Max 
Mosley, who had sold his interest in the March 
company and become FOCA's legal adviser. 

FOCA already had contracts with most of 
the circuits. The FISA warned the tracks, 

through the national sporting authorities, that if 
they sided with FOCA they would not be 
allowed to run any other FIA-sanctioned events. 
FOCA took injunctions against eight circuits to 
prevent them from sign ing an alternative Grand 
Prix contract. For a while it looked like 

stalemate. 
The first to break ranks was Renault - one 

of the FISA teams - which, because it owned 
American Motors, declared that it was obliged 

to take part in the United States Grand Prix 
West at Long Bead1, California. Long Beach was 
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contracted to FOCA and scheduled as the first 
race of the 1981 World Championship. 

FOCA ran the South African Grand Prix in 
January 1981 without the manufacturers. The 

FISA disregarded the race, classifying it as a 
Forn1ule Libre event, but the fact that it took 
place set alarm bells ringing in the offices of 
some of Fom1ula l's most powerful sponsors. 
Aleardo Buzzi, the European head of Philip 

Morris - whose Marlboro brand supported 
teams in both camps - called a meeting in 
Lausanne, Switzerland. There, Marco Piccinini, 
sporting director ofFerrari, and Teddy Mayer; his 
equivalent at McLaren, both lawyers by training, 
put together the framework of a 'peace treaty' 

between FISA and FOCA. 
Marco Piccinini, today deputy president of 

the FIA World Motor Sport Council, recalls that 

this meeting was conducted in the utmost 

J-DCA's kry players - &mie Ecclesrm,e and Max lv/osl,y in 1979; /e,m-Nlaril' &,lesrrc /irsr pn,;idmr of 1/,e FISA, pm111t<1.'d II> be 1011/!}1. 
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Vi cal domment - the Concorde Agreement set the partem for fomwla I for nrom than two decades. 
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secrecy and that, at the time before E-mail, he 
had m sit at a telex machine and typ\: out a 
metre-long document sending the proposals to 

Ferrari's colleagues among the manufacturers. 
Enzo Ferrari, who believed that a balance 

should he struck between the sporting 
authority (FISA) and the commercial promoter 
(Bernie Eccle5tone), took this initiative to the 

next stage by inviting the FOCA management 
to a meeting in MoJena, Italy. 

Perhaps symbolically, unJerlining Ferrari 's 
unmatcheJ experience in Grand Prix racing, the 

talks with Bernie Ecclestone and Max Mosley 
,vere held in the original Ferrari oflkes fi-orn the 
1030s in Viale Trento 'fr1este. The teams' 
representatives came to an agrel'ment on a set of 
proposals to he put to the FISA president Jean
Marie Balestrc, who wos at the time attending 

the Monte Carlo Rally. 
It w,1s thought wise to sort out the details 

on neutral ground. It seems appropriate that the 
meeting of lawyl'rs and other representatives 
from each organization that brought the 

FISNFOCA war to a conclusion shoulc.l l:ikc 
place at the Cen:::le des Armees (a military duh) 

in Paris. 
So what became known as the Concorde 

Agreement was neither conceived nnr 
neg\.ltiated at the FlA headqL1arters, even if it 
was there that Jean-Marie Balestre signed tl1c 
document on ll Mardi 198l. Max Mosley and 

Marc0 Piccinin i have been described as the 
parents of the Concorde Agreement, but Enzo 
Ferrari joked that he was not sure who was the 

mother and who was the father! 
The Concorde Agreement, to run For four 

years, reaffirrned FISA's responsibility fur setting 

the Formula 1 regulations. Skirts would be 
banned From the 'Start of the 1981 season - a 6cm 
ground Jearance rule was introduced - but 
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henceforth there would be two years' notice of 

minor rule changes and four years fur an 
:1ltcrntion to the basic formula. The Formula I 
commission ,vas to be revamped to represent a 
wider range of teams and interests and would 

resolve all m:itters to do with FormL1la I, 
submitting them to the FISA executive 
committec only for final approval. FOCA would 
take charge of commercial activities. Financial 
tenns were to be agreed (by FOCA) before a 

Gnmd Prix was schedLJed G)y the FlSA) as a 
World Championsh ip event. The FIA 
successfully claimed ownership of the television 
rights whid, were assigned to FOCA, who 
would distribute the proceeds among the teams. 

Television turned out to be the star prize 
fr1)m this agreement, as Bernie Ecclestone had 

known it would. In the first 25 years of the 
World Championship, TV covernge had been 
patchy - just a few races were televised and only 
a few countries broadcast the result. lt was 

scarcely profitable fur the race organizers and 
promoters, but valuable to the teams to give 

their sponsor~ wider e.xposure. 
Towards the end of the 1970s there were the 

first signs that television could generate a good 
revenue; 20 hroadcasters paid £100,000 for a 
season's coverage. The FISA saw the potential 

and Jean-Matie Balestre haJ set up a task force 
to expand TV coverage, but Bernie Ecdestone 
was already better prepared - and had :-i wider 
vjsion for its future. 

Although it confirmed that the FlA held 
the rights, the Concorde Agreement did not 
proviJe the FlA with any income From 

television at this stage. Indeed, it was not until 
the second renewal of the agreement, in J987, 
that o proportion of the TV fees was paid to the 

governing hody. 
Back in 1981, the FISA and rOCA may have 
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reached an accord but the situation in Formula I 
was far from settled. On the one hand there was 

the inevitable battle of wits between the car 
designers and rule makers. Colin Chapman's 
'twin-chassis' Lotus 88, with an outer separate 
stntcture forming, in effect, a car-sized \,ving, was 
protested by other competitors when it first 

appeared at Long Beach and became the object 
of argument through mud1 of the 1981 season; it 
never raced. Then Brabham designer Gordon 
Murray Rtted hydropneumatic suspension to 
the BT49C which allowed the car to meet the 
6cm overall ground dearance regulation when 

static but lowered to brush the ground at speed, 
thus restoring the ground effect It was not long 
before all the teams developed Gordon 
Murray's idea by fitting hydraulic suspension 
that could be raised and lowereJ at will, so the 

point of banning skirts - reducing cornering 
speeds - had been negated. 

At the same time, Grand Prix drivers were 
becoming more vociferous in their demands. 
Although they made money on an 
unprecedented scale, drivers' interests and 

opinions had largely been ignored in the 
disputes between the FISA and FOCA teams. 
1979 World Champion Jody Scheckter, who 
became pr~sident of the Grand Pri,x Drivers' 

Association the following year, had expressed 
concern about the big ino-ease in cornering 
speeds that came with ground effect and the 
danger and discomfurt that cars with virtually 
no suspension n1ovement represented to the 
drivers. His successor as World Champion, 

GPDA president, and tl,erefore the drivers' 
representative on the Formula I commission, 
was Alan Jones, a man more interested in 
driving and winning than playing politics. 

So Alan Jones played no part in the drivers' 
strike whid1 disrupted the start of the Belgian 
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Grand Prix at Zolder in 1981. O~tensibly thjs was 
about crowded and cramped conditions in the 
pit area - a mechanic had heen fatally injured, 

run over by a competing car - but in reality it 
was mo1~ a protest about not being consulted 
on the future of Formula l. 

There was worse to come. For 1982, the 
FJSA introduced the 'super licence', required by 

all drivers in World Championship Formula I 
races. It was justified in the name of safety -
ensuring that only drivers with appropriate 
experience could take part in Grands Prix - but 
the drivers suspected that, since it was linked to 

their contracts, it would limit movement 
between teams. On the first day of the Rrst 
event of the 1982 Formula I season, the Soutl, 
African Grand Pri.x at Kyalami, 29 drivers signed 
a petition objecting to the super licence. They 

said that if their complaints were not addressed 
they would not race and they backed up their 

threat by leaving the circuit in a bus thnt took 
them to a Johannesburg hotel. They remained 
there - in solidarity, confined to the hotel's 

ballroom - until an agreement was read1ed the 
follavving morning. The race took place, but 
inunediately afterwards the FISA suspended 
the licences of all those who took part in the 
strike. 'fivo weeks later, the GPDA became the 

Professional Racing Drivers' Association, a 
stronger 'trade union' backed by lawyers 
specializing in sports law. The super licence 
business was sorted out but the PROA did not 
endure. 

There wus still discord between the 'FISA 
teams' (the manufacturers, now all using 
turbod1arged 15-[jtre engines) and the FOCA 
constructors that had the less powerful 3-Utre 

Cosworth. Some of the latter had taken to 
finding ways of running below the minimum 
weight limit, fitting water tanks, ostensibly for 



brake cooling, which were immediately emptied 

once the race started but replenished before 
post-race scrutineering. After the 1982 Brazilian 
Grand Prix, Ferrari and Renault protested 
Brabham and Williams, who had finished first 
and second, for this procedure. The matter was 
considered by the FIA Court of Appeal in Paris 

in April and the protest upheld, excluding 
Brabham and Williams from the result in Brazil. 
As a result, most of the FOCA teams boycotted 
the Grand Prbc of San Marino, held at the 
Autodromo Dino Ferrari at In10la, Italy. Only 14 
cars started and six finished. Ferraris were first 

and second - and the sixth-place ATS was 
disqualified at post-race inspection for being 
below the weight limit 

Jean-Marie Balestre had his detractors and 

many of his actions and pronouncements 
remained controversial, but he was re-elected 
for a second term as president of the FISA, 
dismissing a challenge by Basil Tye, the director 
of the British RAC Motor Sport Division. Jean
Marie Balestre was also appointed deputy 

president of the FIA. T his recognized the 
overriding importance of motor sport in the 
Federation's activities - by the mid-1980s it was 
accounting for almost 80 per cent of the FIA's 

income. 
It is interesting to note that the creation of 

the post of deputy president was proposed in 
1979 by Jean-Marie Balestre. While he was 
thought at that time to be only interested in the 
sport - if necessary to the complete exclusion of 

the FIA - Jean-Marie Balestre actually had a 

Alan Jo11es 011 his ,my ro the 1980 \ \'or/d Cl,a111pio11ship in the lwa11ily sponwred Williams FW07. 
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longer-term ambition to become president of 

the overall organization. 
In the FISA, away from Formula I, there was 

much to do. Jean-Marie Balestre wanted to 
encourage three world championships for 
drivers and car makers - Fom,ula l, sports car 

racing, and rallying. As Grand Prix racing 
became more popular and began to attract a 
worldwide television audience, so the 
championship fur sports-prototypes started to 
struggle. Traditionally, endurance racing ,vas 

supported by road car manufacturers but 
recently they had been attracted to the greater 
publicity that attad1ed to Formula I. By 1978 
sports car racing ,-vas in one of its periodic crises. 

The World Championship for Makes was for 
Group 5 Special Production cars and was 

completely dominated hy competition versions 
of the Porsche 9ll. BMW was Porsche's only -
and distant - rival. 

Running the series under Group 5 rules was 
an attempt to bring sports and GT racing into 
line with roadgoing models. This had been tried 

many times before and the problem, then as 
now, was to denne a production car and restrict 
modifications to keep performance and costs 
within reasonable bounds. But at this time the 

classic endurance races had fuiled to attract 
other car companies and the costs were too high 
for most private entrants. 

L1 1982, Appendix J of the Sporting Code 
was extensively revised, allocating series 
production cars to a new Group N for entirely 

standard cars of which 5000 had been 
produced, Group A which allowed very limited 
modifications, and Group B for more 
e,-xtensively modined or low-volume sports cars. 
Group C was for sports-racing cars and its 
introduction, coupled w ith a fuel consumption 

formula, coincided with a new World 

~------w 

Bn.1bha111 pionl'ered pit S/()~ in f-onm,la /from 1982, 11m1i11g 111<-du111ics imo mh!l'tes ,.,s they d1t111g£,I wheels 11111/ w/i,e/lerl in sero1uls. 
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Endurance Championship. That w,1s to bring 

four years of spirited rivalry between Porsche 

and L:rncia, but it was not until the second half 

nf the 1980s, and the entry of Jaguar and 

Mercedes, cl1at sports car r.King 1-e'J!ly enjoyed a 
revival. 

Rallying presented another dilemma for tJ1e 
FISA ,ind its president. The FIA World Rally 

Championship (WRC), fur manufacturers, had 

been running successfully since 1973. The 

competitors, who tended to be selective about 

whid, rounds they would enter, wanted fewer 

events to keep their costs down. Rut more and 

more countries were keen to ~tage a round of 

the WRC, among them nevvly-appointed 
members of the FlSA executive, like New 

Zealand and the Ivory Coast. 

The l·frst drivers' World Rally 

Championship was run in 1979 (there had been 
an FIA Cup fur Drivers in the t\vo previous 

years). Ford driver Bjorn Waldegaard, From 

Sweden, was the first official World Rally 

Champion. 

By restricting the cars to Groups l to 4, and 

therefore prohibiting the most extreme 

modifications ;ind purpose-built competition 

models, the WRC had attracted a good variety 

of car manufacturers using recognizable 

production touring cars. But when the new 

Group B was introduced in 1982 it was to lead tn 

an explosion in the performance potential of 

competing cars. A minimum production of just 

200 examples allowed the construction of 

specialized rally machines akin to racing G.1rs. 
The trend had started within Group 4 -

which latterly required 400 e.'<amples to be 

produced. Lancia had pmduced the Stratos in 

1974, a purposeful mid-engined, two-seat coupe 

powered by a Femiri VG cn¢ne, and won the 

World Rally Championship three years running. 
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In 19Rl Audi introduced rallying to its four

wheel-drive, rurhocharged Quattro sports 

coupe. It won a World Championship event, the 

Swedish Rall)\ on only its third outing and Audi 

took the first of its two manufacturers' titles the 

following year. Not surprisingly, four-wheel 

d,ive and turbodiarged engines became the 

norm for WRC contenders. Group B allowed 

m::inufucturers to take a ste-p further, buiJding 

mid-engined machines which in most cases had 

a vague outward resemblance to a standard 

family hatchback. 

Rallying had taken a deep dive into 

uncharted ter ritory. The Group B specials 

(rurther developed 20-oft 'evolutions' were 

allowed) had up to SOObhp, and phenomenal 

tyre grip. For the first time they ::isked the 

question: how fast is saf-c for a rally cor running 

on mountain roads, forest tracks, on S11ow and 

ice, without fi>nces or crash barriers1 
The answer G1rne, tragically, in 1986. An 

accident in the Rally of Portugal left three 

spectators de::id and 3() injured. During the Tour 

de Corse in May the Lancia Delta S4 of Henri 

Toivonen crashed on a naITow mount::iin road, 

fell down a h illside and caught fire. Henri 

TL1ivonen and hjs co-driver Sergio Cresto were 
killed. 

Jean-Marie Balestre reacted quickly. The 

FISA decbred that the Group B cars would be 

banned from the end of the year. It was another 

controversial decision that brought protests and 

legal action from other manufacturers w ho had 

spent a fortune on developing high-technology 

rally cars that were now obsolete. The 1987 

World R::illy Championshjp would be contested 

by Group A cars of which 5000 had been made, 

with no 'evolutions', and a maximum of 

300bhp. Rallies would have shorter routes with 

more rest time. It would take only fuur years fur 
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the Group A cars to be setting stage times to 
match the Group B supercars. 

Prince Paul-Alfons von Mettemid1 retired 
from the presidency of the FIA in October 1985. 
His successor, as suggested by the appointment 

as deputy president four years earlier, was Jean
Marie Balestre. Thus, Jean-Marie Balestre held 
the titles of president of the FIA and the FISA 
Having orchestrated the separation of the 

sporting authority from the parent body, he 
would now be able to bring them closer 
together again. 

The president's relationship witl1 Bernie 
Eccelstone was by then cordial. A suggestion by 

Bernie Ecclestone made during a meeting in 
1986 was to have significant consequences. The 
car makers were represented at the FISA by the 
Manufacturers' commission, the president of 
which, Philippe Schmitz, was due for re

election. Bernie Ecclestone persuaded Jean
Marie Balestre that this was an appropriate 

position for Max Mosley. 

Jean-Marie Balestre drove th.is appointment 
through, despite the commission's preference 
for PhJippe Schmitz, but at the time it caused 
hardly a ripple in the pool of officials at the FIA. 

Although there had been speculation that Max 
Mosley, who had ceased his involvement in 
Formula 1 in 1982, would head the motor sport 
division of the British RAC, that did not 
happen; in fact, he was never asked. Max Mosley 

could not, therefore, represent a national 
automobile club at the FIA or in the FlSA. The 
presidency of the Manufacturers' commission 

was his quiet admission to the motor sport 
establishment that he had previously opposed. 

It was not a very fulfillingjob. One outcome 
of Max Mosley's time at the Manufacturers' 
commission was the plan, enthusiastically 

backed by Bernie Eccelstone, for a new 'second 
formula' that could replace the Group C sports
racing cars. This was known as Procar and 

l\udi cl1a11ged rhe face of rallying wirl, the fo11r-111heel-drive 111rboc/1arged Q11a11ro. 
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envisaged recognizable production touring cars 

with, in efkct, Formula I chassis and engines. 

Brabham built and demonstrated a Procar Alfa 

Romeo 164 but, in the end, other manufacturers 

declined to support the idea and the televised 

series scheduled for 1989 was abandoned. One 

reason for their change of heart was increasing 

interest in Group C and the renamed World 

Sports Prototype Championshjp, thanks to the 

competition between Jaguar, Mercedes and 

Peugeot 

Bernie Ecclestone also joined the 

establishment. In a neat poBtical gesture, Jean

Marie Balestre proposed that his old adversary 

be given the title ofFIA vice-president in charge 

of promotional affairs. As well as cementing the 

settlement made by the Concorde Agreement -

which was renewed in 1985 - the intention was 

that other areas of motor sport might benefit 

from the commercial skills that Bernie 

Ecclestone had demonstrated so convincingly in 

Formula 1. 
Lookjng back from 2004, it is clear that the 

FOCA chief was not able to repBcate that 

success in sports car racing or rallying, although 

there was, and is, a logical argument for a 

professional motor sport series to be televised in 

the weeks between the fortnightly Grands Prix. 

Meanwhile, in Formula l there had been 

another move to ban ground effect cars. This 

time, FOCA agreed that immediate action was 

needed for reasons of safety; there had been two 

incidents at the Circuit Paul Ric2rd in France, 

one in testing and one at the French Grand Prix, 

where Formula l cars had been launched into 

the spectator enclosures. For 1983 the cars were 

required to have flat bottoms as part of a 13-
point list of changes including restrictions on 

wing size and fuel tank capacity. 

In 1982, Brabham's Gordon Murray had 

recognized the possibilities of strategic pit stops. 

The e:>-..'tra speed acJ1jeved by running its latest 

Lancia Delta S4 was one of the most sophisticated of the mid-engim•d Group B rally supercars. 
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BMW-powered turbo cars with high boost 

(using fuel extravagantly as a coolant further to 
increase power output) and grippier but faster
wearing tyres would more than compensate for 
the time needed for a well-drilled pit stop to 

replenish the tanks and change the wheels. By 
1983 all the teams had adopted the same strategy. 

Pit stops improved the spectacle, breaking 
up races that had too often become 

processional, but they presented an obvious fire 
risk. Besides, the cars were again getting too fast 
and too powerful. The FISA retained the right 
to alter the regulations with less than the agreed 
t\.vo years' notice if safety was at stake. So fur 
1984 permitted fuel tank capacity was reduced 
from 250 to 220 litres and refuelling banned -

demanding improved fuel consumption and 
thereby reducing engine power. 

By the summer of 1985 all Grand Prix 
competitors had turbod1arged J.5-litre engines. 
But having encouraged their development in 
the early days - Jean-Marie Balestre had often 

said that turbocharging 'vvas the future for road 
cars - the FISA had now concluded that they 
had gone too far. ln the optimum qualifying 
trim ( when tJ,ere was no need to worry about 
fuel consumption), the most powerful LS-litre 

turbo engines could produce IS00bhp. 
In October 1986 the FISA announced that, 

for reasons of safety, turbos ,.vould be banned 
from 1989 and in the interim would have 
restrictors to limit their power. Naturally

aspirated engines with a displacement to 35 
litres would take their place and would be 

allowed to run with the turbos in 1987 and 1988. 
Those using them would qualify for separate 

BMW co11dlt(1ed i/w/irst sdenti/i, om/, 1,~1s o/ For11111/u I mrs r,,ith Bmbham in 1985. 
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categorie~ within the World Championship -

the FIA Jim Clark Cup was !or drivers while the 

trophy fur teams \\"JS dediG1ted to tl1e memory 

of Colin Chapman, who had died unexpectedly 

in December l982. ft was fitting that Tyrrell, one 

of the longest-standing Fom1ula I teams, and 

which in the early day., had fuught battles \\'ith 

the regubtors about the legality of turbos, 

sh()uld be the recipient of the FIA Colin 

Chapman 1i·ophy. 
It is also worthy of note that the First crash 

tests were required tbr Fom1ula l cars in 1985. 
For some time there had been regulations 

governing the dimensions and construction of 

the car's cockpit area to provide a 'survival cell' 

for the driver. But as car design developed, 

moving the driving position further for\\'ard. 

more safety measures were required for the 

pedJl box area in the nose. Following some tests 

first carried out by BMW using a Brabham 

chassis, the FISA decreed that this should be J 

Jeformablc structure that would crush 

progressively in an accident and devised crash 

tests that would measure its effectiveness. lt was 

the start of a process that led the FIA to 

encoumge more thorough and severe crash tests 

fur road rnrs in the 1990s. 
There vvas to be another demonstration of 

driver power at the first rnce of 1987, and once 

again it revolved round the super licences. The 

FISA had applied a brge increase in the fee fur a 

super licence - th<:' justification being that 

money would be used to improve circuit safety 

facilities. The drivers did not object strongly to 

the 5000 French francs basic lee but they 

regarded an extra 1000 francs per point scored 
in the prt:vious year's World Championship as 

too much. 

Alain Prost, World Ch;1mpion in 1985 and 

1986, led a drivers' revolt on the eve of the 
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Rrazilian Grand Prix at Rio de Janeiro. The race 

w:is in jeopardy for a while. Jean-Marie Bale~'tre, 

who had suffered a heart attack in Nowrnber 

1986, was not present and it was left to the 

secretary-general of the FISA, Yvon Leon, to 

assure Alain Prost that there would he no more 

than an inflationary increase in the super licence 

foe in the future and get the opening race of the 

1987 sea5on back on track. 

For health reasons and a need to reduce his 

travel sd1edule, Jean-Marie Ba lest.re retired from 

the FISA at the end ofl986. But bv the summer 

ofl987 he was back working at full speed and in 

the autumn he was re-elected to the FISA 
presidency. The closing yt"MS of the 1980s wen: 

relatively stJble, by the stJndard:, of the previous 

decade, but in the background a camp;1ign was 
being planned to challenge Jean-Marie Balestre's 

leadership of the FISA in 1991. The challenger 

was Max Mosley. 

Jean-Marie Balcstre had been tJ1e first to 
contest FIA elections using the ted1niques of 

real-life politics, but Max Mosley p layed those 

even more effectively, gathering promises of 

support from 29 of the 72 member clubs before 

his candidature was made public. The main 

thrust of his manifesto was that by holding the 

presidency of the FIA, FfSA and the FFSA, the 

incumbent was presented with conflicts of 

interest and that heading the FISA alone was a 

demanding, full-time job. He promised 

consensus, to pay attention to the dangers facing 

motor sport - environmental, political and 

financial - and give more emphasis to the grass
roots and less to FormLJa 1. 'That', he said, 'is in 

good shape and can look after itself.' 

Max Mosley w·as not involved in FISA 
matters JS the representative of a club affiliated 

to the FIA, but such a national body woLJd 

need to propose him for presidency of the FJSA. 
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The RAC of Great Britain had political troubles 
of its own at this time, so Max Mosley found a 
more willing supporter in the motor sport 

authority of New Zealand. 
At the election, in October 1991, Max 

Mosley beat Jean-Marie Balestre by 43 votes to 
29. Because he was aware that some members 
were uncomfortable that he was not the 

representative of a national dub, and that others 
were suspicious of his association with Bernie 
Ecclestone, Max Mosley pledged that he would 

take the presidency for a 12-month trial period 

and then submit to re-election. 
Jean-Marie Balestre remained the president 

of the FIA, but with the separation of powers 
that he himself had arranged when the FISA 

was formed, his influence on motor sport was 
diminished. Max Mosley's election as president 
of the FlSA was only the beginning. He was 51 
years old and ready for a new career as an 
international statesman, not just in motor sport 
but in the wider world of the FIA. 

Citroe11 - world dum,pion mtmufam,rer in mllying. 2003. 
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FIA WORLD RALLY CHAMPIONSHIP 

MANlJfACTURERS DRrVERS 

1973 Alpine-Renault 1979 Bjorn Waldegaard Svvcden 
1974 Lancia 

1975 Lancia 
1980 Walter Rohrl Germany 

1976 Lancia 1981 Ari Vatanen Finland 

1977 Fiat 1982 Walter Rohr! Germany 

1978Fiat l!-:J83 Hannu Mikkola Finland 
1979 Ford 

1980 Fiat 
1984 Stig Blomqvist Sweden 

1981 Talbot 1985 Timo Salonen Finland 

1982 Auui 1986 Juhn Kankkunen Finland 

1983 Lancia 1987 Juha l<ankkuncn Finland 
1984Audi 

1988 Massimo Biasion ltal1 
1985 Peugeot 

1986 Peugeot 1989 Massimo Binsion Italy 

1987 Landa 1990 Carlos Sainz Spain 

1988 Lancia 1991 Juha Kankkunen Finland 
1989 Lancia 

1992 Carlos Sainz. Spain 
1990 Lancia 

1991 Lancia 
1993 Juha Kankkunen Finland 

1992 Lancia 1994 Didier Auiiol France 

l993Toyota 1995 Colin McRae Gl Britain 

1994 Toyota 1996 Tommi Makinen Finland 
1995 Subaru 

1996 Subaru 
1997 Tommi Makinen Finland 

1997 Subaru 1998 Tommi Makinen Finland 

1998 Mitsubishi 1999 Tomm.i Makinen Finland 

1999Toyota 2000 Marcus Granholm Finland 
2000 Peugeot 

2001 Richard Burns Gl Britain 
200 I Peugeot 

2002 Peugeot 2002 Marcus GronJ1olm Finland 

::2003 Citroen 2003 Petter Solberg Norway 
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A NEW STRUCTURE 
The FIA was completely restructured in 1993, its activities 

d ivided between t\\'o parallel bodies, the World Council 

for Motor Sport, :.md the World Council for Touring and 

the Automobile. A newly-created Senate, responsible for 
finance and administration, formed a bridge between these 

two pillars. At the head of the new organi;,,ation was ivlax 

Mosle)\ who succeeded Jean-Marie Balestre as president of 

the FIA. The FISA was abolished after 15 years of existence; 

motor sport was once again fully integrated with the FlA. 

A larger political role brought une..'<pected clashes \,·ith the 

European Commission and cooperation \,·ith other 

international sporting bodies. An imaginative deal to lease 

the commercial rights for Formula I provided the funds to 

secure the FI A's future and establ ish the FIA Foundation. 
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1992 turned out tL) be important fur the FIA. 
the year in which the seeds were sown for :i 

fitter and more appropriate organization to 

move tow.1rds the 2lst century. 

The FlA Round Table conference at the Rio 

'earth summit' in June showed that the 

Federntion could h::ive a strong voice in the 

future development of the car and its use. In 
October, the- Generul Assembly agreed to 

cooperation with thl' Alliance Internationale de 

Tourisme (A!T) on an unprecedented ~c1le1 

li.11111ing joint FlA/ NT commissions nn all but 

sporting and historic matters. 

Max Mosley was unanimously re-elected as 

president of the FISA after his voluntary 12 

months 'on approval'. For his part, .Jean-M::irie 

Balestn:', the man whn had created theFJSA, had 

concluded thcit it h::id served its purpose and 

should be abolished. Motnr <;port was to fl'tum 

to the main body of the FlA. A coordjn:ition 

commission wus set ur, to study how this 

osmosis could best be achieved. 

ln tl1e background, Jean-Mcirie Balestre and 

M::ix Mosley were working together 1.in n 

restructure of the organization, which wnuld 

give the FIA's sporting Jnd non-sporting 

activities equal weight and importance. At a 

special General Assembly convened in 

December 1992, Jean-Marie Balestre, as 

president of the FIA, prefaced his pmposaJs witl1 

the bleak forecasts for the world economy (there 

haJ been a dramatic fall in sha~ values on both 

the New York and Tokyo stock ex.changes): 'We 

are going to vvitncss the creation of a ,vhule new 

world. 111 order to survive, we must adapt.' 

He said 'the walls of the house are stiJl 
trembling' from rumours that he wanted tn sdl 

the FIA to the AIT. Nothing could be further 

frum the truth, the president e..,-plaineJ. Thi.' 

new cooperation wa~ a umon, a joint venture, 
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that wns logical because .1~ many as 55 cluhs 

belonged t0 both organizations and the FIA and 

AJT could 'no longer exist side-by-side working 

towards the same goals'. If anyone thollght tl1at 

this would lead quickly to the fuU-scale merger 

that had been discussed so many times they 

were tu be disar,pointed. Such an arrangement 

would not even be agreed in principle until 

October 2003 - v.ritl, an expectation ol' 
'implementation a year later. 

In December 1992, though, there was u 

~ubtlc but signiticant, post-Rio, change in the 

rIA's statutes on the touring side. The second 

par.1grnph of Artidl'. 2 - the.: Object of the FIA -

was revised to read thus: 'Promoting the 

development of internation::i! motc1r traffk. 

motor sarety and touring, and contribute to d1e 

improvement of tl1e environment.' 

The new structuR· vvas Jct.ailed at a mc.:etjng 

1)f the Fl.A executive committee held in Prngur, 

the Czech Republic, in April 1993. The FIS/\ 
w,b to be n.-placcd by one- of two councils - the 

\l\hrld Council fix Motor Sport. In parallel was 

the World Council for Touring an<l the 

Automobile. Ead, World Council would be 

under the authority of the president of the F[A 

but have its own deputy prcsidL'nl A newly

created FIA Senate would form :m 
administrative bridge between these two pillar~ 

and take the responsibilities of the previous 

committees for flnance, politics and general 

al-lairs. The Senatl: would meet three times a 

year and comrrise eight members: the r,rcsident 

of the FIA, the i.nunediate past prc5ident, thl: 

two deputy presidents, the vice-president in 

charge of promotional affuirs, and three 0ther 

elc-ctc-d delegates. An important proviso vvas 

that decisions madr by the Senate would be 

ratified by the appropriate World Cuuncil. 

During the e.xecutive committee meeting, 



Jean-Marie Balestre made it known that he 

would not stand for the FIA presidency at the 
election sd1eduled fur that year and that he 
supported the candidacy of Max Mosley. 

The whole plan \Nas put to the General 
Assemblv i11 Paris on 10 June 1993 and 

unanimously approved. Rosario Alessi, 
president of the AC ofltaly, described this as 'an 
historic d::iy for our organization'. 

Jean-Marie Bal est re was elected, 

unopposed, as the first president of the FIA 
Senate. But for the overall presidency of the FIA, 
Max Mosley had a last-minute rival: Jeffrey 
Rose, chairman of the British Royal AutomobLle 
Club. Jeffrey Rose accepted that it was 

unconventional for there to be two candidates 
from the sarne country but beUeved that the 

FlA president should be 'a voice in the 
automobile world with the competence and 
experience as head of a national automobile 

club'. He was also concerned that the 
organization should not be 'handed over to 
unrepresentative motor sport interests'. 

Jetfrey Rose withdrew on the day of the 
election when he realized the body of support 

that Max Mosley had already garnered. M1x 
Mosley was duly elected and would take nver 
the pre!>idenly when the new statutes took 
effect on l October 1993. Paul Verkuil of the 
AAA was elected deputy president for the 
World Council for 'fouring and the Automobile 

and Alfredo Cesar Torres, president of the AC of 
Portugal and a Kxmer national rally d1ampion, 
\'\'aS a popular d1oice for the equivalent posit iun 
in the World Council fi.ir Motor Sport. 

Max Mosley had already shown his teeth in 
the two years he had headed the fJSA. 
AJthough he had said during his presidential 
campai1,111 that Formula I could look aner itself
something that was misconstrued as passing 
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complete control to Bernie Ecclestone - at the 
end of1992 he announced sweeping d1anges fur 
Grand Prix racing. The first, for immediate 
implementation, was a regulation for a nev, 

'commercial' n.1el to replace the expensive and 
toxic cocktail of chemicals that had grown up 
with the turbocharged Formula I cars. Other 

immediate changes were to restrict the 
qualifying laps per competito1; the number of 
tyres allowed, and the use of spare cars. Pace cars 
were introduced to slow the racing field \,-hen 
there ,vas a specific danger on the circuit Much 
more controversial were new regulations for 

1994 banning electronic devices like anti-lock 
brakes, traction control, automatic transmission 
and active suspension, as well as radio and 
telemetry links between the car and driver and 
the pit crew. 

Predictably, objections came from the 
Mclaren and Williams teams, which benveen 

them had enjoyed 3 decade of success in the 
Fom,ula l Con;,,:ructors' Championship. These 
changes, they contended, were 'technical' rather 
that 'sporting' whid, meant, under the 

Concorde Agreement, that they should have 
unanimous agreement and :.i longer notice 
period. 

Max Mosley's position was that these were 

sporting matters, even if they had a technical 
element. The smaller and less wealthy te:ims 
represented on the Formula l commission had 
called ~or a limit to electronic driver aids. The 
FIS~s proposals would cut costs and reduce the 
gap between the rid1est and poorest te.ims. ln 
fact, they were more significant than that. They 

mode a decisive cut to a line of development 
that the FISA teared would lead Formula I up a 
blind alley. Early in 1993, Max Mosley e::q1lained; 

'We have to decide whether racing should 
continue to follow the 'xlme path as road cars or 
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take a different route. We are close to the racing 

car as the ultimate white-knuckle ride where 
technology can correct all a driver's mistakes 
and achieve a perfect qualifying lap. The next 

step would be to make a car that is inherently 
unstable, like an Fl6 fighter plane. For e'<ample, 
if you move the centre of pressure ::iway from 
the centre of gravity you could have a car that 
would tum into comers wonderfully but with 
impossible rear end instability - and that would 

be sorted out by a computer. The World 
Charnpionship is to find the best driver. If we 
accept that argument, the sooner we stop the 
development of computer aids the better.' 

These electronic devices are difficult to 
police and whether or not a particular car had 

or was using traction control or another driver 
aid became an object of controversy in the years 
following the ban. In any case, speeds were 
increasing and for safety's sake, Formula I would 
need its periodic wing clipping. 

Safety issues came to the forefront after the 
tragic weekend at Imola, Italy, for the 1994 San 
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Marino Grand Prix when three-times World 
Champion Ayrton Senna died in an accident 

that was beamed to millions of TV viewers 
from a camera on board his Williams-Renault. 
Ayrton Senna's accident came the day after 

newcomer Roland Ratzenherger had perished 
in a crash during qualifying - the First fatal 
accident at a Formula l race meeting in 12 years. 

One immediate result, introduced mjd
season, was the requirement for Formula I cars 

to fit a flat wooden plank under the front of the 
chassis which would raise their ride height and 
reduce aerodynamic downforcc. The Grand 
Prix Drivers' Association reappeared and called 
for various modifications to circuits, \,·hid1 were 
granted - mostly by the insertion of low-speed 

chicanes created with temporary ban-iers. The 
FIA, in tum, decided to get tough on dangerous 
driving and disregard of the rules, with the 
result that two drivers were penalized with race 
bans. One of them was Michael Schumacher, 
who came through a season in which he was 

banned from t\\"0 races and disqualified from 



t\\"O more, to win his Ar~t World Championship 
driving ::i Benetton-ford. 

Formula l's engine di~pbcement limit 

returned to 3 litres in 1995, dmpring power 

outputs. Slicks (tyres without tread patterns, 
standard weor since the 1970s) wen...· banned 

from 1998, when grooved tyres were made 

rnmpub,ory and the maximum width of the 

Glr<, was rl'duced. These measures were eltr'ctive 

in cutting str.1ight-line and cornering speeds -

but, of course, only for n while. In Form ula I, 
technology catche~ up fast. 

Some of these moves were unpopular with 

the teams, but they simply ll:'presented good 

governance. Formula l continued to thri\'e. The 

biggest problem that the premier racing ~eril'~ 

presented to the FlA was commerdaL This was 

not a disagreement \\'ith Bernie Ecdcstonc's 

organization, by then called Formula One 

Administration - the Concorde Agreement 

remained a sound basis ~or the separ;.Jtion of 
5port nnd commerce - but \\'ith the European 

Commission. 

As its new president, tvlax Mosley 
dctl'rn1ined that the FIA should havi: a voicl' in 
Eun.)pe:m affairs. A joint repre~entntive office 

had been set up in Brus~els at the time of the 
1992 mppmchement \\·ith the AIT but that did 
nnt deal with motor sport matters. In 199..+ 
David \Nard came into the FIA as dircL'tor 
general of the FIA hureau in the Belgian capital. 
He combined political experience - hl' had 

worked for many years with John Smith, the 
leader of the British Libuur Party - \\~ith a 

knowledge of and enthusiasm for motor sport 
:1s an amateur competitor. And he knew a lot 

about fairopean tn:atic!:> and institution~. 

One aspect of this nl'w European Union 
legislatinn that rn11Lerned the FIA's expert 
advisers - and its president, himself a 
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um,mercinl lawyer of snme repute - was 

competition la\\: Aware th;1t the Fl Ns sole 
authL)rity to is,-uc licences fr.w mott)r spurt 
events might be questioned, in 1994 it decided 

to nntit~· its rules to the Competition 

Department of the European Commission. 
There was no query about these rules - indeed, 
no response at all - K.,r 1:\rn years. 

U.) encourage progress with the notification, 
the FIA held comtructivc meetings in 1996 with 
the European Commissioner fr,r Competition, 

Karel Van t\. l i1..'rL But relation<, \\ ith thi: 

Crnnmi-,sion deterinr~ited sharply when, in 1997, 
twl, complaints were made again.'-l the Flt\ 
concerning truck racing and Gf ra(ing. 

At the end of the yc;ir, the Commission sent 

the FIA a \,•.1rning letter' setting nut possible 
,m:as in \\'hich the Federation may have hecn in 

breach nf competition rules. This letter -,hould 
have been ~trictly rnnfidential but was leaked to 
the press by the Commiss;ion and fi.)llmwd with 
public comment:, by Kard van l'vlicrt that pre
judged the 1.:m,e and \\'ere detrimental tL, the 

FIA. 
The FIA lodged an action at the Court of 

First Instance against the Cornmissiun\ 
unlawful disdo~urc nf the letter and the 

prejudicial remarks made hy K,1rcl van l'vliert. It 
took until luly 1999 hut this case \\"as settled in 
the FlA's fa\'our \\'hen the European 
Commission wa~ ~orced to iSSUL' an apoloh')' and 
pay cnstc;. 

Some 1111:mbcr clubs doubted the wisdom 
of the Fl/\ making a legal J1allengc tn the EC, 

but the -.ucccss of' the action proved an 

important demonstration of the Federation•~ 

integrity and independence. Underlining the 
unu:,ual nature of tlw a1sc, l lerbcrt Smith, the 

Fl1\'-. bwyer!:>, won an a\\'ard lt.'1r their work: it \\-:lS 

numinntcd Competition I ,aw G-.c nf the Year. 
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The areas of FIA act1v1ty tn which the 
Conurussion obj~,ed were the licence 

monopoly and its claim to the television rights 
for the international championships that it 
organizes. 

The FIA's po:;ition was that liceru.ing wa~ 

primarily about safety, that without the FlA as 
an independent governing body setting 
worldwide standards, national governments 
would have to set up motor sport authorities at 
tht'ir tax payers' expense. 

The matter of television rights arose 
because the television rights for all FIA 
championships were contracted to Bernie 
Ecclestone's group of companies and a 

complainant, who had previously televised the 
HA European Tnick Racing Cup, lost business 
as a result. The far more significant and longer
standing deal to televise Formula I became 
involved by association; it wa::. never the subject 

of a complaint to the Commission. That did not 
prevent the Commission &om questioning the 
length of the contract with Bernie Ecclestone ( 15 
years, at that time) and the fact it wns awarded 

without a competitive tender. The FLA 
c-xplained how the relationship ha<l Jeveloped 
and Lhat Bernie Ecdestone was the only one in a 
position to run the commerLial aspects of 
Formula I as it was constructed. 

As the HA pointed out, the stakes in this 
dispute were high. If the Competition 

Commission were tn im,ist on other bodies 
being able to run motor spo1t and issue licences, 
or that local organizers rather than the FlA 
owned the TV rights to events vvithin the 

EU, the FIA would be forced to reduce 
the European component of the world 
championships. The EU, it rerrunded, included 
just 15 of t.111:.· FLA\ 118 member countries. 

/\s the notification process continued, bot.11 
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the truck and GT complaints were withdrawn. 
The Commission issued an official Statement of 
Objections and in January 2000, the FIA took 
the unusual step of publi:,hing both the 

Commission's statement and the Federation's 
detailed n:ply. That reflected the confidence 
with v,1hich the FIA could negotiate a 
::.ettlement. Subsequently, the FIA made 
proposals to its rules and procedures whid1 

included standing back from commerci:.il 
involvement in Formula L Among Lllher 
concessions was the removal or Hernie 
Ecdestonc from the roster of viu,·-prt'sidenrs, 
because his official position in the FlA could be 
regarded as a conflict of intere5t. 

These proposals were accepted by the new 
Competition Commissioner Mario Monti and 
in October 2001 the Com,russion announced 
the closure of its investigation. The settlement 
was subject to a monitoring period to check 
compliance, which ended in October 2003, 

Finally drawing to a close a process begun 
vuluntarily by the FIA in 1994. The nine yeors ot 
controversy and confrontation <lid result in dear 

ufficial recognit ion of the FIA as the 
government of motor sport - \\'hich was of 
course one of the reasons it \\?.'IS fuunded 10() 
years ago. The Commission stated that it 'fully 
recognjzes the need for o~anizations sud1 as 

the FIA to regulate the organization of its sport, 
its sporting rules and itS competitions'. 

At the same Lime, the Fl/\ was involved ill 
d iscus::.ion~ and negotiations on another 
commercial issue, although it was not one that 
affected the Federation directly. Proposals to ban 
tobacco advertising and sponsor.;;hip were oi 

great importance to the learns, race organizers, 
and of course the television coverage of Fo1mub 
I. France already had a legal ban, an<l voluntary 
restrictions on showing cigarette hr.md names in 
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tdcvi"ed cwnb applied in some othl'r 

European countrie!>. But this went hl'yond 
Eumpe; indeed, it \\'as 1-\ustr;1]ia that revived thi-. 

issue \\'hen, in 1992, it announced it was to hring 

all fi..)m1s of tobacco advert~ing to an end. 

The European Comrnbsion had puhlished 
a draft directive on this subject some time 

before, but it had not heen implemented as 
several EU countries di-;agreed with the wording 

and timetable. However, in many parts of the 

world, the intention was cleJr: for publ ic health 

n::a!>ons, Ligan::ttl' and tobacco :.idvertising was to 

he curtnikd. The Fli\'s (ontribution to the 

debate was to suggest n worldwide phased 
withdrawal of tobaccn advertising and 

sponsorship linked to an EU directive. lt 
reasoned that television, which provides by far 
the biggest publility expo~ure. ha!> no national 

boundaries. If only some countries prohibited 
tobacco advertising, inevitably there would be a 
swing to e--·ents organi~ed in tcn·itorics where it 
was -.till allowed. 

In Decemher 1997 the EU I kalth Council 
::ign:-cd to :.i ban l111 spl1rts sponson,hip hy 
tohaccn companies tu come into force in 
October 2006. The FIA pursued it!> idea of 
worldwide implementation with the Australi:.in 

government ( which agreed) :rnd the World 
I--bilth Org::inisation. lb assuage those call ing tl)r 
more urgent action, it wrote to the health 
ministers of countries that host Formub I World 

Championship eVL'nl!. asking for evidence that 
non-smokers had been encouraged to take up 

:,making as a result of tobacco sponsorship Li 
Formula I mcing. It did not receive many replies. 

With the EC directive t;)undering for legal 
and procedural reasons, the FIA took unilateral 
action. In 01..1:ober :2000 the FIA World Council 

for Mutnr Spnrt suught to encourage 
cliwrsificatinn away from tobaccu spnnsor;hip 
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by adopting a resolution f1)r ::i worldwide 6~111 on 

tobacco ,1dvC'rtising and sponsorship in 

international motor sport from the end of the 

2006 season. 

Then, in May 200!, the EC published a new 

directive calling for a ban from July 2005. This 

decision was pnrticularly damaging as many 

teams had negoti:.ited sponsorship agreements 
with tobacco comp;111ies until the end of ?.UU6. 
Meanwhile, the Wl-10 had adopted :.i 

Framework Convention fix Tobacco Control 

bu t without any date for a mandatory 

termination of sports sponsorship. 

The flA's attempt to introduce a ban in 
2006 was now in difficulty, particularly as part 
of the settlement of t he compet ition case in 

Brussels included an u ndertaking by the 

Federation not to bl· involved in commerc.ial 
bsucs associatc<l \\"ith Formula l The authority 

l1f the FIA to ban tobacco sponsorship had 

already been qut'::.tioned hy one team prinlipal. 

So, on legal advice, in June 2003 the World 

Motor Sport.~ Council decided to d1ange the 

propo~ed ban to a recommendation. 

This experience with governments, and the 
European Union in particular, led the Fl!\ to 

comult with the controlling bodies of otht'r 

spnrts. In February 1999 it published ::i 
memorandum 'Sport and the European Union' 

as a response to the European Commission's 

consultation paper on the 'European Model of 
Sport'. The FIA called for .1 de.1r legal basis for 

sport in thL· EU, particularly For competition law. 
Thi~ w,1s necessary because the treaties that 

established the European Union make no 

reference to sport. The FIA !'.Llggestcd a 

voluntary code of practice for sports 

governance. Such a code could help distinguish 
hetwcen sport~ organbatio1h as governing 

bodie~ and their morl' recently developed 
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commercial intere~t.s. 

""Rvo years later, the FIA joined with the 
Europl'.an O lympic Committee to organize 
'The Rules of the Game', Europe's first 
conference on the govern~mce of sport, in 

Brussels. Max Mosley co-d,aired the conference 
with Jacques Rogge, then president ofthe EOC, 
who later became president of the lntemational 
Olympic Committee. This event attrncted 180 
delegates From "Ports of aU kinds, as weU as 

. politicians, representatives of national 

authorities and legal and commercial 
organizations. Among the speakers was Mario 
Monti, the European Competition 
Commissioner. Referring tu the question of a 
single federation per sport, he said: 'Some may 
ask why the Commission should accept a sale of 
tJ,e FlA'.s interest in Formula l to Mr Eccclstone'c; 

companies. Such a question betrnys a 
misunderstanding both nf the Commission's 
remit and, indeed, its objections to the way 
motor sport was being regulated. It is not our 
role to determ.ine who owns what part of the 
motor sport business.' 

The FIA had just finalized a very 
satisfactory ;irrangement concerning the future 
ownership of the commercial rights of 
Formula l. 

In 1995 the Concorde Agreement vvas 
renew·ed, with a separate commercial agreement 
between the FIA and Bernie Ecdestone's 

company which was to run for 15 years. The 
unusually long term was because Bernie 
Eccle,1:one was about to make a heavy inve~""tment 

in digitaJ television to provide a multi-screen, pay
per-view service that would take some time to 
become profitable. (As it turned out, this pay-per-
view sd1eme was a commerciaJ failure - perhaps 
ahead of its time - and the service was stopped 
after the 2002 season.) 
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In 1997 Bernie Ecclcstone's companies were 
highly profitable and he had the idea of floating 
the business on stock e:xd,anges in London and 
New York. for that, he would need the security 
of an even longer contract - a 10-yea r e'-1:ension 
to the 15-year agreement ,,vas sug_gested. The FIA 
Senate was minded to agree to this in return for 
IO per cent of the shares from the flotation with 
enough money in advcmce to secure the foture> 
of Lhe FIA 

As time went on, it became clear that a 
general flotation was not appropriate for Bernje 
Ecdestone's business. And the flA, needing to 

be seen to distance itself from the commercial 
aspects of Formula 1 to satisfy the European 

Competition Commission, found a radicsl 
alternative. It could lease the commercial ri~hts 
to Formula l and the World Championship for 

100 years fur a substantial one-time payment. 
thus ret;.iining the rights in perpetuity but 
disengaging from the business day-to-day and 

year-by-year. This vvas Max Mosley's idea. He 
likened it to the Duke of Westmin~1:er in 
London making his fortune by retaining the 
Freehold of the land on which a large number of 

houses and offices were built by holders of 99-
year leases. 

Ma..x Mosley stood aside from the final 
negotiations, which were conducted by a team 
comprising Rosario Alessi, then president of the 

FIA Srnate, and three senior vice-presidents. 
The deal was put to and approved by the Senate 
and then the General Assembly in June 2000. 
The final sum involved was 313.6 million US 
dollars. It was more than enough to secure the 
Fl.A:s future and pay fur the establishment of the 
FlA Foundation wh.id, colJd conduct researd1 

work to the benefit not only of motor sport but 
also the FIA's wider audience. 

The FIA Foundation fur the Automobile 
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Max Mosley, Mario Monti (EU Competition Commissioner) and Jacques RO?Y,e (Pn-sident of the EOC) discussing Gow mm,ce i11 Sport. 

and Society would be based in Britain. Max 
Mosley had maintained a smaU office in London 
from the time when he was first elected to the 

FISA presidency. It was a minor aspect of a shift 
from a French to an English emphasis. Another 
was that whilst the definitive version of the FIA 
statutes continued to be in Frend1, any dispute 
about the sporting regulations referred to the 

English text 
The location of the FIA headquarters was 

under debate; for the first time, there was 
serious consideration of moving from number 
8, Place de la Concorde. Back in 1979 the FIA 

committee had approved in principle the idea of 
acquiring its own building, both to provide the 
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bigger offices it required and as an investment, 
but then negotiated for more space from the 
ACF instead. But in 1994 the administrative staff 
moved to rented premises in the nearby Rue 
Boissy d;,\nglas, leaving only the presidential 

offices at the official address. 
By 1997 a new government in France 

threatened the favourable tax status of 
international organizations based there. The FIA 
and AlT were getting ever closer and it seemed 

sensible that their administrative offices be in 
the same place. The AIT was based in 
Switzerland and would not be able to obtain 
equivalent tax concessions in France, so it was 
the FIA that decided to move its headquarters. 
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111 June 1998, it acquired two floors of a modem 
building whid1 houses the Touring Club of 

Switzerland, dose to Genevd's Cointrin airvort 
111e AIT moved ti-om elsewhere in Geneva to 
share tl1l' new offices and part of the secretariat 

In fuct, a body called 'The FlA in 
Switzerland' had existed since 1959, but now the 

new Geneva office became the Federation's 
administrative headquarters. The issue of 
customs documents was already integrated with 
the /\lT and done from Geneva. At the end of 
1998, the motor sports department moved i.n its 

entirety. A staff of just three people remained in 
Paris, headed by Jacques Sarrut, secretnry
gcncral of the FIA World Council for Touring 
and the Automobile. Significantly, tJ1e 

international Court of Appeal continued to be 
held in Paris; the FIA vvas established and has 
always operated under French law. 

The relocation did not last very long. 
Another d1ange in t.he Frend1 government 
brought encouragement to return to Paris. The 

money in the bank From the 100-year lease of 
the commercial rights in Formula I provided the 
opportunity to furnish and equip a 
headquarters building. J\n agreement was 
read1ed with the ACF to rent more space ot 

number 8, Place de la Concorde - and take back 
the oflkes th:.it had been relinquished only a f-ew 
years bcfurc. The accornmodatiun, over three 
Floors c'lnd induding a conference chamber that 
can be converted i.nto a court room, a 

commissions room, and several smaller meeting 
rooms, was completely redesigned, equipped 
and furnished to the highest standards. 

The FIA officially returned to its ancestral 
hl)me in .January 2002 General administration 
and the motor sport bmeau, headed by 

secretary-general Pierre de Coninck, remains in 
Switzerland. The FLA Foundation, set up in the 
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United Kingdom as a charitable trust, purchased 
a newly refurbished building, number 60, 
Tufalgar Square, at the symbolic centre of 
London. David Ward, who had previously run 
the FIA Brussels bureau, was appointed 
director-geneml of the Foundation. 

One constant remains from the 
organization's earliest days: the International 
Court of Appeal. As the judge of any dispute 

resulting from the application of the FIA rules, 
this is the ultimate authority for all the 
Federation's .:1ctivitics, although in practice in 
recent times it has dealt mostly with sporting 
matters. These cases are usually brought by the 
relevant national sporting authority on behalf of 
its licence holders 

111e Court of Appeal consist'> of a panel of 
independent legal experts from different 
countries and 'with international competence, 
both sporting and legal'. Members belonging to 

countries involved in the dispute are not called 
to attend such cases. By tradition, the secretary
general of the World Council for Touring and 
the Automobile has acted as the secretary to the 
Cou1t of Appeal, but in 2003 it was agreed that 
the holder of this position should be elected on 

the joint proposal of the two World Councils. 
The FlA Foundation's director-general David 
Ward was elected the Court's fust secretary
general, and to emphasize its independence, 
reports only to the FIA General Assembly. 

Hearings of the International Court of 
Appeal are now open to the media. ln 2003 a 
case was televised for the First time. The idea 
was to demonstrate the impartiality of the 
Court and to improve the public's 
under.,trnding ofthe appeals process. 

Back in 1995, Max Mosley had been aware 

that it seemed that sporting and European 
matters were taking a disproportionate amount 
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of the Federation's time and effort, so he had 

called for a working group to study new 
initiatives for the FlA which could be useful to 
non-sporting clubs and their members 
\\·orldwide and also generate revenue. The 
gro up's recommendat ions included travel 

services, several aspects of new information 
technology, FIA-branded credit cards and 
insurance, and alliances with hotel groups and 
travel companies that would give discounts to 
members of affiliated clubs. Most of these things 

had been tried or considered before but the 
most promising of them duplicated the 
activities of member clubs. As it turned out, the 
windfall from Formula I ,ms to relieve the 
revenue requirement and the strengthening 

links with the AIT covered others oF the 
working group's proposals. 

In reality; the FlA's future on the touring 
side was to act as a lobby group, investigating and 
promoting specific issues of cars and motoring 

that would be valuable to the consumer. 
Accordingly, from January 2004 the World 
Council for Touring and the Automobile was 
renamed the World Council for Mobility and 

the Automobile. Robert Darbclnet of the AAA, 

president of the AIT, continued ;:is FIA deputy 
president for this World Council. 

As an aside, the 1995 working group 
e.'Camined roadside assistance schemes that arc 

very big business for some member clubs -
actually, the basis on which some of them \\"ere 
founded. Over the years, links through the FIA 
had facilitated e,'Cchangc arrangements whereby 

one national club would provide services to 
members of another, but this was not a source of 
rl'venue fur the Federation, and did not hold the 
prospect of becoming one. The reason was ;:i 
varying level of commercialization: some clubs 

sub-contracted t heir breakdown services to 
outside companies wh ile other~ had 
'dcmutualized' and become themselves entirely 
commercial 006anizations. Several of the major 
national clubs in Europe - members of the FIA, 

NT, or both - had formed ARC Transistance in 
1990 with the specific aim of providing a pan

European roadside assistance service for motor 
manufacturers and fleet operators. 

Regional cooperation had become more 

important. In 2003 the FIA decided to adopt 
the AIT's four-region structure for the non
sporting clubs wh ich would also mean 

,·\ 111,111er o/ p11blit i11tm'st -the Gmrt of , \ppe<1/ h,•,,ri11go/ Ra// Sd111111ad,,.,r, i11citl,111 ht 1/,e 2003 Germ<111 G,wul Prix 
U.l< it.,Ji"' St-ssion in the /·111'., n-,,r1111pcd pn-mis,.~ 111ul 11u., opm w 1/11, nwtlia. 
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dismantling most of the joint FIA/ /\JT 
commissions of the World Council for Mobilit-y 
and the Automobile. In the future the work of 
those commissions wOLJd be at a regional level 
with the World Council as coordinator. Peter 
noggwiler. director-general of the AIT, was 
already atting as the secretary-general of the FIA 
World Council. The regional groups of FIA 
clubs concentrated on motor sport, in Africa 
and South and Central America, continue as 
vuluable information exchanges. 

fn his two years as president of the f1SA, 
Max Mosley trod the path of so many of his 
predecessors in trying to unify the regulations for 
the main sporting d1ampionships across the 
world. CART (Championship Auto Racing 

Teams), which had run the premier single-seater 
racing furmula in the United States without FIA 
sanction, finally joined ACCUS. The car 

specifications and power outputs of formulu l 
and US IndyCars were tantalizingly close anJ 
Max Mosley hoped that the two formulae might 
come together, even proposing that modified 
Fom1ula l cars be allowed to run in American 
speedway events like the lndianapolis 500. 

To the F1SA president it seemed so logical: 
'It's like playing football with different-sized 
balls in different parts of the world It is the task 
of the governing body to unite the various 
factions.' Apart from achieving transatlantic 

harmony, his idea would also bring the United 
Smtes closer to the World Championship. 

America and Formula 1 had never got along 
very well. There had been Grands Prix all over 
the United States, from Watkins Glen, New York 
and Detroit, Michigan to Long Beach, California 
and Phoenix, Arizona, but by the mid-l990s 
there was not enough support in America fur a 
round of the World Championship to make 
economic sense. 
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But ndth~r was t.here any enthusiasm fmm 
promoters or competitors fur Fonnub I to join 
up with ~rn American speedway series. Th.rough 
its Arst ll years, the F1A World Championship 
had included the lndianarolis 500, although the 
rules there wen: nl'Ver the same as Fo1mula l. 
There is a certain irony in what eventually arose 
from this latest failed mi~ion fur a common 
formula. In 2000, the United States Gmnd Prix 
was reinstated - at Indianapolis Motor 
Speedway. The Formula I cars ran on a circuit 
which consisted of the start-and-finish straight 
and two curnt!rs of tht.! 500'~ oval track 
connected by a tv.risty infield loop. 

The first Grand Prix at Indianapolis was 
won by Mid,ael Schumacher in a Ferrari. This 
was hardly a surprise, for the German driver in 
the Italian car won nine out of 17 ract>5 in 2000 
and was at the start of his period of dominance 
in Formula 1. No-onC:' doubted that Michael 
Scliumad1er1 the highest-paid racing driver in 
history, was the world's best, but Grand~ Pri~ 
had become processional ru1d the results all-too 
predictable. Through 2000 and 2001 there was 
evidence that the audienu.:', at the trackside and 
watching television, was getting bored. ft is not 
the job of the governing body to diminish thl'. 
performance of the best competitor, but with 
the costs of Formula I continuing to rise and big 
car manufacturers increasingly uc;;ing it as a l,jgh
tech advertising medium, Max Mosley thought 
it appropriate to find ways of dosing the gap 
between the fastest and the also-rans, the 
wealthiest and the (relatively) poor. 

In October 2002, the FIA president 
inlplored the 26-man Formula l commission to 
agree to a package of clianges that would 
inlprove racing and reduce costs. Predictably, it 
could not. The arguments continued untU just 

before the start of the 2003 season when, in the 



face of the president's implacable determination, 
there was :i majority agreement for the 
immediate implementation of single-lap 
qualifying i_n one session using the cars in race 
trim - ~md keeping them in pare fe.rme bet\,veen 
Saturday qualifying and the race - new tyre 

restrictions, and an extension of the World 
Championship points scale, revvarding finishers 
down to eighth place. 

Longer term proposals included a further 

ban on electronic driver a.ids - trnction and 
bund1 controls had been readmitted in 2001-
standard braking system~ and rear wing 
configuration, a ban on spare CJ rs, and :in engine 
durability requirement, fust to one full race 
weekend and eventually to six races. 

The 2003 changes did produce better 
racing. Mid1acl Schumacher and Ferrari won 
again - the German driver was World 

Champion for a record SL'-1n time - but it was 
not the walkover of previous <;easons, success 
was more evenJy spread among the teams, and 
the television audience increased 

Tclevi~inn became an important aspect of 
the World Rally Championship in the new 

century. International Sportsworld 
Communicators (!SC), the company established 
by Bernie Ecdestone that was responsible for the 
TV cove.rage of the WRC, wns bought by David 
Richards, a former international rally co-driver 
whose company Prodrive had developed the 

Sub:im team into d1arnpionshi p winnt>rs. TSC's 
contract fur the television rights is until 20JO. 

'fop-level rallying had also been subject to 

new mies designed to reduce the cost of 
competing, improve spectator safety-and make 
it more ac.:cessib1e to television. Restricting the 
number of places and times for servicing, 

banning service helicopters and aircraft, and 
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controlling reconnaissance of special stages were 
keys to the FIA'.s strategy for the World Rally 
Championship. A1J events were to be run to a 
~tandard fuur-day format from a central location 

- finally abandoning the town-to-town 
itineraries that had their origins in the earliest 
days of motor racing. A furmula for World Rally 

Cars, recognizable production models but 
allowed four-wheel drive and turbocharged 
engines up to 2 lib·es restricted to 300bhp, 
worked well and encouraged the participation 
of as m:rny as eight factory teams. if the 1990s 
were dominated by the Japanese - Mitsubishi, 

Subaru and Toyota - from 2000 onwards the 
Wurld Rally C hampionship has been ::t 

showcase for the Peugeot Group of France, with 
Peugeot and Citroen cars winning the 
manufacturers' title. 

Although the major car manufacturers 
were w~U represented in Formula 1 - and 
ino-easingly discontent with their proportion of 
its income coming from the commercial rights 

holder - rallying brought the FIA into more 
direct contat."t w ith the world's motor industry. 

And, thanks to Max Mosley's ambitions fur 
the Federation, there was a great deal of contact 
with the car manufacturers in the first decade of 
his presidency. This chapter may have given tl,e 

impression that from 1993 onwards the FIA was 
preoccupied with sporting matters. In fact, the 
president was equally active in promoting the 
FIA as the voice of the motorist and car buyer, 
working in conjwKtion with governments and 

other international organizations. This was to 
make the FIA unpopuJar in some circles of the 
motor industry. Max Mosley was sure that the 
principles were worth fighting for and that the 

FlA wouJd emerge as a stronger world body as :i 
result. He> was right 





18~ IDEAL TRAINING 
Karting is the established route to motor racing stardom. In 
the early 1960s, the FIA recognized its potential as an 
inexpensive training ground for racing drivers and set up 
the Commission Internationale de Karting (CIK) to 
encourage, develop and control the karting movement. 
The FIA World Championship of K<irting was held for the 

first time in 1964 and continues to this day. The sporting 
authority has gone through d1anges, including a period of 
semi-independence in the 1990s, but was brought back 
into the body of the FIA as the CIK in 2000 and in 2004 
became more closely linked with the World Council for 

Motor Sport. Karting attracts more participants than any 
other form of motor sport. The FIA assumes the 
responsibility for making it as safe and environmentally 
friendly as possible. 
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When, in l960, the CSl repon.cd to 
the FI.A Genernl Assembly tliat it 

\Vas drawing up regulations for 

karts, it could not have envisaged tbe 

importance and influence of these smalle'St and 

simplest rating vehicles in the training of the 
world'5 top rncing drivers of the fut-ure. Sinn· 
2000, ever·y prominent Fom1ul:i I driver h:is 

served h.is apprenticeship in karting. 

The CSl described the first karts as 'nev,, 
and very unusual, a gift rrorn America tn 

Europe'. Art lngcls, a roce car designer for Kurtis 

Craft in CaJitornb, is credited with the- niiginal 

idea, devising the first of the genre in his sp:ire 

time with his fiiend Lou Bon:Ui. That was in 

1956. ft was a rudimentary thing with a steel 

tube frame, front and rear axles. a seat, and a 
hoop supporting the steering column. The two
stroke single-cylinder engine came from a 
\:iwnmower, developed 2.5 horsepower and 

drow through a centrifugal clutd1. 

Hovv it came to be known as a kart, with :i 

'k', is a mystery, but not long afterwards, a hot

rod enthusiast called Duffy Livingstone was the 

first to put what he called Go-Karts into 

production. The Kart Club of America Will> 

frmncd in 1957. 
Karts fi.1und their WJY acmss the wnrld via 

US milita1y bases that were spread far :incl wide 

in the years following World W..1r 2 Because it 

was so much d1eaper than car racing, and 

therefore accessible to more young people, 

karting quickly gained momentum in Eurore. 
1n 1959, Jean-MJrie Balestre was instrumental in 

setting up a karting commission within the 

FFSA, Britain's RAC was formulating its own 

karting rules, and several other FIA member 

clubs were embracing this nBv fo1m of motor 

sport. 

Early in 1962, the FlA Committee agreed to 
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the proposal from the CS) th~1t 1t should form an 

international karting commission. It was 
prompted by a move by the federation 

Internationale Motocycuste to uke control ol' 
karting. The FIA pn:•sident, Count dt• 

Lledekerke Beaufort, was quick lo remind the 

FlM: 'The vehides in que.;tion have four wheels 

and four wheels are tJ,e domain of the FIA.' 
The statutl'S of th e Commission 

Internationale de K::irting (CJK) were put bcforl' 

thl' FIA Gener::il Assembly in October 1962. 
1,,velve countries would he dirc:ctly r'trn.·-,entcd 

at the C IT(, the purpose of which was to 

'encourage, develop and control the karting 

movement' by issuing international rules about 
thl.' general discipline of events, the safety of 
mcing, and the C0J'l!:,LJ"\..lction and equipment of 
karts and karting venues. 

Jean-Marie Bakstre was elected president of 

the CII< in October 1962. It was his !lrst official 

position within the FIA The C IT< was different 
to other FIA commissions because of the noture 

ufkarting. Circuits were shorter :md the facilities 

required were differmt from car racing. Also 
karting allowed competitors below the 

minimum age for car drivers. 

AJthough responsible to the CSI and 

ultimately the FLA, the C IK developed ~,lmost 

intn a fedcr.ttitJn in its own right, with specitic 

members (drawn from, or approveJ by, FIA 
Jnl'mht'rsJ, and its own GenerJI Assembly. 

The World Championship of Kartin~ 

started in l964 and was won by the lt;:i\ian 

Guido Safa. The rules fur World Championship 

karting have ch:inged over 4U years but the main 

title continues to be run for the 100cc direct

drive class - the descendants oF the origina l 
American karts. 

tt)day, the main category is Formub A, but 

in previous years there have been World 



Championship categories for Formula!( and its 

successor, Formula Super A Ka~ with larger 

engines and gearboxes that c:m nm on longer 

circuits were a British invention. formul,1 E, with 

250cc engines, now caJled Superkarts, had its 

own World title from 1983. The 125cc formula 

C gearbox karts a lso had their own 

J1ampio11sh.ip from that time. Formula C, now 

calJed Super-Intercontinental C, runs o n short 

circuits and has rules that are similar to the 

100cc categories. 

In 2003 there were nine official FIA kart 

championships: three on a world level and six 

European, .including a Junior championship for 

13 to IS-year-old drivers. 

Survey the Wodd Championshir rec;ults 

over the years and it becomes dear that the 

CIK's inFluence has been strong~,: in Europe, 

with rebtively fi:-w cumpetitors from tl,c USA, 

although there has been regular participation by 

Japanese driver"> and Brazil has bet>n 

represented consistently since a certain A Senna 

finished second in the d1ampionsh.ip in 1979 
and 1980. 

In most yenrs tl1e Wndd Champiorn,hip has 

been one single event. Kart racing is tkn:ely 
competitive and whilst several drivers who were 

later to win Grands Prix appear in the top three, 

a karting World Champion has yet to progress to 

Formula I World Champion. Ayrton Senna 

came closest, with those two second places. 

Karting has the advantage of allowing 

Jrivers to start r.icing when very young - from 

5Cven tu 10 year-; old, dcpL·nding on Lhe country. 

lt re4uires razor-sharp reactions, puts :.i 

pn:'mium on vehicle control and is very good for 

developing racccraft. The racing is always close 

and crowded :md the professionals have J lot of 

track time, witli practice, beat!> and finals; by 
comparison, car events provide fo•w1::·r 
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opp011-u11ities behind the wheel. Karting has 

proved a fine training ground for budding racing 

drivers, and at the very highest level costs about 

a quarter of a season in Formula 3 car r:idng. 

Strict regulations keep karting relatively 

inexpensive; 100cc karts have to be constructed 

in a certain way ,,·ithin fixed dimensions, arc not 

allowed suspension or the use of exotic 

materials. In some respects, kaning has led other 

furms of motor sport: 'slick' tyres, without tread 

patterns, were fitted to the tiny wheels of karts 

long before they appcnrcd on fulJ-size racing 

c.1r:.. In the early days all bodywork was 

forbiddcn, but now the 100cc dirl:!ct-drive and 

J25cL gearbox karts have prescribed bumpers 

and side fu.nders to prevent wheels tangling 

during close racing. Long-circuit Fom1ula E 

Su pe-rkarts are allowed more elaborate 

bodywork including limited aerodynamic 

devices. Although the six-speed Formula E 

machines are the fustcst karts - they can read1 

25( )km/h (155mph) and lap race circuits foster 

tl1an Formuln Ford single-seaters - in most 

countries Formula E is now predominantly an 

amateur category. 

Pierre Ugeux, whn w;1s to become the 

president of the CSJ in the 1970s, was president 

of the C IK for '>even years. He was followed by 
C harles Defrancesco from Switzerhmd and then 

in 1979 by Ernest Buser, also from Switzerland. 

After the CSJ became the FISA under Jean

Marie Balestre, the C lK gained even more 

autonomy; to tlie roint where the FIA agreed 

Lhat tl1c brting authority could be delegated to 

an ou~idc organization on an annual basis. In 

1997, witli Max Mosley as president of the FIA -

and the prospect of moving the FlA 
headquarters to Geneva - it vvas decided to 

c reate a legally separate institution, the 

Fedl;r::ttion Mondiale de Kdrting FJA ffMK-
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FIA), to be based in Switzerland and r\Jn by 
Ernest Buser. 

The FMK-FIA only lasted three years. An 
investigation conducted by the Work! Council 
for ~tlotor Sport conduded that karting would 
be better served if it was brought back into the 
overall Federation. The CIK was thus re-created 

and Yvon Leon. former secretary-generJl of the 
FISA and a consultant to the FlA, was elected to 
its presidency in 2000. Since then, the CU< has 
gradually become more integrated with the 
World CounLil for Motor Sport in the nev, 
structure of the FlA Ninety-three clubs are 

affiliated with the CIK. 
Discussions continue about future 

regulations and, in particula1; the use of high
revving t W<)-stroke engines which have been 

banned in some places for reasons of noise and 
e.xh::iust emissions. The CIK has taken an 
initiative by devising c1 World Formula, using a 

standard chassis design with a ISbhp, 20(h. 
four-stroke engine. These karts, the costs of 

which are carefully controlled, have proved 
increasingly popular for regional 

d1amrionships. 
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The HA estimates that there are sornl' 

-15,000 holders of kart racing licences in Europe 
and 11,500 in Japan. Leisure karting does not 
require competition licences so it is impossible 
tu judge the total number w ho go karting 

worldwide, but undoubtedly more pcopk 
participate than in any other rorm of motor 

sport. 
At an international level, karting has 

professional teams and drivers and whilst some 
use it as a stepping stone to full -'icilc motor 

racing. others are C( >ntL·nt to be the masters or 
their particular brand, of the sport. 

One such is Sauro Cesetti, an Italian drive1~ 
who had the satisfoction of beating Mid1ael 
Schumacher when the Formula I World 

Champion returned to karting for the final race 
of the five-round 2001 World Championship 
held in his home down of Kerpen. Mid1ael 

Schumacher loves karts and, most of ;:ill, loves to 
race. This time he finished second. but his very 

presence, wearing his Ferrari racing suit and 
helmet, in the category \\'here he first developed 
his racing skills, was a tribute to karting's place in 
the v.rider motor sporting world. 





THOSE WHO 
HAVE PRESIDED 
The 10 presidents who have graced the FIA in its first 
l00 years: 

Baron Etienne de Zuylen (France) 1904-1931 

Count Robert de Vogue (France) 1931-1936 

Viscount Jehan de Rohan (France) 1936-1958 

Count Hadelin de Liedckerke Beaufort 
(France) 1958-1963 

Prince Filippo Caracciolo di Castagneto 
Cltaly) 1963-1965 

Wilfrid Andrews (Great Britain) 1965-1971 

Prince Amaury de Merode 
(Belgium) 1971-1975 

Prince Paul Alfons von Mettemid-1 
(Germany) 1975-1986 

Jean-Marie Balestre (France) 1986-1993 

Max Mosley (Great Britain) from 1993 
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Outsiders find it surprising th:it the 
world's most important automobile 
instituLion has never been headed by a 

represcntatiw or the motor industry. Several of 
the FlA's prorrunent member clubs were 
l'Stablished by motor manufucturers and 
distributors as a way of encouraging business. 

It might have been different had it not been 
for Count Albert de Dion de Malfiance, who 
was the instigator of the corn.mittee that 
promoted the Paris-Borde:iux-Paris rnce in 1895, 
and formed the AutomobUe Club de Fr.:ince. 
His fellow founders of the' /\CF, Baron de 
Zuylen and Paul Meyan, rroposl'd Count de 
Dion as president but he dedined. De Dion
Bouton \Vas the most successful car and engine 
builder in rrance at that time - its steam trnctor 
put up the best performance in the Paris-Houen 
trial of 1894 - and the Count, who was to 
become a prominent politician in later life, 
thought it more appropriate for an independent 
motoring enthusiast to lead the club. Baron de 
Zuylcn h,rc1ciously accepted the presidency and 
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Count de Dinn beLanw vicl'-president. 
When the AIACR was est:nblished in l~U-1, 

the AC[-' gave it a home in the Place de la 
Concorde, Paris, ~rnd Baron de Zuylcn '"'as 
L' lected its first president. A rattern w;is set For 
the next 59 years the presidency of the AIACR 
,md the FIA would be held by a representative 
of the ACF Those who followed Baron de 
Zuylen had a sirni.brly arG.tncratic hackground. 
Of the 10 presidents in the FIA's 100 years, only 
three - Wilfrid Andrews, Jean-Marie Balestre 
and Ma,, Mosley - are without 11oble titles. 

By tradition, Lhough not decree, the FIA 
presidency is an honorary position. Some 
holders, with other business commitments, 
have really been non-executive chairmen, 
distinguished figurehe;ids rresenting policies 
decided in the Fed em ti on 's many commissions. 
In recent times, sta1ting w ith the energetic Jean
Morie Balestre, the president has taken n 'hands 
on' role in runni.ng the FlA's complex affairs. It is, 
as M~1x Mosley will attest, very mud1 a ~uU-time 
job. 



1904-1931 
Baron Etienne de Zuylen de Nyevelt 

The founding president of an organization 

dedicated to the furtherance of the horseless 
C11Tiage loved horses. Baron de Zuylcn saw no 

irony in this; the motor vehicle would relieve 
horses of their heavy duties and mistreatment. 

A5 weU as early automobiles, the Baron kept 
a stable of thoroughbred horses at his home in 
NeuUly, near Paris. Born in Belgium to a· 
prominent family of ambassadors and statesmen, 
Baron de Zuylen was a banker by profession and 

married into the Rothsd1ild family. 
The founder, with Count de Dion, of the 

committee that e5tablished the Paiis-Bordeaux
Paris race, he personally put up a 10,000 franc 
prize. Baron de Zuylen delighted in the 
company of other pioneer motorists. He was a 

fervent believer in the future of the automobile, 
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encouraged the great city-to-city races of the 
first decade of the 20th century, and worked 
hard with national authorities to facilitate cross

border motor tourism. 
His personal conta<J:s and expelicnce did 

much to expand the scope of the AlACR and its 

activities. 
Baron de Zuylen remained president of the 

AIACR for 27 years. He combined the ACF and 
AIACR presidencies until 1977. In 1931, at the 
age of 71, he announced his retirement as the 
head of the international organization and was 
nominated found ing president of honour -
whid1 gave him the right to continue attending 

AlACR meetings and vote in the same way as 
the representative of a national dub. Baron de 
Zuylen died in Nice in May 1934. 
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1931-1936 
Count Robert de Vogue 

Count Robert de Vogi.ie had succeeded Baron 
de Zuylen as the president of the ACF in 1922 
and a vice-president of the AIACR when the 

General Assembly asked him to take the 
presidency in 1931. 

Also from a family of diplomats, the Count 
was an officer in the Frend1 navy in the first 
World War and served with distinction, being 
awarded the Croix de Guerre and the Legion 
d'Honneur. After leaving the navy he applied 
himself with equal vigour to automobile and 
nautical activities. 

Earlier; he had been prominent in the ACF's 
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sporting commission and was derk of the course 
for the 1902 Paris-Vienna race, which induded 

the Gordon Bennett Trophy. At the fu-st Grand 
Prix in 1906, Count de Vogue, together with the 
Prince d.t\renberg and Q uinones de Leon, were 
the overnight guardians of the competing cars -

they were chosen for this task because they had 
no business connections with the car 
manufacturers. By the time that the Count de 

Vogue bad become president of the AlACR, 
Quinone de Leon, an honorary member; was the 

Spanish ambassador to Paris. Count de Vogue 
had only five years in the post. He died in 1936. 



1936-1958 
Jehan de Rohan-Chabot, Viscount de Rohan 

Once again, the president of the ACF was 
unanimously elected as the president of the 

AlACR. Viscount de Rohan, from a family with 
regal connections in France and Brittany, was to 

preside for 22 years, including the difficult period 
of the second World War, when the premises of 
the ACF and AJACR were annexed during the 

German occupation of France, the change of 
name and statutes in 1946 to fon11 the FIA, and 
the 50th anniversary celebrations in June 1954. 

A medical doctor by training, his first love 
was for things mechanical (he built his own 

motorcycle and motor boat at 16). Viscount de 
Rohan had served as a fighter pilot in the fust 
World War and later ran the French division of 
the BP oil company. He had traveUed widely and 
was well known for his diplomacy. 

Although he had an interest in motor sport, 
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Viscount de Rohan had specialized in traffic 
issues and had been president of the AIACR's 
touring commission, the C IT He was to be 
president of the OTA, the FIA's joint venture 

with the AlT, from 1950 to 1958. 
Jean-Jacques FrevDle, secretary-general of 

the FIA in the latter part of Viscount de Rohan's 
long presidency, describes h.im as: 'Having the 

sight of a doctor - he could see through people. 
He was very exacting to work for but respected 
by everyone.' 

At the General Assembly in October 1957, 
the 73-years old Viscount de Rohan tendered 
his resignation but he was persuaded to stay on 

as president When he did retire, a year later, he 
was made president of honour of the FIA and 
he continued to attend meetings until not long 
before h.is death in J968. 
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1958-1963 
Count Hadelin de Liedekerke Beaufort 

Until 1957, the FLA president was re-elected each 
year as a unanimous formality at the General 

Assembly. Then it was decided to set a three
year term. When he was persuaded to stay in 
office, Viscount de Rohan said that he would 
serve for only one more year. So in October 1958 
there was an election for a president to stand for 

the remaining two-year period. There were two 
candidates- the Franco-Belgian president of the 
ACF, Count Hadelin de Liedekerke Beaufort, 
and Prince Amaury de Merode, president of the 
RAC of Belgium. Count de Liedekerke Beaufort 

won the election, continuing the tradition of 
dual presidency with the ACF. 

A naturaUy charming man with a literary 
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background, he was described as 'moraUy and 
physically elegant'. 

Count de Liedekerke Beaufort's presidency 
- renewed for a full three years in 1960 - came 
at a low point in the FIA's history, when finances 
were stretched and there was an uncertain 

balance between sporting and touring activities. 
He was to need all his diplomat's skill to deal 
with the difficulties presented by the admission 
to the FLA of national clubs from Communist 
eastern Europe. In 1963, at the age of 76, he 

resigned as president of the FIA, although he 
continued as president of the ACF and, uke his 
predecessor, was made a president of honour of 
the Federation. He died in 1974. 



1963-1965 
Prince Filippo Caracciolo di Castagneto 

The first non-Frenchman to be FlA president 
was proposed by Count de Liedekerke. Prince 
Caracciolo, the president of the AC of Italy, was 
already a vice-president of the FlA. A multi
lingual career diplomat, holding a doctorate in 
economics and social science, the Prince was for 
five years the secretary-general of the 
consultative assembly of the Council of Europe. 

Prince Caracciolo had been made a special 
ambassador by the AC of Italy in 1944 and been 
able to arrange the seamless continuation of the 
dub and its membership of the FlA after the 
second World War and Italy's Mussolini era. He 
held presidencies of several international 
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organizations including Italia Nostra and Europa 
'ostra, both of which sought harmony between 

countries of Europe. He favoured a merger with 
the AIT but found it impossible to achieve. 

For the first time, the FlA had to adapt to 
working v,rith a president based outside France. 
Prince Caracciolo conducted activities from 
both Paris and Rome. It was an important nrst 
step in showing the world that the FIA really 
was the international body that it claimed to be. 
The promise of Prince Caracciolo's presidency 
was not fulfilled, for he died in July 1965, after 
less than tvvo years of his term of office. He was 
just 62 years old. 
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1965-1971 
Wilfrid Andrews 

Wilfrid Andrews, chairman of the RAC of 
Great Britain, took the FIA presidency across 
the English Channel for the first time. He was 73 

when elected and had a formidable reputation 
as a dictatorial chairman and as a public speaker. 

His approach at the RAC, where he had 
presided for three decades, was to champion the 
ordinary motorist, whid1 fitted well with his 

parallel chairmanship of the British Roads 
Campaign Council, a group which sought to 
persuade government of the need for and value of 
better roads. Tilis tribute was paid to him when 
he retired from the RAC: 'Wilfrid Andrews was, 
more than any man, responsible for getting the 

British motorway programme off the ground' 
At the time he became president, motor 

sport was becoming the dominant aspect of the 
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FlA. Wilfrid Andrews did not share the 
enthusiasm for racing and rallying of some of his 
predecessors - and successors. Furthermore, he 

regarded the RAC, and therefore the FIA, as a 
service rather than a business, whid1 created 
some difficulty at a time v,,hen motor racing was 
becoming more commercial. 

Although Wilfrid Andrews travelled a lot -

by chauffeur-driven car, of course - and had 
visited most countries of Europe, he did not 
speak Frend1. Conducting proceedings in 
English meant another adjustment for the FIA, 

its delegates and staff In fact, he rarely went to 
Paris, the secretary-general travelling to meet 
him in London instead. Wilfrid Andrews, who 
was held in respect rather than affection, died of 

cancer in 1975. 



1971-1975 
Prince Amaury de Merode 

Prince de Merode had stood n.vice befure for 

election as FIA president and been unsuccessful, 
but at the General Assembly in October 1971 he 

received a unanimous vote. He had been the 
president of the RAC of Belgium since 1955 and a 
vice president of the FIA since 1959. For five years 
he had presided over the FLA nnance comrrtittee. 

As Grand Marshal at the Belgian royal court, 
the Prince de Merode was well known 

throughout Europe but did not travel 
extensively on FIA matters. He did, however, 
apply himself ceaselessly to the de~nce of the 
motorist, nationally and internationally, and the 
problems of traffic management Jacques Sarrut, 
who began working at the FIA in 1971 and was 

to become secretary-general, describes Prince de 
Merode as 'a perfect gentleman of the old style'. 

We can appreciate that from a letter the 
Prince v,,rote in 1974 to members of the FIA in 

advance of the General Assembly: 'I felt a very 
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great pride for having been chosen by you to 
cany your Aag and the very pleasant feeling of 
being surrounded by affectionate friends on 

whom l could always rely and who were always 
ready to back me with their competency and 
service. I am fully aware that I have not always 
completely fulfilled your expectations and 
desires. But I was utterly and wholeheartedly 

dedicated to my rrtission. There comes a time 
when the tasks with which we are entrusted 
should be passed on to younger hands and I am 
therefore asking you not to propose me for a 
second tern,.' 

However, at the General Assembly in 

October, Prince de Merode was persuaded to 
continue for one more year. Stability was 
needed at a particularly difficult time - an oil 
crisis affected much of the industrialized world 
- and the Prince's 72-year old hands were 

reassuringly safe. 
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1975-1986 
Prince Paul Alfons Furst von Metternich-Winneburg 

Another Prince was waiting in the ,-vings but 
was at that time busily engaged with affairs of 
the CSI, of which he had been president for five 
years. Prince Paul Metternich, great-grandson of 
the 'man who shaped Europe' at the 1815 
Congress of Vienna and president of the 
German AvD, was 58 when he was proposed 
and elected to the highest position at 
the FIA. 

This was an enlightened move on the part 
of the FIA committee. Motor spo,t accounted 
fur the major share of the Federation's activities 
and in Prince Metternich they had an 
experienced competitor i.n racing and rallying 
and a confident chairman, who spoke five 
languages and had connections in the highest 
places. With his sporting and business 
background and the traditional values of one of 
Europe's most respected families, he was surely 
the ideal person to lead a moribund FIA into 
the modem world. 

Prince Metternich had driven Porsd,e and 
Mercedes in the Mille Nliglia, the Pan-American 
road race, and other endurance events, a Pegaso 
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in the Le Mans 24 Hours, and BMWs in 
European rallies. 

Though he t ried to show interest in every 
aspect of the FIA, those who worked with 
Prince Mettemid1 remember that he remained 
mostly involved ,-vith the sport. One recalls, 
·wryly, that 'carnets and tryptiques were not his 
cup of tea'. 

Actuall)~ offices and committee meetings 
were not much to his liking either. He gained a 
reputation as a d1am1ing man who travelled the 
world as an ambassador fur the FIA but shied 
away from its bigger problems. But he knew that 
the FIA, and the CSJ in particular, needed to be 
reorganized -and the man who was most likely to 
make it happen. Prince Metternich beHeved that 
Jean-Marie Balestre was the fighter who would 
reshape the CSI (as the FlSA) and when he had 
done so there was natural succession to the FIA 
presidency when he, Prince Metternich, retired. 

That was at the end of 1985. Prince 
Metternid, enjoyed a quieter retirement at his 
fine Schloss Johannisberg on the banks of the 
Rhine. He died in 1992, aged 75. 
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1986-1993 
Jean-Marie Balestre 

A Frenchman returned to the presidency but it 
was not a continuation of the ACF Lne. Far from 
it. Until the late 1970s, FlA elections had always 
been cosy affairs. Proposals for candidates were 
made from a small inner circle, and often elected 
unopposed. Jean-Marie Balestre, one of the 
founders of the FFSA in 1952 and its president 
from 1973, brought the ways of real-life politics 
to the Federation when he won the presidency 
of the CSI in 1978 and changed its name to the 
FISA 

Although he had been a member of the CS! 
for 10 years, Jean-Marie Balestre was regarded as 
an outsider by the FlA establishment. There was 
no love lost between the FFSA and the ACF -
which abdicated responsibiljty for motor sport 
in 1968 - and Jean-Marie Balestre called for a 
complete change in the ~tructure of the CSI and 
the way that motor sport was adminjstered. He 
took his vision of the future to the delegates 
from dubs around tJ,e world to en.hst their 
support Never before had the FIA seen this 
kind of electioneering. 

A self-made man who Founded the 
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magazine U-luto Journal and became a director
general of the e,xtensive Hersant media group, 
Jean-Marie Balestre has had a life-long interest 
and involvement in motor sport. His father, 
Joseph Balestre, who was a journalist, was tJ1e 
president of the Auto Moto Club of Saint-Remy 
de Provence and competed in speed events with 
an Arni.lcar. 

Jean-Marie Balestre was himself an amateur 
competitor in rallies and hill-climbs. He is 
particularly proud of the increase in number of 
competition licences issued and events 
sanctioned during his long tenure of the FFSA, 
of founding the karting commissions for France 
and witJ,in the CST - and of creating the FISA. 

The FISA, with .Jean-Marie Balestre as 
president, was seen by some as a step tmvards 
the sporting authority breaking away from the 
FIA. In fact, the intention was tJ1e opposite. 
AltJ,ough he did not make it widely known at 
the time, Jean-Marie Balestre's longer-term 
objective was aJso to be president of the FIA. 

He moved a step closer to tJ1at goal when he 
was appointed deputy president of the FlA in 
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1981 and was perfectly placed to succeed Prince 
Menemich when he retired at the end ofl985. 

No-one stood against him. 
With the full mandate - president of both 

the FIA and the FISA - Jean-Marie Balestre 
sought to bring the various factions of the 

Federation closer togethe1; speaking with one 
voice. Among the commissions and secretariat of 
the 'touring' side then:' was a rear that non
sporting activities would be diminished. That 
fear was unfounded. The president was well 
aware that some of the FlA's biggest member 
clubs were - and are - completely non-sporting. 

Even his closest associates admit that Jean
Marie Balestre is not easy to work for, or \\'ith. 
He was the Federation's first executive 
president, and yet also maintained his position 
with the FISA, the FFSA and the FFAC, the 
French federation of regional clubs. 

It may all have been too mud,. Reflecting on 
those days in December 2003, Jean-Marie 
Galestre said:'! was too ambitious.' 

But with the clarity of hindsight we can see 
that Jean-Marie Balestre ensured the very 
survival of the FIA. Weaker characters without 
his steely determination and political skill 
would have lost the Formula 1 battle and 

perhaps all of professional motor sport. He 
points out that the Arst paragraphs of the 1981 
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Concorde Agreement are the most important ,1:, 

they recognize the FlA's rights of owneP.>hip or 
the ·world Championship. Separating the 
spo1ting and commercial affairs was essential -

as controversies surrounding the Olym11ic 
Games and other great sporting events have 
since proved. 

We can see that Ma., Mosley's path to the 
FIA presidency was remarkably similar to Jean

Marie Balest.re's: a successful GJmpaign for the 
presidency of the FTSA and thence to the tnp 
job with the agreement of his predecessor. 

For Jean-Marie Balestre that meant 
abolishing the organization which he had 

created 14 years before. The FISA would once 
again become an integral part of the FIA In M,L-x 
Mosley's second year as president of FISA, he 
and Jean-Marie Balestre worked together on 
devising the FlA's current 'two-piJlar' structure, 
with the Senate as its supreme authority 

b,idging the parnllel motor sport :,md touring 
arms. Jean-Marie Balestre did not stand fix the 
FIA presidency in 1993 but became the first 

president of the FIA Senate. He was also made 
an FIA president of honour. 

He has ft'm:.iined :.in actjve participant in 
FIA aff.iirs ever since. Jean-Marie Bab,tre was 
asked to preside over the FIA Academy that \Wt,; 

established in 2()02.. 



from 1993 
Max Mosley 

Like Je,rn-Marie Balestre, Max Mosley moved 

from vocal and active oppositic)n to 

establishment rower: poacher turned 

gamekeepc1; as they say in Britain. He had been 
Bernie Ecclestonc's closest associate in the 

FOCA v FlSA war and, as FOCA's legal adviser, 

was one of the architects of the Concorde 

Agreement. 
When Max Mosley decided to stand ~or the 

FlSA presidency in 1991, he conducted his 

campaign w ith considerable skill, quietly 

gathering support from member dubs to the 

point where he had promises of a majority 

before his opponent was aware of his challenge. 

Max Mosley promised cairn stability at the 

FISA - though it turned out to be less peaceful 

and more controversial than he anticipated -
:md funned a good working relationship ,,·ith 

FIA president Jean-Marie Balestre. Together 

they planned the restructuring of the FIA, 

integrnting the FlSA as the World Motor Sport 

Cnuncil, and agreed on Max Mosley's 
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candidature for the FlA presidency \\·hen .lenn

Marie Balcstrc: stood down in June 1993. A late 

challenge by Jeffrey Rme, chairman of the 

British RAC, was withdrmrn on the day of the 

election, when it became clear that l\ lnx Mosley 

had majority support. 
Jeffrey Rose said that he made hi-, bid 

because Max Mosley did nnt represent a 
national automobile club and lacked crc<lihility 

in the wider world of motoring els his 

e,,perience was entirely in motor sport. Other.

had similar misgivings, butt\ lax Mosley \\'as able 

to convince them of his commitment to the 

non-sporting aspects of the FIA, in partiLular 

the role that it cou ld play in impro\'ing mad 
safety. 

!\lax Mosley's fami ly background b 

intere'.>ting and unusual: the son nf Sir Oswald 

l\ losley, the leader of the British Fascist<; in the 

l930s, and \\riter and socialite Diana l'vlitford, he 

was eduecitcd in Britain, France and Germany. 

and so is 11uently multi-lingu,11. J\t Oxfrird 
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Uniwrsity, where he re:.1d physics, he was the 

se-:retary of t he Oxford Union, a debating 

society that is usually a springboard to a career 

in politics. But he d1ose to train as a lawyer, 

becoming a barrister specializing in patent and 

trademark law. In his leisure time Ma.x Mosley 

went motor racing, at Arst: with a Clubman's 

sports car, then progressing to international 

Formula 2 driving Brabham and Lotus cars. He 

retired from race driving in 1969 to be one of the 
founders of March Engineering, a br.wc new 

racing car constructor that was to have six 

Fom1ula I cars -:ompeting in its first full season. 

So, ror the first time for generations, the FlA 
was to be rw1 by a relatively young man with 
top-line raci11g experience. Max Mosley was 53 
ye",HS old when he assumed the presidency. He 

ha:, twice been re-elected, ead, time unupposcd 

His present tenn is due to expire in 2005. 
Ma.x Mosley's pledge th:.1t the F!A should 

m:ike a difrerence in the world outside motor 
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rm:ing has been more than fulfilled by the 

EuroNCAP crash test programme, dn::.e 

involvenwnt in the 'auto oil' anJ exh;:iust 

emissions discussions, a series of international 

conferences and seminars on motoring and 

sporting issues,and the Federntion's high profile 

at the Eu ropean Commbsinn and Parliament 

and the United Nations. Wilhelm Lyding, vice

president of thl' German ONS, 5aid at a 

conference in 2002: 'Mox Mosley's non

sporting work makes the FIA one of the most 

important NGOs (non-governmental 

organizations) in the \•vorld.' 

Mntm spnrt has funded these activities and 

Max Mosley's legacy to the Fl.A will be seen a~ 
the sale oF a 100-year lease of the commercial 

rights for Formula I, the proceeds from whid, 

not only give the FIA lasting Financial security 

but have enabled the establishment of the RA 
foundation to caJTy out research work of benefit 

to motorists all overthe world. 



FIA presidmt Max Mosley addrrssi11g the 2003 Gene.rd Aw>m/Jly in Riris. 
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MAKING AN IMPACT 
The FIA has made great strides in devising regulations to 
improve safety in motor sport. Applying the saml' thinking 

to road cars inspired EuroNCAP, a crnsh test programme 
that has brought safety to prominence in the marketing of 
new cars. It is part of a wider campaign for road safety that 
has global scope and only one of a series of initiatives to 
deal with the current issues surrounding the automobile. 
The FIA has taken an active role in debates on the car and 

the environment, exhau~t emissions legislation, the 
composition of motor fuels, standardization of vehicle 
regulations, and new technology as it affects the motori~t. 
This work has given the FIA a ~trong voice in the wider 
rnotoring world as it looks to the future of the automobile. 
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EuroNCAP stands for Europe:.m New Car 
Ac;sessment Programme. It is an index of 
the passive safety (occup:mt protection) 

of production road cars, based on the results of 

scientific crash tests. The European 
Comm.ission has describcJ it as 'the most cost
eftective car sakty measure in 20 years'. 
EuroNCAP, ~1s it operates today, owes it::. 
existence to the FIA. 

Appropriately, the idea started From motor 

racing - :ilthough in the s<1ddest of 
Lircumstances. Ayrton Senn:i ,,vas killed in the 
1994 San Marino Grand P1ix in an unexplained 

accident vvhen his car hit a concrete barrier at 
more than 300km/b 086mph). Formula I had 
to revie,,· its safety regulations. A safety working 
group was set up, chaired by Professor Sid 
Watk.ins, a neuro-surgeon who is the Formula I 
ml'dical d1ief Max· Mosley suggested that it 

looked first at best pnKtice elsewhere: 'Let's sec 
what governments do in setting standards fur 
mad cars.' 

Max Mosley was horrified. The group 
learned that the European legislation covering 
crash tests had not d1anged in 20 years. As it 
stood, there was a 50km/h (30mph) frontal 
a-ash into a sol.id concrete barrie1; the main 

purpose of which wJs to prove that the steering 
column did not intrude into the passenger 
compartment and i11jurc the driver. Rncing had 
already progressed way beyond that, with crash 
tests designed to me::isure the deformable 
structure of Formula I car nose sections 
introduced in 1985 :ind since then more 
vigorous Standards for struci:urJl rigidity and the 
'surviv·al cell' of the cockpit 

The chances of injury in a road accident 
were greater than in a racing car travelling at 
much higher speed. Some 25,000 car occupants 

were killed in the European Un.ion every year. 
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Despite what happened at lroola in 1994, the 
death and serious injury rewrd in Formula I 
racing had improved by 90 per cent since the 
1970s, although speeds on the track had 
increased considerably in that time. 

Proposals for tighter and more mean.ingful 
safety standards for road cars had been made in 
the 1980s but they had become caught between 
two divisions of the European Commission -
the transport directorate was keen to adopt 
them but they were blocked by the industry 
cLrectorate. The car manufacturers had lobbied 

the latter to ease the new crash test rules, 
implementing them in n,vo stages - the first of 
which most thcn-Lurrent cars would pass 
without modification. There was a draft 
directive before the European Parliament calling 
for the fu·st phase to be introduced in l995 
although the second would not be enfurced 
before 2004. 

The FIA recognized that here was a 
worthwhile campaign that could bring a 
significant improvement in road safety. Through 

its new Brussels office run by David Ward, the 
FIA sponsored an intergroup for Automobile 
Users at the European Parliament, d1aired by 
AJan Donnelly lV[EP, the rapporteur on motor 
industry matters. 

A detailed dossier was prepared wh.ich Alan 
Donnelly submitted to the Parliament. lt 
incorporated researdi from the European 
Experimental Vehicles Committee, the results 

of crash tests conducted by FIA member clubs, 
and its safety experience in motor spo1t Max 
Mosley attended the public hearing of the 

European Parliament Economic and industrial 
Policy Committee in March 1995 and took ·with 
him Gerhard Berger, the Austrian Formula I 
driVl'r, ,.,vhose presence ensured wide pubLcity 
- and ,\·ho spoke convincingly about the safety 
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example set by motor racing. As a result of this 

lobbying, on 12 July 1995 the European 
Parliament unanimously adopted 44 pages of 
amendments to the draft d irective, effectively 
reinstating the original 1980s crash test 

proposals, and these were subsequently 
accepted by the European Commission and the 

Council of Ministers. 
ACEA, the trade association of the 

European motor industry, ""as deeply opposed 
to the changes and sought a compromise. Alan 
Donnelly and Max Mosley persuaded Martin 
Bangemann, European Commissioner for 

Industrial Affairs, that there should be no more 
discussion. The revised legislation - which 
eliminated the first phase of the diluted 
directive - would take effect from October 1998 
fur models newly introduced to the market and 
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2003 fur all new cars sold. It gave Europe the 

world's toughest car safety standards. 
The introduction of the new crash tests 

represented a notable success for the FIA in its 

role as a political force. Some of the FIA's 
member clubs, whid1 had lucrative deals to 
provide car manufacturers' roadside assistance, 
were nervous about disagreeing so publicly with 
the motor industry. Others disapproved of the 
FIA becoming involved in European politics at 

all. EuroNCAP would convince them that Max 
Mosley had moved in the right direction. 

Euro ICAP was formally set up in 1996 and 
published its first results in February 1997. Its 
crash test procedures were broadly in line with 

the forthcoming EU regulations - a 56km/h 
(35mph) fronta l crash into an offset and 
deformable barrier and a 50km/h (30mph) side 
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imract ot a height of 300mm. But \vhere 
legislation ,t1:s only minimum stmdards fur 
integrity, EuroNCAP could pruvide 

compar.itive data shr,wing how for an individud 
model exceeded the legal r~quirement. 

1t is \\/Orth noting here th,1t the EU 
legislation does not require the fitting of airbags 
but thnt this equipment is essential fnr a good 

re<.ult in the EumNCAP test~. The crash test 
car's dummy occupanb are of ::i standard type, 
with instruments mcusuring the various fon:es 
on them during the imract. from these figures, 
:.md an e.,xaminntion of the vehicle after the 
crash, experts can assess the degree of injury to 
real people that would be likdy in ::in equivalent 
ro:id accident. 

The test regime of EuruNCJ\P was based 
on procedures developed by the insurance 
industry in the States. Britain's lhrnsport and 
Road Research Laboratory had studied the 
European application of the American 

prngrammc and asked the l7lJ\ fur advice and 
assistance. Soml' member clubs, notably the 
f\OAC in Germany, were already carrying out 
such tests, ,1s were government departments in 

the Netherlands and Sweden. At the su~estion 
of the FJA they pooled resources for this 
Europe-wide programme, and other 
automobile clubs, as well as consumers' 
associations and, indeed, the EU itself, were to 
become involved as sponsors and to publicize 
the results. Fl.A president Max Mosley was the 
first chairman of EuroNCAP 

The idea was to give star rnt ings so that the 
huyers could compare directly the saby 
pruvisions of cars of the same size and type. 

When it became clear that the public was taking 
notice, the car co1npanies w hose products had 
not done well in d,e init ial batch of tests 
denounced this ' unofficiaJ' safety league table 
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and called on the EU to stop its f uncling. 
Now aU concerned accept that EuroNCAP 

is a successful mechanism for raising safety 
standards. There arc star ratings for a 
combination of the results for the frontal crash 
(increased to 64km/h, 40mph) and side impact 

tests, :md fur another test that assesses the likely 
injuries to a pedestrian hit by the car travelling at 
40km/h (25mph). EuroNCAP also publishes 
peix:entage points scores fur each test. A later 
development was the he-ad protection test in 
which the car is propelled sideways at 29krn/h 

08mph) into a rigid pole. This made a five-star 
result achievable. 

At the beginning, four-star cars were 
e.'\'.ceptional and two stars not unusual. Now 
four stars are the norm and manufacturers that 
have five-star models are keen to advertise the 
bet. Those cars with embarrassingly low scores 

have either been withdrawn from the market or 
modified :md improved. The data suggests that 
n driver or front seat passenger is 37 per cent 

more likely to survive an accident in a five-star 
car than in one that meets the minimum 
standard set by the latest legislation. 

EuroNCAP achieved what 30 years of 
American laws, safety activist Ralph Nader, and 

sewral highly publicized vehicle recalls failed to 
do: it made safety an important factor in the car
buying decision. 

In 1998, the FIA took an active role in setting 
up the first genuinely pan-European road safety 
campaign. Backed by the EC, national 
governments and its member clubs, the '10 
,;;econds' campaign was ro raise awareness of the 

preparations that aU drivers and passengers 
should take before the start of every car journey. 
In other words, to use their seat belt<.. Motor 
sport personalities including Formula l World 

Champion Michael Schumacher and World 



l\yrron Se,.,," s demit in 1994 led quickly to the imrcx-/11<1io11 of additimwl cockpit protection. 

Raliy Champion Carlos Sainz supported this 

campaign. Members of the public were invited 
to ride on a sprung sled to experience the forces 
involved in an impact and the value of a seat 
belt. 'Ten seconds that can save your life' proved 

a powerful message. 
The safety working group established by the 

FIA World Motor Sport Council after Ayrton 
Senna's death concluded that the only 
acceptable safety objective should be zero 
fatalities and serious injuries. That required a 
'systems approach' to the problem, which 
involved not only the driver and car but also the 

circuit infrastructure and the administration of 
the event. It was assumed that accidents would 
happen; the challenge was to minimize the 

effects. The FLA called this Formula Zero. 
A road safety programme called Vision Zero 

was introduced in Sweden in 1997. lt emphasized 
that deaths and personal injuries had to be 
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eliminated, but did not assume that all accidents 

could be avoided. Human beings will make 
mistakes but those should not lead to loss of life 
or serious injury. Vision Zero is based on shared 

responsibility for safety between road users and 
those who are in charge of the structure and 
function of the road transport system. 

There was a realization t hat these two 
strategies - one for motor racing, the other for 
road safety - were, in principle, the same. 1n 95 
per cent of road accidents, driver error is a 
contributory factor. But with the Formula Zero 

approach, changing driver behaviour through 
information, education and training is combined 
with the consideration of the road environment 
in whid1 this behaviour takes place. 

In a policy document issued in 2001, the 
FIA identified four priority areas to improve 

driver safety over a JO-year period: education 
(including more advanced training, particularly 



/11 1/,e FIA's 'ten seconds' seat belt campaign people 111ere invited to experience 1/1e forces of a head-on impact. 
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for new and young drivers); the use of seat belts 

fi..-ir every journey; a responsible attitude to speed 

(by drivers and authorities, who should set 

speed Llmits to engender compliance); and a 

continuing awareness campaign on the dangers 

of driving under the influence of alcohol or 

drugs. Car safety 1,,vas covered by the tougher 

crash test legislation and EuroNCAP but more 

attention was required to pedestrian safety and 

child seats. Fina lly, it pointed out that the 

benefits from raising driving standards and the 

safety design of cars \VOlild be undermined if 
mads were unsafe or poorly maintained. Road 

design and modernization are central to the 

Formula Zero strategy. The FIA called for a 

recognized EU-wide road audit system along 
the lines of the European Road Assessment 

Programme (EuroRAP) which identifies and 

grndes roads that pose an unaCLt.:ptable safety 

risk. The FlA is an active partner in EuroRAP 

While the safety pmgramme was gaining 

momentum, the FIA also began to play a leading 

role in the drive towards deaner cars. This was, in 

a sense, development of the policy funnulated at 

the 1992 Round Table held nt the Rfo 'Earth 

Summit'. Inn joint <;tatement in 1996, the AlT and 

the FIA dedared their support for the goals of the 

1992 United Nations Framework Convention on 

Climate Change but expressed concern about 

the European Commission's approach to carbon 

dioxide emission from passenger cus. The EC 

had issued a document proposing controls but 

seemed to disregard the fact that cars accounted 

fur only 12 per cent of total carbon dioxide 

emissions in the EU and only half the CO2 
emissions from the tnmsport sector. 

The FIA took an early initiative on carbon 

sequestration. This approach, complimentary to 

reducing the burning of fossil fuels, increases the 

abiLty nf the earth to re-absorb greater amounts 
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of carbon dioxide. Sequestration occurs 

naturally through plant photosynthesis, the 

reaction of carbon dioxide and sunlight, so 

planting and growing trees is a 'carbon offo;;et' 

project which can make a contribution to 

international efforts to curb global wanning. By 

its very nature, Formub l racing cannot be a fuel 

economy (and therefore CO~ reducing) 

example fur everyday cars. 'fo deflect possible 

criticism of Formula l's consumption, the HA 

became a founder participant in Scolel Te, a 

pilot programme for carbon sequestration and 

community forestry in Chiapas, Mexico. 

Through the lntemational Carbon 

Sequestration Federation, the FIA agreed to 
rurchase 5000 tons of'proto-carbon credits' per 

year; which offsets the CO2 emissions from a 

season of Formula l racing. 

In November 1997, in Brussels, a joint 

AJT/FIA Euroconference, Air Quality & the 

Car, brought together all the key participants in 

the 'Auto-Oil' package and resulted in a series of 

recommendations which subsequently passed 

into European law: Auto-Oil, whid1 started in 

1993, was a revolutionary idea because lor the 

first time it brought together the industries on 

the two sides of the vehicle emissions issue -

the vehicle and engine manufacturers and the 

fuel companies. The EC,governments of the EU 

states, the FIA, AIT and other non

governmental organizations were also involved. 

This was concerned less with carbon 

dioxide and global wam1ing and more with 

harmful pollutants: carbon monoxide, 

hydrocarbons, oxides of nitrogen and 

particulates. The EU legislation that emerged in 

1998 after long discussions at the Auto-Oil 

forum included tough, staged regulations to 

control these emissions (up to the so-called 

'Euro 4' which will apply from 2005). 
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Complying with the new rules would require 

an improvement in the quaLty of petrol and 
d iesel fuel - notably a sharp reduction in 

sulphur content - something for vvhich the FIA 
had been campaigning. President Mosley said: 
'The car is often depicted as the principal cause 
of poor air quaLty. In fact, the latest cars are 40 
t imes cleaner than vehicles of the past. They can 
be made cleaner still. The 21st century must 
become the era of the ultra-dean car. The 

technology exists to make this possible.' 
Of particular importance to the FIA and 

AlT's member clubs was its campaign to gain 
unrestricted access to on-board diagnostic 

systems (OBDs) in cars. Already mandatory in 
the USA, these electronic devices were about to 
become compulsory for new rnodels in the EU 
Their purpose was to detect and warn of any 
emissions-related malfunction. While uniform 
connectors and the provision of repair 

information were guaranteed in the United 
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States by the Clean Air Act, manufacturers in 

Europe had each developed their own systems, 
accessible only to official dealers. This made the 
job of roadside assistance services run by FlA 
members difficult and sometimes impossible. 

The legislation - and the EU block exemption 
regulations affecting the motor trade - required 
manufacturers to make the OBD electronic 
codes generally available. 

The OBD stance was a specific practical 

requirement, generally applauded by FIA 
member clubs. But the Federation's position in 
the broader environmental picture took some 
members by surprise as it was standing 
alongside pressure groups which were regarded 
as anti-car. How could that liaison be reconciled 

with the FlA's founding objective of promoting 
the cause of automobilism' 

This was, indeed, an intellectual change of 
position. Ma,-x Mosley reasoned that applying all 
available ted1nology to make the cars as clean as 



possible removed the arguments that opponents 

rnight have for restricting their use. By reducing 

the social costs of the car, there would be no 

reason fur city centre bans. Traffic congestion 

would remain a problem but, with safe and ultra

clean cars, that was not a matter of publiL health. 

In fact, congestion was, and is, one of the 

foremost issues fur the future. Recognjzing this, 

the FIA became involved in ERTICO, Intelligent 

Transport Systems and Services - Europe, a 

body that exists to accelerate the introduction of 

electronic systems that promise to enhance 

safety and mobility In June 2001 Max Mosley 

was elected chairman of the supervisory board 

of this publidprivate partnership embracing 90 
organizations from the transport and electronics 

industries, public authorities, infrastmcture and 

service providers, and research institutes. Its 

objective is to make ITS, Intelligent Thmsport 

Systems, part of everyone's daily lire. 

ITS has a role in private and public 

transport, commercial vehicles, and traffic 
managemenl Examples where it can bring safer 

and more efficient use of cars include: telem.atics 

providing traffic information; navigation systems 

that not only find the route but also locate a 

parking space; driver assistance like collision 

warning and avoidance and v1s1on 

enhancement; and speed alert and control. 

Max Mosley says: 'ITS is widely accepted as 

the way forward to achieving the goal of 

sustainable mobility while at the same time 

improvi11g the quality of life. Already the great 

strides made in ITS technology are improving 

the safety of our roads, decreasing journey times 

and encouraging multi-mode transport use 

whilst alh:viating the impact of transport on the 

environment' 
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This broad application of electronics is the 

21st century equivalent of mechanical evolution 

of the motor car that has occupied the FIA 
through most of its first century In this Held, 

perhaps more than any otl,er, partnership is the 

key. Inventing and producing something brilliant 

is not enough; vehicles are becoming integrated 

with the infrastructure. Manufacturers and 

service providers must work to the same rules. 

Providing a global conduit, an independent 

international forum, has alv,~ays been a strength 

of the FIA. In the past, it has regularly called for 
hut only occasionally achieved 

standardization of vehicle and traf-Rc regulations. 

But in 1998 the Ff A was able to make an 

important contribution to an international 

treaty on future vehicle st111c.lar<ls negotiated by 

the United Nations Economic Commission for 
Europe. This gained global scope after a l99fi 
conference on the subject in Washington DC, 

USA, that was co-sponsored by the FIA. 
Working Party 29 of the UNECE was renamed 

the World Forum for the 1-larmonization of 

Vehicle Standards. 

Previous attempts at ham1oniwtion had 

been thwarted by countries that u:.cd arcane 

regulations as trade barriers to protect their 

Jomestic industries. There i~ no room for that 

today. That is partly because of the globalization 

of the mntor industry 

But .. 1 more important reason is that while 

we can admire tl,e cult of the individual, as a 

personalit)j a car, or a behaviour trait, freedom of 

rnovcment in an ever-more crow<led v,orld 

requires organization by the application of 
technology. And that means universal standards, 

with everyone, at leJst ted,nically, :,pe;:iking the 

some language. 





A SOLID 
FOUNDATION 
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Monies received from the commercial rights of Formula l 
racing have been used to establish the independent FIA 
Foundation for the Automobile & Society. Its brief is to 

conduct and encourage research that will pursue the 
original objective of the FIA: to ensure the unity of the 
automobile movement and safeguard its interests in all 
countries. The FIA Foundation took over work in progress 
in safety and environmental issues and provided the 

catalyst for the first United ations debate on global road 
safety in 2004. It also published The Automobile and 
Society, an important study on the impact of the car in the 
modern world and the implications for the future. In 2004 
the FIA Motor Sport Safety Institute took over some of the 
research, partly funded by the FIA Foundation. 
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The sale of a JOO-year lease on the 
commercial rights for Formula 1 r.icing 
allowed the FIA Foundation for the 

Automobile & Society tu be established with an 
endowment of 300 million dollars. The 
Foundation is a d1aritable trust, registered in the 
United Kingdom and both legally and 

financially independent of the.> rederation. It has 
members in its ovvn right, national motoring 
duhs from the FIA and AJT. 

When it was formed in 2001. the 
Foundation took From the Federati1rn 

responsibility for the background work on safety 
- in motor sport and on the road - c..xhaust 
emissions and vehicle regulations, as well as 

education and academic studies on the 
d1anging role of the car in society. ln addition to 
its own research it is able to offer support to 
other projects through a grants programme, 
provided that applications meet the 
Foundation's objectives. Those on:: 

- To disseminate the results of researd1 and 
provide information in any matter~ oF public 

interest which include road saJety, automobile 
technology, the prot1::ctiun and preservation of 
human life .me.I public health, tr.msport and 
public mobility and the protection of the 
environment. 

- 'fo promote the improvement of safety in 
motor sport, and of drivers, passengers, 
pedestrians and other road users. 

Its trw,tees are drawn mostly but not 

exclusively from the senior officers of tbe FIA 
(among those from outside the organization is 
ATi Vatancn, the Finnish lVIEP and 1981 \ 1\/orld 
Ra!ly Champion). The founding cl1aim1::in is 
Rosario Alessi, the distinguished lormer 
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president of the Automobile Cluh of Italy. 
David YVard has been the Foundation ·s director
general from the outset 

The Foundation continues the FIA's 
participation in EuroNCAP, EuroRAP and the 
carbon sequestration progranm1e in Mexico. A 
glance at the report of its activities for 2002 

shows that in its first year it ran sL'< major 
projects internally and gave Hnancial support, 
totalling more than 4 million Euros, to 23 others. 

For some years, the FIA had sought to push 
road safety higher on the international public 
policy agenda. The en.vironmentaJ lobby had 

been successful in getting the attention of 
governments and international bodies in the 

1990s; in the first decade of the 21st century, road 
safety should raise its political profile. 

So, at the core of the Foundation's road 
safety work is an effort to highlight the rapidly 
rising number of deaths and serious injuries 

worldwide. The World Health Organisation 
estimates that 80 per cent of the I million-plus 
road deaths a year are in developing countries 

and that by 2020 road tmffic injuries will have 
risen from ninth to third place globally as a cause 
of death or disability. 

The foundation organized a major 
conference on global road sal'ety, Sharing 

Responsibility for Safer Roads, in London in 
2003. Speakers included the din::ctur-general of 
the WI 10, Gro Harlem Brundtland, transport 
minister from the United Kingdom and Costa 
Rica, representatives from the car industry, the 
v'kirld Bank, and the Ambassador of Oman to 
the UN, Ft.tad Mubarak Al T bnai. Following thi:;, 

conference the WHO designated 2004 World 
Health Day (7 April) to road safety and the 
Oman Ambassador tabled resolutions to tl1e 
UN General Assembly in New York, 

culrninating in a unique debate of global road 



April 14, 2004 - L'11ited N<1tions GP11enli Asse111/Jly holds its ji1't ever de/1<1te 011 m<uf snfery. 
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safety issues on 14 April. 
Road safety has never p reviously had this 

kind of attention at a world level. The 
Foundation has helped to finance the WHO's 
five-year st rategy for road traffic injury 

prevention, supported the publication of a joint 
W HO-World Bank report on the issue, and 
encouraged the o-eation of a focal point within 
the Un ited Nations to deal with road safety 

issues. 
Although the U I has a maritime 

organization and an aviation authority, there is 
no dedicated agency for road safety. The 
Foundation has been a leading advocate for the 
formation of such a coordinating body linked to 
the United Nations Economic Commission for 
Europe's working parties for traffic safety and 
vehicle standards. In January 2004, these road 

safety activities received strong endorsement 
from UN seo-etary-general Kofi Annan. He 
applauded the FIA Foundation for 'their 
leadership and the initiative they have taken'. 

Continuing to think globally, the FIA 

Foundation joined the Partnership for Clean 
Fuels and Vehicles, an organization founded 
after the 2002 World Summit on Sustainable 
Development in Johannesburg, South Africa, 
with the aim of improving fuel standards and 

reducing vehicle emissions in developing 
countries where urban air pollution is a serious 
and growing problem. 

The Partnership, which is run m 
conjunction w ith the United Nations 
Environment Programme (UI\TEP) in Nairobi, 

Kenya, assists in the transfer of experience and 
technology from the industrialized world. 
Among its objectives is the phasing-out of 
leaded petrol. The Foundation is enlisting the 
help of member clubs in this campaign. 

The success of the EuroNCAP in providing 

star ratings as an index of car safety led the 
Foundation to a similar formula for the toxic 
emissions and carbon dioxide output of cars 

sold in Europe. For the EcoTcst, the research 

,'ltlidwel Sdw111i1dwr j/wdml l,y Oc111itl l lfor/, dim tor-w11mtl of 1/,e FIii Fo1mrl,11ioll, ,md 5<'<111111.S Bremum, /ri,/111mL<pon 111i11isu,r, 
,11 d,e signilll;O/ 1/,,, Europe,111 R<~ul Safety Gumer i11 Dublin, April 2004. 
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laboratory of the ADAC in Germany was 
commissioned to test a series of popular can, 
and give them star ratings on a combination of 
e,xhaust emissions; as with EuroNCAP, this 
produced league tables of improvement over the 
legal requirements for various classes of car. The 
results were publicized and posted on the FIA 

Foundation website. It is fair to say that the car 
buying public has not accepted the EcoTest 
with the same enthusiasm as the safety tests, 
probably because results have to accommodate 
two quite different factors - toxic pollutants and 
carbon dioxide, which is not harmful to 

humans but is nevertheless a contributor to 
global warming. 

The major report, The Automobile and 
Society, published in 2003, is an essential 

bedrock for the Foundation's work on 
sustainable mobility. By examining the impact 
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of the car on modern industrialized society, it 
evaluates the opportunities and problems of car 
u e and provides indications for the future. 
Introducing the report, Rosario Alessi, chairman 
of the FIA foundation, said: 'The way in which 
rich industrialized societies live with the car 
today will, in many respects, be reflected in the 

ways new automobile societies develop 
tomorro\\~• 

Apart from bringing together all the 
relevant data - numbers of cars, distance 
travelled, traffic density, safety and 
env ironmental stat istics, transport costs and 

expenditure - the study surveyed 12,000 
motorists in eight countries: Canada, France, 
Germany, Italy, Japan, Spain, United Kingdom 
and United States of America. 

The report starts with the premise that car 

use had more than doubled in the last quarter of 
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the 20th century and that in the ne,'<t 20 years it 

is predicted to increase by 40 per cent in 
industriaUzed countries and by 90 per cent 
across the whole world. Nowhere is there 
evidence that motorization has reached a limit; 
in the United States there are already more cars 
(or personal vehicles, as light trucks, sport-utility. 

and multi-purpose vehicles are included) than 
there are adult persons. A great majority of 
those interviewed in this international study 
depend on the car, would find it difficult to live 

without one, and are prepared to absorb a 
surprising amount of financial pain to continue 
using it. 

The prospects, held out by OECD and EU 
policy statements, of de-coupling transport 
demand from economic growth - reducing car 
use in favour of other forms of transport, by road 

charging and other fisca l measures - are not 
promising. 'In many respects', the report 
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observes, 'society has restructured itself around 
the car. Governments are only too aware how 
sensitive the public can be to taxation and 
constraint of their mobility.' 

It proposes a re-mixing of the blend of 
policy instruments, combining technical 
progress (the cars, roads and ITS) with demand 
management (to tackle traffic congestion) to 
create a consensus for change. This approach 

recognizes that the car will remain the transport 
mode of choice, but is mud1 safer and cleaner 
than before and that technology will bring more 
progress that can further reduce the negative 
effects of the car. 

This is the FIA Foundation supporting one 
of the FlA's founding principles - safeguarding 
the interests of the automobile movement -
while facing the realities of the 21st century. The 
Foundation also looked at the issue from the 
opposite direction. It provided funding for a 
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This dmmatic accident at Le Mans led tire FIA Fo,mdcuion to examine the aerodynamic stabiliry of mcing sports cars. 
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high-level symposium on urban mobility 
organized by the Automobile Club of Italy in 
October 2002 and commissioned a further 
international study on the mobility of the 

poorest and most e,-xcluded sections of society, 
which was published in 2004. 

About 50 per cent of the FIA Foundation's 
research funds have been used for motor sport 
safety projects. In Formula l this included 
working with DaimlerChrysler, the parent 

company of Mercedes-Benz, on the adaptation 
of the HANS neck support device whid1 had 
been developed in the United States and whid1 
became compulsory for the 2003 season; 
research on improving wheel tethers to reduce 
the risk of wheels flyi.ng off cars in race crashes; 
and the replication of accidents to see what 
lessons could be learned for improved safety. It 

carried out an urgent prognimme of research 
into the aerodynamic stability of racing sports 

cars - some of which had taken to the air, in one 

case with fatal consequences. The result was a 
proposal that was adopted by the FIA World 
Motor Sport Council and became part of the 
2004 technical regulations. Fire-resistant 
clothing for rally drivers to use in hot conditions 

was also the subject of study as were improved 
fences for motor racjng circuits, and a crash test 
programn1e for karts with the aim of making 
this starting point in motor sport as safe a~ 

possible. 
After two busy years of this work, the FIA 

and the FIA Foundation could see an advantage 
in separating the motor sport research and 
entrusting it to a specially-created body \\·ith 
specific expertise. Thus, a proposal was made at 
t he World Motor Sport Council in spring 2004 
to fom1 the FIA Institute For Motorsport Safr:ty. 

This was to be established in Paris on the same 
non-profit legal and fiscal basis as the FIA. The 

Raring driwr pm1t,-1im1 - ilw I 11\1\'S neck wppon d,,,,i,1,. 
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chairman, Professor Sid Watkins, and technical 
adviser, Peter Wright, both head FIA sporting 

commissions. 
The Institute assumes responsibility for 

non-regulatory safety activities for motor sport. 

These include research into vehicle design, 
driver equipment, circuit design, rescue facilities 
and race organization; training of officials and 
circuit personnel in safety procedures; and 

monitoring motor sport safety trends. 
The FIA Foundation will be the primary 

source of finance for the Institute, but instead of 
requiring a separate application for ead1 research 
project it would be possible for the Foundation 

to make a single annual grant to cover all the 
Institute's project costs. The Institute will also 
obtain funding from motor manufacturers and 
other commercial organizations active in motor 

sport. 
Membership of the Institute is open only to 

FIA-affiliated national automobile dubs, but 
associate membership ( without voting rights) is 
available to other interested parties, from 
manufacturers to circuit owners and research 

laboratories. The inaugural general meeting of 
the FIA Institute for Motorsport Safety was due 
to take place in October 2004, at the time of the 

FIA General Assembly. 

Professor Sid \Hukins heads the 11ewly-fom1ed FIA Motor Sport Safery lnsri111te. 
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THE ROAD AHEAD 
The centenary of the FIA in 2004 was an appropriate 
point to streamline the organization. The World Council 
for Touring and the Automobile became the World 
Council for Mobility and the Automobile and adopted the 

regional structu re of the Alliance Internationale de 
Tourisme (AIT) in expectation of a merger between the 
two organizations. The World Motor Sport Council, as the 

governing body of motor sport, had ceased d irect 
involvement w ith commercial affairs. The FIA Foundation 
and FIA Motor Sport Safety Institute exist as independent 
non-profit bodies to conduct and commission research. 
The FIA Academy is a high-level committee to award the 
FIA World Prize for the Automobile and FIA Gold Medals 

to individuals or organizations who have made substantial 
contributions to international motor sport. 



Tl 11.R( ),\1 ) , \l lb\fJ 

The Motor Sport Safety lnstitute is the 
final piece of a wide-ranging 

reorganization due for completion in 
t he F!A's centenary year. As we have seen, the 
FIA's structure has changed ex.1:ensively over 100 

years. That was necessary, to reflect the 
evolution of the car and motoring and the sport 
that is inex.1:ri.cably linked. 

This book is, inevitably, a forest of 
federations, commissions and abbreviations: 
enough to confuse even the most avid reader. 

The chart opposite is an attempt to clarify the 
organization as it was in October 2004. 

Independence is a key to the FlA's success. It 
is a not-fur-profit organization. The information 
and advice that it provides through its member 
clubs is trusted by the consumer. Where 
necessary, to support its aim of defending the 

motorist, it challenges the motor industry and 
the legislators. It has a mission to improve the 
safety and environmental impact of everyday 

motoring and the poUtical influence to get 
reS1..1lts. 

Where there are cars, there will be motor 
sport. The Fl.A's parallel role as the governing 
body of motor sport also relies on its 

independence. The separation of sporting 
power and commercial interests agreed with 
the European Competition Commission 
underlines this. Indeed, the FIA is the first major 

regulatory body for world sport to be recognized 
officially and has been praised in the EU and 

elsewhere fur the transparent way it conducts its 

affairs. 
The FIA runs motor sport with a 

pennanent staff of some 50 people - far fewer 
than most comparable international sporting 
bodies - and operates in this immensely 
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complex Held with professionalism and a clear 
understanding of its fast-changing character. 
The Court of Appeal, the ultimate authority for 
all t he Federation's activities, continues to be 

entirely separate from the FI.A's administration 
and has also opened its doors to the media, in 
the interests of transparency. 

Links with other world organizations always 
have been important in the FlA's work. 1n the 

1930s, the Federation had the same sort of 
consultative status at the League uf Nations as it 
does, through the FIA Foundation, with the 

United Nations today. And, because of its duaJ 
role as a defender of mobility and the rule
maker for motor sport, the FIA has dose 
relations with national governments and the 

motor industry internationally. 
Its unique position in the automotive world 

made it appropriate to estabUsh an FIA 
Academy. Th.is is a committee of six senior 

delegates appointed by but separate from the 
FIA General Assembly, wltich is d1<lfged with 
choosing individuals who have made a 
substantial contribution to international motor 
sport to receive F1A Gold Medals and award an 

organization or an individual the FlA World 
Prize for the Automobile. Fittingly, these 
prestigious awards were first made at the FIA'.s 
centenary celebration in October 2004. 

The FIA today has a very different attitude 
to the association that was formed in Bad 
Homburg in 1904. What was a private, 

aristocratic, dub of clubs is infinitely broader in 
scope and accessibility. And yet it was the vision 
of those l3 founder members that inspired the 

development of the strong independent body 
which thrives as the Federation Internationale 
de l.i\utomobile 100 years later. 



FEDERATION INTERNATIONALE de L'AUTOMOBILE 

INTERNATIONAL 
COUITTOF 

APPEAL 

FIA President 

GENERAL ASSEMBLY 

118 countries represented 

163 affi.liated 

motoring clubs 
ACADEMY 

WORW 
COUNCIL 

for MOBILITY 

Various specialist 
commissions 

IJ0 FIA Foundation 
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AUDIT 
COMMITTEE 

® FIA Institute 

Various specialist 
commissio ns 
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FIA MEMBER CLUBS 2004 

National motor clubs affiliated to the Federation Internationale de l:i\utomobile are listed by 
country and include the official abbreviation, area of activity (M - Mobiljty, S - Sport) and 

date of joining. 

0 Autrid1e @ Barb.:ide 
t\u~tri.1 R1rhJdth 

' 
O~ten-cichisd1e·r AutomobiJ-, Barbados Rally Cluh (B.RC) MS 199--l 
Motorrad- und Touring ® Bulgarie Club (OAMTC) MS 1946 

@ 
Rulµ,aria 

Anclorre I 
J\ndurra Union des Automohilbtes 

\ •II Bulgares LUAB) 1v1S 1%3 
Autom6bil Club df\ndorra @) Rosnie (ACA) MS 1956 

@) Bt"lllil 

Armenic 
Arnwnia Bosnia and Herzegovina 

l •' Automobile Club (BLHAMK) MS 19t)-1 
Federation de l'.1\utornobile @ Bolivie &\rmenie (FAA) MS 1996 

@ Austrnlie 
Bolivia 

Austmlia Roli,·ia 
Automlivil Club 

Australian Automobile Roliviano (/\CB) tvlS 19--lh 

Association (AAA) M 1972 ® Brcsil 
Confederation of Au,tralian lku,I 
Motor Sport Ltd (CAMS) s 1960 l, 

® Azerbaijan AutOnll'lvel Club do HrnsLl 

Azerhaij,m (ACB) :vi 1926 

\ I Associacao Autornobilistirn 

Azerbaijan Auto S)°rt 
do Brasil (AAR) 1\l 2002 

Federat:lon (AASA s 2000 Confeder:J.;::in Brasileirn die' 
Automohili,mo (CBt\) s 1970 

G) Belgique (§0 Bahrein 
Bd~ium ltlhr1in 
I I I 

Roval Automobile Club de Bahrain Motor Federation 
Befgiquc (RACB) MS 1904 (BNIF) MS 1997 

® Bangladesh ® Burundi 
Banglacll'sh Burundi 

I I, 

Automobiole Association or Club Automobile du Burundi 
Bangladesh tAAB) MS 1970 (CAB) MS 1982 
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@ Bielorussic @ Costa-Rica 
BdJ1u, l -_.1,w Rlla 
I I ' l 1,J I 1, I 

federation Jc l'.i\utomobik· Autom6vil Club de Cos1:a Rica MS [957 
de Bidoru!c-~ic.: (r-AB) rv1s 1993 ® Chypre 

C,prus 

© Cuba ( h, ,, 
l uh,1 Cyprus Automobile 

Association (CAA) MS [966 
Fcderacitm Automovilismo v ® Tcheqt,e (Republique} 
Karti,mo de Cuba (FAKC) - /\IS [995 Clech Republic 

(§) Canada I'· I <1hh, ( I, 

('.:1nad.1 The Autodub of the Czech 
\ I d Republic (ACCR) MS 1992 
Cmadian Automobile Ustredni Automoklub Ceske 
A~sociation (CAA) M 1961 Rcpubliky (UAMK CR) M 1992 
Autl1rit0 Sportive Nationak 
du Canada (ASN CA) s 1989 0 AUemagne @) Sui5se Germ;1m 
\w1VL rland \ ,.r r. 
..,, r 

Allgcmcincr Deut~J,er 
,\utornohik Club de Suisse Automobil-Club (ADAC) /vi 1951 
(r\CS) MS 190--1 Automobiklt,b von 
'fouring Cluh Suisse (TCS) M 1998 Deutschland (AVD) M 1951 

@ Cote d'Ivoire Dcutsd1cr Motor Sport Rund 
lvnr~ ( \ w,t (DMSB) s 1985 

@ Danemark 
Federation lvoirienne de Spo,t DL·n m.irk 
1\ut\1111\lhile ct J\utr(", Sport, ) I 11\, I 

;-, l\\.:aniques (HSA) s 1971 Dansk Automobil Sports Union 

® Sri-Lanka (DASU) s 1978 
'>ri L~mk.i @ Dominicaine (Rtublique} 

D,1111ink.111 Reru 1lil. 
Ceylon l\!otm Spnrt" Cluh ,, ,l, I) 11 I ·ti, 

(Ct\lSC) s 1963 Federaci\'m Dominicana de 

@ Chine Automovilis,1111 Inc (FDi\) s 1992 
l hin<1 ® Algerie 

,\lgl'ri,1 
Federation of Autnnmhile Sprnt, \ 

nf the People'~ RcpuhliL of FC:-dernlion Algerienne des Sport5 
China (FASC) t\ lS 1983 t\ lccanicucs (FASM) MS 1987 

@) Colombie Automobile Club cl 
l ,1l,1111hi,1 Randonnees d:t\lgerie M 1993 

'fouring Club d'.i\lgerie (TCA) M 1994 
Touring v Automo, ii C lub de 
Colombia (ACC) MS 1928 
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© Spagne @) Etltiopie 
Spam l .th1,1p1.1 

Real Automovil Cluh de Ethiopian Motor ASS<X.iation 
Cat1lunya (RACC) M 1998 (EMA) MS 1997 
Real Autom6vil Club de 

0 Espana (RACE) M 1904 France 
Real Federacion Espaiiola de I 1.lll<l' 

Automovilismo (RFEA) s 1981 

@) Keny-J 
Automobile Club de France 
(ACF) M 1904 K..-n,a 
Federation Frarn;aise des 

The Automobile A~sociation of Automobile-Clubs et des 

Kenya (AAK) MS 1974 Usagers de la Route (FFAC) M 1998 

@) Federation Fram;aise du Sport 
T.1117,..1nie Automobile (FFSA) s 1968 
'1:1111.1111,\ @) Finlancle 

Automobile Association of lml.md 

"fanzania (AAT) MS 1987 

@) Ouganda 
Automobile and Touring 
Club of Finland (ATCF) M 1920 

L 'gand.1 Finnish Automobile Sport 
Federation (AKK-Motorsport) s 1980 

The Automobile Association of © Uganda (AAU) M 1995 Lie1:htenstein 

Federation of Motor Sports 
l .il'~ht,•n,tcm 

Clubs of Uganda (FMU) s 2001 I 

® Auton1obiklub des forstentums 
Equatcur Liechtenstein (ACFL) MS 1972 
b .. 11ad,,1 

Autom6vil Club de! Ecuador ® Grande-Bretagne 
(ANETA) MS 1948 <.;,t·,ll Brit 1in 

@ El Sah0Jdor The Royal Automobile Club 
l.l S.1k1dPr (RAC) M 190'1 

Automovil Club de Salvador 
RAC Motoring Services M 2000 

(ACES) MS 1972 The AutomobUe 

@) 
Association Ltd (AA) M 1998 

Estonir Motor Sports Association Ltd 
l Sl\ 1111,l (MSA) s 1998 

Estonian Autosport Union ® Georgie 
(EASU) MS 1993 l ;l\ ,,-gf,) 

@ Egyptt• 
r~, pt 

Georgian Automobile 
Federation (GAF) MS 1995 

Automobile & Touring Club of @ Gret::e 
Egypt (ATCE) MS 1922 (;ll'l'U' 

Automobile and Touring Club 
of Greece (ELPA) MS 1929 
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© llon~e Motorcycle and Automobile 
I hn I'! FederJtion of the Islamic 

Republic of 
Magyar Autl'iklub (MAK) M 1922 Lran (MAFIRJ) s 1995 

ational Automobilsport ® Irlande (Eird 
Fl-deration of I lungary ln-.md 
(M 'ASZ) s 1994 

@ I lnng-Kong Roy-JI lri~h Automobilt> Club 
I li>n:... Knng (RlAC) s 1929 

® Islande 
I long Kong Automobile kd,m,1 
Association (HKAA) MS 1976 

@ Jordanie lcelan<lic Motors)on 
h111bn Association (LIA s 1992 

The Royal Automobile Club 0 Japan 
of Jordan (RAC!) MS 1956 l.1p:111 

@ Cr1.1atie 
I 

l I ~ l ., Japan Automobile Federation 
(JAF) ~IS 19&-I 

I lrvatski Autoklub (HAK) M 1992 0 Jama'ique 
CrUJtian Car & Karting l.1111,1iL:1 

Federation ( CCKF) s 1992 
Jamaio ~Lotoring Club (JMC) MS 1996 

0 Italic <§) It 11' Kowcit 
r-.U\\ .lit 

Automobile Club d'Jtalia (ACI) MS 1905 

© Israel 
Kuwait International Automobile 

l r..11'1 
Club(KIAC) MS 1967 

@ Kazakhstan 
Automobile and li\uring Cluh 1-... z 1k l 

of brad (MEMS[) MS 1952 

@ lnde 
Automotorsport Federation of 

111,Ji I 
Republic Kazakhstan (AFRK) s 1992 

ThL' Federation of Motor Sports CD Lu,-xembourg 
Club~ of India (FMSCI) M Jl)76 l u,1·mhourg 

The Federation {1flndian 
Automobile t\s.<;(.xiations (FIAA) M 2002 Automobile Club du Grand Duche 

Motorsports A~sociation ot 
de Luxembourg (ACL) t\lS 1935 

ln<li:i (MAI) s 2000 @) Libyc 

® Iran 
I 1h\:t 

lrta 
Automobile and Touring 

1buring and Automobile Club 
Club of Libya (ATCL) MS 1967 

of the Islamic lkpublicof lran 
(TAC!) l\,J 1952 
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® Lituanie @) Fyrom (Macedoine) 
I .ithua111a 1\ bt..l'Jl 11)1,l 

I Id I 1,1 I h I 'j, I ,, I 

Lithuanian Automobile Club Auto-Moto Sojuz na 
(LAC) M 1997 Makedonija (AJ\tlSM) MS 1~)93 
Association of Lithuanian ® Mongolie 
Automobilists (LAS) M 1992 t-- l,)ng,)lk1 
The Lithuanian Automobile \ I, \j .. I I 

Sport Federation (LASF) s 1994 Mongolian Automobile Moton.}'de 

@ Lettonie Sport's Federation (MANISF) MS 1998 
I Jtvi.1 @) Macao 
I Ill! 1 1'-Li1..au 
Latvijas Automobilu FederJcija ',, ' I I ~ ,, I 

(I.AF) s 1994 China-Macau Autosports Club 

@ 
(CMAC) MS 1993 

Maroc @ Maurice (Ue) 
\ lor,x l n 1\lnuntius 
\I' I 11 , \Ii , 
Royal Automobile Club 
Marncain (RACM) M 1959 

Club Automohik de Rallyc 
(CAR) s 1993 

Federation Royale Marocaine de 
Sport Automobile (FRMSA) s 1995 © Norvege 

@) Malaisie Nl)l'\\,1\-

1\l,1lavsia 
,, 

~ I 11 4 

I ii I Royal Nor\\'egian Automobile 
The Automobile Association of Club(KNA) tvlS 1908 
Malaysia (AJ\M) MS 1963 9 Namibie @ Monaco Namibia 
~lt\11.\l ll I I I 

\ I, 1.1 Namibia Motor Sport 
Automobile Club de Monaco Fedemtion (NMSF) s 1~98 
(ACM) 1\tlS 1930 © Pays-Bays 

© Moldavie '\'l'th1-rk111d~ 
:". 1,,ld:1, i,1 I I'. I I 
\I ' ' I Koninklt:- 1edcrlandse 
Moldavian Asssociation oflntcrnational Aotnmo iel Club (KNACJ M I90..J 
Automobile Tr::mspo1t (AITA) M 1993 Koninklijke 'ederlandse 

@ Mexique 'R1er~tenbond (ANWB) tvl 2000 
'.l.k·xilP KNAC Nationale Autospon: 
\ I Federatie (KNAF) s 1988 
Autom6\'il Club de Mexico © 1ouvelle Zelande 
(ANA) M 1933 \!t:11 7.t,1L111d 
Organizaci6n Mexicana del ll' I Ill'' 

Depo1ta Automovilistico Internacional MotorS)ort New Ze-Jland Inc 
(OMDAI) S 1986 (MSNZ s 1971 
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@) Oman Qatar Motor and Motor Cycle 
Oman Federation (QMMF) s 2000 
( )1 l, I 

Oman Automobile @ Argentine Association (OAA) MS 1979 , \ rµ,l'ntma 

0 
\ ' 11 I 1 I l,l 

Portugal AutOllll)Vil Cluh Argentina 
l'l)rtt1gal (ACA) !vlS 1926 
I' ,,! I I © Autom6vel Club de Portugal Chine de Taipei 

Tii\\.111 (ACP) M 1904 I I I 

Fcdcra<;ao Portuguesa de Chinese Taipei Automobile 
Automobilsmo e Karting Associaiton (CTAA) M 1991 (FPAK) s 2000 

@ Panama 
Chine~c Taipei Motor Sport 
Assocaition CTMSA) s 1998 

l'.111,1111,l @ I' I II Congo 

Associacion Automovilistica de l <Hl~\l 

Touring y Oeportl'~ de Panama 
( 

(ASA]) MS 1978 Federation Automobile de la 

® Perou 
Rcpublique Democratique 
du Congo (FEDACO) MS 19fi7 

Pl'll.l @ I I I Chili 

ToUJing y Autom6vil Club Chilo.: 

del Peri'., (TACP) MS 1937 I '' 

® 
Autom6vil Cluh de Chile 

Pakistan (ACCH1) M 1928 
l'Jki~1a11 Fedcraci6n Chilena de l'1l 11 Automovilismo Depo11ivo 
Automobile Association of lFAOECH) s 1975 
Pakistan (/\AP) M 1995 0 lndonesie Pakistan Motor Sports lnd1ml'~iJ Club(PMSC) s 1994 I ~ I I I I I 

@ Pologne Ikatan Motor Indonesia (IMJ) MS 1935 
!'ubnd ® I I ,i Liban 

Polski Zwiazek Motorowy l .l'IXll1\lll 

(PZM) MS 1920 I ' Ill• 

e Paraguay 
Automobile ct Touring Club 
du Liban (ATCLB) MS 1933 

Par-t:,!.11,1\ @) I Madagascar 

Touring y Autom6vil Club 
.\lad.i;.!,,1,~,1r 
\I 'L,. I 11 

Paraguayo (TACPy) MS 1952 
Federation du Sport Automobile 

@ de )vladagascar (FSAM) S 1994 
Qatar @ Roumanie (~,lt,11 
I,, I RP111na111a 

Qatar Automobile and I, ' I I 

Touring Club (QATC) M 1975 Automobil Clubul Roman 
(ACR) MS 1960 
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AFFllJ.All:D NATIONAL Cll.'R~ 

@ Coree @ Serbie-Montenegro 
K, m.?:t ~erhi,1 and i\ lc111tene;.:ru 

l I 

Korea Automobile Association Automobile and Moto~e 
(KAA) M 1969 Association of Serbia an 
Korea Automobile Racing Montenegro (AMSSGC) MS 19-17 
Association @ Singapour 
(KARA) s ]996 SingJpore 

<@ Uruguay 
l 'rugua~ Singapore Motor Sports 

Association (SivlSA) MS 1983 
Automovil Club de.I Uruguay @ Slovaquie (Rtublique de) 
(ACU) MS 1920 Sk,\'ak Repub k 

@ Philippines I 

Ph ii ippine., Narodn? Automotoklub 
Slovenskej Republiky (NAMK) M 1994 

Automobile Association Slovensk7 Autoturist 
Philippines (AAP) MS 1952 Klub(SATC) M 2000 

@ Saint-Marin Slovak Association of Motor 
S.111 /\,larino Sport (SAMS) s 1994 

. I @ Slovenie 
Federazione Auto Motoristica Slovem<1 
Sammarinese (FAMS) s 1970 I ,, ' 

<§) Russie Auto-moto Zveza Slovenije 
Ru~.,ia (AMZS) MS 1992 

@ Senegal 
Russian Automobile Sem·~al 
Federntion (RAF) MS 1992 
Russian Federation of Autosport Federation Senegalaisc de Sport 
and Tourism CRFAST) M 1992 Automobile et Motocycliste 

@ Rwanda 
lFSSAM) s 1963 

R,,,111J:1 @) Syrie 
I S~n,1 
Rwanda Automobile Club 
(RAC) MS 1997 Automobile Club de Syrie 

(ACS) MS 1952 

© Suede 

0 ""'L'~kn Thai1ande 
lluibnd 

Kung) Automobil Klubben 
(KAK) M 1905 The Royal Automobile 
Svenska Bilsportforbundet (SBF) S 1969 Association ofThailand (RAAT) MS 1938 

@ Arabie Saoudite @ Tunisie 
S..,udi Arahia ·11.11miJ 

Saudi Automobile Federation M 1989 National Automobile Club de 

Saudi Automobile & Touring 
Tunisie (NACT) MS 1960 

Association (SATA) s 1995 
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® 

® 

Turquie 
Turk,') 

Turkiye Turing ve Otomobil 
Kurumu (ITOK) 
Turkish Automobile and 
Motorsports Federation 
(TOMSFED) 

Trinidad & Tobago 
TrinicL1J & 'foh.1g,1 
I II t l I 

Trinidad & Tobago Automobile 
Sports Association (TTASA) 

Ukraine 
l lkrninl' 

Federation Automobile 

M 1937 

s 1992 

s 1993 

d'Vkraine (FAU) MS 1992 

Emirats Arabes Unis 
L1nitL·d ,\rah ErnuatL"-
1 I I 

Automobile & Touring Club fur 
UAE (ATCUAE) MS 1968 

Etats-Unis d~merique 
L lnitl'd StatL"' nf Am~•rk,1 
l ,, I I 1 \1, I 1, 

American Automobile 
Association (AAA) M 1933 
Automobile Competitions 
Committee fur the United 
States, FIA, Inc (ACCUS) S l958 

Porto Rico 
l'uert,1 Rico 

I I 

Primera Federacion de 
Automovilismo, Motocidismo 
y Kartismo de Puerto 
Rico-FIA lnc (FAPR) MS 1975 
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Yemen 
)t'll1t:'l1 

) 

Yemen Club fur Touring & 
Automobile (YCTA) 

Venezuela 
\ \'lll'i.Lldd 

II I 

Touring y Autom6vil Club 
de Venezuela 
(TACY) 

Zombie 
Zamhi,1 

I 

?.ambia Motor Sports 
Association (ZMSA) 

MS 1996 

MS 1949 

S 1992 

~ Afrique du Sud 
\.!::..,/ '>outh AlnLtl 

I I 

The Automobile Association of 
South Africa (AASA) M 1967 

® 
Motorsport South Africa (MSA) S 1997 

Zimbabwe 
.limhahwe 

The Automobile Association of 
Zimbabwe (AAZ) M 1967 
?.ambabwe Motor Sports Federation 
(ZMSF) S 1993 



WHAT'S WHAT AND WHO'S WHO -
A GLOSSARY OF ABBREV1ATIONS 

The world of motoring and motor sport is beset by abbreviations for or<6anizations and 
activities. Most of the national automobLle dubs that make up the FIA have their ovvn 

shorthand name, by whid1 they are most often referred; these are induded in the list of 
member dubs on pages 246 to 253. Listed here are other abbreviations, including those 

of the FIA's own institutions, whid1 appear in th.is book. 

ABS Anti-lock Rmking System CI~Il Commission Histuriqul' Internationale 

ACA Automobile Club of America 
(FIA) 

(dissolved 1036) CIC Commission Internationale de 

/\CEA A,;sociation des Constructcurs 
Circulation (FIA, ~ublished 19lll 

Europeens d:,\utomobiles CJCD Commission Internationale de 
Circulation et Douanes (FLA) 

AJACR Association l.ntemationale des 
OD Commission Internationale de Automobiles Clubs Rernnnus 

( forerunner of the FIA) Oouanes (FIA, established 19ll) 

CIK Commission lntemation;ile dt: Karting ACN Automohile Club National 
(FIA, established 1962) 

ACO Automobile Club de l'Ouest (organizt'r CIT Commission de Tourismc (FIA, 
of Le Mans 24 Hour race) established l!:l26) 

AIT Alliance Internationale dt: Tourisme CPD Carnet de Passages en Douane 

BPICA Bureau Pem,anent Internat ionale de CS! Commission Sportive lntemationale 
Constructeurs (FLA, established 1922) 

Automobile CTI Commission Tediniquf' lnternationall' 
(FIA, established 1935) 

CART Championship Auto Racing Tean1s 
(USA) EC European Commission 

CETA Consortium d't.tucles Touristiqut'S ct 
EOC Eumpean Olympic Committee 

Automobiles (1991) EU Eu,upean Union 
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ERTICO lntdligent 'TI-:msport Systems and I.SR Land Speed Record 
Service~ - Europe 

Iv[EP Member of European Parliament 
EumNCAP European New Car Assessment 

Progrnmme OBD On-Board Diagnostics 

EumR,\ I' European Road Assessment OECD Eumpcan Organisation for Economic 
Programme Development 

FAI Federation Aeronautique 
I ntemationalc 

OT/\ Organisation Mondiale de lburbrne et 
de l_'.A.utomobile 

Fl/\ Federation lntem;1tionall' <le 
l.i\utomobile PROA Professional Racing Drivers' A-;sociation 

FIM Federntion lnternationalc Motocydiste SITTC SeL-tiOn International de la Technique, 
du Tourisme et de la Circulation (FIA, 

FISA Federation Internationale du Sport 1957-70) 
Automobile (FIA, 1979-1992) 

SSI Section Spo1tive Internationale (FIA, 
FIVA Federation Internationale Vehicules 1957-70) 

Anch~ns 

FOA Formula One Admirili.tration 
TfR Transports lnternationaux Routiers 

FOCA Fonnula One Constructors' 
TAI Tribune d'.1-\ppd International (FlA 

Ac;sociation 
International Court of Appeall 

FOM Formula One Management UN United Nations 

GPDA Grand Prix Drivers' A~sociation Ul\1£CE United Nations EconomiL Commission 
lor Europe 

GPJ Grand Prix International 
UNEP Unjted Nations Environment 

ICC International Chamber of Commerce Progr::nnm1.: 

IOC International Olympic Committee USAC Unrted States Auto Club 

!RU International Road Transport Union 
WCR World Championship Racing 

ISC Lnternational Spt irtsworld 
Communicators WHvlS World Federation of Motor Sport 

ISO International Standards Organisation WHO World Health Organisation 

ITS Intelligent Transport System WRC World Rally Championship (FIA) 
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